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Abstract 

This research project contains a first proposai, a second proposai, and an 

examination of the décision to change from the first to the second, and four 

producís of the research. This was an aborted interview-intensive qualitative 

research initiative with paedophile sexual offenders. The second was the 

development of a treatment and training programme for sexual addiction. The 

change from the first to the second was caused by the secondary trauma that 

followed exposure to the primary trauma of others. The four products 

principally cover the following subjects: 1] narcissistic damage, sexual 

addiction and religious behaviour 2] causation issues in sexual abuse in the 

church 3] researching sensitive and distressing topics 4] treatment and 

training issues in sexual addiction. The fourth product was preceded by a 

quantitative research project. The whole of the above is anchored in the story 

of a personal joumey and includes an analysis of the theory of sexual 

addiction. 



This work is dedicated to 

Julie Norman 

Friend, benefactor and fellow traveller 
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Introduction 

The Review of Previous Learning, the first stage of this doctoral project, was 

submitted in the winter of 2000. It finished with thèse penultimate words, 

The project that I plan anead, and the académie work that I 
propose to do, is cleaiiy a combination of personal history, 
académie work and application; cross-referenced, 
synthesised and brought forward in tandem. 

This project, which is now completed, has been that combination: a synthesis 

of personal history, académie work and application. It is the outworking of the 

original académie, professional and clinical intention. 

This project began with the intention of researching the relationship between 

sexual and religious behaviour especially as it contributes to off ender 

behaviour. I found this research so distressing that l applied for, and was 

given, permission to change my proposai to the création of a sexual addiction 

treatment and training programme for psychotherapists and other health care 

Professionals. The following document relates to the first and second 

proposai and the décision to change from one proposai to another. 

It contains the following material: 

The Journey to the Doctórate— sets forth a personal narrative, 'a narrative 

of the self [Richardson, 1994, p521], It begins with the reasons for the 

journey, describes the journey up to and during the doctoral project, évaluâtes 

the programme of specialist seminars, comments on some of the Level Five 
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Descriptors and lists some of the contributions to the profession of 

psychotherapy made by the doctoral project. 

The Theory of Sexual Addiction—This chapter is concerned with the theory 

of sexual addiction and concepts related to the theory of sexual addiction. It is 

divided into eight sections: sources of conceptual data, components of the 

theory sexual addiction, locating the theory of sexual addiction in a wider 

context, treatment and methodology, a discussion of nomenclature, case 

studies and réfections on the limitations of the theoretical material. Treatment 

and methodology are considered in this section because of their c lose 

association with the development of theory. In addition to définitions and 

descriptions, at the core of the chapter, there are the principal conceptual 

components of a theory of sexual addiction, among them: 

• Narcissistic Damage 
• Sexualization 
• Shame: the Principal Driver 
• Addiction and the Régulation of Affect 

Also in this chapter there has been an emphasis on demonstrating in the text 

and by diagram ail the interconnections between the theoretical components. 

The overall aim of this chapter is to explain the theoretical and conceptual 

basis that lies behind the project and the products of the project. 

Literature Review / Sexual Addiction — T h i s is a review of the sexual 

addiction literature and limits itself only to that literature. This chapter is 

dominated by the work of Patrick Carnes , Aviel Goodman, and Charlotte Kas l . 

The latter part of the chapter concentrâtes on the literature on Internet sexual 
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addiction and the chapter ends with the personal comments on the theoretical 

content of the literature drawn from clinical practice. 

Literature Review / Critical of Sexual Addiction—This chapter contains a 

review of the literature critical of the concept of sexual addiction and which 

challenges the usefulness of the prolifération of'addiction discourse' . 

Quantitative Research Project— Prior to the préparation of the fourth 

product, a quantitative research project was undertakento ascertain the need 

and usefulness of the product. This quantitative research has been given its 

own chapter and the research is explained in a standard research format. 

A n Introduction to the Products—This chapter introduces and explains the 

four producís created by the research with particular référence to 

methodology, the contents of each product, the processes involved, and 

where appropriate, the limitations associated with each product. It makes 

référence to two additional producís that have also grown out of this project 

but lie outside the time frame of the research. 

Overview and Conclusion—This chapter contains an overview of the four-

year process thaï lies behind this doctoral project and the role and function of 

the process itself during that four-year time frame. The chapter continues with 

a référence to the gênerai limitations of the project but goes on to highlight 

and list the learning outcomes and conclusions of the work. 
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The Appendix—contains background material relevant to the whole of the 

project a s well as the products of the project. It also contains a revision of the 

first product and information about the sexual addiction treatment programme 

that is still a 'work in progress'. 

The first product, the journal article, Narcissistic Damage, Religious 

Behaviour, and Sexual Addiction, explores the relationship between 

religious behaviour and sexual addiction and locates the relationship in the 

common source of narcissistic damage. The motivation for this article was to 

understand the aetiology of sexual misconduct in religious organisations. 

The second product, Time for Action, is a report to the member churches of 

Churches Together in Britain and Ireland, and for sale to the public, of the 

problem of sexual abuse in the church. This book focuses in particular on the 

sexual abuse of adults by religious officiais. My contribution was Chapter 9, 

the chapter on causation, and part of Chapter 3, on définitions and the 

parameters of the research. The contents of the product contain only the 

material for the chapter on causation. W h e n it was launched on the 3 r d 

December 2002 there was considérable média interest. 

The United Kingdom Counci l for Psychotherapy [UKCP] Conférence Paper, 

Researching Sensitive and Distressing Topics, was written to explore the 

décision made in the sprîng of 2002 to change the focus of research away 

from sexual and religious behaviour and to focus instead on the development 

of a 'sexual addiction' treatment and training programme for psychotherapists 
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and other professional health care workers. This paper was particularly 

interested in the traumatic and contaminating impact of distressing research 

on the well being of the researcher. The ideas in this paper are referred to in 

the chapter titled 'The Journey to the Doctorate' and draw especially on the 

specialist seminars. This paper has been submitted to Kamac for publication 

in a book, What Is Psychotherapy Research? 

The final product of the research is a teaching programme to train 

psychotherapists and other health care professionals to work with sexual 

addiction and compulsivity. This is designed to be a stand-alone programme, 

or for continuing professional education, or to be inserted into an existing 

modular structure. 

I wrote in the Review of Previous Learning, 

The project that lies ahead, and these studies which are 
connected with it, are appropriate, sequential, 
interconnected, successive, integrative, and finally 
culminating. It is the culmination and application of a life 
story, scripts, imperatives, roles and acquired knowledge, 
with its outcome directed towards self-actualisation and the 
delivery of service to people in need. 

The start of this project reflected the desire for a process of integration. The 

end of this project represents the achievement of culmination and application. 
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Chapter 1 

Joumey to the Doctórate 

Introduction 

Reasons for the Joumey 

l decided to undertake the doctoral programme for a number of reasons both 

professional and personal. The professional reasons include an opportunity 

for systematic learning, involvement with a community of researchers and 

practitioners, time and motivation to reflect on the application of knowledge to 

practice, to strengthen professional credibility, and to better equip the quality, 

professionalism, and excellence of clinical practice. It is a natural way to 

round off previous académie work and previous professional training. The 

personal reasons include a désire to understand and to make sensé of my 

personal history, to amalgámate and synthesize ail that has gone before, and 

to take and use the past to make sensé of the présent and to inform and 

shape the future. This doctórate is the pursuit of an interest in understanding 

narcissistic damage and the effects of narcissistic damage, especial ly shame, 

on adult functioning, sexuality, relationships, and in the causation of addictive 

compulsive processes. This is a story with académie, cl inical, and personal 

components, conséquences and outeomes. 

Section 1 

Describing the Journey: 

The Joumey Leading Up to the Doctoral Programme 

I was educated in a church school , studied sociology and anthropology at 

university, and then did a diploma in theology and the general ordination 
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exams. Ordained in 1970, tworked in parish lifeuntil 2001, mosto f which was 

in central London. Düring my time in parish ministry I engaged in three major 

areas of study, two privately managed: cosmology and socia l structure, 

organisational development and addiction studies. Having completed an M S c 

in Psychosexual Therapy and accréditation with the British Associat ion for 

Sexual and Relationship Therapy [BASRT] and registration. with the United 

Kingdom Council for Psychotherapy [UKCP], l left full-time parish ministry to 

develop a third âge career as a psychotherapist and psychosexual therapist. I 

intend to do this for the next 10 to 15 years. 

Behind the story there is another story. The 'set up' for that joumey begins 

long ago in my family of origin. I was the child of an unhappy, narcissistically 

damaged and emotionally needy mother, who was addicted to nicotine, 

alcohol and prescription drugs, and who, was eventually arrested for 

prostitution. She was emotionally seductive towards me in childhood and 

physically sexually seductive towards me in adolescence. 

By contrast, my father avoided me. The family was divided but stayed 

together. I belonged to my mother and my brother belonged to my father, thus 

depriving me of a father and depriving him of a mother. He became a médical 

doctor and then a psychiatrist. He was eventually d iagnosed with a bi-polar 

disorder, has been in and out of trouble with the police for shoplifting and drug 

offences, and has lost his l icense to practice mediane. I write about him to 

give an indication of the level of disturbance in the family and the severity of 

the conséquences. 
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I grew up an un-coordinated fat child in a slim athletic maie culture, poor in a 

place of compétitive affluence, and gay in a violent society that hated and 

despised gay people. I experienced life as painful, fearful and dangerous. I felt 

myself to be contaminating and loathsome. 

In contrast to the violence of my culture, the self-hatred created by my own 

internalised homophobia, and the insanity of family life, I found in the church a 

refuge and a place of acceptance meaning, safety, respect, and joyful 

célébration. A vocation to priesthood offered me a way out of shame and 

other conséquences of narcissistic damage and deprivation. At the same 

time, before I knew what addiction was, I became an addict. I used ecstatic 

religious expérience, nicotine, alcohol, sexual fantasy, work, and food to 

anaesthetize loneliness and self-contempt. Looking back, I can see other 

symptoms of narcissistic damage: a need to control, fear of exposure, a 

marked tendency to split and compartmentalise, chronic low-self worth 

masked by grandiosity, difficulty in setting functional boundaries or respecting 

the boundaries of others, cycl ical dépression, sexual shame, seduct iveness, a 

need for admiration that could not be requited, and the capacity to manipulate 

and cajole. I had never been in a relationship with anyone and I had little 

capacity for intimacy. I became, in the words of a col league, 'a man more 

driven than called 1 . 

In 1987 at a conférence on healing addictive compuls ive disorders, my 

vocation was chal lenged and my addictions confronted and there began a 

process that brings me to today. Shortly after the conférence, I read Healing 
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the Shame that Binds You [Bradshaw, 1988] and for the first time I began to 

understand what had happened to me. The book gave me a language and an 

introduction to a set of concepts to describe what had gone on in my life. The 

book is divided into two sections: the problem and the solution. The problem, 

in effect, describes the origins of narcissistic damage and it's outworking in 

shame. The solution proposes Twelve Step recovery and one-to-one 

psychotherapy. I began both immediately. The following years were given 

over to that process. This included regulär therapy, hundreds of hours of 

twelve step meetings, two periods in residential treatment, and constant 

reading and reflection. Two things seemed to happen in this process, I largely 

withdrew from addictive behaviours and I began to repair the inner damage 

that had been both masked and medicated. In addition to addiction recovery 

there have been a number of bénéficiai side effects. I lost my fear of Aying, 

fear of public speaking, my hypochondria, anorexie / bulimic eating patterns, 

cyclical dépressions and indebtedness. Perhaps most indicative of all, I 

developed some capacity for relatedness, evidenced by the establishment 

and maintenance of a 'first and only 1 committed relationship. I take thèse 

things as the fruits of recovery, not only from addiction, but also from the 

effects of narcissistic damage. This is an on going process. 

My décision to move out of parish work and move into füll time psychotherapy 

has not been about the loss of a religibus vocation but rather the fulfilment of 

a vocation, unifying, hamessing, and gathering together ail that has gone 

before. It feels as though the purpose of this part of my life is to draw upon 

and utilise my expérience of narcissistic wounding, addiction, addiction 
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équivalents, pastoral background, académie expérience, and my expérience 

of recovery andthe refining processes of change to unify thèse into one single 

endeavour. This doctorate is, therefore, a double act. lt hamesses my 

expérience to further the well being of others, while the service of others 

furthers my expérience of well-being. 

In the Review of Previous Leaming, this doctoral work is described as 'the 

culmination and application of a life story, scripts, imperatives, rôles, and 

acquired knowledge, with its outeome directed towards self-actualisation and 

the delivery of service to people in need' . It was in this sensé, among others, 

that I described the décision in the Review of Previous Learning and in the 

introduction to this document to undertake the doctoral programme a s 

'culminating'. 

The twelfth step of ail the twelve step addiction recovery programmes carnes 

the requirement to take the programme 'to the still suffering addict', in other 

words, to exercise a service function on behalf of other people with similar 

problems and similar needs. The wisdom is that we are ourselves best served 

in the service of others. My goal in embarking on this doctoral programme has 

been to draw upon my personal expérience, strengthen it with académie 

research and reflection, and to create a better quality of clinical practice and, 

at the same time, to make a contribution to the field of psychotherapy. 
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Describing the Journey: 

The Journey During the Doctoral Project 

I joined the doctoral programme in 1999 and having submitted Level Four and 

Level Five applications, submitted a Learning Agreement in 2001 and a 

revised agreement in 2002. The first proposal was to research the relationship 

between sexual and religious behaviour with particular reference to sexual 

offending; the second proposal was to develop a 'sexual addiction' treatment 

and training programme for psychotherapists and other health care 

professionals. 

The goal has since been to become an expert in the psychotherapeutic 

treatment of addictive and compulsive sexual behaviours and an expert 

on the impact of addiction on sexuality and relationships. The shift from 

the first to the second proposal better fits my interests, better serves my 

professional goals and more closely fits the requirements of this doctoral 

programme. On another level, the decision to change was to remove myself 

from a traumatic and damaging research experience and at the same time to 

continue with a congruent project that would make a contribution to the field of 

psychotherapy. 

The First Research Proposal—Working with Offenders 

The first proposal was designed to explore the relationship between religious 

behaviour, sexual behaviour and offender behaviour. To further describe the 

context of this work: I interviewed elderly incarcerated Irish Roman Cathol ic 

paedophile priests. This involved a repeated exposure to stories of abuse and 
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expériences of shame, repeated exposure to men who were vulnerable and 

broken in their own right, profoundly shamed and traumatised. It involved 

fréquent Visits to secure facilities, a confrontation with vigilantes, constant 

exposure to a hostile media and the shaming asides and imputations of 

col leagues and friends [contamination by association]. The vigilante 

expérience multiplied the shame and created an atmosphère of fear in both 

incarcerated résidents and resident workers. It created in me a heightened 

sensé of fear and contamination. 

Düring this time I was serving on the Churches Together in Britain and Ireland 

Working Party on Sexual Abuse in the Church. On th isworking party, which 

took évidence, I was exposed, sess ion after sess ion, to the testimonies of 

those who had been abused. Half of the members of the working party were 

survivors of sexual abuse and/or domest ic violence and the atmosphère on 

the working party was frequently acrimonious, vindictive, and emotional. 

S o m e members of the working party attacked my interest in understanding 

and describing causation and took it to be an attempt to justify rather than 

understand the abuser. I feit further attacked and found myself becoming 

addictive, I began to drink too much and I experienced s leeplessness, 

dépression, paranoïa, bad dreams, chronic fear and uncertainty and a sensé 

of contamination and despair. 

In the first research proposai, on sexuality and religious behaviour, I was 

preparing to analyse a data set of semi-structured interviews [Appendix A], 

ten with sexual offenders and five with those who work with offenders. Making 
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contact and setting up the interviews took a long time and careful planning. 

There were many problems with security and as an unknown novice 

researcher I was treated with suspicion and mistrust The process of 

identifying and targeting the gatekeepers, persuaders and other appropriate 

Professionals was, in fact, a process of 'grooming', although différent, but as 

in abuse, the deliberate cultivation of another for one's own purposes. It made 

me feel uneasy. Although eventually very cordial and helpful, the 

organisations I visited [The Portman Clinic, The Wolvercote Clinic, and Our 

Lady of Victories, Stroud] met me with wariness and suspicion. People did not 

ring back, phone numbers were unlisted, and incoming callers were 

questioned and screened for motive and purpose. Having read the tabloid 

press and experienced the work of vigilantes first hand, I fully understand the 

reasons for the high levels of security but its effect on my inner life was to 

trigger my own inner scripts of unacceptability and to make me feel amateur 

on the one hand and ghoulish on the other. 

Düring the pursuit of my first research proposai the only time my Symptoms of 

distress disappeared was when I went to a professional conférence on the 

treatment of offenders. This was a good-humoured affair, addressed by Tony 

Ward, Professor of Forensic Psychology at Melbourne University, in an 

atmosphère of purposeful and convivial collegiality. Here I was not alone and 

the work was in the context of professional normality. Attendance at this 

conférence was the only time in the first research process that I felt inspired 

and affirmed rather than stressed and contaminated. Clarke and Roger in 

doing work on secondary trauma in offender treatment programmes [2002] 
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note that, across the literature, it is reported that between 20% and 25% of 

those who work with offenders show the symptoms that they and I have 

outlined and the symptoms that I experienced. 

I was engaging in a process of narrative based qualitative research with 

people who been raised in circumstances of trauma, who had traumatised 

vulnerable others and who had themselves been traumatised by arrest and 

incarceration, in an atmosphere of trauma and recrimination. I had to bring to 

this process, ' immersion' and all the other heuristic and reflexive qualities 

required of the qualitative research. By the time I finally decided to change the 

direction of my research I had interviewed three professionals working with 

offenders and I had completed ten 90-minute interviews with elderly Roman 

Cathol ic priests who were gross paedophile offenders. McLeod 's [2001] 

chal lenge to the researcher 'to become a knower" turned out, in its own way, 

to be an invitation to post-traumatic stress disorder. 

The Second Research Proposal-

Sexual Addiction: A Psychotherapeutic Approach 

I had begun to interview offenders and treatment providers at the end of 2001 

and the beginning of 2002. The symptoms of secondary trauma set in almost 

immediately and intensified with the intensity of the research. After 

consultation with my clinical supervisor and my own therapist I made the 

decision to change the nature of my work from its focus on religious and 

sexual behaviour to the development of a treatment and training programme 

for psychotherapists and other health care workers to work with sexual 
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addiction. I chose this alternative plan because the concept of sexual 

addiction has been présent before and during the doctoral programme. It has 

an important role to play in my personal story and in my family of origin. Itwas 

an implicit component in my M S c research. It was clear from the work I had 

already done with offenders that sexual addiction underlies many types of 

sexual offending and that offender treatment programmes have many 

features in common with addiction treatment programmes. The thème of 

sexual addiction runs through ail my previous doctoral submissions. It has 

increasingly come to domínate my invitations to speak and the nature and 

character of the referrals that I receive. I had intended, in any event, to begin 

a treatment programme for sexual addiction and compulsivity in the autumn of 

2003. That programme has now begun and is in the process of évaluation 

with a view to the publication of the outcome of that work. 

I was aware from my own psychosexual professional training [1995-1998] 

that sexual addiction was little thought about and little understood even in the 

field of psychosexual psychotherapy. I was also aware that there was no 

special ised treatment or training avai lable in the United Kingdom to target 

specifically this type of behaviour and little or no académie work done on this 

subject in the United Kingdom. I was becoming aware, at the same time, of 

the growing impact of the Internet on sexual addiction and compulsivity. All in 

all, it seemed that I was correctly placed and equipped to make a contribution, 

on this subject in particular, to the field of psychotherapy. My choice of action 

was to develop a treatment and training programme for psychotherapists and 
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other health care workers to understand and respond appropriately to these 

behaviours when presented in clinical practice. 

This decision meant a change from a well progressed and highly qualitative 

proposal, exploring data from extended interviews, seeking to identify themes, 

categories, typologies, to a much more quantitative and constructional 

proposal. The methodology behind the creation of the treatment programme 

is a combination of personal experience, experience from clinical practice, 

combined with an analysis of sexual recovery literature and offender 

treatment literature, with the inclusion of psychosexual, psychoanalytic and 

psychotherapeutic insights. This was a process of construction. The 

methodology that was used to evaluate the need and desirability of such a 

project was quantitative rather than qualitative. The decision to change has 

given rise to the development of a training programme, a practical 

contribution to the field of psychotherapy [Appendix I], along side a number of 

other contributions represented by the other products of the doctoral 

programme [Appendix, F ,G, H]. 

The Doctoral Programme as Recovery 

Cames [1991, p260] notes that in the 'repair and growth' stage of the 

recovery process that 'we were able to measure dramatic improvements in 

career, status, financial stability, friendship, ability to cope with stress, 

spirituality and self- image'. The pursuit of this doctoral programme is not only 

an academic exercise but is another stage in an on-going process of repair 

and growth. 
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Stephen Pattison, sénior research fellow in practical theology at Cardiff, 

writes about his vocation and its relationship to shame [2000, p113], 'In my 

own case, I think I became a clergyman partly to avoid a sense of inner chaos 

and worthlessness and to become an acceptable 'somebody\1 would say the 

same: ministry as an exercise in the management of shame, and thus in 

becoming an acceptable somebody. This doctoral programme is also an 

exercise in becoming an 'acceptable somebody\ 

Section 2 

Specialist Seminare 

I began the specialist seminars with no expectation of their usefulness. My 

attitude began gradually to change and, towards the end of the project, the 

seminars began to make more and more sense. The seminars were chosen 

[Appendix B] for the valué of their application to the following subject áreas: 

• Psychotherapy Research 

• Clinical Practice 

• Project Content 

All three subject-areas were present, to some extent, in each seminar. 

Additionally there were unexpected overall learning benefits that carne not 

from the individual seminars but from the seminars taken together. 

Psychotherapy Research: Shapiro, Parry, Mairand Hart 

The seminars on 'psychotherapy research' led by Shapiro and Parry drew 

attention to the nature of research, and to the importance of consistent, 
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reliable, accurate and dependable methodology. The seminars summarised 

some of the key thèmes in psychotherapy research: process and outcome, 

the récognition of the need to distinguish between specific and non-specif ic 

factors predicted to produce therapeutic change, the distinction between 

efficacy and effectiveness, the argument for randomisation, and an outline of 

différent types of évidence. The distinction between change and 'clinically 

significant change' was quite new to me and I found Parry's graphs to 

illustrate this distinction interesting and persuasive. The overview [Parry, 

2002] presented, in summary, the case against evidence-based 

psychotherapy and this added depth and breadth to the seminar. 

Included in the handouts for the seminar led by David Shapiro was his 

address [2002a], given in memory of his father, Monte Shapiro, to the 

Centenary Conference of the British Psychological Society on the 'scientist-

practitioner model'. This model, which grew out of the Boulder Conference of 

Graduate Education in Clinical Psychology in 1949, cal led for clinical 

psychologists to be trained both as scientists and practitioners [Shapiro, 

2002a]. It is this inspiration, the 'clinician working scientifically 1 [Shapiro, 

2002a, p232], that Shapiro put before the Centenary Conference in 

Edinburgh, emphasizing 'more strongly than before the value of applying the 

findings and methods of psychology to understanding clinical problems' 

[Shapiro, 2002a, p232]. This seems to me, in whatever variant it is to be 

found, an essential core conceptual insight and philosophical underpinning to 

the concept of 'the excellent practitioner". It a lso puts the psychotherapist, or 
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any other practitioner of a psychological therapy, competitively involved in the 

realîties of healthcare provision. 

The seminar led by Mair and Hart was the iast taken of the eight required 

seminars. It was described in the promotional literature as seeking 'to explore 

the interface between research, évaluation and psychotherapy pract ice— how 

to make research projects personal, meaningful, and useful to the profession', 

it was chosen because [Richardson, 1994, p516], 'writing is a way of 

knowing—a method of discovery and analysis'. I thought it might be able to 

inform and facilítate the 'writing up' process. 

For reasons that are obvious from the earlier part of this chapter, Mair 's 

reflections on the connection between 'quest' and 'question' in the research 

and the researcher were very attractive [Mair, 2002, p4], 

/ a/77 a question which is stmggüng to know itself. i am a 
question searching for ways to give itself 
form....Psychological enquiry is what life is about. It is a 
'calling' or a 'need' or a 'journey' which involves who I am 
as well as what I do. 

This 'psychology of questions' [Mair, 2002, p4] summarises, at least in part, 

my own motivation and the purpose of my décision to undertake a doctoral 

programme. A s I have written about my personal journey, l have become 

increasingly aware of the importance of the role and usefulness of the self in 

the research process—the quest and the question. I enjoyed this workshop 

but l would like to have seen more done to explore the role of language in 

identity and brain function [Cozolino, 2002] and more done to develop the 
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notion of 'narrative making' as part of the 'formulation of a plausible story' 

[Butler, 1999]. 

Clinical Practice: Barkham and Butler 

This seminar, led by Michael Barkham, was taken at the very beginning of the 

doctoral programme before anything else had been done. I had no research 

questions or intended products. His explanation of the four générations of 

research [Barkham et al, 1999] put the subject of psychological thérapies 

research into an historical perspective. This is summarised as follows 

[Barkham et a l , 1999], 

1 s t Génération: Is therapy better than no therapy? 
2 n d Génération: Which modality is the most effective? 
3 r d Génération: Which modalities are cost effective? 
4 t h Génération: What is clinical meaningfulness? 

I found his analysis and practical emphasis on the importance of evidenced 

based practice a call to private practice [Barkham et al, 1999], 'everyone is 

hère: researchers, moneyand blue chip joumals' . 

This workshop had an important impact on the practicalities of clinical 

practice. The most important was the introduction of Clinical Outcomes in 

Routine Evaluation [CORE] and an opportunity to begin to reflect on the 

appropriateness of C O R E in the évaluation of psychosexual work. C O R E 

outcomes were integrated into my private practice at the beginning May 2003. 

They are also being used, with supplementary questions, to evaluate the 

group sexual addiction treatment programme begun in September 2003. To 

my knowledge C O R E has not been used as a measure in psychosexual 

psychotherapy and it will be interesting to see its effectiveness and to explore 
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what ancillary devices might need to be designed to measure effective 

therapy and successful outcomes in working with sexual addiction and 

compulsivity. 

This seminar also raised questions for me about the nature of the 'excellent 

practitioner\ Is it possible to describe someone as 'excellent practitioner" if he 

or she ignores the implementation of outcome studies or the relevance of 

évidence based practice in the overall content of a therapeutic practice? 

Gill ian Butier's seminar, described as a 'practical seminar', was chosen for its 

application to the realities of clinical practice, for its potential contributions to 

the i mprovement of practice and for the application of its theoretical content to 

the development of a programme of treatment and training for sexual 

addiction. This was a well-prepared and well-presented specialist seminar. 

The main aim of the seminar was to focus on 'formulation' as a clinical tool 

and formulation as a way of relating theory to practice, so that it allows the 

émergence of hypothèses. The seminar was indeed useful for this and for the 

enunciation of the three main principáis that l ies behind formulation [1998, p4] 

(i) A formulation should be based on a theory, 
reflecting an attempt to put the theory into practice 

(ii) A formulation should be hypothetical in nature, so 
that it can be modified by information gained 
during the course of treatment 

(iii) A formulation should be as parsimonious as 
possible 

The distinction between conceptual model, formulation and diagnosis was 

helpful and has informed subséquent clinical correspondence with medical 
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referrers. Butler [1998, p7] defines a model as a way of conceptualising a 

particular disorder; and a formulation as a way of conceptualising the 

application of the model to the case, '...thus the formulation illustrates, in ways 

that are clinically relevant, how the model applies, and does not apply, to the 

case' . The function of the formulation is to look for patterns that assist in 

understanding and that help to provide insights into the achievement of change 

[Butler, 1998]. 

Not only has the emphasis on formulation and the focus on the application of 

theory to problem been particularly relevant, but so too has been the concept of 

the 'plausible story'. Butler [1998, p1] quotes Frank [1986], 

Patients come to psychotherapy because they are 
demoralised by the menacing meanings of their 
symptoms. The psychotherapist collaborates with the 
patient in formulating with the patient a plausible story 
that makes the meanings of the symptoms more benign 
and provides procedures for combating them, thereby 
enabling the patient to regain his morale. 

Butler's work has been integrated into the treatment and training programme 

for sexual addiction in the sequencing of tasks and in the emphasis given to 

'family of origin' and the use of the 'time line', 'trauma egg', 'tree of life' and in 

other experiential exercises contained in the treatment programme. 

Project Content: Valerie Batts, Gillian Straker, Valerie Sinason 

Valerie Batt's seminar was chosen for three reasons. It was relevant to my 

personal experience as an American from the deep South, it suggested that 

there might be an opportunity to explore the relationship between addiction 
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and excluded status and it provided an opportunity to reflect upon the 

incorporation of anti-discrimination awareness into routine clinical practice. In 

an excellent practice, measures should be taken to avoid discrimination. This 

seminar had a direct outcome in the high lighting of anti-discrimination 

pol icies to various aspects of private practice and to the development of the 

treatment programme for sexual addiction and compulsivity [Appendix I]. 

1 chose the seminars given by Gillian S takerand Valérie Sinason because it 

seemed to me that both of thèse, the first with its emphasis upon trauma and 

the second with its exploration of dissociative conditions, could contribute to 

my understanding of sexual addiction and compulsivity. Straker's work 

[1993], like the work of Clarke and Roger [2002], explores the impact of 

trauma on human functioning and explores the phenomenon of secondary 

trauma on health care workers and other professionals [1993]. She suggests 

[1993] a symptom-set s imi lar to Clarke and Roger [2002]: 

• Dépression 
• Anxiety 
• Psychosomatic Ai lments 
• Chronic Fatigue 
• Sleep Disturbances 
• Survivor Guilt 
• Memory Impairment 
• Concentration Diff icultés 
• Heightened Emotionality 
• Feelings of Helpless or a Déniai of Such Feel ings 

Straker[1993, p32] writes, 
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Workers entering the worid of trauma survivors are 
profoundly affected by them, often finding newdepth within 
themselves. They also, run the risk of early burnout and 
even secondary traumatisation. Indeed, interacting with 
trauma, even vicariously, has potentially serious 
repercussions for psychological well-being. 

Her seminar helped me to make sensé of the internai process that lay behind 

my unwillingness to continue with the first proposai and the décision to focus 

instead on the second. 

Strakens seminar explored the impact of trauma on human functioning and 

especially looked at the impact of secondary trauma on health care 

Professionals. She notes that the people entering helping professions often 

do so, on an unconscious level, because they identify with the 'woundedess' 

of the other and have a désire to make réparation [Straker, 1993, p35]. 

Straker emphasises the impact of répétitive trauma on Cognition and the 

capacity of trauma to become encoded in the sensory system outside of 

language. S h e writes with référence to other researchers that [Straker, 2000, 

p8] 'traumatic expériences remain imprinted as sensat ions or feeling states 

which are not immediately translated into narratives'. 

This seminar made a contribution to my understanding of trauma, narcissistic 

damage and sexual addiction. If traumatic memories are encoded in the 

sensory system outside of language, this supports the view that traumatic 

memories could be encoded in sexual fantasy and sexual re-enactments. 

Stoller [1975] takes just such a view. He proposes that 'perverse' behaviours 

and fantasies are victorious re-enactments, reversais of humiliation. 
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Sinason suggests something similar in her seminar on attachment, trauma 

and multiplicity. 

There are other insights in Strakens work that suggest that trauma studies will 

yield a harvest of insights into the aetiology and the mechanism of sexual 

addiction. For example, according to Straker, Cognition and values change in 

response to trauma [2000, p4], impediments are created in the thinking 

process, and there is a tendency towards dissociation [2000, p7]. My clínica! 

expérience supports this view. 

Straker's seminar alerted me, by inference, to the possibiiity of secondary 

traumatisation for psychosexual therapists and other health care workers in 

working with sexually addicted clients. S h e writes that the [1993, p43] 'first 

step towards ameliorating thèse problems is, of course, to recognise them'. 

She suggests that the symptoms of vicarious trauma are clearly identified for 

workers and that there should be regular review meetings and involvements 

in outside conférences and Workshops. 

Her seminar helped me understand some of the problems that I faced in the 

process of interviewing paedophile clergy. It became clear to me that the 

distress I experienced in interviewing paedophile Roman Catholic priests was 

secondary traumatisation. Part of the traumatisation was caused by being in 

the présence of stories of acts of sexual abuse and part of it was spending 

hour after hour with people who themselves had been grievously traumatised. 

These were men had been 'found ouf , arrested, publicly exposed, 
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imprisoned, bullied in prison, found repulsive, universally hated, and 

sentenced to a living death. This was exacerbated, at the same time, by the 

Churches Together in Britain and Ireland Working Party on Sexual Abuse in 

the Church. The professional challenge of this workshop has been to resolve 

to spend more time and attention on trauma studies for crossover insights into 

a greater understanding of sexual addiction and compulsivity. 

Of the eight seminars, I found Valerie Sinason's the least productive. This is 

probably because I went into this seminar hostile to the presenter. Some 

years ago she attacked, in the press, something that I had written. Through 

no fault of her own, her manner triggered deeply embedded issues of abuse 

from my past. From a psychotherapeutic perspective, it was interesting to sit 

in a workshop that I did not enjoy and try and comb through my responses to 

determine whether my hostility to the presentation was grounded in a process 

of re-traumatisation and projection or whether it grew out of proper academic 

objections to the substance of the material and the content of the seminar. I 

now think that the high level of hostility that I felt during the seminar is 

probably explained by the fact that it was an intersection of both of the above. 

Also, looking back, I see that this workshop took place at the peak of the 

traumatic fall-out that I was experiencing from the paedophile interviews and 

from the Church working party on abuse. Did that not affect or even 

determine my response to Valer ie S inason and to her seminar? 

The seminars that had the greatest impact on me [Batts and Straker] were the 

one's in which the research and the researcher were one. In other words, 
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these were the seminars in which it was clear that not only were these women 

practitioners and researchers, but that they were, in their own way, women 

who had themselves experienced the subject of their study. In Batts' case this 

was racial oppression; in Straker's case this was primary and secondary 

trauma in working with the effects of apartheid. These were the two 

presenters who experienced the subject, taught the subject, knew the subject, 

and engaged with the subject in clinical practice. 

An Overall Contribution from the Specialist Seminars 

In addition to the benefits from individual seminars, there were other 

unexpected benefits that came not so much from one specialist seminar as 

from the seminars taken as a whole. These were to highlight for me the 

concepts of evidence-based practice, patient-based evidence and practitioner 

research. 

Evidence Based Practice 

Although I first came across an emphasis on outcome studies at the Promis 

addiction counselling centre in 1992, this research gave me my first ser ious 

recognition of the importance of evidenced based practice. This began with 

the Barkham seminar and is set to play a growing part in the development of 

clinical practice. The importance of evidence-based practice is stressed in 

Wilson and Barkham [1994, p50], 

However the cl imate of increasing accountability has 
heightened the need for individual practitioners to monitor 
and evaluate the outcome of their own clinical work, a 
situation that is likely to become more urgent if renewable 
l icenses to practice are introduced. 
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The rôle that evidence-based practice played in this research project was to 

follow all Workshops and public speaking engagements during the life of the 

Project with my own évaluation forms and to follow the pilot treatment and 

training programme with the provision of a process of évaluation [Appendix 

C], and to introduce C O R E outcome studies into my practice and into the 

Sexual Addiction Treatment Programme. 

Patient Based Evidence 

I corne to this research as patient as well as practitioner and have therefore 

the capacity to bring insights from both expériences. The usefulness of this is 

suggested in an article on evidenced-based practice. Peter Tyrer [2000], 

Professor of Publ ic Menta! Health at Imperial Col lege School Med iane, writes 

about the importance what he cal ls 'patient-based évidence". Tyrer [2000, 

p254] chal lenges colleagues, 

'1 would like to see formai acknowledgement that 
evidence-based practice should take into account 
information from ail sources, including that of the patient 
before coming to a judgement'. 

My work on addiction and compulsivity brings together a commitment to 

évidence based practice and, at the same time, grows out of patient based 

évidence. Denzin and Lincoln [1994, p 12] write, that 'there are no objective 

observations, only observations social ly situated in the worids of the observer 

and the observed'. It seemed to me that Straker and Batts experienced 

themselves as both observer and observed. They modelled what it means to 

be patient, practitioner, and researcher and this gave to their présentations 
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grace and authenticity. I would seek those qualities for my own research, my 

clinical practice, and for the future of my work. 

Practitioner Research 

My experience as a recovering addict adds an in vivo dimension to my clinical 

practice. In common with other professionals [Robson, 1993], I have found 

that my research has drawn from my practice and my practice has been 

stimulated by my research. 

McLeod [1999] has characterised practitioner research as 

• For the advancement of knowledge 
• As 'knowledge in context' 

• To make a difference to practice 

Integrative of traditional methodology, practitioner research draws on ways of 

knowing that counsellors already possess [McLeod, 1999, p20]: 'reflexivity, 

collaborate sense-making, finding meaning in feeling'. In line with Tyrer 

[2000], but less tentative and more definite, McLeod [1999, p11] writes 

It seems to me that one of the crucial understandings 
which has emerged as the magic spell cast by positivism 
has gradually dissipated, is the recognition that a 
reductionist, hypothesis testing model is fundamentally 
flawed as an approach to constructing practical [italics 
author] knowledge of persons. To carry out research that is 
relevant to practice, it is necessary that investigations are 
placed in the context of practice. 

My work has been, in part, to understand addiction and compulsivity and to 

do that as researcher, practitioner, and patient. McLeod [1999] looks for an 

advancement of practice through practitioner-researcher research. I see my 

practice as advancing and benefiting from the reciprocal interplay between 
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practice and research measured againstthe subjective expérience of the self 

of the researcher. 

Concluding the Seminars 

The combined effect of the schedule of seminars has been to create a 

'matrix', in both sensés of the meaning ofthat word, 'a place in which a thing 

is developed' and, at the same time, 'the substance between cells' [Concise 

Oxford Dictionary of Current English, 1964]. The internai seminar programme 

created units of work and reflection that have been both generative and inter

connectée to the development of the research. 

Section 3 

Level Five Learning 

Of 17 possible descriptors given in the Programme and Modules Handbook 

1999/20001 choose four for further comment: 

• Excellent Practitioner 

• Knowledge 

• Communication / Présentation 

• Ethical Awareness 

Excellent Practitioner— I have had a goal to be an excellent practitioner. My 

movement out of parish life into füll time psychotherapy and psychosexual 

therapy and my involvement in this doctoral programme over the past five 

years gives évidence of intention. Material from the specialist seminars has 
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been incorporated into clinical practice. The practice has grown from part-time 

to füll time. As well as a small number of medical doctors and psychiatrists 

most of my referrals tend to corne from other psychotherapists who have 

heard me speak or know of my work on sexual addiction from this doctoral 

programme. These referrals increasingly reflect my areas of académie and 

clinical speciality and now make up about 40% of my practice. A s a 

commitment to excellence in clinical practice I introduced C O R E outeome 

évaluations into my practice and have used it with the sexual addiction 

treatment programme. 

Knowledge— I believe that I demónstrate that I have acquired an in-depth 

knowledge of sexual addiction and a number of other associated subjects. 

This is the first work in the United Kingdom on the subject of sexual addiction 

and I believe that this gives évidence of knowledge at Level 5. I am also 

persuaded that my knowledge and understanding of the causation of sexual 

misconduct among the clergy, summarised in T ime for Ac t i on is, from a look 

at the literature, unique and distinctive. There has been nothing published in 

the United Kingdom on Internet sexual addiction and nothing yet on the 

impact of Internet and sexual and relationship functioning and so this puts this 

part of the work very much on the cutting edge. 

Communication / Presentation—I have enclosed in the appendix a list of 

speaking engagements that cover most of the time of this research project 

[Appendix D]. The décision to move from the proposai on offender behaviour 

and develop and design a training programme for the treatment of sexual 
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addiction was also motivated by a désire to continue public speaking, 

teaching and présentation. I have done this in previous work and it would 

seem sensible to capitalise on that background and expérience. 

Présentations to critical communities have included, among others, two 

présentations on sexual addiction to my professional associat ion, B A S R T , 

and two to the British Associat ion for Supervision, Research and Practice, 

one to the U K C P and four régional day conférences on abuse of power in the 

church to the Churches Counsell ing Ministry to the Clergy. 

Ethical Issues— The most sensitive and complex ethical issues cluster 

around the earlier research proposai with sexual offenders, and although 

there have been ethical issues and considérations in the préparation of the 

trainîng manual, thèse have been less complex and less sensitive in their 

implication. 

Most of the earlier ethical considérations have are connected to the collection 

of data from human subjects. I have been guided by the ethical guidelines 

given in Barker et al [1994] and by the Ethical Principles for Conducting 

Research with Human Participants [British Psychological Society] [Robson, 

1993]. Thèse ethical reflections and requirements have been strengthened by 

the addition of spécial texts on working with incarcerated participants, with 

sensitive subjects and in working in areas that might potentially harm the 

participants [Davison and Stuart, 1975, Kimmel, 1988, Renzetti and Lee, 

1993, Ringheim, 1995, Seiber and Stanley, 1988], Thèse can be outlined as 

follows: 
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Informed consent 
Füll information and füll explanation 
Freedom to withdraw [at any time] 
Freedom from déception 
Freedom from coercion 
Opportunités for feedback and de-briefing 
Privacy and confidentiality 
Harm risk benefit analysis 

I have written about thèse in the U K C P Conference Paper [Appendix H] and l 

attach copies of the research documents [Appendix A]. I was in the process of 

considering ethically how best to close down the first project when the 

Wolvercote Cl inic was itself c losed and the résidents dispersed to unknown 

locations. As I had deliberately avoided knowing sumames orothertraceable 

information, I have corne to the conclusion that the most appropriate thing to 

do, in this instance, is probably to take no further action. 

The greatest ethical weakness, to my mind, in the doctoral project is the 

absence of attention that is given to ethical difficulties in the training 

programme for working with sexually addicted clients [Appendix I]. A s it 

stands, it is assumed that this material would be covered in an over-all 

training programme or in some other form of continuing professional 

éducation. The treatment of sexual addiction raises a number of ethical 

issues associated with the problems of disclosure, for example, disclosure of 

pattems of sexual behaviour to partners and family members or disclosure of 

HIV status when a client persists in having unprotected sex. These ethical 

issues include guidance on note taking and the requirements for disclosure of 

illegal behaviours as required by law or as required by professional 
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organisations. In this regard there remain areas of uncertainty and ambiguity 

and it seems to me little clarity has yet emerged under the legislation. 

Whi le I recognise the weakness of the training manual to provide sufficient 

teaching on the ethical issues raised by working in this field, that is a factor of 

t ime availability and, where required, an additional unit could be created and 

added to the programme. All in all, I think that I have grappled with the 

complexity of the ethical issues involved in research of this type and at this 

level. 

Section 4 

Contributing to the Profession of Psychotherapy 

One of the first criticisms levelled at the first proposal on offender behaviour 

was that it could equally well have been a social science investigation and 

was not, except as it might have appertained to treatment issues, centrally 

psychotherapeutic. The creation of a treatment and training programme for 

psychotherapeutic work with addictive compulsive sexual behaviours fixes 

this project in the mainstream of a programme in psychotherapy. 

Through the creation of its products, this doctoral project has benefited the 

profession with contributions in the following areas: 

• Research methodology 

• Psychosexual psychotherapy 

• Understanding sexual abuse in the church 

• Sexual addiction treatment and training 
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While the heuristic nature of qualitative research, especially counsell ing and 

psychotherapy research is widely supported in the literature [Karp, 1996, 

McLeod, 2001, Meier, 2002, West, 1998, Barker et al, 1994] there is little 

emphasis on the possible negative impact on the researcher of working with 

sensitive and distressing topics. Düring this project, the traumatic expérience 

of the first research proposai, that caused the move to the second, gave rise 

to a contribution in the field of psychotherapy research [Appendix G]. 

My professional association B A S R T is a member organisation of U K C P . Our 

organisation has just over 600 members of which about 160 are accredited. I 

believe that the work done, and the work to be done as a resuit of this 

doctoral programme, has made an influential contribution to the professional 

and research component of our organisation. This is illustrated by an 

invitation to organise and to speak at the 2000 B A S R T Conference on sexual 

addiction and to speak at the 2002 B A S R T Conference on sexual addiction 

and the Internet. 

An understanding of the connection between sexuality and religious 

behaviour is crucial to understanding and applying an adéquate strategy for 

the treatment of people who présent with both behaviours experienced 

problematically. This project has created a contribution from the profession of 

psychotherapy to the sociology and psychology of causation and of use to 

religious organisations as they work for prévention and treatment. It has done 

this through a two-year participation in the Churches Together in Britain and 

Ireland Working Party on Sexual Abuse in the Church and in the writing of 
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Chapter 9 in the book published [Appendix H] as the report of this working 

party. 

The training manual contains and collâtes information to inform clinical 

practice on the effective treatment of the phenomena of 'sexual addiction'. 

This treatment strategy is especially designed to take into account the working 

culture and needs of United Kingdom psychotherapists especial ly those in 

private practice. The quantitative research project described in chapter five 

and the pilot project évaluation forms [Appendix C] confirm the needed and 

singular nature of this research contribution to the profession. This project has 

produced a training programme devised in the United Kingdom to train 

psychotherapists and other health care professionals to work with sexual 

addiction and compulsivity. This contribution has been extended in 2003 by 

the création of the non-residential treatment programme, located at the 

Psychotherapy and Counsell ing Consultation Centre at Régents Collège, 

London [Appendix K]. 
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Conclusion 

The Journey Forward 

Even before I had completed the writing up process of the final drafts of this 

document, I had already begun to look ahead to the things of the future. 

I have found myself considering many things. I have found myself considering 

the best way practically to integrate and expand clinical and academic 

interests. Reflecting on the fact that there is no psychosexual training 

programme in London or the South East, I have speculated whether the 

development of such a programme would be opportune and viable. Having 

begun an outpatient programme for the treatment of sexual addiction and 

compulsivity, I have also found myself speculating about the development of 

a research project within that to explore Goodman's [1998] theory of the 

'seductive mother' as the defining feature in the aetiology of sexual addiction. 

The doctoral project, and in particular the first research proposal, has sparked 

an interest in qualitative methodology in general and I have wondered about 

applying qualitative research techniques to other areas of interest. For 

example, when I was a student at the Whittington Hospital my first client had 

Peyronie's d isease. Ever s ince then I have wanted to research the aetiology 

Peyronie's d isease and to think about the development of appropriate 

psychotherapeutic treatment strategies for managing the effects of the 

disease. 
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Having accepted the post of Associate Priest a i St Marylebone Par ish 

Church, with its Centre for Counsell ing and Healing, I am also aware that 

there is work to do done to intégrate the theoretical and clinical implications of 

this doctoral project into a place of wider theological reflection. 

The outpatient treatment programme for men with addictive compulsive 

sexual behaviours [Appendix K] will be evaluated with C O R E outcome studies 

in combination with an analysis of interview material using an appropriate 

qualitative methodology. 

Quite apart from other particular projects, or future publications that may or 

may not be spécifie future outeomes of this doctoral work, the most important 

developments are more intangible: an on-going interplay between 

scholarship, research, and clinical practice. In ail of this it is clear to me that 

this doctoral project is a work in progress. 

In the Review of Previous Learning, I used a quote from T.S. Eliot [1962] 

about the self and the nature of t ime taken from East Coker, the first of the 

Four Quartets, 'Time présent and time past are both contained in time future' 

[1962, p189] and from the second quartet, 'In my beginning is my end' [1962, 

p196]. The finishing point of the présent is the starting point of the future. 
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Chapter 2 

The Theory of Sexual Addiction 

Introduction and Overview 

The theoretical position that underpins this project and it's primary product, the 

treatment and training programme for psychotherapists and other health care 

workers [Appendix I], is that a pattem of sexual behaviour exists, that it is 

appropriate to name 'sexual addiction', which is directly related to narcissistic 

damage and to the conséquences of narcissistic damage, especial ly shame. 

This interconnected séquence of concepts can be outlined and summarised as 

follows: 

Sexual Addiction is the name given to— 

• A pattern of sexual behaviour 

• That is compulsive and preoccupies the individual 

• Which brings with it harmful conséquences 

• Which is difficult for the individual reliably to stop and stay stopped 

• Which is used to anaesthetize and manage the effects of narcissistic 

damage 

• Of which shame is a principal characteristic 

• AH of which is set up in the family of origin 

This chapter will identify the sources that have contributed to this theoretical 

construction, elucidate step-by-step the components of the theoretical position 

outlined above, locate the concept of sexual addiction within a wider context, 
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summarise the two major objectives of treatment, and discuss the contentious 

question of nomenclature. Treatment will be considered in this chapter 

alongside theory because, in gênerai, the theory of sexual addiction has 

emerged from addiction treatment rather than addiction treatment emerging 

from a theory of addiction. Similarly, because of the heuristic nature of sexual 

addiction research, this chapter will include observations on sexual addiction 

and research methodology. It will include two case studies to illustrate 

theoretical concepts with concrète examples of practice. It will c lose with critical 

reflection on the strengths and weaknesses of using the language of addiction 

and applying addiction theory, in clinical practice, to sexual behaviour. 

Given the powerful, intense and repeated nature of addictive compulsive sexual 

behaviour, acted out and often rehearsed thousands of times in masturbatory 

fantasy, this behaviour can have a power, potency and tenacity more intense 

than any substance. It has a far reaching potential for chemical , hormonal, and 

behavioural changes of a greatly mood altering nature [Butts, 1992] 

Additionally, unlike chemical dependencies in which the body eventually makes 

adjustments for the absence of the chemical , the sex addict, in effect, c a m e s 

the chemistry within the body. It is not only part of his/her addictive cycle it is 

also part of a natural biological cycle and it is connected to an individual's 

reproductive mission. 

Sources for a Theory of Sexual Addiction 

The conceptual material that makes up the theory of sexual addiction, the 

products of this doctoral project [Appendix F, G , H, I] as well as the other parts 

of this chapter are drawn from the following sources: 
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• Heuristic Expérience—a personal journey 

• Clinical practice—as a psychotherapist working on a one-to-one basis 

with people who see themselves as having addictive compulsive sexual 

behaviours 

• Clinical practice—the expérience of running an outpatient treatment 

programme for people with addictive compulsive sexual behaviours 

• Review of the literature and the research— prior to, as well as the 

during, this project 

• Observat ion— of men and women in programmes of addiction recovery 

Heuristic expérience refers to my own expérience of addiction and my journey 

of addiction recovery. Much of that journey has been outlined in the previous 

chapter. Heuristic expérience includes my reflections on causat ion, on my 

family of origin, on the developmental and progressive course of addictive 

behaviours and the use of addictive substances, as well as my expérience of 

the processes of recovery. Clinical practice refers to my work with individuals 

who either self-refer or who are referred to me who manifest sexual behaviours 

that, in their view, are compulsive, harmful and seemingly unstoppable. This 

also includes material drawn from my expérience of running a group treatment 

programme. For reasons of space, the review of the literature in the next 

chapter has been limited only to the literature on sexual addiction although a 

wider reading of the relevant literature has actually contributed to the 

development of the theoretical framework. This wider process of reading and 
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reflection has extended over a period of fifteen years; only the last five have 

been in the formai context of this doctoral programme. Observation, the fifth 

category of theoretical source, covers a similar period of time. I have known 

and have closely watched many men, and a smaller number of women, in 

différent stages of addiction recovery. This has allowed me to see examples 

and varieties of addictive compulsive sexual behaviour, hear many first hand 

accounts of family of origin expériences, and to have an opportunity to observe 

différent individuals pursue programmes of addiction recovery. 

Principal Components of a Theory of Sexual Addiction 

This explanation and elucidation of a theory of sexual addiction is divided into 

seven major components: 

• Définitions of Sexual Addiction 
• Descriptions of Sexual Addiction 
• Narcissistic Damage and the Aetiology of Addiction 
• Narcissistic Damage and Sexualization 
• Shame: The Major Driver of Addiction 
• Sexual Addiction and the Regulation of Affect 
• Diagramming the Interconnections 

Each of thèse is drawn from and elucidated by heuristic reflection, académie 

material and clinical expérience as well as observations from addiction recovery 

programmes, although not always ail or in that order. 

Définitions of Sexual Addiction— 

The concept of addiction provides us with a way of thinking about and 

describing age-old patterns of behaviour that we have always known about but 
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have not always framed as addictive / compulsive [Butts, 1992]. Over a century 

ago, Krafft-Ebing [1886, p70] described this condition: 

Sexual appetite is abnormally increased to such an extent 
that it permeates all his thoughts and feelings, allowing of 
no other aims in life, tumultuous and in a rut-like fashion 
demanding gratification without granting the possibility of 
moral or righteous counter-presentations, and resolving 
itself into an impulsive insatiable success ion of sexual 
enjoyments...This pathological sexuality is a dreadful 
scourge for its victim, for he is in constant danger of 
violating the laws of the state and of morality, of losing his 
honour, his freedom, and even his life. 

According to Goodman [1998, p12], 'most clinicians agree that what Krafft-

Ebing described as pathological sexuality does exist, in the form of paraphilias 

and syndromes of similarly driven nonparaphilic sexual behaviour 1. Sexual 

addiction is another name for what Krafft-Ebing calls 'this dreadful scourge'. 

Goodman [1998, p9] gives the following, more up to date, definition for sexual 

addiction, 

A condition exists in which the subject engages in some 
form of sexual behaviour in a pattern that is characterised 
by two key features: recurrent failure to control the 
behaviour and the continuation of the behaviour despite 
significant harmful consequences. 

This definition summarises and makes more parsimonious the definition given 

by Krafft-Ebing. 

C a m e s and Wi lson [2002, p5] propose that 'a process would be considered to 

be an addiction' when the behaviours fulfil the following three criteria: 

1. Loss of control 
2. Continuation in spite of harmful consequences 
3. Obsess ion or preoccupation with obtaining, using or recovering from the 

behaviours 
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Carr ies [1996] expands this definition by drawing up what he cal ls 'the ten s igns 

of sexual addiction', which are outlined in the next chapter, and by placing 

behaviours into eleven descriptive categories. The definitions for sexual 

addiction given by Cames , Goodman and Wilson have been foundational to the 

development of the theory of sexual addiction but they are limited in two 

aspects. They include, but fail to emphasize, the subjective nature of the criteria 

used in the definitions and they fail to include 'function' as a core element within 

the list of definitional criteria. 

In my clinical work with clients who come for assessment with such patterns of 

behaviour I use the phrase 'it is only a problem if it is a problem'. This phrase 

tries to put into words and emphasize the subjective nature of the definitional 

criteria. For example, what is loss of control? Who decides? Why is it a bad 

thing? W e celebrate the loss of control in ecstatic religious experience and in 

heterosexual monogamous marriage as sublime. What are harmful 

consequences? Who decides? I have a client who has spent £50,000 on 

escorts over the past four years. Is that out of control? He is rich and has spare 

time. He could be spending the money on first c lass travel and five star hotels. 

He is in treatment because his wife finds his behaviour unacceptable and, for 

him, the potential harmful consequences are the loss of a 30-year marriage. 

What is preoccupation? How does it differ from interest, involvement and 

absorption? Why might it be defined as ' industriousness' to spend eight hours 

in the British Library absorbed in writing a paper and as an 'addiction' to spend 

eight hours at a computer absorbed in Internet pornography? All the answers to 

the questions above are subjective and involve judgements of value. 
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All the components of the définitions of sexual addiction have this subjective 

character. This subjectivity should be made plainer in the définitions 

themselves and in the application of the définitions to clinical practice. It is for 

the individual patient to décide whether these criteria apply to their own 

behavioural style and to décide whether the conséquences are harmful or 

sufficiently harmful to warrant a process of change. The importance of this 

subjective decision-making is understood and formalized in the sexual recovery 

programmes but not emphasised in these professional definitional formulae. 

These définitions also omit to highlight what I believe to be the Chief definitional 

characteristic of the phenomena, namely the notion of function— sexual 

addiction is a pattem of behaviour that is used to anaesthetize shame and other 

negative affects rather than to hea! and change the cause of that negative 

affect. Consequently, I define sexual addiction as follows: a preoccupative 

pattem of sexual behaviour that is experienced as 'out of control', that 

brings with it harmful conséquences and which is used to anaesthetize 

negative affect rather than to heal the cause of that negative affect 

According to C a m e s [1998, p21] 'sexual préoccupation becomes an analgésie 

fix for the sex addict' and 'obsession and fantasy become a primary coping 

strategy1. He continues [Carnes, 1998, p23] 'sex addicts use their sexuality a s a 

médication for sleep, anxiety, pain and family and life problems'. This 'self-

medication' view of addiction has also been proposed in other forms by many 

researchers from différent perspectives [Weiss and Mirin, 1997] and has been 
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borne out in my clinical expérience, in my treatment programme for sexual 

addiction, participants specifically identified anger, anxiety, boredom and 

lonel iness, as well as shame, as affects that they anaesthetised by their 

addictive compulsive pattems of sexual behaviour. 

Descriptive Examples of Sexual Addiction— 

I list here a number of descriptive examples of the behaviours of clients that I 

have worked with, in which, the client and I have corne to a view that the 

behaviour fits the description for sexual addiction and should be treated as 

such. Thèse examples corne from one-to-one clinical work. Similar examples 

are given throughout the literature on sexual addiction. 

• A young heterosexual maie with a female partner and three children 

from that union whose 'addictive behaviours' involved exhibitionist 

homoerotic masturbation in showers and changing rooms and other 

public places 

• A middle aged married heterosexual maie who had little control over his 

use of Internet pomography. He would go online for half an hour and 

then compulsively masturbate much of the night while on the Internet. 

Somet imes this would go on sporadically for two or three days. 

• A self-employed young gay man who spent four to five hours, four to five 

days a week, using the téléphone and the Internet in pursuit of semi-

anonymous sexual encounters against a background of mounting debt 

and decreasing employment opportunity 
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• An extremely abie young male doctor deeply conflicted about his sexual 

orientation who would have ritualised telephone sex about once a week 

while talking through a fantasy of innocence and seduction 

• A divorced woman in her mid-fifties with four adult daughters but who 

Uves alone whose sexual pattems involve regularly going out to pick up 

men who are unknown to her and bringing them back to her fíat for sex. 

She ¡s concerned about the compulsive nature of the behaviour and the 

danger that this behaviour creates. 

Each of these patients reported some or all of the following harmful 

consequences: powerlessness, self-contempt, personal danger, health risks, 

the loss of creative time and career opportunities, financial loss, and an 

impaired capacity for intímate relations with a domestic partner. 

The issue is not the type of behaviour, or the amount of time, but the 

experience, function and consequences of that behaviour in the life of the 

individual. It is not about heterosexual, homosexual or solitary behaviours. 

Within my group treatment programme for sexual addiction and compulsivity, 

participants manifest the following behaviours: one man has anonymous sex 

with men in public places, one masturbates to pomography of women being 

beaten, another masturbates over a more mixed repertory of images of 

bondage and domination, two men use escorts and prostitutes in spite of being 

committed to fidelity in long-term relationships, and two others compulsively 
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masturbate over heterosexual Internet pomography. In all but one case these 

men have problems with emotional intimacy and in being sexual with significant 

others. Additional material, in the form of two case studies, is provided at the 

end of this chapter to ¡Ilústrate further the concept of sexual addiction. 

In the course of clinical practice, I have observed a number of miscel laneous 

characteristics and features that characterise and accompany sexual addiction. 

Frequently clients report a fixing of the behaviour during adolescence but an 

on-set long before puberty. Sexual addiction usually appears in combination 

with substance use or some other addictive compulsive behaviour. It often goes 

along with addiction to, or a use of, high adrenalin substances and behaviours. 

I often come across sexual addiction in combination with cocaine and a 

Professional life that thrives on excitement and risk. Alcohol is somet imes used 

a s a gateway drug to other recreational drugs and to periods of sexual acting 

out. Sometimes sexual addiction presents in combination with other behaviours 

to créate an anorexic-bulimic cycle of behaviour. In these cases sexual 

behaviour forms the binge side to the cycle and some other behaviour [often 

work or religión] forms the other side of the cycle. This altemating pattern of 

behaviour, as it applies to sexual behaviour in combination with religious 

behaviour, is described in the revised first product of this project [Appendix J]. 

Addictive behaviour is persistent and tenacious. Even after long recovery it 

remerges in times of stress or in later re-enactments of the original narcissistic 

wounding. This explains my own heightened levéis of compulsivity immediately 

after the examiners rejected an earlier submiss ion of this document. 
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Narcissistic Damage— 

Narcissist ic damage is the term that I use to describe a configuration of the self, 

set up in the family of origin, that results in two major consequences: the self is 

experienced painfully and the self is experienced as unacceptable. By painful, I 

mean a chronic, or pervasive state of negative affect. This includes such things 

as depression, chronic anger, core loneliness, and unremitting shame. By 

unacceptable, I mean that the self of the person is experienced as intrinsically 

f lawed in the sight of others and, consequently, the reality of the self seeks to 

be hidden and masked. 

In 1988, when my addictive patterns were chal lenged and s o m e understanding 

began to develop, I was told about a book entitled I Always Knew There Was 

Something Wrong But I Never Knew What It Was. The title of the book 

seemed to sum up my own experience of life. It described my inner sense of 

self and my inner world. Eventually, as I moved into addiction recovery, I began 

to realise that my history and the inner experience that lay behind my addictive 

behaviour, as I have defined it above, was narcissistic damage. 

I have written more extensively about my family of origin elsewhere s o I will 

only summarise here: unwelcome pregnancy, born by caesarean sect ion, not 

breast fed, addicted needy mother, abandoning father, intrusive mother, 

maternal sexual abuse, and from that a gathering sense of defect iveness. This 

was exacerbated by the problems of being ridiculed as a fat child and 

recognising that, as a gay person, I had an unacceptable and abhorrent sexual 
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orientation. I can see, looking back, all the symptoms and characteristic 

outcomes of the narcissistic damage that I describe in this chapter. 

Based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV 

[American Psychiatric Associat ion, 1994] [DSM IV], definitions of character and 

pathology, narcissistic damage can also be defined as 'enduring affect, 

cognitive, behavioural, relational patterns, laid down in the formation of the self 

and earned into adult functioning that are inflexible, maladaptive, and cause 

either significant impairment or subjective distress' [adapted from Goodman, 

1998, p298]. Goodman [1998] further descr ibes narcissistic damage as an 

impairment in the individual's system for self-regulation. 

Miller [1987] describes narcissistic damage in the following way: a sensé of self 

created in the family or origin as an accommodat ion to parental needs, which 

brings with it a sensé of emptiness, loneliness and anomie, as well as , a 

compulsion to control and a propensity to grandiosity. In a similar vein, 

Kemberg [1986] suggests that the following symptom set is associated with 

narcissistic damage: 

• Grandiose fantasies 
• Feeling inferior 
• Over-dependence on admiration 
• Boredom 
• Emptiness 
• Striving forwealth, brilliance, or power 
• Lack of a capacity for empathetic understanding 
• Chronic uncertainty 
• Dissatisfaction with self 
• Exploitation and ruthlessness 
• Chronic intense envy 
• Defences against chronic intense envy 
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In my observations of women and men in programmes of addiction recovery, I 

have witnessed many 'first step' presentations. These 'first step' presentations 

are personal stories given in public meetings that, in effect, connect narcissistic 

damage and addictive compulsive patterns of behaviour. I have seen all of 

consequences of narcissistic damage described above by Kemberg in these 

first step presentations, and at work, not only in my own life, but also in different 

proportions in the life of all my sexually addicted clients. 

In addition to my own description of narcissistic damage, I use Goodman 's 

[1998] definition because it avoids the obscure language of object relations and 

self psychology. It is comprehensive—covering affect, cognition, behaviour and 

the capacity for relatedness— and emphas ises the subjective nature of 

impairment and distress. 

The origin of narcissistic damage lies in the origin of the self [Kohut and Wolf, 

1986] and emerges from a 'faulty interaction between the child and his 

selfobjects' [Kohut and Wolf, 1986, p177]. Prototypically, in ego psychology and 

the psychoanalytic tradition, this is located in a disturbance in the mother-child 

relationship. These disturbances of attachment are variously described but are 

always located in a disturbance or damage in the relationship between the child 

and the principal caregiver that creates the characteristic configuration of the 

self of the child. Goodman notes [1998] that the literature indicates that affect 

regulation, self-care, and self-governance functions are internalised from our 

relationship with our primary caregivers. The psychoanalytic tradition similarly 

locates the aetiology of perversion in such disturbances. The relationship 
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between sexual addiction and perversion will be considered later. New 

research in brain science and developmental psychology, made possible by 

new measurement and imaging techniques, is increasingly providing 

neurological evidence to substantiate the understanding of narcissistic damage 

and its consequences that is described in this chapter [Stem 1998, Schore, 

2003]. 

What is the connection between addiction and narcissistic damage? Addictions, 

whether they involve substances or processes, are mechanisms for 

anaesthetizing the negative affect and other consequences of narcissistic 

damage— 'the self experienced painfully' and 'the self experienced as 

unacceptable'. Whi le this provides a theory that addiction is a response to the 

consequences of narcissistic damage it does not however explain why some 

people adopt sexual behaviour as their principal anaesthetizing strategy. An 

additional question of aetiology remains. Why do some people come to use 

sexual behaviours for this function? 

Narcissistic Damage and Sexualization— 

The consequences of narcissistic damage can explain the use of substances 

and processes to manage the self but this does not explain why some people 

specifically choose sexual behaviours to fulfil this anaesthetizing function. The 

explanation for this can be summar ised a s follows: 

• Intergenerational Sequencing of Addict ive Compuls ive Behaviours 

• Overt or Covert Sexualization in the Family of Origin 
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The specificity of sexual addiction is primarily attributed to high levels of 

sexualization in the family of origin and to the intergenerational sequencing of 

substance use and/or other addictive compulsive behaviours. In my experience, 

both of these can play a part and either of them can make a decis ive 

contribution to the development of sexual addiction. I think there is a lso a 

random quality to it, much depending on accidents of time and personal history. 

C a m e s [1996] takes the view that sexual addiction and all addictions are inter-

generational. Many of my own patients report that the pornographic imagery 

they use with masturbation began with the discovery of pornographic material 

that belonged to their father or stepfather, who presumably used it for the same 

purpose. One patient of mine, in treatment for sexual addiction, was able to 

identify sexual addiction through three generations of his family. He was quite 

clear that both he and his brother were sexually compulsive and that his 

nephew was sexually addicted. The fact that his nephew was sexually addicted 

was suggested by the fact that the nephew had made five girls pregnant before 

he had reached the age of 21, the first when he was just 13. In my own 

observations of addiction recovery, I have regularly come across those who 

were 'addicted' to unprotected sex. This phenomenon is suggested here. This 

patient told me that he had spent time with a great nephew who was then 13 

[the son of the same nephew] and that he had been astonished how it had 

already become clear that the boy was not just attracted to women, normal and 

appropriate to 13 year old heterosexual boys, but that he had already begun 

compulsively to cruise women on the street. The point of such a detailed 

account of this one family is to illustrate the inter-generational nature of sexual 

addiction and other addictive compulsive behaviours. 
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I have also observed that sexual addiction sometimes ricochets down the 

générations. In other words there is an intergenerational alternation between 

control behaviours and release behaviours. So , between the générations, 

sexual addiction will sometimes altemate with abstinent behaviour. In effect 

both behaviours are responses to narcissistic damage and are driven by sexual 

préoccupation. This pattern is suggested in the 'figure eight' cycle of addiction 

diagrammed in the article on sexuality and religious behaviour [Appendix J]. I 

have also noticed the frequency of alcoholism and other forms of substance 

dependency in the families of those who are sexually compulsive and that 

strongly suggests to me that sexual addiction often alternâtes with other 

addictive compulsive processes. This also explains why it is not always seen 

directly repeating itself from génération to génération. 

Goodman [1998] suggests that an atmosphère of sexualization, including high 

levels of 'covert sexuality 1 and/or 'maternai seduct iveness' accompanies 

narcissistic damage in the family of origin of the emerging sex addict. According 

to Goodman [1998, p136] 

In other words, the functions that sexual behaviour 
serves in perversions can conceivably be served by other 
kinds of behaviour, such as taking alcohol or some other 
drug, or eating, or gambling. What leads the pervert to 
select sexual behaviour to fufill thèse functions? The 
critical factor seems to be the relative influence of 
sexualization in the individual's psychic life. 

It is difficult to explore and assess the realities of covert sexualization in the 

family of origin, partly because this material is buried in the client's distant past 

and partly because incest taboos make any suggest ion of sexualizaton in the 
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family of origin, especially from parents, sometimes too difficult for many clients 

to contemplate. 

I have a client whose addictive compulsive sexual pattems include regular 

masturbation while viewing hardcore heterosexual pornography and the regular 

use of escorts and call girls. The thing that stands out about his history is that 

his mother required him to pass a solid bowel movement every day and forced 

him to sit on the toilet until this had happened. She would insist on monitoring 

the results. This went on until he as 10 or 11 and she frequently inserted 

suppositohes in him. I have no évidence that any of this behaviour fa Ils into the 

category of 'covert sexualization' but it strikes me, and I think that this would be 

true of most psychotherapists, that there was more going on in this particularly 

invasive and rigid mother-child transaction than digestion and évacuation. 

In my expérience of covert sexualization in my own family of origin, when I was 

15 years, my mother would tell me that her dressing gown had 'accidentally 

slipped' or that I was a 'prude' because l objected to her génital nakedness in 

my présence. Covert sexualization is very hard to a s s e s s precisely because it 

is covert. It is particularly pernicious because it créâtes a worid of many 

confusions. 

Sexual addiction, like any addiction, serves the purpose of anaesthetizing 

ratherthan correcting the conséquences of narcissistic damage. The principal 

component of narcissistic damage is an endogenous shame made more acute 

by the shameful conséquences of addictive compuls ive sexual behaviour. Ideas 
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about the specificity of sexual addiction as a response to narcissistic damage 

that is accompanied by sexualization are under-developed in the literature, 

deserve further reflection and will be explored in writing up the issues and 

outcomes of the outpatient sexual addiction treatment programme [Appendix I]. 

Goodman [1998] concludes that the équation of sexual addiction looks like this: 

Sexual Addiction = Narcissistic Damage + Sexualization. 

Shame: The Principal Driver— 

Earlier in this chapter, in my explanation of narcissistic damage, I wrote that 

narcissistic damage had the following conséquences: the self is experienced 

painfully and as unacceptable. Shame is the painful feeling of being 

unacceptable. I highlight shame hère for three reasons, It is the core affect of 

narcissistic damage, it is the principal driver of the addictive cycle and high 

levels of shame are particulariy associated with addictive compulsive sexual 

behaviour. 

One psychologist [Wurmser, 1987, p67] described shame as the 'veiled 

companion of narcissism' and like many other investigators, he attributed 

shame to be an outcome of impairments in the mother-child relationship. Lewis 

[1987, p 95] links shame with narcissistic damage and describes it as a 

'negative expérience of the sel f , a feeling that involves 'an implosion or a 

momentary destruction of the self in acute self denigration*. Kaufman [1989, p5] 

writes that shame is the 'affect of infériorité and descr ibes it as 'a wound made 
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from the inside by an unseen hand'. Hère is Sartre's [1956, p xx] c lass ic 

description of shame: 

Moved by jealousy curiosity or vice I have just glued my 
ear to the door and looked through the keyhole, but ail of a 
sudden I hear footsteps in the hall. Someone is looking at 
me. 

Sartre [1956, p xx] goes on to say 'I am ashamed of what I a m \ This suggests 

that shame is an ontological condition intrinsically bound more to being than to 

doing. 

S h a m e is the primary feeling state of the narcissistically damaged self. It is the 

feeling state that is connected to unwanted and distressing exposure. It is an 

affect that warns us that a behaviour, or way of being, has the potential to 

cause us to be disgraced and excluded. Exclusion, particularly in the primai 

horde, has the potential to destroy the one who is shamed. This 'unto death* 

nature of shame is demonstrated in the way people use images of death in 

popular language to talk about shame. People sometimes say that they were so 

embarrassed that 'wanted the ground to open and swallow them up' or they 

could have 'died of embarrassment ' . 

Shame is a powerful mechanism of socialization and social control. In my own 

expérience, the most powerful expérience of shame involved an incident that 

took place when I was three. My mother interrupted sexual play with another 

child and told me that this w a s a very bad thing. The level of shame that was 

placed upon me was so great that I could barely bring myself to remember the 

event. 35 years were to pass before I could tell anyone what had happened. 
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From this, and for the many reasons already described, shame became the 

underlying expérience of my self. I experienced myself as unacceptable and my 

inner world was filled with unrest, confusion and distress. Shame was my 

emotional 'default' setting— shame about being insufficiently maie identifiée!, 

uninvolved with traditional maie pursuits, unable to catch a bail. Multiple 

addictions were leamed in the family of origin and used to anaesthetize the all-

pervasive and overwhelming nature of so much negative affect. In writing about 

shame and addiction, I write with long personal expérience. 

Kaufman writes that [1989, p5] 'shame disrupts the natural functioning of the 

self.' Shame has an important social control function, but i tean also cripple and 

distress. One client of mine reported that as a child he had experienced so 

much shame from his mother in the k'rtchen that he cannot even now, a s a 

middle aged adult, load a dishwasher without feeling incompétent and 

becoming physically uncoordinated. 

In the literature on addiction, shame and narcissistic damage are inter-related. I 

am persuaded that shame is the principal outeome of such damage. In my view 

shame is the self, experienced a s unacceptable. It is the nature of the 

expérience of the self as unacceptable that requires the masking as well as the 

anaesthetic. A s I have argued in the article 'The Snake and the Seraph' 

[Appendix K] this combination explains the relationship between sexual 

addiction and religious behaviour. I have heard shame described as the oxygen 

of the addictive fire. I have watched in addiction recovery programmes, and in 

my own treatment programme for sexual addiction, a direct relationship 
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between a reduction in the levéis of shame and an increase in the capacity for 

honesty, and the reduction in acting out behaviours. 

If addiction is about, among other things, the management of intemal feeling 

states, then shame is the primary feeling state that is medicated by addiction. 

The problem is that addiction, and sexual addiction in particular, creates a 

catch-22. While it temporarily creates a tunnel of pleasurable oblivion, it 

normally contributes to higher levéis of pain-filled shame. Carnes writes [1991, 

P 94 ] , 

Shame emerges from addiction. Shame causes addiction. 
Whichever way the shame is flowing, whether 
consequences or cause, it rests on one key personal 
assumption: somehow I am not measuring up. 

Butts [1992, p128] writes in much the same way, 'They [sex addicts] continué to 

feel driven and worthless, even upon completton of the very sex acts which 

they originally felt compel led to accompl ish ' . The conceptual relationship 

between shame and the addictive cycle is shown in F ig . 1. 

Why so much shame about sexual behaviour? In my clinical experience, high 

levéis of shame almost always accompany addictive compulsive behaviour. My 

own view is derived from thinking about shame and masturbation. The levéis of 

shame experienced around masturbation are thought by some to be useful in 

that they contribute to the socialisation of sexuality. Shame helps move sexual 

behaviour out of the autoerotic and into the wider domains of marriage and 

family life. If the function of shame, a s an affect, is to tell us that we are doing 

something wrong and therefore we risk social approbation then there are 
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important social and reproductive benefits to the shaming of behaviours that did 

not optimaliy contribute to the survival of the species. In other words, high 

levels of shame tend to accompany behaviours that take place outside of 

committed relationships because, in evolutionary terms, thèse behaviours do 

not maximally ensure protected childrearing and therefore do not contribute to 

the well-being and continuation of the species. While socially, cognitively and 

technologically we have moved beyond the needs of the primai horde, to a 

place where reproductive function is no longer a pressing priority, our affect 

states still operate out of an earlier place of human evolutionary need. 

Sexual Addiction and the Regulation of Affect 

Goodman [1996] suggests that addiction grows out of impairment in the self-

regulatory mechanism of the self and that it becomes the function of the 

addiction to manage, monitor and modulate the expérience of painful affect. 

This would be as true of sexual addiction as any other addictive substance or 

addictive process. Rosen [1997] takes the view that perversion has much the 

same function in the régulation and maintenance of the esteem functions of 

the self. These overiapping and parallel perceptions between sexual addiction 

and perversion add weight to the argument that addiction, or possibly 

perverse behaviour manifested addictively, function to regulate negative affect 

and the expérience of the self. Bays and Freeman-Longo [1989] take a 

similar view in their explanation of the dynamics of sexual offending. 

In my own expérience as a recovering addict, I find that I am now able almost 

always to ass ign a cause to addictive craving. In the early stages of my own 
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addiction recovery, I noted that every time I saw someone off at the bus stop 

that I would crave sugar and buy and eat at least two bars of chocolaté. It was 

piain to me that the bus stop scénario activated a loss of attachment script 

that I then medicated with sugar. A s a child, sugar usually in combination with 

butter and white flour, had been the primary sign of at tachment I have noted 

elsewhere in this projectthat I experienced unusually high levels of addictive 

distress when interviewing offenders. I attributed this to secondary trauma and 

the activation of shame. I simîlariy note that in the requirement to re-draft an 

earlier doctoral submission I experienced a similar increase in addictive 

préoccupation. I attribute this to the re-opening of earlier narcissistic wounding 

in the expérience of 'not good enough'. This addictive préoccupation 

disappeared the moment I began running my addiction treatment programme. 

My co-facilitator, also a recovering addict noted, after our first sess ion, that he 

wasn't sure *what it was doing for them but he certainly feit less compulsive'. 

In working with this group of recovering men, all self-identified as sexually 

addictive and compulsive, the group identified a range of feelings that they 

anaesthetized with sexual behaviour. One of the participants became vividly 

aware that he would watch pornographie videos whenever his wife made him 

angry. He could see that he was using sexual behaviour to manage his anger 

at her, and at women in gênerai, through this process of sexual acting out. 

The characteristic nature of addictive processes and therefore sexual 

addiction, to manage painful or unruly affect, is further supported, not only 

C a m e s [1998] but methodically and more comprehensively by Goodman 
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[1998, p197], 'the addictive process originates in a disorder of self-regulation'. 

Goodman continues [1998, p197] 

A survey of the relevant literature indicates that all aspects 
of the self-regulatory system, including affect regulation, 
self-care, and self-governance functions, develop through 
the gradual internalisation of self-care functions and their 
assimilation into unfolding, constitutionally determined 
infrastructures. 

Goodman [1998] attributes such disturbance to narcissistic damage that he 

locates and attributes [citing a range of psychotherapeutic terms all describing 

the same thing] in the failure of maternal responsiveness, traumatic 

disappointments, insufficient maternal availability, faulty patterns of affective 

interchange, and a mismatch between the infantile emerging psychobiological 

need and the available environmental provision. This linkage further connects 

narcissistic damage and its outcomes to addiction and therefore to sexual 

addiction. This linkage has been systematically confirmed in reflections on my 

own personal journey, in my clinical work, and especial ly a s I have scrutinized 

the experiences of the men who are currently enrolled in my treatment 

programme [Appendix K], To describe sexual addiction, as affect regulation is 

another more psychobiological way of saying that addiction anaesthetizes this 

twin condition: the self experienced painfully and the self experienced as 

unacceptable. 

The Conceptual Interconnections: A Diagrammatic Outline 

A comprehensive theory of sexual addiction is built upon a combination of 

interconnected and interdependent concepts. This is diagrammatically 

summarised in Fig. 2. 
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Interactive patterns between the developing self of the child and the principal 

caregiver give rise to adult patterns of behaviour that are maladaptive, 

inflexible and dysfunctional. The three principal characteristics of this 

'narcissistic damage' are: an impaired affect regulation, the self is 

experienced painfully and the self is experienced as unacceptable. The 

principal negative affect is shame. The response to this is the taking on of 

masking behaviours and anaesthetizing behaviours to regulate and modulate 

negative affect. These anaesthetizing behaviours may involve substances 

and/or processes. Sexual behaviours may be one of these anaesthetizing 

behaviours. When this is subjectively experienced as 'out of control', 

preoccupative, and when it brings with it real or potential harmful 

consequences, and it is seemingly unstoppable, this behaviour is given the 

name sexual addiction or addictive compulsive sexual disorder. 

Locating the Theory of Sexual Addiction 

The following section identifies the location of the theory of sexual addiction in 

relationship to a variety of different contexts. It starts with the personal and 

professional context. It goes on to consider other addictions, the medical 

context, existing psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic categories as well a s 

methodology and treatment strategies. 

In a Personal Context— 

The theory of sexual addiction that is presented in this chapter has grown out of 

the reflections of a personal journey. It was not, in the first place, the fruit of 

clinical training or an academic programme. I 'd iscovered' this conceptual 

model quite by chance on my own journey. It helped me to make sense of my 
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own destructive multiply addicted compulsive pattems of behaviour and to find 

a way to leave them behind and to learn a new way of being, feeling, thinking, 

acting and relating. The identification, acquisition, commitment to and further 

development of thèse concepts are part of thejoumey to the doctorate that lies 

prior to, underneath and along side the création of the individual products. 

A s I have indicated in the first chapter, the décision in 1998 to begin this 

doctoral research programme was motivated by a désire to have an opportunity 

to consolidate and systématise thèse reflections and to employ them in a way 

that would contribute to the profession of psychotherapy. It w a s also motivated 

by a personal désire to understand and synthesize ail that gone before and to 

bring clarity and good out of the confusion and adversity that had gone before. 

In a Professional Context— 

B A S R T is member of the family and systemic section of U K C P . 

Psychotherapists who are registered with U K C P within this section are 

designated by U K C P as 'psychosexual psychotherapists'. Within B A S R T there 

is an extended process of accréditation that involves a programme of 

supervision that is adjusted to combine with académie programmes, as they are 

available. Although there have been important training programmes at St 

George 's Hospital, Tooting and the Whittington Hospital, Archway, both of 

which are now c losed, formai académie training in psychosexual psychotherapy 

has been limited. Current availability includes programmes at Lancaster 

University and Sheffield University as well as the 'in house' programme offered 

by the marriage and relationship charity, Relate. 
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The function and purpose of psychosexual psychotherapy is to understand 

human sexual behaviour and to be able to respond with appropriate and 

effective treatment strategies to problems that are presented in clinical practice 

that have a major psychogenic sexual component. In many areas of sexual 

dysfunction there is a fine line between biogenic and psychogenic causation 

and psychosexual psychotherapists constantly need to refer to medical as well 

as psychological factors in assessment and treatment. Psychosexual 

psychotherapy as practiced within B A S R T is a lso heavily orientated to marriage 

and relationships, offering to help couples who are experiencing problematic 

and painful relationships. 

Psychosexual psychotherapy as it is practiced within B A S R T has had the 

following characteristics: 

• C lose connections to sexual medicine, sexual physiology and sexual 

pharmacology and product development 

• A conceptual context that assumes a family systems approach 

• A substantial educational and cognitive behavioural composition 

• Informed by other psychotherapeutic and psychoanalytic modalities 

The utilisation of addiction theory to understand and work with sexual behaviour 

is a new, but related and growing, dimension within these traditional streams of 

influence. An addiction model for understanding and treating patterns of 

compulsive sexual behaviour is concordant with alt four streams of influence 

and fits naturally into the historic context of psychosexual treatment and 
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training. Evidence of the growing impact of addiction theory within the 

profession is suggested by the B A S R T programme of récent and future 

conférences. There have been two national conférences on sexual addiction in 

the past three years. There will be a conférence in the Manchester area on 

sexual addiction next year [Appendix D] r largely for médical practitioners. The 

material for this conférence will corne entirely from the treatment and training 

manual on sexual addiction [Appendix I]. Within our professional community a 

growing application of addiction theory to sexual behaviour is an outcome of 

this project. This will be referred to again in the closing chapter. 

Sexual Addiction and Other Addiction s — 

The World Health Organisation in 1964 defined drug dependence as, 

' . . .a state, psychic and somet imes physical, resulting from 
the interaction between a living organism and a drug, 
characterised by behavioural and other responses that 
always include a compulsion to take a drug on a 
continuous or periodic basis in order to expérience its 
psychic effects and somet imes to avoid the discomfort of 
its absence. Tolérance may or may not be présent. 
[Brickman,1997]. 

From this définition it is possible to see how the 'state resulting' could be just as 

easily be derived from a mood altering behaviour as a mood altering substance. 

This définition also blurs the distinction between addiction and compulsion. This 

définition, with its référence of tolérance, also suggests that escalation and 

withdrawal are not essential components in a définition of addiction. I make this 

point because the absence of physical withdrawal Symptoms has somet imes 

been sited to me as a reason for not applying the term addiction to this sexual 

behaviour. C a m e s [1991] includes escalat ion and withdrawal in his ten signs of 
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sexual addiction. In my work with sexual addiction my clients always report 

withdrawal Symptoms but do not always report escalation. Whi le many clients 

do escálate their behaviour, others seem to settle on a long term and chronic 

pattern of behaviour with little or no escalation. 

The standard Medical Dictionary defines addiction as 'the State of being given 

up to some habit, especially strong dependence on a drug' [Jacobs, 1997, 

p170]. This définition more specifically includes habit, as well as substance, in 

such a way as to suggest that the définition of addiction is not limited to the 

introduction of substances into the body of the addict. Griffin-Shelley writes 

[1991, px] 

'As we become more and more familiar with addictive 
disorders, we are better able to see the similarities 
between drug addicts and alcoholics, heroin addicts and 
smokers, sex and love addicts and food addicts, over-
workers and the over religious.' 

This is one of the basic tenets that underlies this doctoral project. The concept 

of addiction need not be limited to the introduction of substances into the body 

but equally includes the use, pursuit and/or dependence on certain behaviours 

that nave similar mood altering capacit ies. 'Similarities among différent kinds of 

addicts have long been common knowledge' [Jacobs, 1997] Ultimately it seems 

to me that the addict is addicted to the expérience rather than to the substance. 

Why would someone do it or take it if it did not make any différence? 

Another basic tenet that underlies this doctoral project is that sexual addiction, 

like all addictions, is associated with the régulation of painful affect. Co leman 
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[1992] states that 'compulsive sexuality can be a coping mechanism similar to 

drugs and alcohol'. This is expressed, at it most extreme in existential 

psychotherapy, in the work of Firman and Gila [1997] 

'Addictions are not simply habits casually gathered over 
the course of living, they are desperate stratégies by which 
we avoid the unimaginable terror of non-being.' 

This assertion points the theoretical position back to the subject of shame, an 

affect state associated with exclusion and abandonment and, thus to death 

itself and the 'unimaginable terror of non-being' [Firman and Gi la , 1997]. 

In a Médical Context— 

Although there is much debate [Kutchins and Kirk, 1997] about the usefulness 

of the D S M , I write about D S M IV here because of ils importance and influence 

in the médical profession and the professions allied to medicine. The location of 

sexual addiction within this wider System of classification has important 

Potential conséquences for psychotherapists working with sexual addiction and 

compulsivity, especially those working alongside médical and other health 

practitioners. This makes it especial ly important for psychosexual 

psychotherapists. Understanding D S M IV, and understanding sexual addiction 

in relationship to DSM IV, is important for psychotherapy practitioners to be 

able to effectively communicate across the médical and psychological 

disciplines. Schneider and Irons [1996] argue that sexual addiction is 

subsumed within DSM IV catégories and point out that the use of differing 

vocabularies and conceptual models causes a difficulty in communicat ion that 

'has fuelled scepticism among some psychiatrists and other mental health 
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professionals regarding the case for including sexual addiction as a mental 

disorder 1 [1996, p76]. 

I have limited this discussion to D S M IV and have deliberately not included a 

similar discussion of the location of a theory of sexual addiction in ICD 10 

because all of the currently available literature on sexual addiction is American 

and this literature only makes reference to D S M classifications. In any event 

DSM IV is widely used. 

The term sexual addiction is not used in D S M IV. It did get a side mention as an 

example in D S M III R but this was dropped from D S M IV. The status of sexual 

addiction in relationship to the preparation of D S M V is not known. However, 

there are two categories of classification within D S M IV that are relevant to a 

discussion of sexual addiction: 

• Sexual Disorders 

• Substance Dependency 

DSM IV groups mental disorders into 16 major diagnostic categories one of 

which is Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders. This is further divided into the 

following three categories: Sexual Dysfunctions, Paraphilias, and Gender 

Identity Disorders. Sexual dysfunctions are characterised by problems of 

arousal and problems in the sexual response cycle. Within sexual dysfunction 

there is a residual category Sexual Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. This 

includes three examples, one of which is 'distress about a pattern of sexual 

relationships involving a success ion of lovers who are experienced by the 
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individual as things to be used'. This category has been most used to code the 

behaviours that fit the definition for sexual addiction [Schneider and Irons, 

1996]. 

The category paraphilias can also be relevant to diagnoses and conversat ions 

about sexual addiction. This category is commonly associated with increases in 

sexual activity with compulsive and impulsive features [Schneider and Irons, 

1996]. D S M IV defines paraphilias in the following way, 

Recurrent intense sexual urges, fantasies or behaviours 
that involve unusual objects, activities, situations, that 
occur over six months and cause significant distress or 
impairment of social , occupational, or other important 
areas of functioning. [Schneider and Irons, 1996, p78] 

This definition is similar to sexual addiction but also different in a significant 

way. It includes the concept of intensity, and harmful consequences, but says 

nothing about not being able to stop. There is a focus on 'unusual objects, 

activities, or situations' rather than on the function of the behaviour in the life of 

the patient. Sexual addiction can, but does not necessari ly or even normally, 

involve unusual objects, activities or situations. It may manifest itself entirely in 

masturbation or coital intercourse. It is defined subjectively, not s o much by 

what is done, but the effect it has and the role it plays, by preoccupation, 

harmful consequences and the difficulty of staying stopped. 

Schneider and Irons [1996, p75] a lso suggest that 
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addictive sexual disorders that do not fit into standard 
D S M IV categories can best be diagnosed using an 
adaptation of the DSM IV criteria for substance 
dependence. 

Based on his work and research into compulsive gambling and substance 

addiction Goodman [1998] proposes the following criteria for sexual addiction 

drawn from D S M IV criteria for substance dependence simply replacing the 

words substance and substance use with the words sexual behaviour [1998, 

p233] as in the format quoted below: 

Sexual Addiction 

A maladaptive pattern of sexual behaviour, leading to clinically significant 
impairment or distress, [italics in the original] as manifested by three [or more] 
of the following, occurring at any time in the same 12-month period: 

[1] tolerance, as defined by either of the following: 
(a) a need for markedly increased amount or intensity of the sexual 

behaviour to achieve the desired effect 
(b) markedly diminished effect with continued involvement in the sexual 

behaviour at the same level of intensity 

[2] withdrawal, as manifested by either of the following: 
(a) characteristic psychophysiological withdrawal syndrome or 

physiologically described changes and / or psychologically 
described changes upon discontinuation of the sexual behaviour 

(b) the same [or closely related] sexual behaviour is engaged in to 
relieve or avoid withdrawal symptoms 

[3] the sexual behaviour is often engaged in over a longer period, in greater 
quantity, or at a higher level of intensity than was intended 

[4] there is a persistent desire of unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control the 
sexual behaviour 

[5] a great deal of time is spent in activities necessary to prepare for the sexual 
behaviour, to engage in the behaviour, or to recover from its effects 

[6] important social , occupational, or recreational activities are given up or 
reduced because of the sexual behaviour 

[7] the sexual behaviour continues despite knowledge of having a persistent or 
recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused 
or exacerbated the behaviour 
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Using this definition, any behaviour that is used for gratification and to medicate 

internal negative affect can be compulsive and can constitute an addictive 

disorder [Schneider and Irons, 1996]. Goodman [1998] is at pains to point out 

that these are provisional criteria and that the term substance dependence 

appears in D S M IV but not the term addiction or sexual addiction. 

What does this look like in application? Using the specific behaviours of the 

members of my treatment programme, their behaviours would be located in 

DSM IV in the following way. Two of the men might be assigned the category 

paraphilias for sexual behaviour involving the Internet and a preference for 

corporal punishment and one member of the group for having sex with men in 

public places. In each of these cases there is clinically significant distress and 

impairment of social and occupational functioning. Other members of the group 

who regularly have affairs and frequently use prostitutes would clearly fit into 

the category Sexual Disorder Not Otherwise Specified. Each member of the 

group would fit, for diagnostic purposes, the criteria for substance dependence 

adapted as above for sexual behaviour. 

When I am writing to medical referrers I usually include in my letter some 

reference linking my assessment and treatment plan to the categories in D S M 

IV as they have been d iscussed above. This is done with reference to 

differential d iagnoses also as listed and outlined in D S M IV. 
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In a Psycho therapeut i c and Psychoana ly t i c C o n t e x t -

Just as it is important to locate sexual addiction in relationship to D S M IV 

nosology for a clearer understanding of the concept of sexual addiction and for 

the ease of communication across the disciplines, so it is also important, for the 

same reason, to locate sexual addiction in relationship to the traditional and 

technical language of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy. Because of a lack of 

systématisation and an agreed nomenclature this is a much more difficult 

process and so extensive as to be beyond the scope of this project. 

Since the language and conceptualisation within psychotherapeutic modalit ies 

is very diverse and not as systematic as D S M IV, I will confine myself to one 

theoretical concept, the concept of perversion, d iscussed here largely as an 

example of a relevant, but not identical, usage in the literature. 

Theorists focusing on the diversion of sexual desire away from 'normal' stimuli 

coined the term perversion [Brockman and Bluglass, 1996]. In psychoanalytic 

usage perversion has been defined in the following ways, 

1] 'A deviation from the normal sexual act when this is defined as coitus with a 

person of the opposite sex directed towards the achievement of orgasm by 

means of genital penetration' [Laplanche and Pontalis, 1967, p306] 

2] 'A variety of sexual practices that deviate in aim or object choice from the 

accepted norm of heterosexual genital union' [Moore and Fine, 1968, p72] 
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There are commonalities between the two concepts perversion and sexuai 

addiction. For example Stoller [1995] associâtes perversion with anger and 

aggression, describing perversion as an erotic form of hatred. Anger and 

aggression are associated with sexuai addiction in the literature on sexuai 

addiction and in the literature on sexuai offendtng. It was very clearly identified 

among participants of my treatment programme as a principal trigger for 

addictive compulsive sexuai behaviour. In the same way that Goodman [1998] 

associâtes sexualization with the aetiology of sexuai addiction, G lasse r [1995] 

emphasises the importance of sexualization in the formation of perverse 

behaviour. Rosen [1995, p76] argues that the 'régulation of self es teem is a 

major function of the perversion'. Thèse commonalit ies suggest to me that 

thèse clinicians are able to see some of the characteristic of the behaviour of 

sexuai addiction but without the cohérent and systematic framework provided 

by addiction theory. 

Although the literature on perversion is relevant to an understanding of the 

narcissistic damage and thus the aetiology and nature of sexuai addiction, 

especially in terms of the self psychologists, nevertheless, as we have defined 

it, sexuai addiction is not about the gender of the participants or the nature of 

the sexuai activity but about the rôle and function of the behaviour in the life of 

the individual. It might, or it might not, overlap with one of the définitions of 

perversion provided by c lass ica l theory, ego psychology, or object relations. 

However, keeping an awareness of the relationship of the concept of sexuai 

addiction to the various concepts of perversion and other relevant 

nomenclature is professionally important when in dialogue with the wider 
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psychotherapeutic community and with psychoanalytic psychotherapists in 

particular. 

It should also be noted that the use of terms like deviant and perversion, that 

have been used to socially disenfranchise and marginalize sexual minorities, 

and the continuation of the use of such terms by some therapeutic treatment 

providers, contributes to stereotyping and discrimination. A s such this runs 

against the spirit of the ethical guidelines of most academic and professional 

associations. The specialist seminar on discrimination and stereotyping, 

referred to in the last chapter, professionally alerts us to the harm and injustice 

that can be done by classifying groups of people as sick and well, medically 

validated categories equivalent to bad and good. 

Sexual Addiction and Treatment Strategies 

This chapter has been dedicated to outlining and explaining the principal 

conceptual components that make up the theory of sexual addiction. I have 

added this section on treatment strategies because, in most cases , the theory 

of sexual addiction grows out of an experience of treatment. In my experience, 

people who work in field of addiction treatment are themselves almost always 

recovering addicts From a review of the literature on sexual addiction it has 

become clear that most, if not all the theorists, are both recovering addicts and 

treatment providers. In the realities of the personal journey, theory has grown 

out of remedy. The result of this doctoral programme is to take the theoretical 

material, to make it ever more coherent, and to use it to influence the 
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development of practice. This sets up a circular process: practice affecting 

theory and theory affecting practice. 

Although concepts relevant to sexual addiction lie behind all the products of this 

doctoral project, the main thrust has been, through the revised proposal, to 

produce a sexual addiction treatment strategy [Appendix I]. An adequate 

treatment strategy requires the completion of various therapeutic tasks. 

Drawing from the literature [Cames and Adams, 2002], from my own research 

[Birchard, 2000], from the work done by the Churches Together in Britain and 

Ireland Working Party on Sexual Abuse in the Church, from clinical practice, 

these therapeutic tasks divided into two mains areas of work: the first using a 

cognitive behavioural approach; the second using a much more supportive and 

exploratory psychotherapy. These two conjoint approaches can be 

characterised as: 

• Recovery Facilitation 

• Psychotherapeutic Restructuring 

These two approaches are explored and explained in greater detail in the 

article T h e Snake and the Seraph' [Appendix J] and so will only be 

summarised in this section. 

The first approach largely involves cognitive behavioural therapy; the second 

involves a much more psychodynamic insight-orientated therapeutic approach. 

Keller [2003] recommends, for the treatment of substance abuse, a similar 

combined approach. In my view, recovery facilitation is a therapeutic psycho-
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educational process in which the therapist offers the client challenge, support 

and éducation. A range of tailor-made cognitive behavioural techniques is 

provided to facilitate recovery. The chief of thèse is to encourage the client into 

a group process that is specifically targeted to the treatment of addictive 

compulsive behaviours. This might be a twelve step sexual addiction recovery 

programme or some other similar treatment programme. Whatever the 

theoretical orientation of the treatment provider, there are a numberof cognitive 

behavioural tasks that are relevant to a successful outcome. The therapist must 

provide a place for the client to leam about sexual addiction. This can be done 

by providing a mini-course at the beginning of the therapeutic process or by 

weaving materiał into the unfolding of the process. Included in the éducation 

programme, is direct teaching about the importance of group work and a priority 

for the client to commit and participate in a sexual addiction recovery 

programme. 

Nowiński [2003] has evolved a treatment regime that has as its primary goal to 

bond the patient to a twelve step programme, 

The primary goal of T S F [Twelve Step Facilitation] is to 
help the patient to begin the process of bonding to a 12-
step fellowship by understanding its key concepts and 
learning how to utilize its resources for support and advice. 

C a m e s [1991] suggests, from his research, that as many as 87% of recovering 

sex addicts relapse unless there is an involvement in a culture of recovery. For 

most clients this will, in effect, mean that they will access and have to make a 

commitment to a twelve step sexual addiction recovery programme. Most of 

thèse in the United Kingdom are London based , but not entirely, and new 
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opening up all the time. Sexual recovery meetings are also available online. 

One of the recovery programmes, Sex Addicts Anonymous, has a provision for 

'boundary meetings'. These are meetings specially set up to provide a 

programme of recovery for the clergy, medical doctors, psychotherapists, and 

others who need to attend meetings separate from clients, parishioners, and 

patients. 

In addition to the educational and behavioural tasks proposed above, there are 

two additional priorities, more usually associated with conventional 

psychodynamic and person-centred approaches. I describe these as 

'restructuring' because they are processes that are reparative on the original 

narcissistic damage. If the cognitive behavioural tasks are to change the 

behaviour, these next two tasks are set to change and repair the sense of self, 

experienced painfully and as unacceptable, that generates the addictive 

compulsive but unwanted behaviour. The first task is an exploration into the 

family of origin and the creation of a narrative that explains and makes sense of 

the client's experience. The narrative helps the client to make sense of the 

present. The construction of the narrative helps form and strengthen a sense of 

self [Butler, 1999]. The second task is the use of the therapeutic relationship to 

repair the damage of broken relationships. Cooper [2002] goes so far as to 

write that sexual addiction is a d isease of broken and relationships. His 

treatment programme is therefore very centred on the restoration of 

Yelatedness'. This also is to help the client bring into his or her life activities and 

processes that fill 'the hole' that lies at the heart of narcissistic damage. This is 

to use the self of the therapist to effect changes in the self of the client and to 
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use the therapeutic relationship to créate new and changea relationship 

templates. Furthermore, this is to help the client construct and bring into place 

the components of a rich and meaningful life to replace the anaesthetizing 

functions of the addiction with enduring structures and sources of solace. Just 

stopping the addiction is not enough. A more detailed programme of treatment 

can be found in the forth product of this doctoral project [Appendix I], 

The treatment summarised above, although arrived at independently and 

described somewhat differently, is identical in substance to the 'recovery 

orientated psychotherapy" treatment model outlined by Zweben [1997] in her 

proposais for work with alcoholism and drug dependency and Keller's proposai 

[2003] for an integrated psychoanalytic and cognitive-behavioural therapy for 

the treatment of substance abuse. 

At the beginning of this section I said that the theory of sexual addiction grows 

out of an expérience of treatment and that most treatment providers were, in 

my expérience, recovering addicts. What impact does this have on the 

provision of programmes of treatment? I think it gives to programmes of 

treatment ïnsider' knowledge, authenticity, enhanced credibility, an example 

of the possibility of recovery, and hígh levéis of empathetic understanding. It 

also créâtes an on-going programme of recovery for the treatment provider. 

Sexual Addiction and Research Methodology 

I have included a section on methodology in this chapter because the 

recovering addict 's expérience has been central to the methodology of 
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addiction research. The theory of sexual addiction has its roots in a strongly 

heuristic methodological process. Treatment and methodoiogy have corne 

before the development of theory and theory has largely grown out of treatment 

and methodoiogy. 

It is clear from a review of the sexual addiction literature in the next chapter that 

ail of the work on sexual addiction has this strong heuristic quality. In other 

words, recovering sex addicts have done the pioneering work on sexual 

addiction. For example, I once heard one of the main contributors to the 

literature on sexual addiction talk in private about his exhibitionism [the practice 

of exposing his genitals to women in public places] and to connect his work on 

sexual addiction with his personal joumey away from that behaviour. Although 

the methodoiogy of sexual addiction research, as it has developed, has been 

both quantitative and qualitative, at its core it has been very much a heuristic 

qualitative pursuit. This is reflected in the powerful rôle of individual expérience 

in the development of the theory, in its clinical and case history orientation, and 

in the strong narrative drive that characterises the literature. 

The roots of this kind of qualitative methodoiogy go back to the 1920's and 

1930's and to the development of ethnographie anthropology [Denzin and 

Lincoln, 1994]. Throughout the history of qualitative research and throughout its 

major developmental stages, there 'stands the biographically situated 

researcher* [Denzin and Lincoln, 1994, p11] as well as a ' reciprocal relationship 

between the researcher as person and the process of the research' [Reinharz, 

1979]. The distinctive character of psychotherapy and counsell ing research is a 
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continuation of the participant observation process of the cultural 

anthropologists [Rennie, 1994]. This approach, which Karp [1996] descr ibes as 

'autoethnography' has been congenial with my own interest, first as an under-

graduate in anthropology, as well as with the heuristic and reflexive qualities 

developed in theological training and used in routine ministry and parish life. 

The distinctive feature of psychotherapy and counselling research is the 

employment of the self as an agent and a co-operative in the process of the 

research. This is certainly true of sexual addiction research. The self of the 

researcher is not seen as a contaminant to the process [Karp, 1996, 

Richardson, 1994]. This 'employment' of the self assumes that the researcher 

is motivated by his or her reflexive 'need to know*. 'Becoming a knower' is one 

of the chiefgoalsof thequal i ta t ive research [McLeod, 2001, p6] and 'becoming 

a knower" is one of the chief goals of sexual addiction recovery. McLeod [2001, 

p20] writes that 'all qualitative research or enquiry is basically attempting to fulfil 

the same aim, which is that of developing an understanding in howthe world is 

constructed'. West [1998] 'ups the ante' further. He descr ibes qualitative 

research as 'passionate research' and writes that heuristic research capital ises 

on a 'passionate but disciplined involvement by the researcher 1 [West, 1998, 

p60]. These approaches assume that the researcher works in the context of 

his/her setting [Altheide and Johnson, 1994], and that there is 'a reciprocal 

relationship between the researcher as person and the process of the research' 

[Reinharz, 1979]. There is an emphasis upon the generation of concepts in 

vivo. The researcher becomes both observer of the field and a participant in the 

field of enquiry. Reinharz [1979, p11] provides a comprehensive outline of the 
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components of qualitative enquiry contrastée! with 'mainstream research'. The 

former he describes as a mixture of 'subjective and objective orientations'. 

This research project has sought to explore the use of the self as the subject of 

a particular methodological process as well as to employ the self in application 

of that methodology to the subject. It has been in many parts 

'autoethnographic'. With the first aborted proposai on offender behaviour, the 

toxicity of the subject washed back into the self of the researcher. In the second 

completed proposai on sexual addiction treatment and training, the self of the 

researcher was used to validate, enrich, and animate the subject of the 

research. In both cases here stands the 'biographically situated researcher' 

[Denzin and Lincoln, 1994, p11]. 

At the beginning of this section, l said I have included a section on methodology 

in this chapter because the theory of sexual addiction has largely emerged from 

the recovering addict's expérience and the addict's expérience has been 

central to the methodology. What impact does this have on methodology? I 

think it gives to the methodology, as it does to the programmes of treatment, 

'insider 1 knowledge, authenticity, enhanced credibility, and it contributes to on 

going programme of recovery for the researcher. 1 think it gives to the research 

a 'passionate' quality. In the field of sexual addiction s ince most of the 

researchers are also clinicians this gives a much more client centred character 

and grounded character to the research. 
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W h y C a l i It Sexua l Add i c t i on? 

In a recent press interview about the nature and concept of sexual addiction the 

point was made [Guardian, 16 t h September 2003] that this is not the invention 

of a new disorder but rather a new way of conceptualising and understanding 

an oíd behaviour. But why use the term addiction? 

I use the term addiction and sexual addiction to describe this behaviour for the 

following reasons. It has emerged as self-referential term that is used by people 

who experience these behaviours to describe how they experience the 

behaviour. It seems to me to be good practice to accept and use the self-

referential language of the client group, in the same way that one m'ight use the 

term black rather that coloured, or gay rather than homosexual , or she rather 

than he, in describing or talking of a male to female transsexual. The term sex 

addiction emerged as a grassroots self-identifying term and has since come to 

be used by, rather than assigned by, psychologists, psychotherapists and 

medical practitioners. Nathan writes [1995, p352] 

.. .many patients, see in the addiction concept ideas 
that speak to their own experience—the sense of 
being driven to do something even though they know 
they will regret it, the feeling of being high when 
engaged in sexual acting out, the exper ience of 
painful withdrawal when trying to control sexual 
activity. 

It a lso seems to me that the practice of limiting the use to the word addiction to 

substances is entirely a matter of social construct and/or professional 

territoriality. I take the view, the view shared by Ca rnes and Goodman and 

many others, that people do not in fact become addicted to the substance but 

to the experience created by the substance. I do not smoke a cigar because I 
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want nicotine. I smoke a cigar because I want the experience that the nicotine 

brings. The addict uses substances or behaviours to effect a change in affect 

and it is to the change in affect state that the person becomes addicted. 

Against the convention of only using the word addiction in relation to 

substances, I would site the much older use of the word in relationship to 

repeating behaviours. In the Latin, dictare means 'appointed' rather than 

chosen [Dictionary of Word Histories, 1999]. Addict ion, which has at it root 

the meaning of being under the control of a dictator, or in the thrall of some kind 

of slavery, is a foundational concept in the western theological and intellectual 

tradition and appears clearly in Paul and in an even more developed way in 

Augustine. I cite Augustine especially because the evidence points to sexual 

addiction and sexual addiction recovery in the life of Augustine and because 

Augustine is considered by many to be the father of the western intellectual 

tradition. Augustine writes [Boulding, 1997, p192] 

The enemy had my power of willing in his clutches, and 
from it had forged a chain to bind me. The truth is that 
disordered lust springs from a perverted will; when lust is 
pandered to, a habit is formed; and when the pattern is not 
checked, it hardens into a compulsion. These were the 
interlinking rings forming what I have descr ibed as a chain, 
and my harsh servitude used it to keep me under duress. 

Augustine uses the imagery of slavery and the language of addiction and 

compulsivity. 

Why Call It an Addictive Compulsive Behaviour? 

In the literature, it is common to find the terms addictive and compulsive l inked 

together to describe this kind of behaviour. Amer ican psychotherapeutic 
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Professionals and researchers have formed the National Counci l on Sexual 

Addiction and Compulsivity and a journal is published which is cal led the 

Journal of Sexual Addiction and Compulsivity. This is because there is, 

especial ly in the médical literature, a technical distinction between an addiction 

and a compulsion. 

Although no consistent pattem is used across the professions [Carnes, 1996] 

the word compulsion is normally associated with the relief of painful affect and 

the word addiction with the production of pleasure. A s these sexual behaviours 

produce pleasure as well as relieve negative affect the two terms are naturally 

combined. C a m e s points out [1996] that many political considérations lie 

behind the choice of terminology and that the term compulsivity is often more 

readily received in adjacent professional communit ies. Such considérations 

temper our choice of nomenclature. Dr Robert Lefever, a leading and long 

established British specialist in the treatment of addiction, has noted the 

political and economic conséquences of nomenclature in an article on sexual 

addiction [Sunday Telegraph, 18 t h October 2003]. I have found much the same 

to be true. For example, the sex offender treatment Professionals have been so 

hostile to the word sexual addiction that to be heard at all in that Community I 

Substitute the word compulsivity. I have found much the same to be true in the 

field of sexual medicine. I a lso use the term sexual compulsivity within the 

church community to avoid the more sensat ional language of addiction. 

The principal objection to the term sexual addiction is almost always that the 

term addiction provides an excuse and suggests the déniai of responsibility. 
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This view continues to circulate even though this is very cleariy not the case , 

either in my treatment programme, any other treatment programme that I have 

researched or in any of the twelve step recovery fellowships. However, 

Professionals must address their distinctive constituencies and the choice of 

nomenclature, and objections to nomenclature, are dictated as much by 

political and social agendas as by any clinical considération. It is upon such 

choices and décisions that influence is brought to bear, govemment grants are 

awarded, and legal arguments are constructed and important judgements are 

made. There are many socia l , political and financial implications if a pattern of 

behaviour can be designated or defined as an il lness. These include custody, 

compensation, and civil and criminal responsibility. The choice of nomenclature 

is about many considérations other than aptness and/or the clinical usefulness 

of the language. 

The Application of Theory to Practice: Two Case Studies 

In the following case studies the détails have been changed to protect the 

anonymity of the clients. 

Case Study One 

I use this particular case study for three reasons: it cleariy illustrâtes the Chief 

characteristics of sexual addiction, it is a particularly clear example of the 'cycle 

of addiction', and it is the case study that I use in sexual addiction treatment 

and training programmes. 
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Scot t 

Scott is 34, a university educated accountant working with a large and 

prosperous firm in the City. He is middle c lass and grew up in the suburbs 

where he now lives with his wife and new baby. He has the following pattern of 

behaviour 

About once a fortnight he enters a cycle of addictive/compulsive sexual 

behaviour. Each cycle has a ritualised sequence. It will begin with browsing the 

top shelf of the newsagent on his lunch hour. He then begins to visit phone 

boxes and ring prostitutes. He then starts to visit them and check them out 

when they answer the door. This may last two to three hours. Eventually he 

winds up, either with one of the women, or, more usually, at a sauna massage 

parlour where he is masturbated and receives unprotected oral sex. 

Throughout the episode he uses amyl nitrate. 

After orgasm he goes into a time of profound remorse, regret and mortification. 

He hurries away and heads for home. On his way home he stops at church and 

goes to confession and thus begins a cycle of repentance, abstinence and 

withdrawal until eventually a sense of need or entitlement brings him back into 

the cycle of sexual behaviour. He has been ' locked' into this alternating 

sequence for over 8 years. He has been threatened with v iolence on more than 

one occasion and, to date, owes just under £10,000 to his client account that 

he has improperly taken out to pay for sexual services. 
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He lives most of his life in fear, anxiety, and regret, and loathes himself, in 

gênerai, and, in particular, forthis pattern of behaviour. He recognisesthat th is 

behaviour is out of control, dangerous to his job, his marriage, his family life, his 

health, and his whole sense of seif and yet he goes on doing it. 

This case history illustrâtes all the features of sex addiction that have been 

described in this chapter and in the products of this doctoral project. The 

treatment priority, as an immédiate priority, was to stop the behaviour. His 

indebtedness to his own dient account, the threat to his marriage, the impact 

upon his capacity to parent, his use of amyl nitrate, and fréquent danger from 

pimps and prostitutes, and the health risks are all examples of harmful 

conséquences. The treatment priority was to deepen his cognitive awareness 

of these harmful conséquences and to encourage him to participate in a 

cognitive behavioural intensive group programme of sexual addiction recovery. 

It was clear from his history, which is not given in the case study, that shame 

was a major factor in creating the behaviour. Additionally, cascading and 

spiralling shame were a major outcome of each addictive épisode. The 

preamble to London's First Meeting of Sex Addicts Anonymous describes this 

as the 'downward spiral of despair 1. The goal was to help him identify his own 

version of the addictive cycle and to learn exit stratégies and relapse prévention 

techniques. This involved a much deeper investigation into the original shame 

scénarios that underpinned his addictive pattems and the development of 

cognitive-behavioural techniques for shame réduction and the deliberate 

development of new affective responses. Once the actual behaviours had been 
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left largely to one side, 'recovery orientated psychotherapy' [Zweben, 1997] 

could be left to one side as well, and the exploratory and reparatory 

psychodynamic psychotherapy could begin. The final goal was to help him 

towards the development of a capacity for relatedness, greater sel f-acceptance 

and to develop a way of living and being that was so fulfilling that he had little 

need for compulsive addictive patterns of behaviour. 

C a s e Study T w o 

I have chosen this case study because it illustrâtes préoccupation, harmful 

conséquences, and the process of recovery. It also illustrâtes the 'crisis' that 

often nécessitâtes intervention. 

L i am 

Liam is a middle aged successful lawyer who has founded and runs a smal l law 

practice made up of about six people, including partners, secretaries and a 

receptionist. He was referred to me because one of his col leagues had, without 

his permission, gone into his computer and found large quantifies of 

pornographie material. Although this client is sexually attracted to older rather 

than younger women and there was nothing actually illegal on his computer 

there were pictures in the 'barely legal' category. In the end, the practice fell 

apart and the overall financial costs to my client were in excess of £60,000. 

Liam is a happily married man with three children but his compuls ive sexual 

patterns involved hours masturbating on the Internet before and afterwork. 

The behaviour began with threats to his wife's health from suspected ovarian 

cancer. At the same time, füll Internet a c c e s s was set up at his legal practice. 
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His history suggests an emotionally absent father, early matemal attachment 

anxieties, a narcissistic mother who was both needy and over-bearing, and an 

early use of fantasy to manage negative affect. There was no indication of any 

kind of abuse in his family of origin. In my view sexual fantasy and the use of 

the Internet were adult continuations of his earlier use of non-sexual fantasy in 

his family of origin. 

A specialist in human resources referred this client to me and the client 

immediately joined and fully participated in a sexual recovery programme. He 

has joined my sexual addiction outpatient treatment programme. He has been 

in one-to-one psychotherapy with me for six months. In the past six months he 

has relapsed three or four times. In his case, relapse means logging on the 

sexually explicit websites. With this particular client, in the early stages of work, 

the cognitive behavioural components of the work contributed to immédiate 

change. Now it seems to me change is the effect of the maie al l iances in 

psychotherapy and in the group work that contributes to his programme of 

recovery. 

The treatment priority with this client was not to confront déniai or to stop the 

behaviour. He came to me in a state of shock about the s ize and sca le of the 

conséquences. There was no déniai and he had effectively stopped the 

behaviours. Here the priority was to provide supportive and exploratory 

psychodynamic psychotherapy and, s ince he was going to several meetings a 

week, to leave most of the cognitive behavioural work to the sexual recovery 
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fel lowships and to my outpatient programme. At the time of writing ne 

continues in ail of thèse, reports feeling 'very well ' and has been almost 

continuously free of addictive compulsive sexual behaviours. 

Limitations of the Addiction Mode! as Applied to Sexual Behaviour 

In addition to making référence to the limitations of the addiction model where 

appropriate in the wider context of this document, I have divided the literature 

review that follows into two chapters: the literature on sexual addiction and the 

literature critical of addiction theory and sexual addiction in particular. Here I set 

out my own views about the limitations of this particular theoretical model. 

Thèse can be summarised as: 

• Heuristic prédominance 

• Subjectivity of the definitional criteria 

• Universality of narcissistic damage 

• Ubiquity of anaesthetizing behaviours 

• The négative labelling of shame 

• Assumptions about human purpose 

• The exaggerated status of treatment 

Heuristic Prédominance— I use the term 'heuristic prédominance' to describe 

the almost overwhelming présence of heuristics in the theory of sexual 

addiction in both treatment and methodology. It runs throughout the literature 

in the next chapter and strongly opérâtes in this document and in the products 
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of this doctoral project. While this brings with it undoubted strengths, it a lso 

has the capacity to create a c losed system, making claims to a 'superior kind 

of knowledge' that automatically invalidates critical argument. External 

criticism can be dismissed and rebuffed on the grounds that those outside this 

experience cannot know and therefore cannot speak with insight or authority. 

Subjectivity of the Definitional Criteria— Within the theory of sexual addiction, 

so much is subjective. Three of the major components of the definition are 

subjective: preoccupation, harmful consequences and function. The 

implications of this means that two people could have exactly the same 

behaviours and one could be a sex addict and the other not. In this sense it is 

not a disorder in its own right but a subjective evaluation of a pattern of 

behaviour. 

The Universal Nature of Narcissist ic Damage— There is similar subjectivity 

around the definition of narcissistic damage: 'maladaptive', 'inflexible', 

'subjective distress'. The word 'damage' is filled with pejorative overtone. 

Surely all human beings are narcissistically damaged and narcissistic damage 

is part of the human condition and if that is so why is this a disorder? It is only 

a problem if it is a problem. 

The Ubiquity of Anaesthetizing Behaviours— W e all use anaesthetizing 

substances and behaviours to manage painful/negative affect. In this sense it 

is not a disorder in its own right but a value judgement about substances, 

amounts of substances, and patterns of behaviour. 
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The Negative Labelling of S h a m e — With addiction theory and sexual 

addiction theory, shame is almost always described as 'toxic' and viewed as 

the major driver of the problem. Although most theoreticians recognise the 

important social functions of shame these functions are largely by-passed in 

the literature. 

Assumptions about Human Purpose—Addict ion treatment and theory brings 

with it many assumptions about human purpose. These are often couched in 

quasi-medical language or in the language of psychology. There are many of 

these, but the central one is that the avoidance of behaviours that are defined 

as 'addiction' is a 'healthy life' priority and that balance, relational sexuality, 

living as a couple, intimacy and the 'perfecting' of self are the goals of life. 

The Exaggerated Status of Treatment— In the pursuit of this doctoral project I 

have spent time thinking about treatment and programmes of treatment. I 

have been through the process. I have seen others go through it. 1 have 

visited treatment centres and explored and developed a treatment programme 

and a training programme. These programmes are all regimes for affect, 

cognitive and behavioural change and as such they are no different than 

schools, re-education programmes, reformatories, reparative therapy, square-

bashing, boot camp, therapeutic communit ies, religious noviciates and the 

Alpha Course [a programme of recruitment currently fashionable in 

Evangelical Churches], They all use the same ingredients, although the 

proportions change from regime to regime. They are distinguished from 
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'brainwashing' only in that most of them are voluntar/ or, at least, involvement 

is achieved only through persuasión. 

Conc lus ión 

For all the limitations and inadequacies that apply to the theory of sexual 

addiction, and the use the language of addiction in relationship to sexual 

behaviour, the theory of sexual addiction, as 1 have descr ibed it in this chapter, 

has the following advantages: 

• It provides practitioners with a systematic and parsimonious theoretical 

model for understanding, connecting and classifying a wider range of 

sexual behaviours than is provided by D S M IV or traditional 

psychoanalytic classifications. 

• It provides practitioners with a systematic approach to effective 

treatment that can simultaneously be used with a wide range of 

otherwise disparate behaviours. The treatment programme summarised 

in this chapter, and outlined in the treatment and training programme, 

provides a more task-orientated approach that traditional psychodynamic 

and psychoanalytic treatment altematives and a richer and deeper 

programme than cognitive behaviour therapy alone. D S M IV provides no 

programme of treatment. 
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• The highly subjective character of the definitions and diagnostic criteria 

for sexual addiction means that the locus of treatment and diagnostic 

authority lies not with medical establishment or with psychotherapeutic 

practitioners but with the individual client. 

In the Review of Previous Learning, I wrote that 'to feel the hold of addiction, to 

experience the craving of withdrawal, to have lived in denial, and to know the 

wretchedness of the aftermath is a different order of knowledge that can be 

gained from a text book or a slide show'. I use the language of addiction 

because no other wording quite conveys the help lessness of the subject or the 

repetitious tyranny of the process. 
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Chapter3 

The Literature on Sexual Addiction 

Introduction 

Although this review is specifically limited to sexual addiction, it is important to 

note that a whole range of subjects narrow down to the study of sexual 

addiction. These include the philosophy of science and the ethics of medicine, 

reflections on social construction, various modalities of treatment, récent 

developments in neuroscience, the psychological thérapies, and addiction 

studies. Similarly, it is important to note that a whole range of studies open up 

from the study of sexual addiction: narcissistic structure and the nature of the 

self, the effect of childhood abuse, religious behaviour, lesbian and gay 

studies, sexology, marital therapy, anorexie and avoidant behaviours, and, 

most recently, the relationship between sexual addiction and the Internet. This 

chapter focuses almost entirely on sexual addiction and largely on the work of 

Patrick C a m e s . 

Sexual Addiction Literature 

The literature is scarce, difficult to access and from the United States. A 

search for 'sexual addiction' using PsychINFO produced 262 entries. Ai l of 

thèse were browsed for relevance. 76 were downloaded in précis form and of 

that 20 were ordered in their entirety for further investigation. There is one 

journal, adopted by the National Counci l on Sexual Addiction and 

Compulsivity, devoted to the subject. 
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This section reviews the following material in the following brder: 

• The Patrick Carnes 'Corpus' 

• Aviel Goodman: Sexual Addiction 

• Charlotte Kasl : Women, Sex and Addiction 

• Other Contributors 

• Internet Sexual Addiction 

• The Journal: Sexual Addiction and Compulsivity 

The format for this section is as follows. Each contribution is briefly descr ibed, 

put into context, assessed for value, and related to the products of the project, 

but not always in that order. A disproportionate amount of attention will be 

given to the C a m e s Corpus because his work represents the first domino. 

The Patrick Carnes Corpus 

The concept of sexual addiction began to develop with the development of 

Twelve Step Sexual Recovery Fellowships. Sex and Love Addicts 

Anonymous was founded in 1976 and Sex Addicts Anonymous in 1977 

[Parker and Guest, 2002]. Sex Addicts Anonymous was founded in the United 

Kingdom in 1987. The conceptual basis for sexual addiction was taken up and 

developed in the first place by Patrick Carnes. 

He has systematised, refined and promoted the concept of sexual addiction 

and has made the original and most extensive contribution to its development 

and application. Although Freud refers to masturbation as the 'primai 
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addictiorT and Fenichel uses the terni 'sexual addiction' [Goodman, 1998], 

C a m e s ' work on sexual addiction is 'original' in the sensé that he is the first 

person to take an idea that émerges from the sexual recovery fellowships, 

that some people are, in effect, 'addicted' to sex, and he investigates, 

explores, researches, develops, applies, and makes this concept publicly 

accessible. His work is developmental in that it is possible to take the idea as 

it émerge in his first book and see it expand in the second and third. After the 

second book there is a major pièce of research done with surveys and 

interviews with just under 1000 people who self identify as sex addicts. This 

research créâtes the content of his book Don't Call It Love. Subséquent 

books and articles tend to develop some constituent part of his overall 

theoretical approach, for example, in later publications the concept of sexual 

anorexia and trauma bonding. His work is influential because he is not only 

the first but he is the most prolific proponent of the concept. H e has written the 

largest number of books, edited the journal Sexual Addiction and 

Compulsivity for the most number of years, enjoys a populär réputation with 

the media as an expert [Fortune, May 1999], and is clinical director of the 

Meadows, an internationally accessed addiction recovery centre. It is hard to 

fault C a m e s as a man passionately committed to his subject and motivated by 

a désire to understand and clinically respond to a phenomenon that causes 

pain and distress. His work on sexual addiction includes the following: 

• Out of the Shadows: Understanding Sexual Addiction [1983] 

• Contrary to Love: Helping the Sexual Addict [1989] 

• Don't Call It Love: Recovery from Sexual Addiction [1991] 
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• A Gentle Path Through the 12 Steps [1993] 

• Sexual Anorexia: Overcoming Sexual Self Hatred [1997] 

• Clinical Management of Sexual Addiction [ed] [2002] 

A s well as theoretical information, Carnes ' work contains, sel f-assessment 

questionnaires, diagnostic criteria, stories, exercises, helpful diagrams, 

conc ise and memorable summaries, flow-charts and useful illustrative 

typologies. He has published videos and audiotapes. He has a website, an 

online bookstore and an online lecture on sexual addiction. He is a teacher as 

well a s a clinician and a theorist. Carnes is also a clinical psychologist. 

The Golden Valley Project 

The largest body of direct research was done between 1986 and 1988 at the 

Institute for Behavioural Medicine, Golden Valley, Minnesota [Carnes, 1991]. 

This was based on two 28-page surveys, one for addicts, and one for their 

partners. Data was collected by interviews and questionnaires. According to 

Carnes [1991] each survey took between four to eight hours to complete. 

There was a team of 12 researchers. About one third of the survey was 

undertaken with members of Twelve Step sexual recovery fellowships and the 

rest with patients in treatment for sexual addiction at Golden Valley. In Don't 

Call It Love [1991], Carnes provides a modified version of the survey and a 

selected data sets and a complete summary of the data from the survey for 

the ordinary reader. There were 932 participants of whom 293 had been in 

sexual recovery programmes for more than three years [Carnes, 1991]. 

Additional research was done with this second group, 'those who had actually 

transformed their lives and could tell us about it [Carnes, 1991, p186]. This 
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second group and their partners were asked to complète an extensive 'life-

sîatus inventory' and a 'month by month history of their recovery'. A pattern 

was developed on the basis of this rétrospective information. Other people 

were interviewed at différent time intervais [six months, one year, etc]. The 

two stratégies yielded the same pattern of data. Cames [1991] includes a 

table that lists the baseline behaviours of both groups to demonstrate that 

there was minimal différence between those entering recovery and those in 

advanced recovery. Carnes writes as follows [1991, p185] 

Unfortunately, Professionals in sex addiction do not yet 
have the extensive longitudinal studies that exist for 
alcohol ism. At this point, more than anything eise our 
task was simply to document that some sex addicts can 
achieve recovery, there is a possible solution as well as a 
problem. 

Don't Call It Love [Cames 1991] is, in effect, the discussion of the data from 

the larger set, which yields up information about the problem, and the data 

from the smaller set that yields up information about the solution. 

Don't Call It Love 

While ail the results are d iscussed in Don't Call It Love, I focus and comment 

on four units of information. Two of thèse are related to the problem and two 

are related to the solution. This reflects the présentation séquence in the 

Training Manual for the Treatment of Sexual Addiction [Appendix i]. The first 

is, according to Carnes, 'on the basis of our researchand clinical practice', the 

10 Signs of Sexual Addiction [1991, p11]. These 'Ten Signs' represent a 

development of the description of sexual addiction from his earlier two books: 
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1. A pattem of out-of-control behaviour 

2. Severe conséquences due to sexual behaviour 

3. Inability to stop despite adverse conséquences 

4. Persistent pursuit of self-destructive or high-risk behaviour 

5. Ongoing désire or effort to limit sexual behaviour 

6. Sexual obsession or fantasy as a primary coping strategy 

7. Increasing amounts of sexual expérience because the current level is 

no longer sufficient 

8. Severe mood changes around sexual activity 

9. Inordinate amounts of time spent in obtaining sex, being sexual , or 

recovering from sexual expérience 

10. Neglect of important soc ia l , occupational, or recreational activities 

because of sexual behaviour 

These 'ten signs' appear over and over again in the wider subséquent 

literature on sexual addiction and remain a foundation in describing and 

diagnosing sexual addiction. 

It is normally the 'harmful conséquences' of sexual addiction that bring people 

to treatment. It is the province of the clinical practitioner to respond to 

appropriately. A s noted in the section on the specialist seminars, Butler 

[1999] referring to Frank [1986] points out that patients corne to 

psychotherapy 'because they are demoral ised by the menacing meaning of 

their Symptoms'. The participants in the Golden Valley project reported the 

following harmful conséquences, among others, due to sexual addiction: 
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4 0 % the loss of a partner or spouse 

7 0 % severe marital and relationship problems 

13% lost rights to their children 

4 2 % women sex addicts had unwanted pregnancies 

58% severe fmancial conséquences 

27% not able to work in the career of their choice 

5 9 % pursued their behaviours to the point of exhaustion 

58% pursued activities for which they could have been arrested 

19% were arrested for their behaviours 

The principal book of the Twelve Step recovery fellowship, Sex and Love 

Addicts Anonymous, called by members after A A tradition the 'Big Book', 

includes a number of personal historiés that point to harmful conséquences. 

One addict described his expérience in this way [Anonymous 1986 p200], 

But going to the strip joints in Boston's Combat Zone, 
peering in Windows, compulsive masturbation, and 
eventually exhibitionism were not 'cheating' on my 
wife... I would spend spring and summer nights 
exhibiting myself, masturbating, drinking, peering in 
Windows, and gradually getting sicker. 

This story exemplifies the unmanageability and chaotic nature of some 

sexually addictive behaviour, how it is takes up inordinate amounts of time, 

impacts on marriage relationships, interfères with the rest of life, can be 

unsafe and unsatisfying and sometime occupies a worid of offending and near 

offending behaviours. Sexual addiction is often experienced as re lent lessand 

unstoppable. Another graphie illustration of the harm and damage that can 

resuit from sexual addiction is given in Jenny's story [Anonymous 1986 p 205] 
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My addiction was worse than ever, but I feit that I had no 
reason to change my behaviour. . . Over a period of time I 
had been hospitalised for va nous 'accidents', but no one 
ever questioned me about them. Eventually I found that I 
needed even more physical pain in order to achieve an 
orgasm, and I resorted to self-flagellation, electric shock, 
and burning myself while I masturbated. 

In reading thèse stories it is easy to understand why Krafft-Ebbing described 

thèse behaviours as 'a dreadful scourge'. 

While C a m e s is interested in the problem of sexual addiction he is especially 

interested in the solution, 'there is a possible solution as well as a problem' 

[1991,185]. From this side of the équation there are two things that I explore 

below. The first is the 'discovery' of the stages of recovery and the récognition 

of characteristic features for each of the stages. These stages are reproduced 

in Fig. 3 and, as shown in Fig. 4, all addicts have ail stages at ail t imes in 

différent proportions. I draw attention to this part of the research for two 

reasons. First of ail, the stratégie tasks of recovery outlined in the Training 

Manual [Appendix i] are ordered to reflect the stage by stage character of the 

process. The second is his emphasis on an involvement in Twelve Step 

recovery as an almost indispensable requirement for a successful recovery. 

In the Golden Valley project he asked those with three years or more in 

recovery for their 'best advice' to the still suffering addict. They identified the 

following six chal lenges: 'breaking isolation, surviving withdrawal, reducing 

shame, working through émotions, resolving crisis, and defining sobriety' 

[Cames, 1991, p212], The addict's best advice number one is Developing 
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Recovery Over Time 
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Twelve Step Support and the fïrst recommendation is 'Find people with 

significant recovery and learn from them'. This is the recovering addict's best 

advice to the addict desirous of recovery, in clinica! practice encouragement 

towards Twelve Step recovery is the number one priority. The research 

suggests those who participate in the programme get well and those who do 

not participate in the programme do not get well [Cames, 1991]. The 

importance of this information cannot be over-emphasized and therefore 

referral to twelve step groups has an important place in the article on 

narcissistic damage and religious and sexual behaviour [Appendix F] and in 

the sexual addiction treatment and training programme [Appendix I]. This is 

not about the magie of Twelve Step recovery but about the power of the group 

process to facilitate behavioural change. At the time of writing, apart from my 

own treatment programme, there is little e ise suitable and available apart from 

twelve step recovery programmes in the United Kingdom. 

A s an outeome of the project, we can find, in great abundance, the c lass ic 

products of qualitative data analysis: the génération of concepts and the 

building of typologies. The movement from his first two books and into his 

third book by way of the Golden Val ley project classical ly illustrâtes analytical 

induction [Bryman and Burgess, 1994] as well as the 'research cycle' outlined 

by Barker, Pistang and Elliott [1994] as a movement containing the following 

séquence: 
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• Form ideas about the world Out of the Shadows/ Contrary to Love 

• Interact with the world Golden Valley Research Project 

• Interpret the results Don't Call It Love 

• Compare with original ideas Following books and publications 

• Refine or modify as necessary 

Lincoln and Gouba [1985] propose four criteria for assess ing the 

trustworthiness of qualitative research: credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability. Carnes fulfils these criteria. It is confirmable 

because an audit trail is possible. Credibility is enhanced by prolonged 

involvement [Robson, 1993] and the use of more that one category of 

informants and more that one data gathering technique. Transferability is 

possible to test because the tools are available and the same populations are 

available to allow the same work to be done again with different people. The 

dependable nature of the research comes from all of the above. 

It is hard to fault C a m e s as a qualitative researcher. None of the critical 

literature seriously criticises C a m e s for flaws in methodology or on the 

absence of transparency. The distinctive characteristic of C a m e s work, 

represented in varying degrees in all of his books, is that his work is clinically 

based. His work is a work of 'reflexive knowing', 

Reflexive knowing occurs when researchers deliberately 
turn their attention to their own process of constructing a 
world with the goal of saying something fresh and new 
about that personal [or shared professional] world. 
[McLeod, 2001, p4] 
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His is the work of a researcher-practitioner. His books are füll of individual 

stories illustrating every aspect of sexual addiction and the processes that 

provide the best chances and choices for successful recovery. The heuristic 

urgency behind Cames , and most of the other sources cited in this review, 

suggest that ail the significant contributions have corne from researcher-

clinicians who have themselves experienced the problem and have found a 

solution in their proposais. 

The criticisms that are applied to C a m e s are the criticisms that can be laid at 

the door of qualitative research but that is not a criticism of C a m e s but of 

qualitative research as category of endeavour. To date there has been no 

double-blind outcome research and such research is clearly needed [Sealy, 

2002]. However, I think that there are a number of other criticisms that can be 

offered in relationship to C a m e s work. These criticisms are about judgements 

of value rather than methodology. His research has ignited a number of 

political and social issues about social control, the nature of sexuality and 

attitudes to sexual l icense. Certain patterns of behaviour are turned into a 

pathology that needs intervention, treatment, and commitment to Twelve Step 

recovery. In other words the doer of such behaviour needs to be acted upon. 

C a m e s work makes many value-laden assumptions. These include the 

judgement that the goal of life is balance and serenity achieved by the 

development of the self, along specif ied lines that includes a commitment to 

sexuality in the context of a relationship that resembles life-long monogamous 

marriage, absence of excess, avoidance/control of prohibited substances and 

behaviours, the pursuit self knowledge and a the development of spirituality of 
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cho ice. In this philosophy of life, 'healthy-unhealthy1 and 'appropriate-

inappropriate' become synonyms for 'right-wrong' and 'good-bad'. While one 

may share this value system it is right to be identify and represent it as a 

value system. 

Thomas Khun a central twentieth figure in the philosophy of sc ience suggests 

the concept of the 'paradigm' to 'describe the central body of ideas within 

which a body of scientists are working at any given time' [Barker et al, 1994, 

p18j. Carnes offers a shift within the psychotherapeutic paradigm itself. He 

changes our perception about sexuality, moving us away from the old 

categories of paraphilias, hypersexuality, crimes against nature, perversion, 

nymphomania and satyrism, and so on, to this new more unified concept of 

sexual addiction and compulsivity. 

C a m e s gives us a way of looking at things, valuable insights and useful 

clinical material for working with clients. Carnes is also a successful 

entrepreneur [www.sexhelp.com] but the successfu l promotion of his work is 

based on the story that lies behind it, its 'autoethnographic' quality, its strong 

narrative drive, its cultural appropriateness, and its popular client-orientated 

commitment. It resonates with the addict. Most of all, it holds out the 

possibility of change and locates that change in the action of the self. This 

makes change seem possible and seem access ib le to all. 
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Aviel G o o d m a n 

Ariel Goodman 's book [1998] is a different type of contribution to the literature. 

He proceeds from the premise, [Goodman, 1998, p9], 

that a condition exists in which the subject engages in 
some form of sexual behaviour in a pattern that is 
characterised by two key features: recurrent failure to 
control the behaviour, and continuation of the behaviour 
despite significant harmful consequences' . 

He shares with Carnes an over-lap of definitions and similar approaches to 

treatment. They differ in style and this reflects differences of background and 

target audience. Goodman is a psychiatrist and a psychodynamic 

psychotherapist. He writes, with e legance and restraint, for medical and 

scholarly practitioners. He describes his work as an 'integrated approach' to 

the understanding and treatment of sexual addiction. One of his distinctive 

contributions, and one of the most important from the point of view of the 

profession of psychotherapy, has been to compare the concept of sexual 

addiction to the concepts of hypersexuality and perversion in the 

psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic literature. He does this very well . 

Goodman writes in his preface that [1998, p. vii] 

the psychoanalytic material on sexual addiction and on 
related subjects is d o s e r to subjective expérience, more 
rich in détail, and more directly relevant to the clinician-
patient relationship than is the biological, behavioural, or 
social-interpersonal material. Thus, in my opinion, the 
psychoanalytic material can contribute more to our 
understanding and treatment of individuals who suffer 
from sexual addiction, whatever treatment modality we 
may choose to emphasize. 

The above supports my decision to develop a training and treatment 

programme aimed for the community of psychotherapeutic practitioners. 
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Goodman 's preface therefore justifies and endorses my decision to create 

and promote a treatment and training programme for sexual addiction. While it 

is c lear that Goodman, like C a m e s , is a practitioner-researcher, unlike 

C a m e s , who develops his theoretical approach from a survey of participants, 

Goodman develops his approach from his clinical practice and a 

comprehensive meta-analysis of the relevant theoretical material. He 

a s s e s s e s and amalgamates as appropriate. 

While it is not possible to review or assess the whole of Goodman 's 

methodology or the theoretical outcomes of his research there are two 

components of his research into sexual addiction that I outline here. Goodman 

reviews and analyses over 90 years of psychoanalytic literature. He does this 

with particular reference to hypersexuality and perversion. He then explores 

the same literature by relevant theme i.e. ego weakness, castration anxiety, 

the illusion of the maternal phallus, superego pathology, and the functions of 

perversion. He provides a summary function of perversion, drawing from 

Kohut and Mitchell describing perversion as 'an attempt to repair the sense of 

sel f . 

Goodman then reviewed the research literature on conditions that have been 

grouped together as addictive disorders i.e. alcohol ism, drug addiction, 

bulimia, pathological gambling and sexual addiction. The review revealed 

'significant lifetime comorbidity, family history relationships, neurobiological 

similarit ies...and psychometric parallels' [Goodman, 1991, p142]. The review 

suggested that all of these conditions share significant psychobiological 
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characteristics. He then reviewed longitudinal and archival studies. This all 

suggests that addictive disorders, as listed above, have 'in common a 

underiying psychobiological process' and that this process precedes the onset 

of the disorder and is not merely a consequence of an addictive lifestyle. He 

extrapolates from these findings that behind all addictive behaviours there is 

an addictive process. He defines this as 'an enduring, inordinately strong 

tendency to engage in some form of pleasure-producing behaviour as a 

means of relieving painful affects and/or regulating one's sense of se l f 

[Goodman, 1998, p159]. 

Having established his view of the addictive process, Goodman goes on to 

explore how the addictive process becomes a sexually addictive process. 

Drawing on the psychoanalytic literatura he locates the constitutional factors 

in disturbances in the mother child relationship and he enumerates these as 

fol lows[1991, p171j: 

• Impaired intemalisation of a variety of self-regulatory ego and super 

ego functions 

• A disrupted transition through the separation-individuation process 

• Abnoimal ly high levéis of aggression, which derives primarily from the 

frustration of early need 

These give rise to the following sequelea: 
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• Impairments in affect regulation 

• Reliance on some form of pleasure producing behaviour to regulate 

affects and self-esteem, repair narcissistic balance, manage 

aggression, and to compensate for missing pieces in psychic structure 

and the inner object world 

A s d iscussed in the previous chapter, Goodman [1991] suggests that the 

speci f ic factor that promotes sexual addiction, as opposed to addiction in 

general, is 'maternal seductiveness'. This 'seductiveness' can be expressed 

openly but is more usually expressed covertly or disavowed. It is not entirely 

c lear on what basis he becomes so specif ic about maternal seduct iveness. 

He provides no empirical data to support this view. 

To support his view of aetiology in chronic disordered attachment, he draws 

upon many psychotherapeutic authorities [Goodman, 1991, p199] 

Most psychoanalytic investigators have agreed that 
the characteristic historical background of addictive 
disorders is a long persistence of disturbed interaction 
with the primary caregiver, not a single traumatic 
event or series of events. The pathogenic 
experiences are likely to be smal l , multiple and 
cumulative over time, rather than isolated and 
massive. 

Goodman has an encyclopaedic knowledge of the neurobiological and 

psychological research on addiction, a s well as the relevant psychoanalytic 

literature. He combines all of these to formulate his integrated theory of sexual 

addiction and his integrated treatment process. Goodman 's insights have 

greatly influenced the development of the treatment and training programme 
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for working with sexual addiction [Appendix I]. The training manuat begins and 

ends with an emphasis on 'quality of life' as a therapeutic goal. This is a direct 

response to the need to provide alternative techniques for the régulation of 

affects and self-esteem in working with sexually addicted clients. 

In summary, Carnes and Goodman, corne to a similar view. Both take the 

view that this pattern of sexual behaviour is rightly described and treated as 

an addiction. C a m e s draws on the reports of the participants in the Golden 

Valley project as évidence and d iscusses this in his book Don't Call It Love 

[1991]. Goodman draws on an analysis of the theoretical and research 

material as évidence and d iscusses it in his book Sexual Addiction [1998]. 

Both draw on their expérience of clinical practice. There is probably a heuristic 

élément for both Carnes and Goodman. I have spent time with C a m e s on a 

course he oins in Arizona on sexual addiction and I have had correspondence 

with Goodman in relationship to the conférence on sexual addiction that I was 

organising for B A S R T . I have found them both to be men of very considérable 

stature. My view is that taken together, C a m e s and Goodman make a 

persuasive case. 

Charlotte Kasl 

Charlotte Kasl 's book Women, Sex and Addiction [1989] is one of the 

pioneer contributions to the literature on sexual addiction. The focus of her 

work is to explain sexual addiction and to explore the behavioural patterns of 

women who are in relationships with those who are addicted or sexually 

addicted. She develops the work done on co-addiction, that is the relationship 
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between the addict and the add ic fs significant other. S h e uses the term 

codependency and defines it as follows [1989, p31]. 

I describe a codependent person as someone whose 
core identity is undeveloped or unknown, and who 
maintains a false identity built from dependent 
attachments to external sources—a partner, a 
spouse, family, appearances, work, or rules.... The 
term codependent [or co-addict] was originally 
created to describe a person, usually female, who is 
the partner of an alcoholic, usually a man. 

In effect, the codependent is addicted to the addict. This seems to be another 

way of describing the impact of narcissistic damage on relationships of 

choice. Like the term 'sexual addiction' this term 'codependency* has 

generated controversy. Kasl goes on the list the five characteristics of 

codependency: 

• Powerlessness 

• Harmful conséquences 

• Unmanageability 

• Escalation 

• Withdrawal 

A s Kasl notes, thèse are a lso the characteristics of addiction. Whatever the 

wording that is used to describe their relationship, the addict and the partner 

of the addict often have a distinctive reinforcing systemie dynamie. 

Kasl 's professional history is work with abuse survivors. The book is strongly 

based on her personal expérience [1989, p x], connections with Sex Addicts 

Anonymous and other associated Twelve Step fel lowships. It was built on a 
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four-hour focus group of seven women, ïengthy questionnaires' or interviews 

with 90 women who were members of sexual recovery programmes and a 

'séries of group interviews with a wide range of people on topics from multiple 

addictions, to prostitution, to successful relationships, to spirituality and 

recovery' [Kasi, 1989, p. x]. 

Kas l has made the earliest and the single most substantial contribution to the 

subject of sexual addiction and co-addiction by a woman largely for a female 

audience. She was working in the same geographica! area as C a m e s at 

about the same time but she seems to be parallel and not to be derivative of 

him. The clinical usefulness of the book is psycho-educational. This is 

particularly true for female clients who are in relationships with male sex 

addicts. 

Other Contr ibutors 

Earie and Crow [1989] are also early contributors to the field of sexual 

addiction. They draw heavily on Carnes [Earle and Crow, 1989] and have 

applied his conceptual framework to their respective clinical practices. One is 

a family psychologist Specialising in marriage, sex and the family, and the 

other a psychologist special ising in chemical dependency and the family. 

They draw on case studies from both sides of their practice to 'illustrate the 

destructive conséquences of sex addiction to both addicts and those c lose to 

them' [1989, p5]. The distinctive thrust of this book is its emphasis upon the 

family and the addictive system. The book continues from an exploration of 

the problem to the présentation of healing stratégies. Among the stratégies 
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recommended is Twelve Step recovery, individual therapy, couples and family 

therapy. 

Most of the other contributors have drawn on Carnes and taken on the 

special ised subjects that have led out of Carnes original work. Lasser [1991, 

1992] has focused on sexual addiction, church membership and ministerial 

vocation. His book, Faithful and True, [1992, p13] is highly confessional, 

Once there was a young pastor who became a full-time 
individual, marriage and family counsellor. He, his wife, 
and three children lived in a middle-sized city in a nice 
neighbourhood.... However this pastor was also a sex 
addict. 

Much of the book is a rehearsal of Carnes, but Laaser particularly explores 

the problem of sexual addiction in the ministry. This is a very heuristic pursuit 

but he clearly draws from his experience a s a counsellor and his experience 

as a pastor. He like other researchers draws attention to studies that suggests 

that sexual misconduct is more prevalent among the clergy than other caring 

professionals [Leadership, 1988, Fortune, 1989, Sipe, 1995, Grenze and 

Bell , 1995, Francis and Baldo, 1998, Birchard, 2000]. He also suggests, like 

Pattision [2000], that ordination can be an exercise in the management and 

reduction of shame. 

Sealy [2002], a medical doctor has made contributions on 

psychopharmacology and sexual addiction. His work on the appropriateness 

of psychotropic medication was based on 'retrospective consideration of over 

300 cases of sexual behaviour disorders in a 28-day inpatient setting using 

the sexual addiction model of treatment' [2002a, p199]. Through his research 
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he was able to identify two categories of sex addicts for whom psychotropic 

medication is recommended and one for which it is discouraged. He notes 

that the reported benefit in the case of the two may actually be for 'associated 

psychiatric disorder responses' [2002a, p215]. Sealy concludes his research 

with the recognition that double-blind trials are needed and he writes that 

meanwhile [Sealy, 2002a, p215], 

Cognitive restructuring with individual and group behaviour 
therapy, including 12-step programmes, and 
psychotherapists with addiction training are providing 
patients with skills to manage this painful, destructive 
disorder. 

Although there are very few therapists working specifically with sexual 

addiction in the United Kingdom, I am aware that medication, and in particular 

the use of SSRI antidepressant medication, is an issue of some debate even 

in the United Kingdom. Sealy [2002b] has also published a useful article on 

dual diagnosis that contains guidelines for therapists on addictions, mental 

i l lness, and HIV infection. Sealy 's research and his endorsement of 

psychotherapists 'with addiction training', [2002a, p215] confirms the 

importance of a training programme for psychotherapists to work with sexual 

addiction and compulsivity. 

Griffin-Shelley [2002] writes from his experience of the particular problems of 

working with young people. He descr ibes five barriers to the treatment of 

young people, these include: 
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• Diagnosis—the absence of D S M diagnostic récognition 

• Parente—not keen not to be seen as bad parents etc 

• Other adults—reluctance to admit to sexual addiction in young people 

• Peers—shame, ignorance, lack of information or understanding 

• Lack of Training / Research—for professionals working with youth 

Schneider [1988, 1989, 2000] has done long- work on sexual addiction and 

the marriage relationship. One of her articles [2000] examines the impact of 

Internet sexual addiction on the partner of the person using Internet 

pornography. AH thèse are studies are invaluable to psychotherapists working 

with marriage and relationships. The last article in particular [2000] is 

important to help psychotherapists who are working with the increasing 

problem of Internet sexual addiction. 

Schneider [2000] conducted an e-mail survey of 91 women and 3 men on the 

subject of the impact on them of their partners sexually addictive use of the 

Internet. She wrote to 20 therapists and asked them to forward her letter and 

questionnaire to people that they knew were having Internet sexual addiction 

problems in the family. This survey asked open-ended questions about the 

adverse effects of Internet sexual addiction on the partner. Schneider [2000, 

p35] includes the survey questionnaire in her d iscussion. There was no 

définition or formai diagnosis of sexual addiction given in her survey. When 

asked about their partners Internet sexual behaviour 'ail responses included 

viewing and/or downioading pornography along with masturbation' 

[Schneider, 2000, p36]. S o m e of the results from her survey: 
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• 6 8 . 1 % of respondertts reported that their couples sexual problems 

related to their partners Internet sexual activity 

• 22 .3% had leftthe addictive partner 

Partners overwhelmingly reported feelings of emotional pain, as painful as if 

the partner was having a live affair. Harmful effects were reported on the 

children in these family units: 

• 26.4% reported harmful loss of parental attention 

• 14.3% of children had seen pomography and/or masturbation 

In summary, Schneidens research shows that partners feel a great deal of 

hurt and pain. Internet sexual addiction contributes to divorce, is connected to 

a breakdown in relational sex, and has adverse effects on the children. Based 

on her research Schneider's article a lso includes advice to therapists working 

with the partners of Internet sex addicts. These include the importance of 

history taking. Schneider [2000, p55] states that 'the negative conséquences' 

[i.e. of Internet sexual addiction] 'constitute a lengthy list of issues to explore 

in therapy'. 

Her work is relevant to the growing body of direct research and theoretical 

formulation that is evolving with the development of sexual addiction research. 

This is expanding with increased acceptance of sexual addiction within the 

treatment Community. However as Schneider points out, her research is not 

without its limitations. The chief is that it includes only a 'self-selected 

population of people who have experienced significant adverse conséquences 
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as a resuit of their partners cybersex addiction' [Schneider, 2000, p56]. It tells 

us nothing about the impact on the family of recreational users or the 

prevalence of the adverse conséquences among ail those use the Internet 

sexually. In chapter five, I describe and explain my own research on sexual 

addiction, Internet sexual addiction, and psychotherapy treatment and 

training. Schneider provides further évidence of the harmful conséquences of 

sexual addiction and explores some of the harmful conséquences of Internet 

sexual addiction. 

In this connection, of particular importance to clinicians working with sexual 

addiction, and to mam'age and relationship psychotherapists, is work done on 

the issue of partner or spouse disclosure. The latest of thèse was done by 

Schneider, Corley, and Irons and is reported in Schneider and Corley [2002]. 

They undertook a qualitative study with addicts and their partners using an 

anonymous self-administered survey containing multiple-choice and opened 

ended questions. It was used to détermine, among other things, the effect of 

disclosure on the couple's relationship. Of 100 sex addicts who specified their 

compulsive behaviours, 9 1 % had sex outside the relationship. A large 

majority of partners 81.3%, despite the pain of disclosure, felt that disclosure 

was the right thing to do. Many threatened in anger to leave on disclosure of 

sexual addiction but 60.3% stayed. Even those whose marriages eventually 

ended in divorce endorsed disclosure and the majority recommended 

disclosure to other couples. Whi le this is the briefest summary of their 

research, the full research provides therapists and sex addicts in the 

quandary of disclosure with useful empirically sound information to inform the 
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client and guide the disclosure process. The limitation of this research is that it 

only provided a cross-section of the recovery process and a longitudinal study 

was not possible. The work of Schneider and Corley [2002] provides an 

example of a growing body of hard data on the issues of sexual addiction, its 

conséquences, and the best courses of action in treatment and recovery. 

Adjacent to the work on sexual addiction has been Beattie's [1987] work on 

codependency and Mellody's [1992] work on love addiction. Beattie has a 

background similar to Kas l . She is a recovering addict and has worked as a 

counsellor in a Chemical dependency in Minnesota, organising support groups 

for the wives of alcoholics. She draws on this expérience and, while adding 

nothing new to the literature or to research, her book has been influential as a 

'self help and 'how to' book [Beattie, 1987, p6]. Mellody drawing on the 

concept of codepencency defines love addicts in the following way [Mellody, 

1992 p9], 

1. Love Addicts ass ign a disproportionate amount of 

time, attention, and 'value above themselves' to the 

person to whom they are addicted, and this focus 

often has an obsessive quality about it. 

2. Love Addicts have unrealistic expectations for 

unconditional positive regard from the other person in 

the relationship. 

3. Love Addicts neglect to care for or value themselves 

while they're in the relationship. 
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Mellody [1992] proposes that Love Addicts are in the grip of two fears—the 

fear of abandonment and the fear of engulfment. Having heard her speak on 

many occasions, it is clear that the methodology behind her book is heuristic. 

S h e a lso draws on her work with inpatients at the Meadows where she is a 

col league of Patrick Cames . I have included her work here, not only because 

of the interconnection between sex and love addiction but because it 

illustrates the developmental quality of 'addiction discourse' that is critiqued in 

the next chapter. Her work references Kasl but not Carnes. 

Sexual Addiction and the Internet 

Virtual Addiction, [Greenfield, 1999] is a useful, all-purpose introduction to 

the Internet and to the phenomenon of Internet sexual addiction. It advert ises 

itself as 'a self help book for those of you who have found that you've become 

too connected to the Internet' [italics in the original] [1999, p. xi]. It a lso 

provides an introduction to 'what the Internet is and why it is so popular' 

[1999, p xi]. To the novice computer user, Greenfield's explanations of chat 

rooms, cookies, cams and spam, are, indeed, useful and informative. 

Using criteria adapted for diagnosing compulsive gambling and drawing data 

from nearly 18,000 worldwide participants, he found that 6% met the criteria 

for Internet addiction/compulsivity with another 4% having lesser problems. Of 

this population he found that 6 2 % reported logging on to adult sites, and 37% 

reported masturbating online. Whi le it has not been possible to examine his 

diagnostic criteria, or any aspect of the data collection and analysis, the 

implications of this research are formidable. 
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In the wider context of Internet usage, Greenfield [1999] introduces the 

concept of Internet sexual addiction and explores some of the sexual and 

relationship ramifications of adult sites, public chat rooms, private member 

rooms, live video feeds, and online personals. He draws extensively on other 

addiction recovery literature and writes in a popular style for the wide market 

of computer users. 

Three years ago the journal Sexual Addiction and Compu ls iv i t y published 

a special edition Cybersex: The Dark Side of the Force. This book [Cooper, 

2000] contains articles on Internet sexual addiction and auxiliary articles on 

special subjects including the implications of the Internet and Internet sexual 

addiction for couples, families, children, teenagers, and men who have sex 

with men. Schneider 's research [2000] into the impact of Internet sexual 

addiction on primary partnerships appeared in this special edition and has 

been noted earlier in this chapter. 

Subsequent publications [Schneider and We iss , 2001, Carnes et a l , 2001, 

Cooper 2002] follow much the same format and formula and draw from the 

same stable of contributors. The exception is Cybersex Unhooked 

[Delmonico at a l , 2001], a book 'for breaking free of compulsive online 

behaviour'. This is a workbook, clearly drawing on the C a m e s corpus, to use 

cognitive writing exercises in a sequenced way to help effect recovery. It 

incorporates C a m e s distinction between first and second order changes, 

follows Carnes s ix stages of recovery and introduces the Hermes W e b as a 

psycho-educational treatment tool [Delmonico et al, 2001, p162]. Most of 
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thèse techniques could be incorporated, as appropriate, into any strategy or 

treatment modality. 

The most comprehensive, scholarly and clinically useful of books on the 

Internet and sexual addiction is Sex and the Internet [Cooper, 2002]. It 

contains a préface by John Bancroft, the Director of the Kinsey Institute and 

Fellow of BASRT. Having had a conversation with John Bancroft in 2000 

when he denied the 'existence' of sexual addiction, this suggests to me that 

the concept of sexual addiction and Internet sexual addiction is moving into 

the mainstream and taking up a position of acceptance outside its own 

theoretical family of origin. This book descr ibes itself as a guidebook for 

cl inicians and it brings together in one place a wide range of articles by a wide 

range of researchers and clinicians. It includes a descriptive section on the 

nature of the problem, an extensive section on spécial populations, and a 

section on therapeutic considérations. 

The research and theoretical reflection that is available in this book is of 

particular relevance to treatment and training, but was published too late to 

have been incorporated in the treatment and training programme [Appendix I]. 

I explore here one article [Delmonico et al, 2002] for its contribution to the 

treatment of Internet sexual addiction. The article notes [2002, p148] that 

Not ail cybersex users report problems with Internet 
sexual behaviour. Research by Cooper, Delmonico, and 
Burg [2000] found that 8 3 % of ail users of cybersex did 
not report any difficulties in their life as a resuit of their 
Internet sex. However, they a lso found that 17% of their 
sample were either at-risk users or actively engaged in 
cybersex-compulsive behaviours. 
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Définitions are given and types of cybersex users described. A variety of 

screening instruments are suggested and a sample treatment plan [Fig. 5] 

provided. The steps suggested in the treatment plan are équivalent to the 

therapeutic tasks outlined in Appendix I. The authors note that 'clinicians have 

little to guide them in the assessment and treatment process' for Internet 

Sexual Addiction [Delmonicoeta l , 2002, p163] and they suggest the following 

notes for clinical guidance: 

• Recognising the importance of timing in the application of any 

treatment of technique 

• Considering a referral for psychiatrie évaluation for possible médication 

• Encourage healthy online usage 

• Not to involve the partner as enforcer 

• The importance of the therapist being well informed on the issues 

The research that I conducted on sexual addiction and on Internet sexual 

addiction is d iscussed in chapter six, but this article supports the importance 

of that research and the importance of éducation and training. Delmonico, 

Griffin and Carnes [2002, p165] are clear that clinicians 'should resistthe urge 

to allow the partners to function as 'monitor 5. They argue that this 

arrangement undermines accountability and makes the partner responsible 

for the addict's success or failure. 

The Journa l 

Many of the same, as well as other cl inician-researchers, have contributed to 

the journal Sexua l Add i c t i on and Compu l s i v i t y . Material from the journal 
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Treatment Plan for Internet Sexual Addiction 

First-Order Phase 

Goals: 
Stop inappropriate behavior 

Action Steps 
1. Move computer to high traffic área in house 
2. Face computer monitor at home and at work so people can see the screen if 

Walking by the computer 
3. Have client tape a picture of significan! people on the computer both at home 

and at work 
4. Have client put a picture of self and family as computer's background both at 

home and at work 
5. Have client switch to a family-oriented service provider at home 
6. Have client disdose the problem to at least one person 

Note: If above Steps do not assist client with stopping the cybersex behavior, then 
consider the more drastic step of eliminating Internet access. 

Second-Order Phase 

Goals 
1. Look honestly at déniai and 

minimizations 

2. Accept responsibility for cybersex 
behavior 

4. Assess psychologîcal health and 
needs 

6. Develop a support system 

Action Steps 
a. Completes a description of the offense 
b. Reads/discuss victim statement 
c. Completes therapeutic polygraph 

a. Completes statement of responsibility 

a. Completes psychologîcal testing: 
MMPI 2, Millón, MSI, BDI, BAI 
Sexual Card Sort, Cender Attitudes 

b. Completes substance abuse Screening 
c. Completes assessment for médication 

a. Finds a sponsor 
b. Attends and participâtes in group 

therapy 
c. Attends and participâtes in support 

group 
d. Dîscloses to appropriate people in 

their life 

7. Understand the dynamics and 
décision process of the sexually 
intrusive behavior 

a. Completes addiction cycle exercise 
b. Completes behavior chain exercise 
c. Understands dynamics underlying 

offense [Continuée) 

Fig. 5 Delmonico, Griffin, and Carnes [2002] 



Treatment Plan for Internet Sexual Addiction Continued 

8. Understand the distorted thinking 
involved in the sexually ¡ntrusive 
behavior 

9. Develop a healthy lifestyle 
maintenance plan 

10. Understand the nature of your 
sexuality and develop a sexual 
health plan 

11. Understand family of origin/ 
childhood trauma issues 

12. Demónstrate victim empathy 

13. Develop healthy communication 
skills 

14. Develop healthy personal 
relationships 

15. Develop a spiritual life 

a. Adds distorted thoughts to behavior 
chain 

c. Completes distorted thinking exercise 
d. Adds new thoughts to behavior chain 

a. Completes a healthy lifestyle cycle 
b. Completes living your life differentty 
c. Completes relapse prévention plan 
d. Develops an plan for stress/anxiety 
e. Monitor stress and overcommittment 
f. Understands first-order vs. second-

order recovery 

a. Arousal témplate exercise 
b. Implements techniques to manage 

inappropriate arousal 
c Develops a sexual health plan 

a. Completes genogram 
b. Completes family dynamics exercise 
c. Completes childhood survîval stratégies 

a. Writes narrative from victim point of 
view 

b. Adds victim empathy statements to 
behavior chain 

c. Writes letter to victim/s 

a. Becomes familiar with healthy 
communication 

b. Completes communication exercise 
identifies style of communication/ 
impact on others 

c. Attends couple therapywhen 
partnered 

a. Attends couples therapy when 
partnered 

b. Becomes familiar with healthy 
courtship 

a. Joins a spiritual Community 
b. Develops a spiritual passion 

Fig. 5 Delmonico, Griffin, and Carnes [2002] 



has been sifted and selected and re-published in the most recent book on the 

clínica! management of sexual addiction [Carnes and Adams, 2002]. All of the 

material has emerged from the experience of clinician-researchers. In some 

cases , these clinical practitioners are themselves addicts in recovery. From 

the point of view of my project, with its emphasis on heuristics, the reflective 

practitioner, and the clinician-researcher, this is interesting and congenial . 

These practitioners exemplify the a ims and goals promoted in this doctoral 

programme— the process and inter-relationship between clinician and 

researcher. 

The joumal was first published in 1993 and was edited by Carnes until 1997, 

then by Carnes and Delmonico until 2001. Since 2002, Delmonico has been 

the editor. The joumal is not held by the British Library and can only be 

accessed in the United Kingdom from the Radcliffe Sc ience Library in Oxford. 

They have one volume and two numbers. The joumal was cleariy set up to 

provide a forum and access point for the development of scholarly and clinical 

reflection on sexual addiction. The material taken into Carnes and Adams 

[2002] includes, for example: sexual addiction and sexual offending, treating 

sexual trauma, working with sexual addiction and Christian ministry. 

There are other useful articles. The journal published an article [Adams, 1999] 

on sexual harassment that explored sexual harassment as trauma re-

enactment. There has been a special edition on sexual addiction and work 

[Delmonico, 2002] that contains material on sexual harassment and includes 

the problem of online sexual behaviour in the work place. My M S c dissertation 
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[Birchard, 1998] on clergy sexual misconduct was, prior to, but influenced by, 

the thinking about sexual addiction in the workplace and in other professional 

environments. My work with the Churches Together in Britain and ireland 

Work ing Party on Sexual Abuse in the Church suggests that work place 

sexual harassaient is often an outworking of sexual addiction [Appendix H] 

The journal has also provided a place for the publication of innovative 

theoretical and direct research. It usually has a section cal led 'In My Opinion' 

in which controversial ideas are explored. One of thèse, relevant to sexual 

addiction treatment and psychotherapy in gênerai, explores the nature of 

suicidai ideation under the title 'A Theory of Suicide Addiction' [Tullis, 1998]. 

G iven the compulsive nature of the behaviour and the profoundly disturbing 

and debilitating conséquences of sexual addiction, suicidai ideation is not 

uncommonly presented in work with thèse patients. Tull is' research suggests 

that there is a subgroup of suicidai people for whom suicidai ideation is a 

mood altering expérience and as such functions as an addiction. He bases his 

view on research with 50 selected patients who 'overwhelming' display seven 

characteristics of addiction as they apply directly to suicide. 

The research was undertaken with 50 patients who were given a 27-item 

questionnaire followed by interviews. AH 50 reported life-long struggles with 

suicidai préoccupation. They described a set of characteristics that are 

équivalent to the characteristics of addiction: 
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Matrix lllustrating Suicide Addiction 

Fig-6 Tullis [1998] 



• Eariy on-set 

• Mood altération 

• Secrecy 

• Fantasies 

• Tolérance 

• Préoccupation 

• Rituals 

• Multiple attempts 

• Trance like state 

• Withdrawal 

Tullis provides a 'possible matrix of prédisposition to suicide addiction' [1998, 

p316, Fig. 6] and concludes that 'for some people suicide is an addiction, not 

the product of a mood disorder, other addictions, psychosis, or obsess ive-

compulsive disorder3 [1998, p321]. He does not provide information aboutthe 

questionnaire or the structure of the interviews. Whatever the usefulness of 

his work, the seemingly endless extension of the language of addiction can 

have the effect of de-valuing the nomenclature [Satel, 1993]. 

In summary, there are a number of observations to be made about the nature 

and content of the sexual addiction literature. For the most part, this literature 

has developed from the self of the clinician. It is practitioner research. It is 

largely popularist, user friendly and heavily orientated towards the well-being 

of the client. It draws from many sources and is congruent with its cultural 

setting. It has grown out of drug and aicohol recovery. A number of people in 

drug and aicohol recovery in Minneapolis in the 1970's began to understand 
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that their patterns of sexual behaviour seem to mimic their substance 

addiction patterns. From this understanding Sex Addicts Anonymous was 

founded and from that a group of clinicians and body of reflective heuristic 

theoretical material began to émerge. As this developed, and increasing 

numbers of people found the fellowships, literature, and treatment 

programmes helpful, increasing programmes of direct research began to 

contribute to the development and refinement of thinking. The first direct 

research 'break through' was the Golden Valley project and the work of 

Patrick C a m e s has been the prime mover in the conceptual and clinical 

development of the understanding and treatment of sexual addiction. The 

theory and treatment of sexual addiction has been relatively unknown to 

psychotherapy and counsell ing in the United Kingdom but developed, 

systematic, institutionalised and more widespread in North Amer ica. 

The reliability and methodological soundness of the developing research 

varies from project to project. This is a young discipline. The narrative is its 

central driving force. The narrative has two principal manifestations. The 

constructed story is central to promote the therapeutic task and the principal 

therapeutic task is the construction of the personal story. This is another 

version of the construction of the 'plausible story' [Butler, 1998] in the service 

of the reconstruction and libération of the self. This technique announces the 

possibility of change, offers the tools and technology of change, and s ince, it 

locates the problem and the solution in the self, change is made accessib le 

and possible for ail. 
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There are a number of 'roadblocks' to the developmentof the research [Sealy, 

2002] these include the fact that the legitimacy of the disorder is largely 

unappreciated or disputed, there are few sources for large samples, there is 

iittle funding available, and educational institutions are largely uninterested. In 

the United Kingdom there are very few centres for the study of human 

sexuality, sexual problems are usually outside the scope of private health 

insurance, and trained N H S Provision is either limited or unavailable. Human 

sexuality is seen as a matter of comedy or shame. All of these factors work 

against the pursuit of the research that is needed to extend knowledge and 

strengthen credibility. 

Comments on the Theoretical Contents of Literature 

In this section I make a number of observations on the conceptual content of 

the literature on sexual addiction from the following: from experience as a 

clinical practitioner in the field in sexual addiction, from experience as 

someone who is multiply addicted and from experience of addiction recovery. 

1 draw on this reserve to make comments on the following concepts: 

• Escalation 
• Harmful Consequences 
• Stages of Recovery 
• Twelve Step Groups 
• Matemal Seduct iveness 
• Sexual Addiction and Committed Relat ionships /Codependence 

• Work Place Misconduct 

A s already pointed out, almost all, if not everyone pioneering in the field of 

sexua! addiction have brought to writing and research a personal experience 

of addiction and recovery. These comments and observations are likewise 

written from a personal experience of addiction and recovery. 
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E s c a l a t i o n — C a m e s [1991, p11j asserts thatfrom hts 'research and clinical 

practice' increasing amounts of the sexual behaviour are required because 

the current level is experienced as no longer sufficient. I have seen 

escalat ions of thèse behaviours in clinical practice and in twelve step recovery 

groups and I can confirm that escalation is a characteristic of sexual addiction. 

However I have also seen behaviours that do not escalate but remain at on-

going and chronic levels of présentation, rather like a low-grade infection that 

never seems to flare up into some acute. A s I have noted in the last chapter, I 

take the view that escalation is not an invariable sign of sexual addiction and 

compulsivity. 

Harmfu l c o n s é q u e n c e s — The participants in the Golden Valley project 

reported the following harmful conséquences, among others, due to sexual 

addiction: 

4 0 % the loss of a partner or spouse 

7 0 % severe marital and relationship problems 

13% lost rights to their children 

4 2 % women sex addicts had unwanted pregnancies 

58% severe financial conséquences 

27% not able to work in the career of their choice 

5 9 % pursued their behaviours to the point of exhaustion 

58% pursued activities for which they could have been arrested 

19% were arrested for their behaviours 
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Although my practice is too small to be able to comment on the proportion of 

clients who have experienced similar conséquences, it is not to smal l to 

comment on type and character. A number of my clients inhabit a dangerous 

and shadowy world of near offending. Many have suffered severe f inancia! 

conséquences, and for many, sexual addiction has made mamages miserable 

that were already struggiing. My clients suffer from a multiple of harmful 

conséquences. Through my clinical practice, through involvement with Twelve 

Step recovery, and through observing recovering addicts in residential 

treatment, I can confirm the reality, strength, and character of the harmful 

conséquences. 

S tages of Recove ry— Earlier in this chapter I outline and include diagrams 

to explain Cames 'six stages of recovery'. These stages are reproduced in 

Fig. 3 and, as shown in Fig. 4, all addicts have ail stages at all t imes in 

différent proportions. I draw attention to this part of the research because I 

have marvelled in my clinical practice at the extraordinary accuracy of his 

recovery timetable. I have been able to plot almost to the month where 

someone is in the recovery process and match that person almost exactly to 

the time scale. 

Twelve Step Recovery—There is in the sexual addiction recovery literature a 

view that participation in twelve step recovery groups is virtually an 

indispensable requirement for successfu l sexual addiction recovery. In the 

Golden Valley project C a m e s asked those with three years or more in 

recovery for their 'best advice' to the still suffering addict. The addict 's best 
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advice number one is 'Developing Twelve Step Support' and the flrst 

recommendation is 'Find people with significant recovery and learn from 

them'. In my clinical expérience those who participate in such programmes 

get well and those who do not participate in programmes do not getwel l . This 

is not about the magie of Twelve Step recovery but about the power of the 

group process to facilitate behavioural change. 

Materna i Seduc t i veness— I am persuaded from my own personal 

expérience of narcissistic damage, the addictive process, maternai 

seduct iveness and addictive behaviour that Goodman is right in every 

respect. In working with maie sex addicts in clinical practice there are 

normally suggestions of covert sexualization and 'maternai seduct iveness' in 

the family of origin. In my own case, as I have referred to it in the previous 

chapter, the 'seductiveness' was hardly subtle. In the case of the very few 

female sex addicts that I have seen in clinical practice, there has always been 

covert or overt sexualization and patemal seduct iveness. Thèse issues need 

more analysis and more investigation. I hope that the data that émerges from 

the sexual addiction treatment programme will be able to throw more light 

onto the issue of parental seductiveness. 

C o d e p e n d e n c e — Like the term 'sexual addiction', this term has generated 

controversy. Although I tend not to use the word, I have certainly seen this 

codependent dynamic at work in addictive Systems and have found Kas l 's 

delineation outlined earlier in this chapter conceptually useful and regularly 

validated in clinical practice, especial ly that part of my practice that is 
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committed to working with marriage and relationships. In much the same way 

as I refer sex addicts to sexual recovery fellowships, I sometimes refer the 

partners of sex addicts to C O D A , Codependents Anonymous, as a useful 

adjunct to one-to-one psychotherapy and/or marriage and relationship work. 

In my clinical expérience the codependent dynamic is not anchored with the 

female partner but shifts from person to person in the relationship and appl ies 

as much to same sex partnerships as to heterosexual relationships. 

Work P l a c e M i s c o n d u c t — The journal, Sexua l Add ic t i on and 

Compuls iv i t y , published an article [Adams, 1999] on sexual harassment that 

explored sexual harassment as trauma re-enactment. There has also been a 

special édition on sexual addiction and the work place [Delmonico, 2002] that 

contains material on sexual harassment and includes the problem of online 

sexual behaviour during working hours. My M S c dissertation on clergy sexual 

misconduct was, prior to but influenced by, the thinking about sexual addiction 

in the workplace and in other professional environments. My clinical practice 

supports the view that, in many cases , work place sexual harassment is an 

outworking of sexual addiction. 

Having begun a treatment programme for sexual addiction and compulsivity in 

the autumn of 2003, and extended that programme in the early part of 2004,1 

am confident that with the expansion of clinical practice and with an increase 

of clinical expérience that new observations will émerge. Some of these will 

challenge and some of these will confirm the available conceptual material. 
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Chapter 4 

Lite rature Critical of the Concept of Sexual Addiction 

This chapter is devoted to articles and books that make judgements and 

observations about the concept of sexual addiction and compulsivity. There 

are not very many of thèse: a hand füll of articles and one book. This chapter 

explores and évaluâtes that literature. 

Ail the literature accepts the reality of the phenomena that lies behind the 

label 'sexual addiction and compulsivity'. Most express sympathy for the plight 

of individuáis. Some of the debate is over désignation [Moser, 1993]. To date, 

the critiques contain no référence to Internet sexual addiction or the 

implications of the World Wide Web for patterns of sexual behaviour. The 

content of some of the articles seems to be driven by professional bias and 

this has been have taken into account in the sélection and évaluation of the 

material. 

C a m e s [1989] and Goodman [1998] acknowledge and respond to the 

criticisms made to the concept of sexual addiction. Carnes [1989] explores 

'other models' and includes in this, 'failure of moráis', 'biological models ' , 

'Personality and behavioural' models, and societal explanations. He 

particularly explores the problems of professional bias and professional 

préjudice. Goodman [1998] classif ies the arguments against the concept and 

nomenclature of sexual addiction into four catégories: moral, conventional, 

scientific, and sociological. 
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B a s e d on Goodman [1998], the criticisms and arguments can be divided into 

the following four catégories. Those who claim that the concept of sexual 

addiction is: 

• Reductive of moral responsibility 

• In contravention of convention 

• Contran/ to sc ience 

• A social construction 

Of thèse critiques, the last is the most telling and the most persuasive. 

Reduc t i ve of mora l respons ib i l i t y 

Thèse are the arguments that the concept and appellation of sexual addiction 

al lows people to reduce or avoid moral responsibility. This argument is used 

at both ends of the spectrum. Conservat ives fear that the concept will be used 

to avoid personal responsibility and libérais fear that the concept will be used 

to deprive people of their freedom of choice [Coleman, 1986, Levine and 

Troiden, 1988]. This argument usually cornes up in sexual addiction 

workshops and seminars. It seems to me that a treatment programme that is 

effective in freeing people from addictive compulsive sexual behaviours 

contributes to, ratherthan reduces, moral responsibility. The part iculartasks 

and stratégies proposed in the treatment and training programme for sexual 

addiction [Appendix I], include chal lenges to déniai and minimisation, attention 

to harmful conséquences, commitments and support for changes of 

behaviour, can ail contribute to increased well being and self esteem, better 

functioning, greater safety, improved parenting and family relationships. 
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Twelve Step recovery programmes emphasize moral responsibility. Most 

recovery programmes use this slogan: 'You may not be responsible for your 

d isease but you are responsible for your recovery. 

In Cont ravent ion of Conven t ion 

Moser [1993] criticises Goodman on the grounds that he has not made a 

persuasive case for sexual addiction to be added as a separate diagnostic 

category in D S M . This criticism is not in response to the book S e x u a l 

Add ic t ion [Goodman, 1998], but to a preliminary article written before the 

later book [Goodman, 1992]. Moser [1993, p221] writes that he normally finds 

that the real problem is not sexual addiction but depression, paraphilias, and 

conflict with societal expectations. No doubt this debate will continue for 

sometime. 

Barth and Kinder [1987] reject the appellation because it is not in D S M IV and 

Levine and Troiden [1988] reject the concept of sexual addiction on the 

grounds that in their view, by definition, addiction is about a substance. The 

history of the D S M is full of movement and change that reflects changes in 

perception and understanding, politics and society. DSM-III listed 

homosexuality as a sexual deviation and dropped it entirely from DSM-III-R 

[Kutchins and Kirk, 1997]. While the history and authority of D S M is much 

more complex, the reality is that for usefulness, ' D S M is a book of tentatively 

assembled agreements' [Kutchins and Kirk, 1997, p xiii]. G iven the history of 

D S M sexual addiction could just as much be in as out. 
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Co leman [1986] suggest that the term sexual addiction should be rejected 

because it dilutes the usefulness and meaning of the word addiction. A s I 

have already indicated in the last chapter, in the section on suicide addiction, I 

have some sympathy with this argument. In a sense if everything is an 

addiction then the word is so devalued that it becomes meaningless. This 

process is not restricted to addiction. The fact that a word or a concept can be 

devalued does not seem to me to be an argument not to use it but rather not 

to devalue it. Satel [1993] suggests that the term should not be used because 

many believe the term necessari ly implies a Twelve Step programme. The 

evidence suggests that people recover from sexual addiction more surely 

when they are involved in group work and a culture of recovery. This may or 

may not be a Twelve Step programme. Even if it were, the appropriateness of 

a choice cannot properly entirely be made on the idea that someone might 

misunderstand it. 

Contrary to Science 

Coleman [1986] also argues that many cl inicians are not properly trained. 

Goodman [1998] points out, that is not an argument against the concept of 

sexual addiction but rather an argument for improvements in the quality and 

availability of training, such as the treatment and training programme 

developed as a product of this project [Appendix I]. Co leman also argues 

against the concept for lack of research, but this was prior to the publication of 

the work by Carnes [1991] and G o o d m a n [1998]. Carnes work [1998] was 

based on extensive research with nearly a thousand subjects. More research 
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has been published with the foundation of the journal and with the 

development of the Internet [Cooper, 2002]. 

A Social Construction 

A number of publications have been examined that provide a socia l 

constructionists critique of the concept of sexual addiction. Levine and 

Troiden [1988, p355] use a social constructionist critique of the concept of 

sexual addiction and compulsion and call them 'stigmatising labels attached to 

sexual patterns that diverge from the norm'. They argue that sexual addiction 

can only be understood in the context of changing 'erotic codes in American 

culture', and that they are 'pseudoscientif ic codifications of prevailing values' , 

defined as pathological only because they 'violate prevailing erotic norms'. 

They also write [1988, p355] that the concepts of sexual addiction and 

compulsivity provide examples of the 'medicalization' of sexual conduct. Both 

of these observations seem to me to be true. 

Irvine also takes the view [1993] that the concept of sexual addiction has 

emerged from changing sexual norms. He suggests that the diagnosis is 

about the social regulation of sexuality, the 'diseasing' of what were formerly 

seen as perversions. He sees the development of addiction diagnosis as the 

usurpation of moral and religious authority by medicine and psychology. 

Saulnier [1996, p159] argues that the concept of sexual addiction is 'faulty 

and that succumbing to such a questionable diagnostic category is a serious 

mistake'. Her approach is strongly feminist. For example Saulnier [1996, 
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p166] suggests that all forms of sexual violence [harassment, coercion, rape, 

incest] should be approached not as, sometimes, addictive behaviours but as 

a political problems 'requiring the dismantling of sexist structures'. She 

proposes that shame be tackled by helping people become aware of 

unwarranted social messages about sexuality [1996, p166] and she regards, 

especially, the concept of codependency and co-addiction as contributing to a 

pathology of women. I accept her critique but argue that her proposals provide 

no clinical response to individuals in need and should be read along side as a 

counter-balance rather than instead of the work on co-addiction and 

codependency 

The only book that critiques sexual addiction, in a wider critique of what the 

author calls 'discourses of addiction', argues that[Keane, 2002, p6], 

...addiction is not a universal feature of human existence, 
but an historically and culturally specif ic way of 
understanding, classifying and regulating particular 
problems of individual conduct. 

She assigns the development of addiction discourses to particular movements 

and changes in North Amer ican culture and she shares many of the 

perceptions of the previous writers. 

Keane notes that addiction discourse is not only North Amer ican but that it is 

a combination of Christian revivalism, temperance doctrine, Jel l inek's disease 

model of alcoholism, New A g e spirituality, growth psychology, feminism, and 

recent theories about genetics and neurobiology. It treats overwhelming erotic 

desire as a virulent d isease. The boundaries that are marked out between 
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healthy and unhealthy sex, she notes, conform to the precepts of sexual 

morality traditionally associated with marriage and monogamy. 

Homosexuality, for example, is honoured to the extent that it opérâtes on the 

same unes as heterosexual marriage. She too suggests that the expansion of 

addiction discourse 'strengthens' the power of the médical and psychological 

expertise and pathologises and objectifies the addict as one in need of 

intervention. 

Her distinct focus, and I think her most telling critique, is on the nature of the 

self. Keane uses the term 'a technology of the self to describe the recovery 

movement and programmes of addiction treatment. Keane [2002] writes that 

'through thèse technologies of the self, an inner self is produced that can be 

continually judged and worked on in the name of freedom and health'. These 

technologies of the self include sexual addiction treatment and programmes of 

recovery. Keane [2002, p65] further writes 

It is easy to label this populär discourse banal and 
incohérent, but this fails to recognise its productive power 
and its engagement with compell ing questions of self-
management and self-production. Populär addiction texts 
produce the inner self as an object of inspection and 
rectification. 

Keane further notes that addiction recovery is narrative based and driven by a 

narrative logic that makes sensé: childhood pain créâtes low self-esteem and 

other Symptoms that give rise to an adult pathology. Happiness, according to 

addiction discourse, [Keane, 2002, p172] ' is an awareness of the différence 

between self and other and an absence of lack within the self. 
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A critique of the social constructionists narratives of criticism 

These are powerful arguments and cogent representations. They also apply 

to medicine, psychological medicine and to the psychological therapies in 

general. However, it is the social construction character of the ' technologies' 

that make them accessible and effective. The greatest problems with all the 

critiques is that they fail to take into account that clinicians are faced with the 

realities of people whose lives are in disarray, whose families and 

relationships are in distress and whose inner world is filled with misery leading 

to despair. Socia l constructionist theory, as insightful as it is, offers no 

treatment response, no 'technology', for a clinical response to the 'dreadful 

scourge' [Krafft-Ebing, 1886, p70]. 
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Chapter 5 

Quantitative Research 

Expioring the Need for Sexual Ad diction Treatment and Training 

Introduction 

The development of a treatment and training programme [Appendix I] for 

sexual addiction has been one of the products of this doctoral project. This 

product was preceded by a quantitative research project to test the hypothesis 

that a sexual addiction treatment and training programme, not only breaks 

new ground in the United Kingdom, but fills a gap in current training 

programmes and would be welcomed by therapeutic practitioners. The 

research project focused on two issues: the frequency that people with 

addictive compulsive behaviours presented with thèse issues in the practices 

of psychosexual psychotherapists and the level of training that thèse 

therapists had in the treatment of addictive compulsive patterns of behaviour. 

The Participants 

The participants in the research project were psychosexual psychotherapists 

accredited by B A S R T . These participants were chosen for the following five 

reasons: 

• The group makes up a distinctive professional unit within the systemic 

section of U K C P . 
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• Participants could ail be presumed to have an interest in psychosexual 

therapy, ail would have been trained in psychosexual psychotherapy 

and ail could be expected to be actively working in the field of 

psychosexual therapy. 

• Names and addresses of members were accessible and members of 

the associat ion are used to participating in research projects. 

• Thèse participants could reasonably be expected to know something 

about sexual addiction and be able to answer questions on sexual 

addiction and compulsivity as well as on the provisions of treatment 

and training. 

• This group could also be expected to be among the first to access a 

sexual addiction treatment and training programme if such a 

programme were needed and made available. 

The questionnaires revealed that the participant group had the following 

démographie characteristics: 

A g e 

Aithough the average âge of the participants was 52, the majority of 
practitioners were over 40. 

2 0 - 2 9 
3 0 - 3 9 
4 0 - 4 9 
5 0 - 5 9 
6 0 - 6 9 

1 
2 
7 
9 
9 
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Gender 

Men 8 
Women 21 

71 % of the participants were women and 29% were men. 

Geographical Distribution 

London 9 
Home Counties 5 
S E 1 
S W 4 
N W 2 
NE 3 
Midland s 3 
Biank 1 
Unab le to te l l 1 

A prépondérance of participants came from London and the Home Counties. 

Years of Psychosexual Practice 

In training 1 
I - 5 6 
6 - 1 0 8 
I I - 15 9 
1 6 - 2 0 1 
More than 20 4 

7 5 % of the participants had been in practice more than five years and most of 

those over 10 years. 

Hours of Practice per Week 

I - 5 12 
6 - 1 0 9 
I I - 15 3 
More than 15 2 
Not given 3 
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7 9 % of the participants worked as psychosexual psychotherapists less than 

10 hours per week. Only about 7% reported that they dealt with sexual 

addiction 'often' in clinical practice but about twice that number dealt with 

Internet sexual addiction. Just over half had been trained by the marriage and 

relationship charity, Relate. 

The Procédures 

A confidential questionnaire [Appendix C], with a covering letter, self-

addressed stamped envelope was sent to 100 psychosexual psychotherapists 

chosen at random. A follow up information request form was included so that 

interested participants could be sent outcome information. My contact détails 

were given to allow participants to seek further information if required but 

there were no reminder letters. The questionnaires were sent out at the end of 

July 2002. The retum deadline was scheduled for the first week in September. 

Outcome information has already been sent. 

Measures 

The sole measurewas the confidential questionnaire. This questionnaire went 

through several drafts. The penultimate version was piloted by five senior 

practitioners and approved by them for clarity, usefulness, and 

comprehensibility. The final version incorporated their recommandations. 

The purpose of the questionnaire was primarily to détermine the following: 

• l.s sexual addiction presented in clinical practice and, if so, how? 

• Is Internet sexual addiction presented in clinical practice? 
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• 1s Internet sexual addiction thought likely to be an increasing problem? 

• Have therapist been trained to work with sexual addiction? 

• Do they feel that such training would be useful? 

• Would they access such training if it were offered? 

To conform to standard ethical guidelines the five senior practitioners were 

also asked to confirm that, in their view, participation in the survey would be 

harm free to ail participants. This was confirmed. The questionnaire was 

submitted and approved for distribution by the Chair and Trustées of B A S R T . 

The final questionnaire is avaîlable for inspection [Appendix C]. 

Resu l t s 

There were 29 replies to the questionnaire. The questions took the following 

form and yielded the following information: 

The ftrst question was about sexual addiction in gênerai. 

How often in clinical practice do you see 'sexual addiction'? 

7% Rarely 5 1 % seldom 24%occasional ly 
7%often 0%very often 0% blank 

The next set of questions was based on C a m e s [1991Jeleven types of sexual 

addiction. They were set to détermine the extent that thèse behaviours are 

currently presented in British psychosexual psychotherapy practices. 
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How orten in clinical practice does sexual addiction take the following form? 

Fantasy Sex: i.e. inordinate amounts of time spent lost in sexual fantasy 

7% Rarely 37% seldom 27% occasionally 
14%often 3% very often 10% blank 

Seduct ive Role Sex: i.e. many relationships at the same time, or one after 
another 

10% Rarely 37% seldom 24% occasionally 
2 1 % often 0% very often 0% blank 

Anonymous Sex: i.e. engaging in sex with anonymous partners 

34% Rarely 14% seldom 24% occasionally 
14% often 3 % very often 10% blank 

Paying for Sex: i.e. escorts, telephone sex, massage parlours etc. 

7% Rarely 27% seldom 44% occasional ly 
14% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Trading Sex: i.e. posing for sexually explicit photos or Videos, receiving 
money for sex, etc. 

5 1 % rarely 34% seldom 7% occasional ly 
0% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Voyeuristic Sex: i.e. using pornography, strip shows, peeping, etc. 

10% Rarely 2 0 % seldom 34% occasional ly 
24% often 3% very often 7% blank 

Exhibitionist Sex: i.e. exposing, f lashing, etc. 

4 1 % Rarely 37% seldom 7% occasional ly 
7% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Intrusive Sex: i.e. indecent liberties, professional misconduct, inappropriate 
touch 

14% Rarely 27% seldom 10% occasional ly 
7% often 7% very often 7% blank 

Pain Exchange Sex: i.e. giving or receiving pain or causing physical hamn 

24% Rarely 4 4 % seldom 24% occasional ly 
0% often 0% very often 7% blank 
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Object Sex: i.e. masturbating with objects, bestiality, cross-dressing to add to 
sexual intensity 

The next two questions were designed to détermine the extent that Internet 

sexual addiction is presented in psychosexual clinical practice and to test the 

hypothesis that practitioners anticipate that this is likely to be an on-going and 

increasing problem. 

How often in clinical practice do you see people for whom the Internet has 
become sexually problematic? 

10% Rarely 2 0 % seldom 3 7 % occasionally 
14%often 10% very often 7% blank 

Do you thïnk that this is likely to be an increasing problem? 

Y e s 25 85% 
No 1 3% 
Uncertain 1 3% 
Blank 2 7% 

10% Rarely 3 1 % seldom 
10% often 0% very often 

37% occasionally 
7% blank 

S e x with Children: engaging in sex or using child pomography 

6 4 % Rarely 14% seldom 
0% often 0% very often 

10% occasionally 
10% blank 
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The last section of the questionnaire was designed to gather information 

about real and perceived training needs. 

I have already had sufficient teaching on the treatment of sexual addiction as 
part of my training as a therapist. 

Y e s 3 10% 
No 24 82% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 2 7% 

I have been on a short-term course or supplementary workshop since training 
to ieam about this subject. 

Y e s 8 27% 
No 20 68% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 1 3% 

I believe a sexual addiction information and training module would be a useful 
component of an overall training programme. 

Y e s 28 95% 
No 0 0% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 1 3% 

If a short course on the treatment of sexual addiction were available at the 
right price, I would consider attending it. 

Yes 28 95% 
No 1 3% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 1 3% 

I believe that such a course ought to be broader and include information about 
substance use, process addictions, romantic fantasy, co- addiction and the 
Internet, as well as, sexual addiction. 

Y e s 24 82% 
No 2 7% 
Uncertain 1 3% 
Blank 2 7% 
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Of the participants who had already been on short training courses, five of 

those attended courses that 1 have run either as part of this project or as part 

of a wider overall clinical work. Some catégories of data from the 

questionnaire have been omitted hère because thèse were in excess of 

requirement and/or had no relevance. Ail percentages have been rounded up 

or down to the nearest whole figure. 

The results of the questionnaire can be summarised as follows: 

The main figures that stand out is that therapists reported dealing with Internet 

addiction in a greater frequency that the other behaviours [Occasionally 37%, 

Often 14%, Very Often 10%] and a much larger number [85%] think that 

Internet sexual addiction is likely to présent more frequently in the future. Very 

few therapists saw the 11 types of sexual addiction suggested by C a m e s with 

the exception of seductive rôle sex [21% often], voyeuristic sex [24% often]. 

In this group of therapists surveyed 95% felt that they were under-trained in 

the treatment of sexual addiction and the same number considered that they 

would actually attend such a training course if it were offered. 

Discussion 

The questionnaire was interested in three things: sexual addiction, Internet 

sexual addiction and the training needs of psychotherapists. The data 

associated with each of thèse catégories of enquiry is d iscussed below. 
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Sexual Addiction 

The prevalence of sexual addiction is unclear and more work remains to be 

done to clarify what percentage of the population is sexually addicted and 

what percentage of the population is addicted to sex on the Internet. The 

sensit ive nature of such an enquiry and the ethical complexities involved in 

asking for this kind of information makes reliability, clarity and verifiability on 

thèse issues difficult to obtain. 

C a m e s [1991] suggests that 3 - 6% of the population is sexually addicted but 

he offers no évidence or information to explain how he arrived at these 

figures. Schneider [1991] in an article written to educate médical doctors and 

to heighten diagnostic awareness offers a similar figure, but a lso offers no 

substantiation. Research into the area of Internet sexual addiction is only just 

beginning but, in addition to Greenfield [1999], other research [Cooper and 

Griffin-Shelley, 2002] indicates that 20% of Internet users engage in some 

form of sex online and that 7 0 % of all dollars spent online are spent on sexual 

pursuits. Ross and Kauth [2002] suggests that 1% of all Internet users spend 

40 hours a week on on-line sexual activities and that 9 to 15 million people 

access the Internet each day at a rate that is growing by 2 5 % every three 

months [Cooper et al, 2000]. 

The psychosexual therapists surveyed in my research project seem mostly 

only occasionally to corne across the behaviours that have been identified as 

specific manifestations of sexually addictive behaviours. 5 1 % of the therapist 

reported that they saw sexual addiction 'seldom' and only 3 0 % occasionally 
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and 6%, often. This suggests that sexual addiction is not a problem and that 

psychosexual psychotherapists do not routinely encounter sexual addiction in 

the course of theîr day-to-day practice. What is the explanation for this? 

It could mean that I have over-estimated the prevafence of the behaviour and 

that it is problem for very few people and, for that reason, it rarely présents in 

clinical practice. The usefulness of this programme, howevergood i tmightbe, 

is therefore limited. It might also mean that, by their own admission, such 

therapist themselves are untrained in this aspect of sexual behaviour, and its 

conséquences, that they fail to see it and fail to respond to it. Similarly, clients 

could be experiencing and manifesting the behaviour but not themselves 

understand how to identify or name the behaviour. There is so much shame 

attached to thèse behaviours that unsolicited information is often not given. 

C a m e s [1999] has said that 'most therapists do not ask enough questions'. If 

it is true that as therapists we tend to find what we look for then the reverse 

would also be true, that we tend not to find that about which we have no 

knowledge and littie awareness. This second interprétation seems more likely, 

partly because it is supported by the responses to other parts of the 

questionnaire and partly because it has been borne out in my personal 

expérience. Most of the practitioners who took part in the survey were trained 

at a time when the 'addiction modeP and its application to sexuality had not 

been developed. Sexual addiction has been seen as very much a maie 

phenomena and given that men are under-represented as clients, it is a lso 

likely that this fact may contribute to the under-presentation of this behaviour 

in clinical practice. Most of the practitioners surveyed had very smal l 
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psychosexua! practices and this may well further contribute to under-

presentation. A margin note written by a maie nurse and sexual health 

advisor, who is also a psychosexual therapist, suggests some of this. He 

wrote in the margin of his questionnaire that while he never worked with 

sexual addiction in its various forms as a psychosexual psychotherapist, his 

'answers would be very [his italics] différent if questions were directed at my 

work as a nurse / health advisor' [Appendix E]. This supports my assumption 

that the problem is 'outthere', but largely, unrecognised and untreated, even 

by psychosexual psychotherapists. 

On the core question of the prevalence of sexual addiction, there is a 

discrepancy of answer between the first question, 'How often in cl inical 

practice do you see sexual addiction?' [7% often], and the penultimate 

question 'How often in clinical practice do you see people who seem to be 

addicted to the use of the Internet [nearly 14% often]?' In other words, thèse 

practitioners had not identified Internet sexual addiction as sexual addiction. 

This suggests to me that the respondents are unaware of, or confused about, 

the addictive compulsive process that lies behind such behaviour. Hopefully 

this training programme will raise awareness of the problem and will be able 

to provide therapists with appropriate and useful clinical tools to work with this 

category of clients. 

Internet Sexual Addiction 

Internet sexual addiction was seen more frequently than any other addictive 

behaviour. A lmosta l l of the therapists [85%: 25 yes, 1 no, 1 uncertain, 2 not 
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answered] took the view that Internet sexual addiction was a growing 

problem. This information backs up my original assumption, an assumption 

promoted by the literature [Cooper et al, 2000], that Internet sexual addiction 

is a growing problem. This view is further backed up by the publication of a 

spécial issue of the Journal of the British Associat ion for Sexual and 

Relationship Therapy that focuses entirely on cybersex and the Internet. The 

évidence suggests that this treatment and training programme will be a useful 

and timely contribution to psychotherapy practitioners and others working in 

relevant adjacent health care provision. 

Training 

The questionnaires reveal that few therapists felt that they had any training on 

this subject, and the few that did, most had only done courses that I have 

taught as antécédents to the training programme. On the psychosexual 

training syllabus at the Whittington Hospital, there was no teaching about the 

impact of addiction on domestic partnerships or the subject of addictive 

compulsive sexual behaviours. Almost ail therapists surveyed felt that such 

training would be useful and that they would attend such a course if it were 'a 

short course available at the right price'. This substantiates a view that I had 

already formed from my knowledge of treatment and training. 

Limitations of the Questionnaire 

Reflecting on my research, there are a number of weaknesses in the 

substance and usefulness of the questionnaire. It was a small sample. I do 

not know why it had such a low response rate. It might reflect an absence of 
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professional solidarity in B A S R T or a gênerai indifférence to research in parts 

of the profession. U K C P did not have its first research conférence until 2002. 

With hindsight, I am not sure thaï the format provided enough clarity or 

sufficient ease of access . The choices of category were too vague. 'Rarely' 

and 'seldom 1 are terms that are too imprécise and I offered no distinguishing 

criteria. The margin note suggests that follow up research would be useful 

with other practitioners especially those working the fiele! of sexual health. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 

However, the results of this quantitative research project point to the reliability 

of the following assumptions: 

• Psychotherapists are untrained in the field of sexual addiction 

• Psychotherapists would welcome and artend such training 

• Internet sexual addiction is an increasing problem 

These findings suggest that the principal proposai of this doctoral project, the 

construction of a sexual addiction treatment and training programme for 

psychotherapists, makes a distinetive, valuable and unique contribution to the 

field of psychotherapy. Perhaps we are only just becoming aware of it but the 

Internet has put us on the cusp of a révolution in human sexuality [Cooper 

and Griffin-Shelley, 2002]. If this is true then this training programme, with its 

emphasis on Internet sexual addiction, puts it at the cutting edge of a cutting 

edge. 
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Chapter 6 

Introduction to the Products of the Project 

Introduction 

The journey to the doctórate really began when I began my own journey into 

addiction recovery. The producís of the project summarised in this chapter 

reflect the shape and direction of that journey [Fig. 7]. The products are not 

onty contributions to the field of psychotherapy in their own right but they 

markers or milestones along the académie, clinical and professional journey 

described in the first chapter. They include the following [Appendix F, G , H, I] 

as well as two additional products [Appendix J , K]: 

• Narcissistic Damage, Religious Behaviour and Sexual Addiction 

• Time for Action 

• Researching Sensitive and Distressing Subjects 

• A Sexual Addiction Treatment and Training Programme 

The first product was an attempt to use the early stages of the doctórate to 

synthesize the heuristic reflections on addiction and religious behaviour that 

had developed prior to enrolment. The second product, the contribution to the 

book Time for Action, came at an invitation from the Revd Jean Mayland, 

Secretan/ for Church Life at Churches Together in Britain and Ireland, to 

participate in the working party on sexual abuse. She had heard that I was on 

this doctoral programme. Thethird product, a U K C P conférence paper, a t the 

time of writing accepted for publication by Karnac as part of a book, was an 

attempt to make sensé of the distress I exper ienced with the first work on 

sexual offending and to use that expérience to contribute to the literature on 
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Six Products of the Doctoral Process 
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researching sensitive and distressing subjects. The last product, the création 

of a sexual addiction treatment and training programme, grew out of the 

décision to withdraw from the work with sexual offenders and to refocus on 

sexual addiction and compulsivity. 

Although in many ways oveMapping, each of the producís was a unique 

learning expérience. Each drew from a body of literature integral or adjacent 

to the literature on sexual addiction. The préparation and composit ion of each 

project was an exercise in synthesis and application. The writing of each 

Project gave shape, structure, detail, and rigour to the accumulat ion of 

knowledge and the advancement of learning. This introduction to the four 

products contains a brief description of the product, a description of the 

methodology, a summary of the learning outcomes, and a note about its 

usefulness to the profession of psychotherapy. 'Writing is thinking, not the 

report of thought' [Miles and Huberman, 1994, p101]. 

Product 1 

Narcissistic Damage, Religious Behaviour and Sexual Addiction 

This article argues that much sexual misconduct in religious communit ies is 

caused by sexual addiction and it ass igns causation, in part, to narcissistic 

damage. The article grew out of heuristic reflection, group participation and 

observation, theological training, ministerial expérience and a review of the 

literature on narcissistic damage, sexual addiction, the psychology of religion, 

and psychotherapy with religious patients. In the light of the amount of media 

interest, public scandai , litigation, allégations true and false, appeals for 
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compensat ion, this paper makes a timety contribution to a subject of 

importance to theoreticîans and practitioners in the caring professions and 

within religious organisations as well as to psychologists, counsel lors and 

psychotherapists. Its distinctive contribution is its emphasis that sexual 

addiction and religious behaviour have a common root. 

Product 2 

Time for Action 

This report was commissioned by Churches Together in Britain and Ireland 

and unanimously received and recommended to its member churches. Like 

the previous product, this was heuristic and reflexive but the methodology 

was more intense, complex and multi-faceted. This report grew out of 11 

residential meetings of a working party that met over two years. The meetings 

took évidence from, among others: 

• The Most Revd Rowan Wil l iams [then Archbishop of Wales] 

• Sir Ronald Waterhouse [Chair of North Wa les Tribunal] 

• Mr John Morgan [Child Protection Office, Dublin] 

• John Kelly [Founder of Survivors of Child Abuse] 

• Donald Findlater [Director Wolvercote Clinic] 

• Ms Hilary McCal lun [Women's Unit, Hackney Council] 
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There were many other présentations and the list above is just to give a 

flavour of the programme. The working party also took évidence from 

interviews with adult survivors of sexual abuse and from video interviews with 

convicted paedophiles. The final report grew out of a methodology that 

included 'intensive discussion and much work in small groups.. .set in a 

framework of worship, prayer and reflection' [Time for Ac t ion , p5] 

This is the first report in this country that draws attention to, and 

substantiates, the assertion that the clergy have higher rates of misconduct 

than other comparable helping professionals [Birchard, 2000]. The 

importance of this was noted in the press reports. A s I have said elsewhere, I 

believe that the summary of causation in the report is the best and most 

complète summary of causation currently available [Time for A c t i o n , p99]. 

The challenging nature of this report is supported by its réception by the 

churches and by the interest of the média. The report is meant to bring 

change and reform to the churches and [Time fo r Ac t i on , p5] 

'to help them care more appropriately for those who have 
been sexually abused and also to enable the Churches to 
become more fully the just, open and caring communit ies 
which we believe G o d wants them to be' . 

Given the national and international concem about sexual abuse in the 

church and the unanimity of the réception of the report by the churches, it 

would be difficult to describe this as not a significant contribution to a subject 

of public importance. 
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Product 3 

Researching Sensitive and Distressing Subjects 
UKCP Conference Paper 

This paper was written in an attempt to salvage as much as possible and to 

gain a s much as possible from the change of direction in the middle of the 

doctoral project. The paper was to explore the impact of the research that I 

was doing on paedophile offenders on my own professional and inner worfd 

with a view to alerting others to the potential problems associated with 

researching sensitive and distressing topics and to researching such topics in 

times of moral panic. The methodology was largely heuristic and reflexive 

combined, but it a lso involved discussions with my therapist, my clinical 

supervisor, my académie supervisor and senior col leagues, as well as more 

extended reading. The décision to tum this expérience into a product for 

publication was partly inspired by Reflections on a Journey: A Research 

Story [Hyde, 1994], partly by the désire to tum a problem into a solution and 

partly by the désire to explore the process that had contaminated my inner 

life. The purpose of the paper was to alert others to the académie, 

administrative, ethical, political, professional and personal issues that need to 

be considered when undertaking such research. 
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Product 4 

Training Manual 

A Training Programme for Psychotherapists, Counsellors and Health Care 
Professionals to Work with Sexual Addiction and Compulsivity with Special Reference 
to Internet Sexual Addiction 

This product was developed to provide an accessible training programme for 

psychotherapists, counsellors, and other health care workers to assist them to 

be able to work better with clients with addictive and compulsive sexual 

behaviours. It has been designed for the United Kingdom and distinctly 

designed to facilitate the work of independent psychotherapeutic practitioners. 

While it is a synthesis of the work of others, it has been supplemented by 

offender treatment programme protocols and informed, as well , by my clinical 

practice, residential treatment, training with Patrick Carnes, prior workshops 

and seminars [Appendix D] and personal experience of addiction recovery. Its 

need and usefulness is supported by the survey of practitioners in advance of 

its preparation and by the evaluation of the pilot project participants. 

The Training Manual has emerged by degrees. It is difficult to say when it 

began. In a sense it was begun almost 15 years ago when I began my own 

process of addiction recovery. In the medium term it has grown out of talks, 

workshops, and seminars given to professional communit ies over the past few 

years. While these go back to at least 1992/1993 with a day conference on 

sexual addiction organised by the Drug and Alcohol Foundation, the bulk have 

been since I began this doctoral project. The Training Manual a lso has it roots 

in the earlier products of the project. Very specifically it began the moment I 
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finally made the décision not to continue the earlier project with paedophile 

offenders. The usefulness of a sexual addiction treatment and training 

programme was established by the quantitative research project described in 

Chapter Five. 

The sexual addiction treatment and training programme was piloted at the 

Leicester Counsell ing Centre on the 18 t h - 19 t h October 2002. There were 11 

participants in the piiot scheme, ail volunteer counsellors at the Leicester 

Counsel l ing Centre, Leicester. None of the participants had any previous 

training in sexual addiction. 

Ail participants took part in évaluation and feedback [Appendix C]. The 

participants overwhelming found the pilot training programme 'very good ' or 

'good'. The participants felt that the course achieved it a ims and objectives 

and that the course had kept them interested. They ail registered replies that 

make it clear that they enjoyed the course and that they felt that they 

understand sexual addiction and feel able to respond to sexual addiction in 

clinical practice. It was a lso clear from their évaluation forms as well as their 

enthusiasm in the workshop itself that they found the 'cycle of addiction' 

particularty enlightening. This has been taken into account in the final drafting 

of the Training fvlanual. 
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Additional commente and margin notes give the 'feel' of a project. One of the 

participants wrote, 

'Given the connections between computer technology 
and sexual addiction, I experienced this course as being 
at the cutting edge of understanding the work with clients 
and its implications for the future'. 

If the results of the postal questionnaire are évidence that a sexual addiction 

treatment and training programme makes a contribution to the profession, the 

évaluation forms establish, at least in this instance, that the actual participants 

benefited and learned from the process. One participant wrote, 

The two days felt so rich— both in terms of the 
programme content but also the 'pearts of wisdom' that 
you dropped in through out. Rea l depth behind it ail. 
Good use of the self. Wish you could reach a wider 
audience. Created safety for personal exploration in the 
exercises. 

The development of a sexual addiction treatment and training programme is 

intended to be an extension of this 'good use of the self. 

Addi t iona l P roduc t s 

In addition to the four products that make up the substance of this research, 

there have been two further products emerging from the research but falling 

outside the time frame of the doctoral project. The tiret of thèse is an article 

accepted for publication by C o u n s e l l i n g P s y c h o l o g y Quarter ly for March 

2004 [Appendix J] based on the first product and the second is an outpatient 

treatment programme based on product four [Appendix K]. 
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Chapter 7 

Overview and Conclusion 

An Overview of a Four-Year Joumey 

I attended an introduction to the doctoral programme in 1998 and decided to 

enrol in 1999. This timetable al lowed me to complete U K C P registration in the 

spring/summer of 1999 and to use the intervening time to round offthe M S c 

with a journal article based on the M S c dissertation [Birchard, 2000]. 

Although I had taken an excellent 'taught* methodology course at South Bank 

University, l attended the methodology seminars at Metanoia to further my 

understanding of qualitative methodology and to increase my knowledge of 

issues in research particularly relevant to counsell ing and psychotherapy. The 

four products of the project introduced in the last chapter were also created 

within that four-year time frame. 

The Four-Year Time Frame 

The four-year time frame is divided into two parts. On the 6^ July 2001 there 

was a farewell service to celébrate the end of 21 years of ministry in the 

parish of St John's , Hyde Park. The background to the first two years of the 

doctoral programme is setagainstwinding down and concluding that ministry. 

The background to the second two years of the doctoral programme is set 

against starting and developing a new way of life and a new programme of 

work. 
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The backdrop to the first two years of the doctoral programme involved the 

préparation of the parish for handover to a successor, the handing over of a 

capital campaign that had raised about one million pounds with another one 

million still needed. On a personal level it also meant trying to find somewhere 

to live and someway of making a living. Parish clergy are required to live in 

church property and only in exceptional circumstances are the clergy able to 

own property or have a home separate from the vicarage. 

The backdrop to the second two years of the doctoral programme involved 

the need to find and adjust to new housing, to build a psychotherapy practice, 

to undertake a new way of living, to eam enough money, and to adjust to a 

new less prominent identity. By convention, the previous incumbent 

relinquishes ail contact with previous parishioners, so all of this had to be 

done without the supportive friendships that have naturally developed through 

parish ministry. 

This doctoral project has taken place against a backdrop of immense life 

changes: change of career, routine, accommodation, friends and contacts 

and the loss of security and identity. From being the centre of attention and 

the central décision maker, even the embodiment of a cohesive organisation, 

and having a mantle pièce füll of invitations to social and civic events, I 

became yesterday's man and I descended ovemight into obscurity. 
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The Doctoral Project as a Hasp 

I now look back, from a four-year vantage point, on the enormous personal 

and professional changes that have provided the backdrop for this doctoral 

programme and its products. The research and the work done has been more 

than a doctoral programme. Yes , it has been pursued for ail the good reasons 

outlined elsewhere and it has been useful for the ail the gains and 

achievements listed through this document. But I a m aware now that it has 

also been a bridge of transition into a new professional status and a new 

professional identity. Looking back overthe four-year time frame, divided 

as it has been into two parts, it is my conclusion now that the doctoral 

programme has acted as the hasp to hold me, and the two parts, 

together. 

Limitations 

This work has not been without its limitations. Each of the products of this 

doctoral project has its own limitations and thèse have been noted in an 

eariier chapter. Hère I describe some of the limitations that apply to the overall 

project rather than to any particular product that has been an outcome of the 

project. 

Change of Proposai 

The first limitation has resulted from the décision to change from the first 

research proposai to the second research proposai. While such a change is 

not unusual, and is also not without benefits, I bel ieve that it makes the overall 

work less confident and seemingly less tidy. Even though I have tried to 
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maximise the benefits of the change by writing a paper about that expérience 

[Appendix G] and even though that paper has made real contributions to 

qualitative research nevertheless the resulting doctoral process is less 

seamless , personally satisfying and cohérent than if no such change had 

taken place. 

Ethics 

Although ethical issues have already been considered in the second chapter 

in référence to research on human subjects and in the complexity of the 

treatment and training programme more could have been done to expand and 

develop this subject. Not only are there ethical issues around disclosure to 

partners and, sometimes, legal authorities, in working with sexual addiction 

and compulsivity, there are the more subtle and complex issues around truth 

telling in an unreceptive and hostile environment. It was clear to me in my 

research with paedophile Roman Cathol ic clergy that any views, however well 

founded, suggesting that thèse men were intrinsically worthy of value and 

respect, simply would not be heard. This raises questions about truth telling in 

research especial ly when research questions and outcomes chal lenge 

conventional wisdom, public préjudice, or political expediency. 

Feminist Critique 

In the schedule of public lectures and Workshops that I have given during the 

pursuit of this doctoral research, I was invited to do an evening seminar 

[Appendix D] on sexual addiction sponsored by Confer, an organisation 

Specialising in continuing professional éducation. This was attended by a 

number of experienced women therapists. It was this group of women who 
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noted and rightly commented on the absence of any feminist critique or 

feminist content in the presentation of the material on sexual addiction. 

Although I have made efforts to correct this in subsequent public 

presentations, I am aware that the absence of such a critique weakens the 

quality of the overall project as well as the products that have grown out of 

this work. This is especial ly true since sexual addiction is so largely a male 

behaviour and so much of it is directed towards the use and abuse of women. 

Neurob io logy 

I am aware of the absence of a medical education and/or other similar training 

in human biology that would equip me to relate narcissistic damage, sexual 

addiction, religious behaviour to the chemistry and biochemistry of addiction. 

It is not that I would necessari ly have done anything differently or come to 

different conclusions; it is more that such a background would allow me have 

expanded my work on the biochemistry of addiction and to present the views 

and outcomes that have emerged from this work to a wider academic and 

research community. This could well have included the biochemistry of 

ecstatic religious behaviour. It would also allow me to debate the issues of 

sexual addiction as a medical dialogue and to engage with the medical 

establishment from a position of greater conversancy. Although this is entirely 

outside of my control, 1 think this has limited the quality and breadth of the 

overall research project. 
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Other Limitations 

This research project has been done almost entirely without reference to 

cross-cultural studies. I know of no cross-cultural work on sexual addiction. 

Such work could make important future contributions. Every research project 

is both enriched and limited by the time availability, background, gifts and 

inclinations of the researcher, the presuppositions that are brought to the 

project, and by the style and personality of the researcher. The passionate 

and highly subjective nature of research and the experience and motivation 

behind the products of research can be the biggest weakness and 

concomitantly the greatest strength. 

Conclusions from the Journey 

The research process— attendance at the specialist seminars, the 

development of the products of the research, all the preparation and writing of 

the interim submissions and the creation of this 'accompanying document' 

have all contributed to personal, professional and academic development. I 

divide the learning outcomes into the following five categories, but the over all 

conclusion is one of synthesis and completion. 

• Outcomes that affect clinical practice 

• Outcomes associated with academic practice 

• Outcomes associated with the use of research methodologies 

• Outcomes that provide new knowledge 

• Conceptual contributions 
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Outcomes that Affect Clinical Practice 

The doctoral project has influenced my clinical practice in three ways: the 

expansion of practice, the spécialisation of practice and the status of the 

practice. Thèse are especially important because of the clinical nature of this 

doctoral programme. 

Over the four years of the doctoral programme the practice has increased 

from one evening a week to five days a week, from one client to 30+ on the 

books. With this increase has come an increase and broadening of the 

referral network. Many psychotherapists set up and develop busy practices 

without doing any doctoral research, although the research done in advance 

of the treatment and training programme [Appendix C] suggests that over half 

psychosexual psychotherapists work less than 10 hours a week doing 

psychosexual psychotherapy. I am persuaded that my own practice has 

flourished directly as a resutt of this doctoral programme. The routine content 

of clinical practice has been regularly infused with new material drawn from 

reading and research. Some of the effect has been direct and tangible, like a 

particular referral or a particular invitation to speak, but more has been 

indirect and intangible, an outcome of research and an energetic engagement 

with the subject. 

The second outcome to effect clinical practice has been an increase in the 

number of people that are referred to me because of addictive compulsive 

pattems of sexual behaviour. I estímate that over 4 0 % of my clients have 
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come to me specifically to deal with sexual addiction and compulsivity. This is 

clearly due to the number of public présentations I have made on sexual 

addiction in the process of the doctoral research [Appendix D] and directly to 

the special ised referrals that follow. 

The third contribution of this doctoral programme to clinical practice has been 

to identify the practice and this practitioner as 'knowledgeable' in the field of 

sexual addiction and compulsivity. The évidence that the practice is seen in 

this way lies in the number of media enquiries on the subject of sexual 

addiction that are forwarded to me from professional organisations. This is 

also due to the number of public présentations that have been made to 

professional organisations on the subject of sexual addiction that have 

accompanied the pursuit of the doctoral programme. While I have not listed 

thèse présentations [Appendix D] formally as 'producís of the programme' 

they are indeed such producís and impact audiences as much if not more 

than written material. 

Outcomes Associated with Académie Practice 

Having spent most of my life in parish ministry one of the interesting outcomes 

of the doctoral programme has been its introduction to académie life and the 

career structures that are associated with académie life. This has brought with 

it a set of new expériences and a set of new insights and leaming outcomes. 
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In the summer of 2002,1 presented a paper at the U K C P Inaugural Research 

Conference at the University of Surrey at Guildford, the second product of this 

project [Appendix G], This was an entirely new learning experience. I learned 

the following things, mostly from the experience of others: never give a 

presentation that relies on high technology without a backup plan, never read 

out a conference paper, never think that everyone else necessari ly knows 

more than you know. It was clear at the conference that the skil ls of the 

researcher and the skills of the presenter are not always held in combination. 

Apart from a series of essays during my M S c , during my time in parish 

ministry, I had not written much more than magazine articles and book 

reviews. 1 had done, however, regular public speaking. In the preparation of 

the last two journal articles and the construction of this 'accompanying 

document' it has become clear to me that I am so programmed to speak in 

public that I am automatically more interested in how the material should be 

presented than I am in the content of the material itself. Whatever the nature 

of the material that has emerged from the research, I have always wanted to 

give it an introduction, three points and a conclusion. 

One of the unexpected spin-offs of this work is a fresh look at effective 

expository prose, a different genre to the structure and purposes of effective 

rhetoric. At the same time this tendency towards the spoken word has been 

productive in the preparation and presentation of the workshops and the 

public engagements [Appendix D] that are also in some sense 'products' 
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Before I decided to construct a training manual as the forth product of this 

doctoral project, I had never written or even read such a training manual. Prior 

to the beginning of that work I had to examine a variety of formats and choose 

a format that would be acceptable in a standard académie environment. This 

has been an entirely new venture and an entirely new leaming expérience. 

The task was not only to gather and select the material on sexual addiction 

but a lso to organise it into an acceptable structure. Having done this once 

with sexual addiction this process will be easier to do in the future, even if 

working with some other topic. Because the written material on sexual 

addiction is difficult to access, I added an appendix of data to the training 

programme to make it more useful to other présentera not already familiar 

with the subject. 

Resea rch Methodo logy 

Having begun to look at qualitative methodology during the M S c , I have had 

an opportunity to explore qualitative methodology in greater détail over the 

past four years. This has been one of the pay offs of the programme. In the 

préparation of the first proposai, the uncompleted proposai on sexual 

offending, I focused on the ethical issues behind such research, the formation 

of semi-structured interview protocols, and on the recording and analysis of 

narrative stories. I had committed to using a social policy methodology very 

similar to grounded theory [Strauss and Corbin, 1998]. It is a 'second 

génération' grounded theory type methodology called 'Framework'. It was 

developed by Ritchie and Spencer [1994, p174] for actionable outeomes and 

with 'the intention of providing insights, explanations, and théories of social 
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behaviour 1.1 was well into the process of immersion when 1 decided to apply 

for a change in the doctoral programme. White I was on!y able to begin the 

process of coding, I was aware that patterns were emerging from the data 

confirming the theoretical propositions that lie behind the article on narcissistic 

damage, religious behaviour and sexual addiction [Appendix F]. The basic 

argument in that article [Appendix F] is that some sexual offending is sexual 

addiction, and that the addiction and the religious behaviours are parallel 

solutions to disturbed attachment and narcissistic damage. This argument 

was introduced and was influential in the report of working party on sexual 

abuse in the church [Appendix H]. Much of what was learned in the first 

research proposai contributed to the theory of causation in the report of the 

Working Party on Sexual Abuse to Churches Together in Britain and Ireland. 

The tapes and notes have been retained for a possible return to this earlier 

research. The second 'completed proposai' on the treatment and training for 

sexual addiction was very product orientated. I learned about qualitative 

methodology from the first research proposai and quantitative methodology 

from the second research proposai. Although methodology must be 

determined by the questions and the nature of any future research, I am 

aware that this project has strengthened my interest and conversancy in both 

quantitative and qualitative methodology. 

New Knowledge 

This doctoral programme has given me an opportunity to explore and reflect 

on the following: 
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• The nature of the self 

• The distinction between a healthy self and impairment of the self 

• The nature and implications of narcissistic damage 

• The symptoms of narcissistic damage 

• The nature and function of addiction 

• The nature and function of sexual addiction and compulsivity 

• The impact of addiction on sexual functioning and relationships 

• Sexuality and religious behaviour 

• Religious behaviour as an 'addiction alternative' 

• Sexual behaviour and religious professionals 

• Sexual abuse in the church 

• Sexual offender treatment programmes 

• Sexual addiction treatment stratégies 

• Teaching and training formats for psychotherapists and health care 

professionals 

In a final word to embarking researchers Bell [1993, p165] writes, 

There may be occasions when, in spite of careful planning 
and préparation, a project does not go according to 
plan... .You may have leamt a great deal about conducting 
an investigation and the top icyou were investigating, even 
though the outcome may not be what you had hoped. 
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Unexpec ted L e a m i n g O u t c o m e s 

A number of other unexpected leaming outcomes nave also emerged from 

the overall expérience of this doctoral project. 

Teach ing and T r a i n i n g — Although I had contemplated, in the Level 5 

application, doing doctoral work on the wider subject of sexual addiction, 1 did, 

in the end, opt for sexuality and religion with a view to understanding and 

explicating offender behaviour. To withdraw from this and to go back and 

focus instead on sexual addiction was not entirely unexpected and, in the 

end, was not without advantages and important lessons gained. The 

unexpected outcome was the decisión to devise a training programme and 

créate a training manual for psychotherapists and other health care workers. 

The S e l f — I have been intrigued by the ubiquity of the self. In this research, 

behind every door I have pushed, there has been some aspect or utility 

associated with the concept, nature and character of the self. The research 

has made me aware of just how much of my religious behaviour and the 

behaviour of my faith community is about the survival and well being of the 

self. Whenever I am asked to speak on some aspect of my research, 1 usually 

manage to quote the strap line of a Christian counsefling organisation that I 

work with from time to time, 'from brokenness to wholeness' . I do that to 

¡Ilústrate that the repair of the self represents a primary interconnection 

between psychotherapy and the Judaeo-Christ ian tradition, the first being a 

secularising and an interiorising of the second [Krischner, 1996]. 
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The more I know about qualitative methodology, and about counsell ing and 

psychotherapy research methodology in particuiar, the more aware I become 

to the use of the self as the agent and the object of research. This is 

paralleled in the therapeutic process itself. The therapeutic process requires a 

stratégie use of the self of the therapist in the service and assistance of the 

self of the client. While I have always known that to be true, in the pursuit of 

this research that idea has been central and ubiquitous. 

Resea rch ing Sens i t i ve and Dis t ress ing S u b j e c t s — Most important for me, 

and I suppose the most unexpected, as a leaming outeome was an 

understanding of the refluent nature of the qualitative research process. 1 

have already stated that the inner turmoil that led me to change projects in 

the middle of my research was an expérience of vicarious or secondary 

traumatization. In preparing to do that research, I had no waming in the 

various texts potentially distressing nature of the research process. I learned, 

rather unexpectedly, that the shamed and diminished nature of the o thercan 

trigger, however différent the subject, shame andtraumat icaf fect in the self of 

the researcher. The course director, Jenifer Elton Wi lson, tried to warn me of 

some of the potential pitfalls but fier warning was difficult to grasp. This was 

probably because fier waming was given, at a seminar, from within the 

supportive environment of the organisation. According to Straker [1993] it is 

just such an environment that prevents and mitigates secondary traumatic 

impact. The effect would have been to hear her warning in an environment 

and atmosphère that would, in itself, cancel out such a waming. 
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T r a u m a — l have, because of this research, become more aware of the 

nature of trauma and the long-term implications of trauma on human 

functioning. I am particulaiiy interested in the effect of chi ldhood trauma on 

adult functioning and on how trauma outworks and impacts on sexual 

functioning. I find that in clinical practice, I am treating many aspects of sexual 

dysfunction, and anti-social or unwanted sexual behaviours, as the 

conséquences of childhood trauma on the formation of the sexual and 

relationship template. This greater emphasis on trauma has conséquences 

for the development of my practice and in the treatment of my clients. Whi le I 

would have paid lip service to the role of trauma in sexual functioning and 

sexual patterning, it would not have come from the same place of conviction 

and interest that it does now. This has been an important and un-expected 

learning outcome. 

Treatment C o m m o n a l i t i e s — The last observation to make about 

unexpected learning outcomes is an observation about the commonalit ies 

involved in différent treatment approaches. In exploring Twelve Step 

recovery, psychoanalytic approaches, cognitive behavioural approaches, 

residentiat addiction treatment centres, offender treatment programmes and 

institutions, one-to-one psychotherapy, and therapeutic communit ies they 

seem to share common features with différent combinations of emphasis. I 

note this because, in my expérience, they tend to set themseives up as 

différent and to suggest that one approach is the best or, less admirably, that 

some other approach is less than theirs. The offender treatment people 

criticise psychotherapy, the offender treatment special ists misunderstand and 
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somet imes misrepresent the Twelve Step process, and the cognitive 

behavioural specialists do not meet with those who work with offenders using 

a psychoanalytic model. In my observation, all the committed treatment 

modalit ies, whatever they say about themselves, combine psycho-education, 

some kind of group process [even if it is only a dyad], recognise the 

importance of the therapeutic relationship, do family of origin and cognitive 

behavioural work. The tendency towards professional territoriality hinders the 

development of work and prevents a proper analysis of approaches across 

the board that might generate a 'best ever 1 approach to responding to these 

behaviours. 

Conceptual Contributions 

The products of this doctoral project contain a number of distinctive 

conceptual contributions to psychotherapy and adjacent disciplines. 

Summary of Causation—The first is the development of my own summary of 

causation in the case of clergy sexual misconduct [Appendix H]. I believe that 

this is the best summary that is currently available. This summarises and 

explains, in a nutshell, the reasons for the greater prevalence of misconduct 

that occurs among the clergy than among other caring professionals. 1 quote it 

here because of its importance to understanding sexual misconduct among 

religious officials, 
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The high levéis of sexual abuse in the church can be 
explained, in summary, by this combination: vulnerable 
people with sexual and personal problems in positions of 
power, functioning in multiple roles, in stressful jobs with 
much boundary ambiguity, working with other people, often 
vulnerable and needy and without boundaries, in an 
organisation without training or supervision, in an 
ecclesiastical culture dominated by systemic sexual shame 
and pandémie secrecy.[2002, p99] 

While this summary Statement goes back to earlier research into sexual 

misconduct, it has been strengthened, tested and expanded in the pursuit of 

both proposais that have been part of this doctoral project. 

Addiction Recovery and Offender Treatment—Another thîng that stands 

out has been a leaming of approaches to offender treatment and the 

intégration of thèse, where appropriate, into the strategy of treatment for 

sexual addiction and compulsivity. Standing out among thèse has been the 

work of Bays and Freeman-Longo [1989] on cycles of behaviour and the work 

of Ward [in press] on the importance of working towards creating an 

individually tailored and enriched quality of life as a goal of offender treatment. 

Not only have thèse approaches been integrated into the training manual , I 

am aware that they have corne to play, in their différent ways, a significant 

role in my clinical practice. 

Narcissistic Damage: A Common Root—The last thing that stands out as 

distinctive is the development of thought about the way in which religious 

behaviour and addictive behaviours are both connected to narcissistic 

damage. As this connection became clear to me, the linking through 

narcissistic damage, I went back to Wil l iam James . I had not read The 
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Var ie t ies of Re l ig ious Expérience, fïrst published in 1902, for many years. 

In re-reading James I realised that, over a hundred years ago, he was 

exploring this connection between religion and addiction. He writes as follows 

[1982, D426] 

It is evident that from the point of view of their 
psychological mechanism, the c lass ic mysticism and thèse 
lower mysticisms spring from the same mental level, from 
that great subliminal or transmarginal région of which 
sc ience is beginning to admit the existence, but of which so 
little is known. That région contains every kind of matter 
'snake' and 'seraph' abide there side by side 

Addiction and religion are both solutions to the problem of non-being and thus 

both are about the search for life. It is not that religion is an addiction, but that 

addiction and the search for God are connected by human need. This must be 

especial ly true of sexual addiction because sex, in its own right, is about the 

fulfälment of life. Sex and religious behaviour are both about the search for 

life...'life in ail i tsful lness' [John 10:10]. The snake and the seraph do, indeed, 

abide side by side. 

C o n c l u s i o n 

I am aware that while I am interested in sexual addiction and compulsivity, I 

work with a broader range of psychosexual and relationship problems. 

Research and clinical practice work in tandem and are richer together than 

apart. I am glad that I chose to do this particular doctoral programme. I have 

appreciated the inter-play between the theoretical and the clinical. I look 

forward to that continuing beyond the programme. The practice has expanded 

and the practice has been enriched and animated by a parallel académie 
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process. Four years ago I wrote that the work that lies ahead, and these 

studies connected with it, to be 'integrative, appropriate, sequential, 

interconnected, successive, and finally, culminating'. I believe this to have 

been achieved. 
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16*Dec«mber 2001 

Candida Large 
Wolvercote Clinic, Horion Hosp'rtal 
Long Grove Road 
Epsom 
Surrey 
KT19 8PZ 

Please find enciosed some packets of information for any perspective clergy 
candidates for interview. Each packet contatns: 

1. Letter of introduction 
2. Interview pro forma 
3. Confidentiality agreement [2 coptes] 
4. A repiy fonm that can be sent to me 
5. SAE 

This will allow you to approach any possible candidate and to give them the 
necessary information. There is also a packet for your own files. 

I am coming down on Wednesday 19* December at 11:00am to interview Donald 
and could stay on in the aftemoon if there is anyone else to see. I am hoping to 
have some time to talk to Valérie Sheehan after I have seen Donald. My 
interview with him ought to end just before lunch. 

I know too that you must be hugely busy and I am sorry to add to your burden. 
You have been very kind to agrée to help organise some of this and it is not 
taken for granted. 

1 will be on a conférence Monday/Tuesday but available some on the mobile 
07949 244582. 

Best wishes, 

Thaddeus Birchard 



A Letter to Prospective Clergy Participants 

4 t h December 2001 

I would like to begin by introducing myself and I would like to ask for your help. 

I am a psychotherapist and psychosexual therapist accredited by the British 
Association for Sexual and Relationship Therapy and registered with the United 
Kingdom Council for Psychotherapy. I trained at the Whittington Hospital and at 
the School of Health and Social Care, South Bank University. I am a doctoral 
candidate in psychotherapy on a programme jointly sponsored by Middlesex 
University and the Metanoia Institute. I work full time in clinical practice and 
research. I am also an NSM in the Diocese on London. 

This is the help I need—your willingness to be interviewed by me. I would be 
looking for your view on the connection between sexuality and religious 
behaviour, especially where this is experienced problematically and as 
troublesome. The interview would take about an hour and a half and would be 
open-ended and semi-structured. I would be asking you to share your experience 
and thoughts on these issues. Confidentiality would be protected by means of a 
written contract with me, and none of the content of the interview would be 
attributable to you in any way. Your insights will be of inestimable value. 

I enclose a reply form, a self-addressed envelope, a copy of my confidentiality 
commitment and an outline of the interview pro forma. I would be pleased to 
speak to you in advance of your decision so that I could answer any questions 
you might have about confidentiality, the structure of the interview, the research, 
or about me, the researcher. If it is permissible, and should you wish to ring, 
please feel free to reverse the charges. 

1 would also be happy for you to make reference to my Archdeacon, the Revd Dr 
Bill Jacob, 15a Gower Street, London, WC1 6HW [020 7323 1992] or to my 
Academic Advisor, Professor Michael Carroll, 73 Upper Church Road, Weston-
super-Mare, BS23 2HX [01934 643762]. 

All good wishes, 

Thaddeus Birchard 
Letter to Ctergy Participants 4.12.01 



Confîdentialrty Agreement between the Researcher and Clergy Part ic ipant 

Resea rch Project on The Relat ionship between Sexual and Rel ig ious Behav iour 

Interview Contract 

This project is part of a study at doctoral level that aims to explore the connection 
between sexual and refigious behaviour, parttculariy where this is troublesome or leads 
to problematic situations, expériences of great anguish or, sometimes, offender 
behaviour. The goal of the research is to contribute insights into causation, the better 
care and treatment of the clergy, and of offenders, and the création of better Systems of 
repair, éducation, awareness training and prévention. Further information about this 
research and my académie and professionai background is found on the letter inrtiating 
this interview. 

I woutd like to emphasize that 

• You participation is entirely voluntary 
• You are free to refuse to answer any questions at any time 
• You are free to withdraw at any time 
• Neither you nor your treatment programme is being evaluated 
• Involvement in this research has no bearing on your part in any programme 

of assessment or treatment 
- Should the interview schedule raise drfncult issues there wtH be opportunities 

forfeedback and debriefing at the end of the session 

I am committed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Conduct of the British Association for 
Sexual and Relationship Therapy and by simitar codes goveming research undertaken 
at Middlesex University and the Metanoia Institute. Wrthin this, and the policy of any 
treatment provider, I give the assurance that any records of the interview, whether 
written notes or on tapes, will be held confîdentialrty by me, any essential secretarial 
support, and by my doctoral research supervisor. Tapes will be destroyed on 
transcription. Any excerpts from the interview that form part of the report will not be 
attributed to you and no identifying characteristics will be included in the report. A copy 
of the written transcript will be sent to you for further comment and/or amendment. 

1 would be grateful if you wouid be kind enough to co-sign this form wrth me as a 
contract between us of thèse interview conditions. 

Participants Signature Date 

Name [block caprtals] 

Researchers Signature ' Date 

If you would like to be kept up to date on the progress of this research and to have 
copies of the outeome studies please tick here: 

Confidentiatty Contract Ctergy 16.12.01 



Interview Pro Forma for Clergy Participants in the Research Project 
Version 1 

During the interview I intend to ask open-ended and gênerai questions about the 
psychology of clergy sexual offending. The topics covered will be as follows and 
in the fotlowing order: 

General Thoughts and Comments 
Descriptions of the Phenomena 
Sexual Development and Aduît Sexual Behaviours 
Religious Development and Adult Religious Behaviours 
Co-existing or Connected Behaviours 
Causation 
Antécédents 
Treatment 
Prévention 
Recommendations to Psychotherapists 
More General Thoughts and Comments 

I would be grateful if, in advance of the interview, you would fill in the attached 
sheet. At the end to the interview I will ask for your views about some ideas that 
have emerged from the literature. 

Thaddeus Birchard 



Brief Demographic Information Request Form 
[Please use your own words and write as much or as little as you would like] 

Age: 
Marital Status: 
Children: 

Académie Background: 

Career Development and Last Position: 

Years of Expérience Working in the Ministry: 

Training, Qualifications and Types of Expérience: 

Church Background: 

Denominational Affiliation: 

Current Church Commitment: 

Anything eise that you would like to say about yourself: 



Follow up information request form 

Additional Questions [to be compteted at the end of the interview or left with the 
person interviewed with an sae to be posted on] 

The literature and the research, to date, suggest that some of the following 
factors are important in the understanding of the relationship between sexual and 
religious behaviour. 

Would use your expérience, background, lifef ministry, and knowledge, to 
venture some thoughts on the following issues...as they might, or might not, 
relate to a connection between sexual and religious behaviour in general... 

Please comment: 

Psychosexual 'set ups' in early family life: 

Conflicted feelings over gender, sexuality, or orientation: 

Déficits [unintended or otherwise] in the expérience of being parented: 

Low self worth masked by other behaviours: 

Alcohol usage: 

Sexual behaviour experienced as a kind of addiction: 

An inner sense of deep loneliness: 

Lack of career fulfitment: 

Unrecognised or unapprecíated personal skills and abilities: 

A sense of poweriessness over the behaviour 



Cycles of 'release and control': 
A need for personal consolation: 

Profound feelings of guilt and shame: 

Damaged or flawed sense of self: 

A sense of deserving a treat after hard work or service: 

The capacity to hold différent parts of life in separate compartiments: 

A désire to be respected and taken seriously: 

Perfectionism scripts: 

The need to control others for one's own comfort or safety: 

Unexpressed fear or anger: 

The need to be heard and taken seriously: 

Narcissistic damage : 

Interview Pro Forma for Professionals Version 1,13.12.01 



Confidential'rty Agreement 
between the Researcher and the Professional Participant 

Research Project on The Relationship 
between Sexual and Religious Behaviour in Clergy 

Interview Contract 

This project is part of a study at doctoral levé) that aims to explore the connection 
between sexual and religious behaviour in clergy, particularly where this is troublesome 
or leads to problematic situations, expériences of great anguish or, sometimes, offender 
behaviour. The goal of the research is to contribute insights into causation, the better 
care and treatment of the clergy, and of offenders, and the création of better Systems of 
repair, éducation, awareness training and prévention. Further information about this 
research and my académie and professional background is found on the letter initiating 
this interview. 

I would like to emphasize that 

• You participation is entirely voluntan/ 
• You are free to refuse to answer any questions at any time 
• You are free tp wrthdraw at any time 
• Neither you nor your programme is being evaluated 

• Should the interview schedule raise difficutt issues there will be opportunités 
for feedback and debriefing at the end of the session 

I am commîtted to abide by the Code of Ethics and Conduct of the British Association for 
Sexual and Relationship Therapy and by similar codes governing research undertaken 
at Middlesex Universrty and the Metanoia Institute. Wrthin this, and the policy of your 
own organisation, I give the assurance that any records of the interview, whether written 
notes or on tapes, will be held confidentiality by me, any essential secretarial support, 
and by my doctoral research supervisor. Tapes will be destroyed on transcription. Any 
excerpts from the interview that form part of the report will not be attributed to you and 
no identrfying characteristics will be included in the report. A copy of the written transcript 
will be sent to you for further comment and/or amendment. 

1 would be grateful if you would be kind enough to co-sign this form with me as a 
contract between us of thèse interview conditions. 

Participants Signature Date 

Name [block caprtals] 

Researchers Signature Date 

If you would like to be kept up to date on the progress of this research and to have 
copies of the outeome studies please tick hère: 

Confidentiality Contract Professionals 16.12.01 



Interview Pro Forma for Professional Participants in the Research Project 
Version 1 

During the interview I intend to ask open-ended and gênerai questions about the 
psychology of clergy sexual offending. The topics covered will be as follows and 
in the following order 

General Thoughts and Comments 
Description of the Phenomena 
Sexual Development and Adult Sexual Behaviours 
Religious Development and Adult Religious Behaviours 
Co-existing or Connected Behaviours 
Causation 
Antécédents 
Treatment 
Prévention 
Recommendations for Psychotherapists 
More General Thoughts and Comments 

I would be grateful rf, in advance of the interview, you would fill in the attached 
sheet. At the end of the interview I will ask your views about some ideas that 
have emerged from the (iterature. 

Thaddeus Birchard 



Brief Demographic Information Request Form 
[Ptease use your own words and write as much or as Utile as you would like] 

Age: 
Gender: 

Academic Background: 

Current Position: 

Years of Experience Working with Offenders: 

Training, Qualifications and Types of Experience: 

Anything eise that you would like to say about yourself: 



Follow up information request form 

Additional Questions [to be filled out at the end of the interview or left with the 
person interviewed with an sae to be posted on) 

The literature and the research, to date, suggest that some of the following 
factors are important in the understanding of the relationship between sexual and 
religious behaviour. 

Would you use your experience of the background, life, ministry, and knowledge 
to venture some thoughts on the following issues...as they might, or might not, 
relate to a connection, in your view, between sexual and religious behaviour in 
general... 

Please comment: 

Psychosexual 'set ups' in eariy family life: 

Conflicted feelings over gender, sexuality, or orientation: 

Déficits [unintended or otherwise] in the experience of being parented: 

Low self worth masked by other behaviours: 

Alcohol usage: 

Sexual behaviour experienced as a kind of addtction: 

An inner sense of deep loneliness: 

Lack of career fulfilment 

Unrecognised or unappreciated personal skills and abilities: 

A sense of poweriessness over the behaviour: 



Cycles of 'release and control': 

A need for personal consolation: 

Profound feetings of guitt and shame: 

Damaged or flawed sense of self: 

A sense of deserving a treat after hard work or service: 

The capacity to hold différent parts of life in separate compartments: 

A désire to be respected and taken seriously: 

Perfectionism scripts: 

The need to control others for one's own comfort or safety: 

Unexpressed fear or anger: 

The need to be heard and taken seriously: 

Narcîssistïc damage : 

Interview Pro Forma for Professionate Version 1,16.12.01 



Interview Response Form 

[Please Print] 

Surname ; 

First Name 

Signature 

Date Signed 

I would be Willing / not Willing to be interviewed by you. 

If you agree to be interviewed, I will make the necessary arrangements and will 
be in touch at the earliest opportunity. 

Interview Response Form 

[Please Print] 

Sumame 

First Name 

Signature 
Date Signed 

1 would be Willing / not Willing to be interviewed by you. 

If you agree to be interviewed, 1 will make the necessary arrangements and will 
be in touch at the earliest opportunity. 

Interview Response Form for Clergy ß.12.01 
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Outline of Specialist Seminars 

Psychotherapy Research 

Evidence Based Practice 
1 9 m April 2002 

DrG lenys Parry 
Professor Associate in Healthcare Psychology 
School of Health and Related Research, Sheffield 

Strengthening Your Practice Through Research 
30 t h May 2002 

Professor David Shapiro 
Honorary Professor at Leeds and Sheffield 
Psychological Thérapies Research Centre, Leeds 

Poetic Writing as Search and Research 
2 5 t h October2002 

Dr Miller Mair and David Hart 
Miller Mair, Resident Fellow at Kinharvie and 
Visiting Professor at City University 
David Hart, Poet in Résidence at the South Birmingham Mental Heath 
N H S Trust and Honorary Teaching Fellow at the University of Warwick 

Clinical Practice 

Towards an Effective Process and Outcomes Strategy for 
Evaluating the Psychological Thérapies 
16 t h September 1999 

Dr Michael Barkham 
Psychological Thérapies Research Centre, Leeds 

Relating Theory, Practice and Research: A Practical Seminar 
5 0 1 October 2000 

Dr Gill ian Butler 
Chartered Clinical Psychologist 
Fellow of the British Psychological Society 
Oxford Centre for Cognitive Therapy 

Embracing Multicultural Systems 
12 t h July 2002 

Dr Valer ie Batts 
Executive Director of Visions, Inc. 
Adjunct Faculty Member Episcopal Divinity School , Cambridge, M A 



Project Content 

Working with Trauma and Memory 
November 6 * 2000 

Professor Gillian Straker 
School of Psychology 
University of Witwatersrand 

Attachment, Trauma and Multipliern/ 
2 n d February 2002 

Valerie Sinason 
Consultant Research Psychotherapist 
Psychiatry of Disability Department, St George's Médical Schoo l , 
London 
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T H A D D E U S B I R C H A R D B A D I P T H M S C 

Psychotherapist and Psychosexual Therapist 
Marriage and Relatïonships 

0 Harley Street Tel: 020 7372 3155 Mobile: 07949 244582 21F Devonshire Place 
ondon Email: thaddeus@birchard.co.uk London 
r / l G 9PF www.birchard.co.uk W I G 6HZ 

1 1 t h October 2002 

Research on Sexual Addiction: Stratégies for Treatment and Training 

I am writing as a fellow member of BASRT, with the consent of the trustées, to 
a random sélection of colleagues to ask for your help with a project of 
research. 

A s part of the Doctor of Psychotherapy programme at the Metanoia Institute 
and Middlesex University, I am trying to develop a programme to train 
counsellors, psychotherapists and other health care professionals to better 
work with people who présent with problems that are currently and populaiiy 
being described as 'sexual addiction' or compulsivity. 

P lease read and complète the enclosed questionnaire. Do not hesitate to get 
in touch if you would like more information. A n S A E is enclosed for your 
convenience. Participation is confidential and ail responses are non-
attributable. This survey has been piloted by senior practitioners and 
assessed as clear, understandable and harm free to participants. 

P lease retum by 3 1 s t October. I am grateful to you for reading this letter and 
would like to thank you whether or not you feel able to participate. 

Sincerely, 

Thaddeus Birchard 

mailto:thaddeus@birchard.co.uk
http://www.birchard.co.uk


Psychotherapy Training. and the Treatment of Sexual Addiction 

Collation of the information from this questionnaire follows. 

This survey has been designed to explore the phenomena popularty being described as 
sexual addiction and to détermine how often and in what ways psychosexual therapists come 
across this phenomena in clinical practice, what training programmes or teaching units have 
been part of the training history of therapists preparing them to work with this problem, and 
what training do therapists think would be useful and pradical. 

For the purposes of this survey sexual addiction is defined as: 

A pattem of sexual behavîour— 
- That the client expériences as 'out of control' 
> Is not reliably able to stop 
- That brlngs wfth rt real and/or potential harmful conséquences 

Professional Demographics 

Age 

Gen der 

Current Occupation 

In What Area of the County Do You Work 

Year of BASRT Accréditation 

How many years have you done psychosexual work 

Please describe type of training 
i.e. Relate, BASRT, University Programme, Médical, other 

Approximate Length of Training 

Previous Occupation or Professional Background before Accréditation [rf any] 

Approximately how many hours per week do you spend in clinical practice? 

If your practice has been strongly influenced by any other discipline, please note and explain 

2 



Sexual Ad diction and Behavioural Types 

How oft en in clinical practice do you see 'sexual addiction'? 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionaüy 4 often 5 very often 

How often in clinical practice does it take the following form? 

Fantasy Sex: i.e. inordinate amounts of time spent lost in sexual fantasy 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Seductive Role Sex: i.e. many relationships at the same time, or one after another 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Anonymous Sex: i.e. engaging in sex with anonymous partners 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Paying for Sex: i.e. escorts, téléphone sex, massage part ours etc. 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Trading Sex: i.e. posing for sexually explidt photos or videos, receiving money for sex, etc. 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Voyeuristic Sex: i.e. using pomography, strip shows, peeping, etc. 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Exhibitionist Sex: i.e. exposing, flashing, etc. 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Intrusive Sex: i.e. indécent libertés, professional misconduct, inappropriate touch 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Pain Exchange Sex: i.e. giving or receiving pain or causing physical harm 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Object Sex: i.e. masturbating with objects, bestiaüty, cross-dressing to add to sexual intensity 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Sex with Chlldren: engaging in sex or using child pomography 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

How often in clinical practice do you see people for whom the Internet has become 
sexually problematic? 

1 Rarely 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Do you think that this is likely to be an increasing prob lern? 

Yes / No 
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'Sexual Ad diction' Training Needs 

Please cfreie Yes or No to the following five Statements: 

Yes/No I have already had sufficient teaching on the treatment of sexual addiction as 
part of my training as a therapist. 

Yes/No I have been on a short-term course or supplementary Workshop since training 
to leam aboutthis subject. 

If yes, please speerfy: 

Yes/No 1 believe a sexual addiction information and training module would be a 
usefut component of an Overall training programme. 

Yes/No If a short course on the treatment of sexual addiction were available at the 
right price, I would consider attending it 

Yes/No I believe that such a course ought to be broader and include information 
about substance use, process addjetions, romantic fantasy, co-addiction and 
the Internet as weil as, sexual addiction. 

General comments and suggestions: 

The définition for 'sexual addiction' is taken from Goodman, A., [1998] Sexual Addiction: An 
Integrated Approach, International Universities Press, Inc., Madison, Connecticut and the 
behavioural types' from Cames, P., [1991] Dont Call It Love, Recovery from Sexual 
Addiction, Bantam Books, New York 
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Psychotherapy Training and the Treatment of Sexual Ad diction 

Collation of Information 

29 replies out of 100 

Professional Demographics 

Age 

20-29 1 
30-39 2 
40-49 7 
50-59 9 
60-69 9 

Gender 

Men 8 
Women 21 

Geographica! Distribution 

London 9 
Home Counties 5 
SE 1 
SW 4 
NW 2 
NE 3 
Midlands 3 
Blank 1 
Unable to tell 1 

Years of Psychosexual Practice 

)n training 1 
I- 5 6 
6-10 8 
II- 15 9 
16-20 1 
More than 20 4 

Hours of Practice per Week 

I- 5 12 
6-10 9 
II- 15 3 
More than 15 2 
Not given 3 

How often in clinical practice do you see 'sexual addiction'? 

7% Rarely 51% seldom 24%occasionally 
7%often 0%very often 0% blank 
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How öfter» in clinical practice does rt take the following form? 

Fantasy Sex: i.e. inordinate amounts of time sperrt lost in sexual fantasy 

7% Rarely 37% seldom 27% occasionally 
14%often 3% very often 10% blank 

Seductive Role Sex: i.e. many relationships at the same time, or one after another 

10% Rarely 37% seldom 24% occasionally 
21% often 0% very often 0% blank 

Anonymous Sex: i.e. engaging in sex wfth anonymous partners 

34% Rarely 14% seldom 24% occasionally 
14% often 3% very often 10% blank 

Paying for Sex: i.e. escorts, telephone sex, massage parlours etc. 

7% Rarely 27% seldom 44% occasionally 
14% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Trading Sex: i.e. posing for sexually explicit photos or videos, receiving money for sex, etc. 

51% rarely 34% seldom 7% occasionally 
0% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Voyeuristic Sex: i.e. using pomography, strip shows, peeping, etc. 

10% Rarely 20% seldom 34% occasionally 
24% often 3% very often 7% blank 

Exhibitionist Sex: i.e. exposing, flashing, etc. 

41% Rarely 37% seldom 7% occasionally 
7% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Intrusive Sex: i.e. indecent liberties, professional misconduct, inappropriate touch 

14% Rarely 27% seldom 10% occasionally 
7% often 7% very often 7% blank 

Pain Exchange Sex: i.e. giving or receiving pain or causing physical harm 

24% Rarely 44% seldom 24% occasionally 
0% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Object Sex: i.e. masturbating wrth objects, bestiality, cross-dressing to add to sexual intensity 

10% Rarely 31 % seldom 37% occasionally 
10% often 0% very often 7% blank 

Sex wrth Children: engaging in sex or using child pomography 

64% Rarely 14% seldom 10% occasionally 
0% often 0% very often 10% blank 
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How often in clinical practice do you see people for whom the Internet has become 
sexually problematic? 

10% Rarely 20% seldom 37% occasionally 
14%often 10% very often 7% blank 

Do you think that this is likely to be an increasîng problem? 

Yes 25 85% 
No 1 3% 
Uncertain 1 3% 
Blank 2 7% 

'Sexual Addiction' Training Needs 

I have already had sufficient teaching on the treatment of sexual addiction as part of my 
training as a therapist. 

Yes 3 10% 
No 24 82% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 2 7% 

I have been on a short-term course or supplementary workshop since training to leam about 
this subject. 

Yes 8 27% 
No 20 68% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 1 3% 

I believe a sexual addiction information and training module would be a useful component of 
an overall training programme. 

Yes 28 95% 
No 0 0% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 1 3% 

If a short course on the treatment of sexual addiction were available at the right price, l would 
consider attending it. 

Yes 28 95% 
No 1 3% 
Uncertain 0 0% 
Blank 1 3% 
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I believe that such a course ought to be broader and include information about substance 
use, process addictions, romantic fantasy, co-addiction and the Internet, as well as, sexual 
ad diction 

Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
Blank 2 

24 
2 

82% 
7% 
3% 
7% 

Notes 

Ail peroentages were rounded up or down to the nearest whole figure. 

Of the participants who had already been on short course five of those attended courses run 
by me in préparation for this course. 

Other catégories of data from the questionnaire have been omitted. Thèse were in excess of 
requirement and have no bearing on the rest of the data solicited from the questionnaire. 

I.e. Current occupation 
Year of BASRT Accréditation 
Length of training 
Previous occupation 
The impact of other disciplines on psychosexual practice 

The question on 'kind of training' was too vague to generale useful information except to note 
that 16 out of 29 therapists were trained by Relate. 
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Evaluation Form 

Leicester Counselling Centre 
Sexual Addiction and the Internet 

Friday I Saturday 19 t h October 

Analysis and Collated Scores from the 11 participants 

Verypoor poor okay good verygood 

Was the propose of the 
course adequately outlined? 1 4 6 

Did the course meets its 
aims and objectives? 

How far did the course keep 
you interested? 

Was there a useful balance 
between theory and practice? 

Was the course pitched at an 
appropriate level for you? 

Was the pace appropriate? 

Were the teaching methods 
varied and appropriate? 

What was the standard of 
présentation? 

Did you have sufficient 
opportunity to ask questions? 

Are there any areas that needed more time? 

Fine 1 
Tic 1 
Blank 2 
No 1 
More time requested on case history 1 
More time requested on cycle of addiction 1 
More time requested on shame réduction 2 
Comment irrelevant to topic 1 
Request for more information from my personal practice 1 
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Are there any areas that should hâve been irtcluded? 

No 3 
Tic 1 
Blank 4 
More educational material on behaviours [I présume sexuai behaviours] 1 
More about child abuse 1 
Some eastem philosophy [I présume to balance Judaeo-Christian bias] 1 

Was there anything that you did not feel was useful? 

No 5 
Blank 4 

Experiential exercises needed more time forfeedback and more explanation 1 
Unhelpful cross-referencing of pattems and cycles 1 

What particulariy do you warrt to put into practice as a resuit of this training? 

Blank 2 
Cycle of addiction 5 
Thinking about other modal iti es 1 
Woridng with shame 1 
Working on spirituality 1 
Useful for ail addictive behaviours 1 
More compassion for atcoholics 1 

Do you feel that you now understand 'sexuai addiction'? 

Yesverymuch 2 
Yes 7 
[I have interpreted 'part time' as yes] 
Partly 1 
Reasonably well 1 

Do you feel better equipped to work with this phenomenon when presented in clinical 
practice? 

Yes very much 3 
Yes 7 
Partly 1 

Has sexuai addiction been a topic in any prior training? If so please describe. 

No 11 

What do you think would have improved this workshop? 

OK as it is 4 
Blank 3 
More legible writing on flip chart 1 
More time 1 
More information on how to work with clients in a person centred or psychodynamic way 1 
More discussion 1 
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Additional Commertts and Suggestions 

• Blank 3 
• Thank you. I am for [unreadable]. 
• I realiy enjoyed partiâpating in the workshop and found your style and delivery easy 

to follow and learn from, thanks. 
• Given the connections between computer technology and sexual addiction, I 

experienced this course as being at the cutting edge of understanding the work with 
clients and rts implications for the future. 

• A very worthwhife two days, including pre-reading material and video. 
• I found the work on narcissistic personality/shame/guilt particulariy helpful. It was 

wonderful to meet such an inspiring person who cares about people and wishes to 
share what he knows. Thank you. 

• The two days feJt so n'en—botft in tenus of the programme content but also the 
'pearls of wisdom' that you dropped in through out. Real depth behind it ail. Good use 
of serf. Wish you coufd reach a wider audience. Created safety for personal 
exploration in exercises. 

• Very charisma tic présentation. I realiy valued his sharing his own personal 
expériences. Interesting and well thought out / well timed workshops. I would be 
interested to attend future workshop / training with this présenter. 

• Good pace, Loads of useful information, energising and enabling, good handouts, 
including book list! 

11 



The évaluation form itself was based on a questionnaire published to evaluate a conférence 

that was organised by the Lucy Faithfull Foundation in the spring of 2001, lead by Tony Ward 

on new approaches to the treatment of sexual offenders. This foundation is a spedalist 

training-organisation and it seemed to me that this appropriateiy amended provides an 

économie and comprehensive evaluative overview. 
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Speaking Engagements 2001 - 2004 

North West Psychosexual Training Group Training Day, Manchester, July 
2004, 'Understanding and Working with Sexual Addiction and Compulsivity 

Confer, January 2004, Tavistock Clinic, London, Lecture, 'Cure of Souls', an 
exploration into love and psychotherapy 

Churches Ministerial Counsell ing Service, October and November 2003, 
February and March 2004, Four One-Day Regional Conferences, Taunton, 
York, Manchester, and London, Facilitation on the Theme 'Abuse of Power in 
the Church ' . 

Southwest Theological Training Scheme, Sarum Col lege, Salisbury, 
November 2003, Seminar, 'Ethics and Non-abusive Ministry' 

The Adlerian Society, Conway Hall, London, October 2003, 'Treatment 
Priorities in a Psychotherapeutic Response to Sexual Addiction with Particular 
Reference to the Internet' 

British Associat ion for Supervision, Psychotherapy and Research, Annual 
Conference on Supervision, July 2003, Workshop, 'Women, Sexual Addiction 
and the Internet' 

London Marriage Guidance Counci l , Tottenham Court Road , May 2003, Day 
Workshop, Sexual Addiction Treatment and Training 

Confer, Community Arts, Islington, November, 2002, Lecture, 'Shame and 
Sexuality' 

The Adlerian Society, St Hilda's Col lege, Oxford, September 2002, Lecture 
'From Shame to Grace...Continuing the Journey' 

British Associat ion for Supervision, Pract ice, and Research, Annual 
Conference on Supervision, Workshop, July 2002, 'Men, Religion and Sexual 
Offending' 

U K C P Inaugural Research Conference, University of Surrey, May 2002, 
Research Paper, Researching Sensit ive and Distressing Subjects' 

British Associat ion for Sexual and Relat ionship Therapy, Annual Conference, 
May 2002, Paper: 'Sexual Addiction and the Internet' 

Bridge Counsell ing Service, Basi l idon, Saturday Workshop for Counsel lors 
April 2002 'Religious Behaviour Dysfunctional and Dystonic' 

Confer, Tavistock Clinic, London, Master C lass in Supervision, February 2002 
Presentation of C a s e Material for Supervis ion by Dr Joyce McDougal l 
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The Lunar Club, The Sloane Club, Sloane Square, London, February 2002, 
After Dinner Talk, 'Improving the Quality of Your Relationships' 

Adlerian Society, Conway Hall, London, September 2001, Lecture Sexual 
Addiction: Myth or Reality?' 

Relate Trainer Day Workshop, Rugby, May 2001, 'An Atmosphere of Shame, 
Working with the Consequences of Narcissistic Damage' 

Advanced Psychosexual Training, Muswell Hill, May 2001, Workshop, 'An 
Introduction to Sexual Addiction' 

Bridge Counsell ing, Basi l idon, November 2000, Workshop, 'Shame and 
Behavioural Responses to Narcissist ic Damage' 

Sheffield University, July, 2000, Workshop, 'Narcissistic Damage—Sexual i ty 
and Religious Behaviour" 

British Associat ion for Sexual and Relationship Therapy, Annual Conference 
on Sexual Addiction [Organisation and Principal Address] May 2000 



The Lunar Club, The Sloane Club, Sloane Square, London, February 2002, 
After Dinner Talk, Improving the Quality of Your Relationships' 

Adler ian Society, Conway Hall, London, September 2001, Lecture Sexual 
Addict ion: Myth or Reality?' 

Relate Trainer Day Workshop, Rugby, May 2001, 'An Atmosphere of Shame, 
Working with the Consequences of Narcissistic Damage' 

Advanced Psychosexual Training, Muswell Hill, May 2001, Workshop, 'An 
Introduction to Sexual Addiction' 
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Psychotherapy Training and the Treatment of Sexual Addiction 

Thank you for being willing to complète this questionnaire. 

This questionnaire has been designed to explore the phenomendn described as sexual 
addiction and to détermine how often and in what ways therapists corne across this 
phenomenort in clinical practice, what training programmes or teaching units have been part 
of the training history of therapists preparing them to work with this problem, and what training 
do therapists think would be useful and pradical. 

For the purposes of this survey sexual addiction is defined as: 

A pattem of sexual behaviour— 
> Which the client expériences as 'out of contror 
* Which the client is not reliably able to stop 
> That brings with ft real and/or potential harmful conséquences 

Professional Demographie? 

Your professional background 

Aoe 3 * 

Bender 

Currentoccupation NWJç, f/ea/fcy A*^£±r 

In what area of the county do you work S W±t r~ 6Vvj 

Number of years of BASRT accréditation M ^ 

How many years have you done psychosexual work ^ " ^ ^ * S ^* ' * 

Please describe type of training fl-o (c--/e 
i.e. Relate, University Programme, Médical, other 

Approximate duration of trainino t t o ^ J 

Previous occupation or professional background before accreditation [if any] 

Approximately how many hours per week do you spend in psychosexual clinical 
practice? 5" 

If your practice has been strongly influenced by any other discipline, pfease note and explain 
i.e. nursing, social work, ministry , , r r « 



2 

Sexual Addiction and Behavioural Types 

How offen in clinical practice do you see Clients with 'sexual addiction'? 

{Clever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

How often in clinical practice does rt take the following form? 

Fantasy Sex: i.e. inordinate amounts of time spent lost in sexual fantasy 

(^hever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Seductive Role Sex: i.e. many relationships at the same time, or one after another 

T̂̂ ever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 öfter» 5 very often 

Anonymous Sex: i.e. engaging in sex with anonymous partners 

<^^ever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Paying for Sex: i.e. escorts, telephone sex, massage pariours etc. 

^ îever 2 seldom . 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Trading Sex: i.e. posing for sexually explidt photos or Videos, receiving money for sex, etc. 

fl^ever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Voyeuristtc Sex: i.e. using pomography, strip shows, peeping, etc. 

(C lever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Exhibitionist Sex: i.e. exposing, flashing, etc. 

^J^pfever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Intruslve Sex: i.e. indecent liberties, professional misconduct, inappropriate touch 

^T^levef 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Pain Exchange Sex: i.e. giving or receiving pain or causing physical härm 

CD, 
ever 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Object Sex: i.e. masturbating with objects, bestialrty, cross-dressing to add to sexual intensity 
(^T)&ver 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Sex w'rth Children: engaging in sex or using child pomography 

1 never ^2^ädom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

How often in clinical practice do you see people who seem to be sexually addicted to 
the use of the internet? 

^ ^ e v e r 2 seldom 3 occasionally 4 often 5 very often 

Do you think that this problem is likely to present more frequency? 

êSy No / Uncertain 



3 

Sexual Addiction Training Needs 

Please circle Yes or No to the following five Statements: 

YesÇJoJ 

Yes/No 

I have already had sufficient teaching on the treatment of sexual addiction as 
part of my training as a the ra pi st. 

I have been on a short-term course or supplementary Workshop since training 
to leam about mis subject. 

|f yes, please specify: 

I believe a sexual addictioh information and training module would be a 
useful component of an overall training programme. 

If a short course on the treatment of sexual addiction were available at the 
right pnce, I would consider àttending it. 

YeslNo I believe that such a course ought to be broader and include information 
about substance use, process addictions, romantic fantasy, co-addiction and 
the Internet, as well as, sexual addiction. 

General comments and suggestions: 

The définition for 'sexual addiction' is taken from Goodman, A., [1998] Sexual Addiction: An 
Integrated Approach, International Universities Press, Inc., Madison, Connecticut and the 'behavioural 
types' from Cames, P., [1991] Don't Call It Love, Recovery from Sexual Addiction, Barrtam Books, 
New York 
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Product 1 

Narcissistic Damage, Sexual Addiction 
and Religious Behaviour 
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The purpose of this article is to identify and describe the interconnection 

between sexual addiction and aspects of religious behaviour as a means of 

informing psychotherapeutic and psychosexual treatment strategies and 

facilitating the work of other health professionals. Little has been done in this 

field and it is important to equip health care professionals with the requisite 

insights and techniques for dealing with these issues when presented. 

Obviously, this will be particularly important in the treatment of offenders who 

combine sexual and religious patterns of behaviour. It should also be useful in 

the treatment of other clients who present with patterns of sexual behaviour 

which are perceived as unmanageable and deleterious and where these 

patterns coexist with significant elements of past or current religiosity. It 

should also be useful in helping therapists to understand the aetiology and 

outgoing dynamics of some forms of religious behaviour that are presented in 

the clinical environment. It can sometimes be difficult to work with clients with 

strong religious convictions because of the high levels of splitting and the 

existence of defence systems that are underpinned by moral absolutism and a 

divinely guaranteed certitude that will not be chal lenged. 

This ambiguity and interconnection can bring with it damaging consequences. 

On the 5th November 1997, a panel of ecclesiast ical judges called for the 

deposition of the Rev 'd Clifford Wil l iams. They accused him of adultery and 

leading a 'double life' within the Church of W a l e s and recommended that he 

be 'removed from the incumbency of his parish, expel led from the office of a 

cleric, and deposed from Holy Orders' [The Dai ly Te leg raph , Thursday, 6th 

November 1997]. Almost ten years ago Marie Fortune wrote [1994, p116], 
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'The Roman Catholic Church in the U S expects to spend $1 billion by the year 

2000 in settlement of cases of misconduct by the clergy'. According to the 

G u a r d i a n [Saturday, 8th November 1997], the Roman Cathol ic Church in the 

United Kingdom 'could be forced to pay out millions of pounds to settle more 

than 250 claims from people who claim to have been abused' . Both of these 

predictions have culminated with the media controversy that currently 

surrounds the Cardinal Archbishops of both Boston and Westminster. The 

implications and consequences of the sex and religion interconnection are 

often expensive, disturbing, and tragic. History has many examples of the 

unhappy side of the interconnection between sex and religion. 

The format of this article will be to discuss sexual addiction, religious 

behaviour and narcissistic damage and to explore how these three things are 

associated and interconnected. The remainder of the article will be given over 

to understanding the implications of this interconnection for the design of 

appropriate psychotherapeutic and psychosexual treatment strategies. 

'Sexua l Add ic t i on ' 

The term 'sexual addiction' began to be used in the United States and has 

been slowly seeping into British popular culture largely through the media and 

in relationship to pop stars and high profile media figures going to special ised 

addiction treatment centres in the United States. A s a term taken up by the 

media, it does not come from the world of academic or medical sexology, or 

from the world of therapeutic practice, but rather it has grown out of the 

experience of ordinary women and men trying to make sense of a self-

identified shared experience. In this way, it has been introduced through the 
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growth and prolifération of the Twelve Step groups. Thèse recovery groups 

began with the foundation of Alcohol ics Anonymous and have grown and 

diversified, first to include substances other than alcohol, and then 

behaviours, for example, gambling, compulsive debt and sexual behaviour. 

The term and the concept of 'sexual addiction' have corne from two sources: 

people in the streetand specialists in addiction studies. Addiction studies are 

a relatively new speciality and are informed by very new discoveries in the 

chemistry of neuro-transmission. The term 'sexual addiction' has been chosen 

by recovery group members to describe most accurately their expérience of 

themselves in relation to pattems of self-identified sexual behaviour. The 

concept has met with some résistance partly because of its perceived 

American coinage, partly because it has its roots in addiction studies rather 

than psychosexual therapy or sexual medicine, and partly through défensive 

misunderstandings that have led to an often ill informed debate between 

académies, clinicians, and joumalists. 

The term 'addiction* cornes from the Greek and means literally 'to the dictator' 

[GrifRn-Shelley, 1991]. It sums up the sensé of slavery that is the subjective 

expérience of the people who présent with th isordero f repeating activity. This 

term, which seems to be so modem, is actually 'describing ancient behaviour" 

[Butts, 1992 p128], In c lassical Greek philosophical thought, thèse behaviours 

tended to be seen as disorders of uncontrolled appetite. Good behaviour 

demanded modération [Foucault, 1984], St. Paul used the language of slavery 

to describe his expérience of his own behaviours in Romans [Romans 7:14-

end]. Uncontrollable sexual behaviours had a powerful developmental place in 
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the life of Augustine [Boulding, 1997]. More than a hundred years ago, Freud 

described masturbation as the 'primary addiction' and fifty years ago Otto 

Fenichel used the term 'sexual addiction' [Goodman, 1998]. At about the 

same time as Freud, the German psychiatrist Krafft-Ebing described 

phenomenon that he named 'pathological sexuality' [1886, p70], 

It permeates all his thoughts and feelings, allowing of no 
other aims in life, tumultuously, and in a rut-like fashion 
demanding gratification without granting the possibility of 
moral and righteous counter-presentations, and resolving 
itself into an impulsive, insatiable succession of sexual 
enjoyments. This pathological sexuality is a dreadful 
scourge for its victim, for he is in constant danger of 
violating the laws of the state and of morality, of losing his 
honour, his freedom and even his life. 

This seems to be the same phenomenon that is now called 'sexual addiction' 

by people in addiction recovery programmes and in Twelve Step fellowships 

for sexual recovery. 

Much of this behaviour has historically been subsumed in psychoanalytic 

theory under the headings of hypersexuality and paraphil ias. Sex addiction 

appeared as a term, briefly as a side reference, in the Amer ican Psychiatric 

Associat ion's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders III 

Revised [DSM III R] but was dropped in D S M IV. There is currently a working 

party seeking to gather empirical data and present the case , with the 

accumulated evidence of new research, for its inclusion in D S M V [Cames, 

1999]. Surely it matters less what it is called than the fact that 'this dreadful 

scourge' is identified, descr ibed, and understood, s o that effective treatment 

strategies can be countenanced and properly put in place. 
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Patrick C a m e s [1991], Aviel Goodman [1998] and Charlotte Kasl [1989] have 

all done seminal research. All of these books are highly recommended. The 

first is important for its analysis and survey results, the second for its 

comprehensiveness and its comparisons with historic psychotherapeutic 

theory, and the last because of its distinctive focus on women and addiction. 

C a m e s lists what he calls the '10 Signs of Sex Addiction' [1991 p11]. Other 

special is ts working in the field broadly share this outline of symptoms. 

• A pattern of 'out of control behaviour 
• Severe consequences due to sexual behaviour 
• Inability to stop despite adverse consequences 
• Persistent pursuit of destructive or high risk behaviour 
• On going desire or effort to limit sexual behaviour 
• Sexual obsession and fantasy as a primary coping strategy 
• Increasing amounts of sexual experience because the 

current level of activity is no longer sufficient 
• Severe mood changes around sexual activity 
• Inordinate amounts of time spent obtaining sex, being 

sexual or recovering from sexual experience 
• Neglect of important social, occupational, or recreational 

activities because of sexual behaviour 

In my experience as a clinician, all of these, or almost al l , are usually present 

in the phenomena. However, some sex addicts reach long periods, or a 

lifetime, of plateau behaviour at chronic levels of intensity. Some use sexual 

behaviour within a larger mix of other addictive behaviours. These cases can 

display a more moderate set of sexual symptoms with the principal 

deleterious symptoms clustering around other behaviours. 

Aviel Goodman 's [1998] work is a detailed, painstaking, and convincing 

examination of the phenomena in relationship to historic psychoanalytic 
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theory and récent advances in the neurochemistry of addiction. His définition 

of sexual addiction is summary and définitive [1998, p 8], 

Thèse two characteristics of the behavioural pattem, 
récurrent failure to control the behaviour and continuation 
despite significant harmful conséquences represent the 
key features of the addictive disorders. A condition in which 
some form of sexual behaviour is employed in a pattem 
that fits the définition of an addictive disorder merits the 
désignation sexual addiction. 

Sexual addiction is not defined by type, object, sexual orientation or social 

acceptability but [Goodman 1998 p234] 'by the relationship between the 

behaviour and the person's life'. 

Charlotte Kasl 's contribution is an important book on this subject, written by a 

woman forwomen. Kasl writes that [1989 p15] 

Addiction has become a popular term because it gives 
us a concrète way to describe an expérience most of us 
recognise—an obsess ive dependency on people, 
substances, money, material goods, or situations. 

She describes the five basic criteria for addiction in this way [1989 p20], 

• Power lessness to stop at will 
• Harmful conséquences 
• Unmanageability in other areas of life 
• Escalation of use 
• Withdrawal upon quitting 

She goes on to say that addiction, most of ail, involves 'powerlessness' and 

'unmanageability' [1989 p27]. Whi le thèse clinicians and researchers have 

différent approaches and emphases , Kas l , Goodman, and Carnes ail have 

overlapping définitions, comprehensive and persuasive arguments, and 

broadly the same view. 
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Somet imes the term 'compulsive sexual behaviour' is used, in place of, or 

along side sexual addiction. This term emphasises that the behaviour is 

undertaken to relieve painfui affect. While this is true, these behaviours 

contain such powerful positive reinforcements that they are cleaiiy sought in 

their own right. One recovering self-defined sex addict, whose pattems of 

behaviour had been highly antisocial, said of his behaviour l l have never 

experienced anything so intensely pleasurable, neither before ñor since'. 

However, the concept of 'addiction' contains both senses—behaviour used for 

the avoidance of painfui affect and for the acquisition of the intensely 

pleasurable at the same time. 

Let the Addict Speak 

Sexual addiction is not about any one type of behaviour but rather it is 'a 

syndrome in which some form of sexual behaviour relates to and affects an 

individual's life in such a manner as to accord with the definition of addiction' 

[Goodman 1998 p234]. Goodman goes on to say [1998 p235] 

Whether a pattem of sexual behaviour qualif ies as 
sexual addiction is determined not by the type of 
behaviour, its object, its frequency, or its social 
acceptability, but by the relationship between this 
behaviour and an individual's life, as indicated in the 
definition and specif ied in the diagnostic criteria. 

Therefore it is not about homosexual, heterosexual, or solitary behaviours but 

about how these behaviours are experienced and how they are experienced 

as impacting on the life of the client. The following examples will help to 

¡Ilústrate this point. Three of these examples are taken directly from the 

testimony of people who self identify as sex addicts and three are case 

histories. 
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Anonyme-us Story 

The principal book of the Twelve Step recovery îellowship, Sex and Love 

Addicts Anonymous, called by members after A A tradition the 'Big Book', 

includes a number of personal historiés. One addict described his expérience 

in this way [Anonymous 1986 p200], 

But going to the strip joints in Boston's Combat Zone, 
peering in Windows, compulsive masturbation, and 
eventually exhibitionism were not 'cheating' on my 
wife... I would spend spring and summer nights 
exhibiting myself, masturbating, drinking, peering in 
Windows, and gradually getting sicker. 

Notice, in this and ail of thèse examples, the unmanageabil ity and chaotic 

nature of the behaviour, how it is takes up inordinate amounts of time, 

interfères with the rest of life, is clearly unsafe and unsatisfying and, in some 

cases seriously anti-social. It is experienced as relentless and unstoppable. 

Jenny's Story 

This is Jenny's story [Anonymous 1987 p 205] 

I became so compulsive about masturbating that l'd 
inflict pain upon myself in order to have an orgasm.. . . I 
now see that my addiction was actually fed by the 
shame I felt about my sexual behaviour Over a 
period of time I had been hospitalised for various 
'accidents', but no one ever questioned me about them. 
Eventually I found that I needed even more physical pain 
in order to achieve an orgasm, and I resorted to self-
flagellation, electric shock, and burning myself while I 
masturbated. 

In reading Jenny's story it is not difficult to understand why Krafft-Ebbing 

described this kind of behaviour as 'a dreadful scourge' . Of particular note is 
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Jenny 's recognition of cascading shame and the way in which the behaviour 

needed to be intensified to maintain the effect. 

A l v i n ' s Story 

From the same collection of autobiographical accounts [Anonymous 1987 

p292], Alvin's story brings together the twin issues of sexual addiction and 

religious behaviour, 

Very early in my life, I discovered that there were two 
ways l could successful ly avoid reality: perfectionism 
and sexual preoccupat ion. . . My addiction intensified 
after ordination. I had a position that commanded 
respect and trust; my addict proceeded to use that 
respect and trust in a number of seductive, manipulative, 
and abusive ways. 

In my experience, this combination of perfectionism and sexual addiction is 

not uncommon in ministerial vocation and brings with it vulnerability to sexual 

misconduct. 

Having drawn from the testimonies of addicts in recovery, l tum to a number 

of illustrative examples of this phenomenon from my own clínica! experience. 

These are representative and composite descriptions rather than actual case 

histories. I have changed ñames and other content to hide identities. 

C l in i ca l c a s e : S a m 

Some years ago I saw a young man who was out on bail and awatting trial for 

sexual abuse of a number of boys on a júnior football team. While he was 

waiting for trial over many months, he was still driving around in his car, 

cruising playgrounds, looking for opportunities to exposing himself to 
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youngsters in an attempt to create sexual involvement. This clearly fits the 

c lass ic criteria of an addiction: 'récurrent failure to control' and 'in the face of 

harmful conséquences'. This young man came from a professional family, 

was highly intelligent, an engineer and exceptionally well educated. He was 

eventually sent to prison. The outcome of this version of the 'dreadful scourge' 

was vast amounts of misery for the youngsters who were abused, their 

families, this young man's family and the young man himself. 

C l i n i ca l C a s e : L iam 

Liam was a middle-aged married man with three children who was in a 

recovery programme for drug addiction. The 'acting ouf patterns, at their 

worse, involved anonymous unprotected réceptive oral sex in public places 

with sometimes many men in one evening. The major issue behind the other 

issues was, in his words, 'I am addicted to sex that dégrades'. Hère, were 

powerlessness and unmanageability. Given the profoundly grave nature of 

this man's behaviour for his health and the other dangers involved, the word 

addiction seems, to me, to be the only adéquate term to describe the ' locked 

in' répétitive character of his behaviour. He was also in despair, in constant 

suicidai ideation, and overwhelmed by shame. The phenomenon that he 

experienced was neither intimate nor fun but rather raging and relentless. 

C l in i ca l C a s e : Roge r 

Roger was a middle-aged electrician whose sexual patterns outside of 

marriage involved the use of prostitutes. He was a man of a great and 

sincerely held fundamentalist religious conviction. His behavioural patterns 
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were highly ritualisée) but often culminated with reeeiving oral sex or 

masturbation. In spite of this man's religious faith and conversion expérience, 

in spite of the danger and in spite of financial embarrassment, the behaviour 

continued. He said that 'When I am in my religious behaviour it is though 

nothing eise in the world exists or matters and when I am in my sexual 

behaviour it is though nothing eise in the world exists or matters'. I began to 

quote this to another man with a similar combination of sexual and religious 

behaviours and before I was halfway through he was able to complète the 

quote. This points to, not only the power, but to the similarity of the process. 

Sexual behaviour and eestatic worship, behaviourally and chemically, can 

sometimes create a tunnel of exclusion and, for that moment, nothing eise 

exists. 

Setting up the Pattems 

Adult sexual pattems are based on a template emerging from family of origin 

expérience and the distinct expérience of an individual within the family of 

origin. It is like a collage of pattems laid down consciously and unconsciously 

over time. It is, in Kohuf s words [Firman and Gi la, 1997, p125], a 'telescoping 

of genetically analogous materiał'. The pattems of sexual addlction, seem to 

me, to be a combination of learned behaviours and random incidents. Stern 

[1998] describes this process as a process of aggregation and distillation. He 

cal ls thèse gênerai schemes General ised Event Structures and considers 

them to be the building b locks of cognitive development and autobiographical 

memory [1998 p97]. Sexual préférences and preferred behaviours are formed 
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in the same way. Carnes writes that [1999] 'in acting out and in the fantasy is 

the history embedded'. 

Sexual addiction is interfamilial, and intergenerational. Somet imes it ricochets 

down through générations, alternating, or in combination with religious 

behaviour, substance abuse, eating disorders or other addiction Substitutes or 

alternatives. These patterns create a tailor-made circuit of arousal and the 

behaviours are repeated for the avoidance of painful affect and for the 

intensity of the pleasure. The power is compounded because it is attached to 

reproductivity. Solitary sexual behaviour is freely available and more 

accessib le than the acquisition of drugs and alcohol. Sexual fantasy is always 

avai lable and is mostly invisible to others. 

The Functions and Conséquences of Sexual Addiction 

People engage addictively in sexual behaviours to control painful affect, to 

avoid feelings of loneliness, and to ward off the dread of non-being. In this 

way it works like a narcotic. Once the addict begins the behaviour he/she is 

out of pain, and out of reality, for the duration of the épisode. From the 

moment the behaviour kicks in until the cycle is completed [sometimes, but 

not always by orgasm], there is a sense of oblivion. However bad it is after the 

behaviour, loneliness, anxiety, and shame are banished for the duration. Sex 

addiction is driven by the desire and need to merge. The trance-like State 

reported by sex addicts provides a high level of arousal and relief from painful 

reality. The behaviour wards off boredom and provides temporary intensity. 

Many recovering addicts, in hindsight, see the behaviour as having been a 
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survival tool, a way of dealing with inherited painful affect, that becomes, in its 

own right, part of the problem rather than the solution. 

Sexual addiction has hannfui conséquences for the individual. The feelings of 

shame and low self-worth are compounded and exacerbated by the sexual 

behaviours and create a vicious cycle of self-hatred and contempt. However, 

the harmful conséquences of sexual addiction are often unacknowledged in 

our society and extend far beyond the individual and his/her immédiate circle. 

For example, as in Julie's story, people are treated everyday in Sexual Health 

Cl in ics without health Professionals recognising that the d isease behind the 

d isease might be sexual addiction. Perhaps much work-place sexual 

harassment stems from sexual addiction and sexual addiction has a serious, 

but so far unrecognised, impact on work-place productivity. According to 

C a m e s [1999] by April 1999 the top five paying cyber-sex sites were getting 

over 19 million hits a month and the free sites 98 million. He reports that 7 0 % 

of this traffic in the United States of Amer ica takes place between 9:00am and 

5:00pm. This suggests that sexual addiction has harmful conséquences for, 

not only individuals, but the work place and the wider economy as well . 

Sexual addiction disturbs family life, affects careers and public office, créâtes 

accidents, drives people to suicide, can be associated with crime and anti

social activity and motivâtes much abuse and contributes to human tragedy. 

Narcissistic Impairment 

I argue that narcissistic impairment is the core issue behind ail forms of 

addiction. The addictive process produces relief from inadequacy, lonel iness, 
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inner distress, anger, shame, and other painful affects. Laaser [1991 p215] 

describes sexual addiction as 'used to escape feeüngs', 'numbing', and used 

for its 'narcotic like effect' and Kas! [1989 p4], as a way of 'attempting to tili an 

emptiness' paradoxically ' and getting hungrier and hungrier\ 

The experience she descr ibes was confirmed first-hand in the case histories 

and autobiographical accounts described eariier in this article. She sums up 

the connection between the Symptoms of the behaviour, the causat ion, and 

the continuation of the behaviour. In effect, sexual addiction medicates the 

deep inner feelings of low self-worth, provides Windows of intensity and 

oblivion, and is used to forestall hopelessness and the fear of non-being. The 

cause is located in narcissistic wounding, in resultant disorders of the seif, in 

the accompanying negative affects, and in an inherent sense of a defective 

seif. 

Narcissistic damage ar ises out of impairments in the mechanism for the 

formation of the seif [Stern 1998]. These are various but include problems 

and incompleteness in the individuation/separation stage of child 

development, probiematic internalisation of self-regulatory functions, and 

abnormally high levels of aggression created by the frustration of early needs 

[Goodman, 1998]. This is reflected not only in personality and life-style but 

also in internal body chemistry [Pope et al, 1993]. According to Kernberg 

[1986] there is a need for admiration, a tendency towards grandiosity and / or 

grandiose fantasies, and at the same time a tendency to feel inferior. Such 

Clients experience boredom, emptiness, and a striving for brill iance or 

achievement. There is a tendency to lack empathy, to experience chronic 
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uncertainty, and dissatisfaction with self. Sometimes these clients are 

exploitative and ruthless. There is often the presence of chronic envy and 

defences against envy. Much the same list of features and characteristics are 

outlined by Miller [1987] and can be found throughout psychotherapeutic 

literature. There is also the formation of a 'true self / 'false se l f split. Firman 

and Gila [1997 p83] call the second part of this split the 'survival personality'. 

The psychoanalytic concept of narcissistic impairment is widely held and well-

documented [Morrison 1986], its origin increasingly substantiated by new 

specialist research into child development [Stem, 1998]. 

The narcissistic personality is 'psychologically vulnerable' to unregulated 

swings in the central nervous system [Pope et al 1993] and 

The patient then turns to a variety of stimulating and 
numbing activities [and substances] in a desperate 
attempt to self-regulation.... Such activities, in addition 
to gambling, would include usage of alcohol, drugs, 
overeating, excess ive sleeping and television watching, 
jogging and physical exercise, sex, or stimulating and 
numbing activities. 

This gives us an insight into the connection between narcissist ic impairment 

and addiction and, from that, to the connection between narcissistic 

impairment and sex addiction. The latter is one of a number of possible 

responses to narcissistic wounding. Sex addiction rarely happens without the 

presence of other addictions or addiction equivalents [Goodman 1998] as well 

as, all or part of, the symptoms of narcissistic impairment that are described 

by Miller, Goodman, Pope, Stern and other writers and researchers. 

According to Firman and Gi la [1997 p2] 
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...the pain and chaos of human existence may flow 
largely from this primal wounding to our essential selves. 
It is this wounded sense of self, this sense of emptiness 
and isolation, which underlies the violence, addiction, 
and greed disrupting our lives. 

This concept is not unlike the doctrine of 'original sin' and certainly s e e m s to 

tie in with both the doctrine and the experience of Augustine. 

R e l i g i o u s Behav iour 

For some people, religious behaviour is a coping strategy to handle the pain 

and implications of narcissistic ¡mpairment. In these cases it will be 

manifested clinically with addictive patterns and the symptoms and 

behaviours of narcissism. I therefore expect it to achieve some, if not all, the 

same purposes of addiction. The literature testifies, explicitly and implicitly, to 

similar expectations. In the earíy days of Alcohol ics Anonymous, Car i Jung 

wrote to the founder, Bill W. , saying that he thought alcohol ism was about the 

search for unión with God [Carnes 1999]. The word 'alcohoi ism' has at its root 

the meaning in Arabic 'the desire to be whole' [ Independent of Sunday , 

Sunday, 22 November 1998]. Firman and Gi la [1997] say that the compulsión 

to seek 'enlightenment', a unitive state untouched by fragmentation and 

suffering, is 'the drive that underpins the addictive process as a whole'. Not 

all, but a very large part of the Christ ian message, is about the provisión of 

wholeness and the repair of damage that is available to the worshipper 

through a sincerely meant involvement in the process of surrender and 

worship. Broucek [1991 p78] writes that 'this shame-glory complex is 

particularly observable in disorders of narc iss ism'. He notes that the 

'propensity of prominent Christian preachers and evangelists to bring disgrace 
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upon themselves [usually in connection with some sexual escapade] testifies 

to the power of this complex'. Griffin-Shelley [1991] emphasises that 'it is not 

uncommon for sex and love addicts to tum to religion as a solution to their 

addiction'. In my clinical expérience this is true, and it is also true that the two 

co-exist, religious behaviour and sex addiction, side by side. I believe when 

this happens they are both responses to narcissistic wounding. Booth [1991, 

p38] uses the term 'religious addiction' and writes that, 

I define religious addiction as using God , a church, or a 
belief System as an escape from reality in an attempt to 
find or elevate a sensé of self worth or well being. It is 
using God as a tlx. 

While I avoid the term 'religious addiction', I am persuaded that, for some 

people, religious behaviour is an addiction équivalent and that it, like sexual 

addiction, is driven by narcissistic need. 

The principal writers and researchers on the subject of sex addiction stress 

that we are looking at a combination of behaviours that have [Goodman 1998 

p147] 'a common psychobiological process' . Griffin-Shelley [1991 p31] writes, 

As we become more familiar with addictive disorders, we 
are better able to see the similarities between drug 
addicts and alcohol ics, heroin addicts and smokers, sex 
and love addicts and food addicts, over workers and 
over religious. 

Milkman and Harvey [1987] follow the same idea, 

... a rush of anger or of joy, a perceived flooding of light, 
an accelerating séquence of thoughts, an unmeasurable 
wave of feeling evoked by music, and a shot for 
narcotics can ail feel like rushes. They ail share similar 
envelopes of neural firings, although in différent parts of 
the nervous System. 
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Many researchers have long observed similarities among différent kinds of 

addicts [Jacobs, 1997] and have often alluded to religious behaviour as 

behaviour with similar characteristics. We seem to become addicted, not to 

drugs or mood altering behaviours, but to the expériences that can be 

achieved through them. 

Rel igious behaviour provides an antidote to the Symptoms of narcissistic 

wounding. Emptiness, loneliness, and the need to be 'special ' are ail 

answered in religious belief and behaviour. Booth [1991 p39] d a i m s that, 

Religious addiction, like alcoholism, Springs from a 
réservoir of low self-esteem, a sensé of inadequacy, 
shame, guilt, and the désire to escape, fix, or numb 
thèse feelings 

Like drugs and other processes, religious activity can be used for the 

régulation of painful affect and the acquisition of the affects of pleasure. 

Drugs and religion are both about merger expériences and this is particularly 

true of the connection between ecstatic worship in which the expérience of 

oneness with God is both accepted and sought. The grandiose false self that 

is generated by impairment has plenty of material to feed it within the 

Christian framework. 'Holy nation, royal priesthood, a chosen people' are a 

few images that corne to mind from the Biblical material that are used by 

believers to describe themselves in relation to the wider Community. These 

combine together, or in séquence, with language and imagery applied to the 

self, which is an imagery of humiliation and victim-hood—'unworthy', 'a worm 

and no man', 'miserable sinners' are a few more that corne to mind from the 

Bible and the Book of Common Prayer. Al l of the features that Kernberg 
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[1986] describes as characteristic of narcissistic personality structures can be 

seen in the lives and behaviours of some believers and religious officials. 

These characteristics and their accompanying painful affects fit hand in glove 

into the activity and imagery of worship. While the activity soothes the affect, 

the imagery expresses, makes sense, and reverses the experience of 

woundedness. 

There is another connection to describe before considering the implications of 

this for the treatment of clients; the 'figure eight' cycle of addiction. Addictive 

cycles have two interconnected sequences. This is descr ibed by John 

Bradshaw [1988 p16] and is labelled the 'Compulsive Addictive Cycle ' . 

Bradshaw describes two contrasting sequences of behaviour. One is a cycle 

of 'acting out'; that is, the excess usage part of the cycle. The other is 'acting 

in', the anorexic part of the cycle, that is, the avoidance of usage. People are 

most familiar with this cycle as it appl ies to eating disorders that have a binge 

component and an abstinence component—the anorexic and the bulimic 

s ides of the cycle. Fossum and Mason [1986] describe this cycle as a control 

/ release cycle. They take the view that it is systemic and they note that 

sometimes in families one member will take the control function and another 

the release function. I have often seen this cycle in my own clinical experience 

and have seen it split between sexual addiction and religious behaviour. 

Griffin-Shelley [1991 p67] noted that 'It is fairly common for sex and love 

addicts to embrace religion as a solution to their addiction". Carnes writing up 

the case history of an Orthodox J e w said [1991 p16] 'Ironically as his 

involvement in religion intensified, so did his sexual addiction and alcoholism'. 
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In other words, when the acting out, or indulgence side of the cycle, reaches 

satiation, the religious side kicks in supporting and motivating abstinence. 

Nonmally, after a time, a sense of need or entitlement sets in and the process 

is repeated. Sex then represents the binge side and religion the anorexic side 

of this 'figure eight' behaviour. 

From clinical practice and professional experience, I share Lasser"s view 

[1991] that many addicts become religious addicts but I would add 

observations on aetiology. For some people, religious behaviour and sexual 

behaviour are connected; in that they are both responses to narcissistic 

impairment. This is the key to understanding much professional misconduct 

and the combined appearance in clients of religious and sexual behaviours 

that seem to alternate, or are perceived to be in conflict, but are held at the 

same time. The conjunction of these two patterns, explain Splitting, create 

high levels of shame and requirements for secrecy, all of which fuel the 

processes of painful affect, low self-esteem, and self-contempt. 

Implications for Clinical Treatment 

Jenny wrote [Anonymous 1987 p206] that when she finally saw a therapist 

that he 'jumped up from his chair, screamed at me that I was lying, and 

ordered me out of his Office'. I do not think I have ever met a therapist who 

would 'jump up out of his chair and scream' but l have met therapists working 

in this field with little or no awareness of the issues and without an informed 

approach to treatment. An understanding of the aetiology is fundamental to an 

adequate approach to the treatment of any disorder. The well-informed and 
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adequately trained therapist will be able to identify and respond to the 

présence of addiction in the life of a client. This is obviously true of substance 

abuse and eating disorders and very few therapists would try to work with 

such a client without addressing thèse issues. Because for some people 

sexual behaviour is part of an addictive System, and for them sex and religion 

cohere, ît is important for therapists to be aware of this and be able to respond 

appropriately. 

In ail cases of narcissistic impairment there will be behaviours adopted to 

relieve pain, protect the self, and sustain the false or 'survival self. Working 

with the client to identify the coping and survival strategy, especially where the 

survival strategy has become part of the problem, is the first stage. S o m e 

people will focus on one, or two, or a set of behaviours i.e. food and religion, 

sex and cocaine, alcohol and work, and the combinations will work 

alternative^ and in tandem. Cl ients will move between satiation, arousal and 

fantasy [Goodman 1998]. It is essential for effective therapy to identify and 

understand thèse patterns and the way they operate in the client's life. 

Eventually the goal will be to work to al low the client to understand his/her 

own patterns of behaviour. Where there is narcissistic wounding, expect to 

find addiction, or addiction équivalents, and where there is addiction, expect 

to find the possibility that the client's sexuality and/or religious affiliation has 

been pulled into the process. Care should be given to recognising that thèse 

are inter-generational and family of origin behaviours, repeating or 

reappeahng in a new form, in the life of the client. 
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The history-taking also needs to be done with this in mind. Very great care 

needs to be taken with the detail and according to Carnes [1999] the therapist 

needs to know the addiction story, the addiction history, the abuse history, the 

arousal templates and a very complete sexual history. 'Always assume the tip 

of the iceberg' [Griffin-Shelley, 1999] in working with addicts. This process is 

rarely easy with these Clients unless they have reached rock bottom. 

According to Molion [1993 p131] 'Psychoanalytic therapy is greatly feared by 

such people because it threatens to destroy the illusion on which they have 

based the false sei f . The greatest sensitivity and a sense of appropriate 

timing need to be used. 

Because our culture promotes certain patterns of sexual behaviour, sexually 

addictive behaviours may be seen as 'normal'. Kasl [1989 p227] descr ibes it 

like this 

When a man says 'I think I have a problem because I 
am sleeping with too many women, his buddies rib him 
and say 'Hey, I wish I had that problem' 

Many therapists might d ismiss pornography or the use of prostitutes as 

normal male behaviour. However it is essential to critically evaluate this 

behaviour with the d ient to determine its role and function for the dient. Booth 

writes [1991 p235] that the key to treating religious addiction is 'to learn to 

connect the Symptoms with the core issues that are common to most 

addictions and then using the various therapeutic techniques for addressing 

those issues'. Whi le this is the key to treating all addictions, it seems to stand 

out because we have not much thought of sex or religious behaviour in this 

way. 
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At some point, group work is a key part of the treatment plan. Effective 

treatment involves a combination of individual therapy, extensive group work, 

an on-going involvement in group work or Twelve Step meetings, and if 

possible family and couple work. The problem in the United Kingdom, at this 

time, is that thèse issues are rarely understood or addressed in drug and 

alcohol rehabilitation programmes. There are few places where a tailor-made 

treatment plan can be designed and implemented. Sexual recovery 

fellowships, while expanding, are not widely known and are seldom available 

outside big cities. Individual therapy, on its own, is rarely sufficient, but is 

extremely important in the overall process. A number of drug and alcohol 

treatment facilities in the United Kingdom advertise that they handle sexual 

addiction but often this is not something they are geared up to do. I am not 

aware of any facility in this country that has highlighted the corrélation 

between religious behaviour and addiction. In the United States specialist 

programmes have been designed and are being implemented to treat 

religious Professionals. These programmes are often located in larger and 

more gênerai treatment facilities and would tend to link the treatment of ail 

addictive behaviours together and handle them generically. 

In the case of a client whose sexual addiction is manifested in highly harmful 

behaviours, pharmacotherpy mightwell be the necessary first step. Itmight be 

used to hold the client in a non-harming pattem until other interventions can 

take effect. Cognit ive behavioural techniques can be brought into play 

throughout the treatment. The main goal is to help the client arrest or modify 
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the behaviour, gain awareness of his/her acting out patterns, what triggers 

them, where and when they reach the point of no return, and how to set up 

and choose alternative behaviours. At an early stage it is useful for the 

therapist to work with the client to create a 'sex plan'. This is a self-defined 

written analysis of which behaviours the client would regard as acceptable, 

out of bounds, or in between. This knowledge brings proportion and 

manageabil ity to the recovery process. Other techniques are useful: helping 

the client to identify possible alternative behaviours to an addictive episode, 

writing up a 'list of harmful consequences' , or writing in a journal to analyse 

and externalise shame and painful feelings. More specifically 

psychotherapeutic techniques would be shame reduction, work with trauma 

and childhood abuse, and the challenging of built-in negative self-

assumpt ions [Anonymous, Undated]. Because the addictive process is fuelled 

by low self-esteem, and by the presence of shame, the strategy must include 

the building of self-esteem. Shame reduction is aided by the 'telling of the 

story5 and the treatment process shares many of the characteristics of the 

treatment of the victims of trauma. One of the quickest ways for the client to 

start to build self-esteem is to stop the addictive behaviour. Fossom and 

Mason [1986 p50] call this 'the first sign of hope'. 

Some of the work is psycho-educational and the creation of cognitive 

awareness about the history and function of the addiction in the life of the 

addict. Goodman writes [1998 p287] 
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First of ail, having words to describe inner states and 
processes gives the consctous mind a handle, a more 
ready means by which to apprehend inner realities. 
Second, being able to name one's affects and sensé of 
self provides perspective: the part of the mind that 
names, in so doing, steps back from the part that feels. 
The individual's emotional states and self states thus no 
longer occupy the totality of his or her psychic space and 
he or she is much less likely to be overwhelmed by them 

This appiies not just to the treatment of addicts but to the treatment of ail 

clients, whateverthe issue. 

It is important to recognise that in working with addicts that it is possible to 

switch behaviours; that is to give up one and substitute another addictive 

behaviour. This may be entirely désirable in that giving up alcoho! and taking 

up religion might be préférable to continuing with the first. However, what 

happens in this process may not be a cure but a switch from one substance or 

behaviour that is used addictively to another. Unless the core issue is 

resolved, and the original wounding dealt with, as one addiction cornes under 

control another one émerges. Many of the accompanying symptoms travel 

with the change and the person continues in ail the familiar symptoms of 

narcissistic damage described earlier in this article. 

A word about the treatment of the clergy, because this is a category of people 

who have heavy and serious responsibilit ies in our society. Laaser writes 

[1991] that ' My main thème is that one of the possible reasons that clergy 

misconductoccurs is because o fsexua l addiction'. One of the key issues here 

is the connection between sexual addiction and religious behaviour and the 

roots of both in narcissistic wounding. 
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C o n c l u s i o n 

The purpose of this article has been to examine the links between addiction, 

sexual addiction, and religious behaviour and to consider some of the 

implications of any possible link for intervention and treatment. The process 

has been to examine addiction and sexual addiction and to recognise their 

origins in narcissistic wounding and then to look at narcissistic wounding in 

relationship to religious behaviour. Finally, I have tried to provide useful 

clinical and treatment insights for psychotherapists and psychosexual 

therapists. Peter Rutter, psychiatrist, ethicist, and Jungian analyst [1989 p61] 

writes 

l believe the search to heal a wounded sensé of self is 
what underlies most destructive sexual behaviour in 
men. 

The woundedness of men and women somet imes seeks its healing in sexual 

activity, sometimes in religious expérience, and somet imes iri both. Addictive 

sexuality and religious behaviour are always about the same thing: the 

avoidance of non-being and the escape from the pain of the primai wound. 
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Time for Action 

Chapter on Causation 



On the 5 November 1997, a panel of ecclesiastical judges called for the 

déposition of the Rev'd Clifford Wil l iams. They accused him of adultery and 

leading a 'double life' within the Church of Wa les and recommended that he 

be 'removed from the incumbency of his parish, expelled from the office of a 

cleric, and deposed from Holy Orders' [The Daily Telegraph, Thursday 6 t h 

November, 1997]. 

Increasingly, sexual abuse in the church has become an issue of public 

concern. This is a phenomenon set in society and since the church is set in 

society, this phenomenon is set within the church. The secular conceptual 

frameworks that have evolved over the past twenty years to help us 

understand sexual abuse [Wolf, 1984, Finkelhor, 1984, Marshall and 

Barbarbee, 1990, Hall and Hirschman, 1991], among others, and the current 

theory knitting work of Tony Ward and Richard Siegart [2002], ail contribute to 

our understanding of the problem of sexual abuse in the church. 

This chapter will solely seek to understand sexual abuse in the church. It will 

look specifically at the prevalence of sexual abuse in the church, initiate an 

exploration into the complex question of causat ion, review cycles of offending, 

and conclude with recommendations for treatment and prévention drawn from 

an understanding of causation. Joe Sul l ivan, Principal Therapist at the Lucy 

Faithfull Foundation has written in Notanews [2002, p17] that, 'It is impossible 

to effectively intervene in a process that you do not understand'. This chapter 

is about understanding. 
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There is évidence that there are higher levéis of sexually abusive behaviour in 

the church, and by religious Professionals, than in other comparable caring 

professions. This was first suggested in research done by the editors of 

Leadersh ip [1988], a professional magazine for American clergy and, 

separately, at about the same time, by the Rev'd Marie Fortune [1989], 

founder of the Centre for the Study of Sexual and Domestic Violence in 

Seattle, Washington. Richard Sipe, writing as a Roman Catholic in S e x , 

Pr ies ts and P o w e r [1995], took much the same view as Fortune and the 

editors of Leadersh ip . Other reports have come in. For example, about the 

United Church of Canada [Grenze and Bell 1995, p240], research has 

suggested that clergy are 'exploiting their parishioners at twice the rate of 

secular therapists 1. According to the most up to date research [Francis and 

Baldo 1998 p2], they estímate that approximately 37% of the current 

American clergy are involved in some form of sexual misconduct. Even 

though there has been little research in this country, a comparable resuit has 

been reported from work done on the Church of England [Birchard, 2000]. 

Additionally, our working party was concemed to hear from the Director of the 

Wolvercote Clinic, a treatment centre for sexual offenders, now closed, albeit 

as anecdotal évidence, that 25% of the men in résidence for offences against 

children, saw themselves as committed Christians. Fortune in a paper 

delivered to the American Academy of Religion in 1992 and published in the 

Journa l of Femin is t S tud ies [1994, p26] said of such abuse by clergy, other 

church leaders and religious Professionals, that 'a secret long hidden has 

been disclosed'. 
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This chapier focuses solely on the subject of causation. What is going on to 

make this happen at twice the rate of secular helping professionals? Why is 

this going on at ail? What would our knowledge of causation suggest about 

treatment and prévention? 

Causat ion is usually attributed to one or more of the following six factors: 

• Human Condition 

• Societal Influence 

• Predatory Persons 

• Psychological Vulnerability 

• R isks in the Rôle 

• Institutional Failure 

The last three of thèse have been identified by the clergy of the Church of 

England as relevant to understanding sexual abuse in the church [Birchard, 

2000] and therefore more attention has been paid, in the rest of the chapter, 

to the implications of this part of the research data. 

Human Condition 

This is the view that attributes sexual abuse in the church to our fallen nature, 

the universal condition summed up in Romans 3:23 that 'Ail have sinned' . Our 

working party, made up as it was, of church members and church leaders, 

recognised throughout the work, the reality and the universal nature of sin. 
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This is considered in the section on theology. Our concern here is to 

understand the sociological and psychological functions and dysfunctions that 

are the substance of the sin and the outworking of our fallen human nature 

Societal Factors 

The sexual behaviour of church leaders and church members takes place 

within the sociological context of the mores and practices of the wider society. 

It cannot but help to reflect, in part, even in very exclusive churches, the 

prevailing attitudes of the times and of the cultural context. This is particularly 

true of churches made up mostly of 'second génération' rather than directly 

converted Christians. 

In a post-modem society, sexual behaviour becomes a matter of choice. In 

our view there exists in our society a powerful and prevailing message that 

sexual activity is to be much sought after, a matter of individual choice and 

personal entitlement and necessary to personal fulfilment. Changing attitudes 

to sexuality, the economic émancipation of women and the women's 

movement, marriage and divorce, contraception, lesbian and gay equality, the 

Internet, the media and our capacity to travel to p laces of anonymity ail have 

an impact on attitudes and sexual practices within and without the church. 

Sexual behaviour within the church in not unaffected by such factors and 

takes place in the wider context of the values and characteristics of society in 

which the church finds itself. However much we might wish for sexual 

behaviours to reflect our view of Christian values we recognise that even our 
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view of Christian values is hamessed to our culture and the values of the 

wider society. 

Predatory Persons 

In our research we have corne across the idea that the responsibility for 

sexual abuse can sometimes be assigned to the person, usually the woman, 

who has been abused. Within Christian culture this has been to blâme Adam's 

fall on Eve, and thus on the tempting and seductive nature of the other 

person. W e recognize that in our society there has been a view that sexual 

l icense is in the allowable nature of men and therefore it is the woman's 

responsibility to refrain from sexual behaviour. This view has been persistently 

chal lenged by women's movement and has little place in informed discussion, 

nevertheless we note it because, in places, this view remains. The effect of 

such a view is to make the person abused responsible for the abuse and to 

allow others, usually men, to abrogate responsibility. It can not be over 

emphasised that this is a gender issue. Sexual abuse is something done, 

primarily by men, to women and children. 

Psychological Vulnerability 

Clearly, church-leaders are not exempt the problems, difficultés, and 

weaknesses that are part of the human condition. They bring to ministry the 

reality of their sexuality and the reality of the certainties and the uncertainties, 

the clarifies and the confusions that exist for ail of us in the outworking of the 

vicissitudes and victories of life. From our interviews and from a review of the 

relevant literature, there seem to be fïve particularly relevant factors within the 
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Personality and personal history of some church leaders and members 

pertinent to the issue of sexual abuse: sexual shame, sexual confusion, 

developmental uncertainties, narcissistic damage and addictive compulsive 

behaviours, including sexual addiction. 

Narcissistic damage is probably the most crucial concept to understanding the 

relationship between sexual misconduct and religious behaviourand thereföre 

this term needs to be defmed and explained in greater detail. The term 

'narcissistic damage ' is the term used here to describe 'damage' to the 

construction and functioning of the seif. I t isthe 'seif experienced painfully*. as 

' less than' and, 'as in danger of fragmentation'. This experience is true for all 

of us, but some people experience this unbearably, and some people adopt 

highly dysfunctional patterns of behaviour to medicate, regulate and conceal 

these distressed inner states. A detailed and substantiating analysis of the 

physiology of the seif can be found in Daniel Stern's book The Interpersonal 

Wor ld of the Infant [1998]. 

Shame is a primary human emotion and the principal by-product of 

narcissistic damage [Lewis, 1987]. It can best be described as a profound 

sense of somehow being intrinsically f lawed and, at the same time, a sense 

that, if others were to know the reality of the seif, there would be fearful 

consequences. Shame has the capacity to derail both Cognition and 

coordination [Nathanson, 1987]. Sexual shame is a feeling that sexuality in 

general, and our own sexuality in particular, is an intrinsically bad thing. High 

levels of sexual shame generate fear, a need to hide, discomfort with sexual 
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information or behaviour, a need for secrecy, and an unconscious need to 

split off inner realities from outward appearances. Since the clergy and other 

church leaders are sexual beings as a condition of their humanity, they are 

caught in a trap: experiencing sexual désire and sexual need, and at the 

same time, experiencing shame and distress at the présence of thèse natural 

processes. The catch-22 of this predicament is that such shame can seek 

comfort in religion and, at the same time, can drive addictive compulsive 

behaviours. Among behavioural outcomes, there can emerge a whole range 

of problems, including a distinctive pattem of sexual abuse that is rooted in 

sexual addiction [Cames, 1991, Earle and Crow, 1989, Fossum and Masson , 

1986]. 

In interviews with those who have abused others, it became clearthat there 

was also a great deal of sexual confusion [Birchard, 2002]. This manifested 

itself in a variety of ways: uncertainty about sexual functioning, sexual 

problems inside marriage, sexual anorexia, problems of courtship and 

relationship building, problems of accepting orientation and/or the implications 

of orientation for a responsible and ordered ministry. Although it is clear that 

most sexual abuse in the church is committed by adult heterosexual men 

against adult heterosexual women [Fortune, 1994 p19], nevertheless in the in-

depth interviews, uncertainty and anxiety about sexuality was a distinguishing 

feature. Confusion and uncertainty adds to inner distress and, in our view, 

contributes to the propensity to abuse. It is the shame and the confusion that 

leads to vulnerability and not issues of orientation. Sexual préférence is not 

the problem; the problem is an outcome of institutional confusion, double 
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Standard, and sexual shame. The high levéis of homophobia in parts of the 

church, especially in those who would see, or présent, themselves as 

heterosexual, évidences high levéis of covert or repressed homosexual 

interest in these same people [Adams, Wright, and Lohr 1996] and, with that, 

more double standards and further shame, confusion, and inner turmoil. 

It is clear from an analysis of a series of interviews undertaken with clergy 

sexual offenders [Birchard, 2002], that, at least among older Roman Catholic 

priests, many of these men have an arrested psychosexual development and 

have entered ministry with very little sexual expérience, little expérience or 

capacity for relationships with either women or men. They bring, therefore, to 

adult church leadership a serious sexual and relationship immaturity. Sexual 

desire is not eliminated by a commitment to ministry. In one researcher's view 

[Birchard, 2002] the expectations of celibacy and the nature of ministry, 

unfortunately, keep such men arrested, under-developed, secretive and 

vulnerable to committing sexually abusive behaviours. It a lso seems thatthere 

is, quite commonly, a pattern of systemic or inter-generational abuse, in that, 

those who abuse were, in fact, in some way, a lso abused. This is frequently, 

but not always, the case . 

Sexual addiction is a concept that can help to explain some of the phenomena 

of sexual abuse that takes place both inside and outside the church. Sexual 

addiction is defined as a pattem of sexual behaviour which is distinctive in that 

it cannot be reliably controlled and which brings with it harmful conséquences 

[Goodman, 1998], It is characterised [Cames, 1991] a s a 'survival strategy' 
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that is out of control, high risk, mood altering and inordinately time consuming. 

There is often a desire to stop, or limit the behaviour, along s ide a seeming 

inability to stop [Cames, 1991]. Addictions are embedded patterns of 

behaviour, involving substances or processes that emerge to medicate the 

feel ings of narcissistic damage, especially feelings of shame, stress, 

lonel iness and worthlessness. The idea of 'slavery' inherent in the notion of 

addiction is not without theological resonance, particularly in Pau l , and later 

and more clearly apposite for our work, in Augustine. It is important to note 

that not all sexual addiction is abusive but rather that some abusive 

behaviours may be attached to patterns of sexual addiction. 

All addictions, sexual addiction included, seem to emerge from narcissistic 

damage [Goodman, 1998]. This is a 'family of origin' experience normally 

associated with impaired parenting, and with disturbed attachment [Stem, 

1998] that brings with it a characteristic set of symptoms, these include, 

among others, loneliness, low self es teem, boundary ambiguity, grandiosity, 

boredom, chronic envy, and the need for admiration [Kernberg, 1986, p246]. 

Roles are taken to mask the inner sense of self and behaviours are adopted 

to medicate the inner sense of discomfort and neediness that accompanies 

narcissistic damage. The Church of England clergy who were consulted about 

causation [Birchard 2000] located sexual misconduct primarily in this 

symptomology: the neediness, loneliness, and experienced stress of the 

clergy. Later in-depth interviews carried out with clergy sexual abusers 

seemed to confirm this same combination of factors in the causation of sexual 

abuse. 
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A number of writers have alluded to the relationship between narcissistic 

damage and the exercise of ministry [Benyei, 1998, Brocke and Lukens, 

1989, Hands, 1992, Muse 1992, Steinke, 1989]. Récent research at the 

University of Northern Colorado supports this view but also notes that high 

levels of narcissism characterise abusing and non-abusing clergy [Francis 

and Baldo, 1998]. What seems to have gone largely un-noticed is the fact that 

religious behaviour and sexual behaviour can both be used to medicate the 

pain and distress of narcissistic wounding [Booth, 1991]. Wil l iam James in 

Var ie t ies of Re l ig ious of Expér ience [1902], using différent language, 

authoritatively suggests such a process. More or less how this works can be 

explained by an exploration of the cycles of offending and/or the cycles of 

addiction considered later in this chapter. 

It seems that some people with high levels of narcissistic damage utilise 

religious behaviour and other behaviours, including sexual behaviour, to mask 

and medicate the pain and shame of such damage. It is this combination, 

taken together or working alternative^, that helps to explain the incongruity of 

the high levels of sexually abusive behaviour within the church. Such people, 

who are often high performers and very capable in every way, then occupy 

rôles that render them vulnerable to sexually abusing others. They are then 

given no proper support or supervision and no awareness training or, for that 

matter, any other training in relationships, sexuality or human development. 
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R i s k s in the Ro le 

Sexual abuse in the church has it origins and causation not only in the 

psychology of the individual but also in the power, nature and construction of 

ministry. The pastoral role is normally accorded high levels of moral authority 

but, also as it is practiced, brings with it stress and boundary ambiguity. 

The exercise of ministry is fraught with dual roles, boundary overlaps, and 

indistinct demarcations. The same person can ask you for money, join you for 

dinner, sit with you in grief, take your children swimming, lead you in worship 

and join you for coffee when you are home alone. The boundaries are blurred 

between the ministerial Office and personal friendship, between the house as 

personal Space or as a tool of ministry, between the conversation at the pub 

as recreation or as evangel ism. 

The Oxford Diocese handbook The Grea tness of the Trust [1996, p5] 

emphasises this point, 

The greatest dangers are the failure to recognize proper 
boundaries and a misunderstanding of the nature of pastoral 
relationships. 

In a clergy focus group on this subject conducted in 1999 there was 

considerable and inconclusive discussion on the indistinguishable boundaries 

between professional and non-professional relationships [Birchard, 1999 p65]. 

The problems of blurred boundaries was emphasised as not a 'grey area ' but 

with even greater complexity, 'varying shades of grey'. This is described 

ethicaliy and professionale in the following [Gonsiorek, 1995 p154], 
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Clergy rôles are inherently more complex and fraught 
with boundary strains...Health care Professionals 
generally have much more circumscribed rôles. In fact, 
some health care professions, such as psychology, 
consider such a complex rôle to be inherently unethical, 
because of dual relationships. In effect...the 
extraordinary diversity of rôles that clergy routinely play 
are simply impossible to manage appropriately, 
because of boundary strains. 

The maintenance and occupation of multiple rôles in ministry has a long 

tradition and other options are probably not viable but, nevertheless, it is 

important to realize that this, significantly, contributes to the susceptibility of 

church leaders and clergy to breaches of trust [Birchard, 2000]. This is 

sympathetically recognized in S e x in the Pa r i sh [Lebacqz and Barton, 1991, 

P45], 

The loneliness of the clergy, the c lose relationships they enter, 
the fact that they have intimate access to people's homes and 
bedrooms, the privacy and isolation of their own office settings— 
ail thèse factors can be conducive to sexual désire and can 
can contribute to the temptation to act on that désire. 

The possibility, and indeed probability, of sexual abuse in the church is clearly 

connected, in part, to the boundary blurring rôle ambiguity associated with 

traditional manifestations of Christian ministry. 

In research with clergy of the Church of England almost ail of the clergy 

interviewed or polled took the view that the vulnerability of the clergy to sexual 

misconduct is connected to the levels of stress associated with ministerial 

office. Andrew Irvine [1997] writing on clergy stress emphas ises two important 

points: first of all the high level of stress and secondly the source of stress in 

confusion, secrecy, rôle ambiguity, and the conflict between the demands of 
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individual authenticity and the requirements of public office. Additionally, 

church leaders expérience isolation and the often the absence of solicitous 

support. Where can thèse people honestly take problematic issues of 

sexuality? AH the Roman Catholic clergy interviewed stressed this point 

without exception [Birchard, 2002]. As the issues move into the arena of 

sexuality and the margins of misconduct, the stress is increased and the 

potential for misconduct increases in tandem. 

It is important for us to understand that the aetiology of sexual abuse in the 

church is associated not only with the individual psychology and vulnerability 

of the abuser to perpetrating acts of abuse but that there are serious 

contributing components inhérent in the expectations of day-to-day ministry. 

None of this is written to excuse but ratherto explain and clarify. 

Insti tut ional Fai lure 

In addition to rôle of theological concepts and traditions of belief examined in 

the section on theology that provide a conducive context for sexual abuse 

there are a number of ecclesiological factors that s e e m to directly contribute 

to the aetiology of sexual abuse in the church. 

In a letter to the Editor about the Clifford Wi l l iam's affair [The Guard ian , 2 7 t h 

October 1997] Margaret Kennedy of the Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse 

Survivors Group called for the church to have 'policies to challenge similar 

and abusive predatory behaviour 1. In research done with Church of England 

clergy on this subject, Birchard [1999, p87] took the view that factors of 
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institutional failure and négligence were seriously responsible for the problem 

of sexual abuse in the church. These factors included the following: 

• Absence of awareness training 

• Absence of pastoral care, supervision, accountability of the pastors 

• Absence of Codes of Professional Ethics 

• Absence of an adéquate theology of sexuality 

• Sex ism endémie in the church 

• A culture of silence and secrecy 

In research done with Roman Catholic clergy sex offenders [Birchard, 2002] 

the offenders themselves were unanimous in their view that the absence of 

awareness training and the absence on teaching on issues of human 

development contribute to the problems of sexual misconduct in the church. 

Of the Church of England clergy who responded to a survey on causat ion, 

9 1 % attributed signifîcant causation to the absence of awareness training in 

theological collèges, as well a s in other p laces of continuing ministerial 

éducation. Similarly, in other parts of this same research, causation was tied, 

over and over again, to the absence of awareness training, the absence of 

pastoral care, and the absence of supervis ion. 

Penny Jamieson writing from an Angl ican perspective in, L i v i ng o n the E d g e 

[1997] identifies the culture of secrecy and the 'circle of s i lence' a s especial ly 

conducive to sexual abuse in the church. Richard Sipe [1995] makes the 

same point in his book on sexual abuse in the Roman Cathol ic Church . 
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Others writers confirrn this view [Fortune, 1989, Irvine, 1997] and this view is 

consistent with the findings of the Report on Harassment and A b u s e in the 

Method is t C h u r c h [1997]. 

W e have observed a tendency for the hiérarchies of both the Roman Catholic 

Church and the Church of England to deflect attention from this institutional 

failure by focusing responsibility on the individual members of the pastorate. 

This loses track of the fact that such people were chosen by the institution, 

formed and trained by the institution, and commissioned to minister in a 

system of oversight and care designed and supported by the institution. W e 

would be concemed if church hiérarchies and other bodies of leadership tried 

to scapegoat the pastorate in an attempt to deflect blâme away from the short 

-Comings of the senior leadership and the governing bodies of the church. 

Typology and C y c l e s of S e x u a l A b u s e 

It will help us to understand sexual abuse in the church if we look at a 

typology of offending and at several of the models that have been developed 

by theoreticians and clinicians to describe the phenomenology that lies behind 

abuse, sexual addiction and offending. There is only Space to outline briefly 

thèse cycles, but this will help us to understand the inter-connections between 

the six attributed causative factors and treatment design and prévention. 

The Centre for the Prévention of Sexual and Domest ic Violence, in its 

literatura, roughly divided sexual offenders into two types: the 'wanderer* and 

the 'predator" [1992]. These are self-explanatory catégories. 'Predator 1 would 
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signify an exploitative pattern of sexual behaviour, involving differentials of 

power that is pathological, cyclical, re-current, and enduring. The 'wanderer' is 

characterised as someone who wanders into sexual misconduct almost by 

accident, more out of naiveté and vulnerability than out of any deep-seated 

répétitive pathology. In an interview in Leadersh ip magazine, Bud Palmer 

says [Winter, 1988, p16] that 'for most of us in local church ministry, sexual 

temptation doesn't corne painted in the lurid tones of a vamp. It cornes in the 

quiet, gentle relationships a pastor has with people he truly loves.' This same 

view was echoed in a focus group of Church of England clergy [Birchard, 

1998]. One of the participants talked about 'almost slipping unawares into a 

relationship with whom one is working'. 

Many professional codes of conduct restrict or preclude sexual and romantic 

relationships with clients or others for whom one is professionally responsible. 

For example, the Code of Conduct and Practice of the British Associat ion for 

Sexual and Relationship Therapy never al lows a sexual or marital relationship 

between a therapist and client under any circumstances or at any time in the 

future. In church life, by contrast, it is almost customary to expect an 

unmarried cúrate to court the churchwarden's daughter or the schoolmistress 

or to find a wife from the village. One of the clergy focus groups took the view 

that it was entirely proper for a clergyperson to court a member of the 

congrégation [Birchard, 1998]. This perspective was noted and promoted by 

L e b a c q z a n d Barton [1991, 128], 
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...we have ample evidence from our own circle of 
friends and acquaintances to suggest that it can and 
does happen that pastor and parishioner can meet as 
equals, become romantically and sexually involved, and 
enter solid and committed relationships. 

At the time of their writing, Karen Lebacqz was Professor of Christian Ethics 

at Berkeley and Ronald Barton the Associate Conference Minister for the 

United Church of Christ in San Francisco. Clearly this issue of clergy 

courtship raises important ethical questions and signals the need for practical 

policies of care and supervision. For example, in the Episcopal Church in the 

Diocese of New York a priest is required to make a private but official 

declaration of an intention to courtship to an appropriate Diocesan authority if 

the person is a member of his or her congregation. This applies to same 

gender as well as cross gender relationships. The point of this process is to 

bring the relationship to responsible knowledge. Other churches could devise 

similar approaches adapted to their own ecclesia l structure. Abuse operates 

in circumstances of secrecy and si lence. If we accept that it is ethically correct 

for a church leader to be in a developing romantic and sexual relationship with 

a member of the church, which is the nature of courtship, then there needs to 

be some way of protecting both parties and excepting this behaviour from 

designation as sexual abuse. This is especial ly true since not all courtships 

have a happy, or mutually desired, outcome. 

There are a number of 'models of understanding 1 and 'cycles of behaviour 5 

that we can call upon to help further our understanding of sexual abuse. Four 

of these are evaluated, criticized and knit together in new work by Tony Ward 

[in press], Professor of Forensic Psychology, University of Melbourne. His 
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own 'good lives' model of offender treatment has much to commend it to the 

church as it tailors offender treatment to the needs of the individual. It moves 

offender treatment beyond Containment to problem resolution and the 

supportive development of fulfîlling life styles. 

Because of limited Space only three 'cycles of sexual behaviour 1 will be 

described in this paper. These are cited to aid an understanding of the 

process that lies behind abusive sexual behaviour: the first is the 'cycle of 

offending' developed by Wolf [1984] and described and developed further by 

Joe Sull ivan [2002], the second outlined by David Finkelhor [1984] and 

d iscussed in Tony Ward's [in press] new essay and the third, the cycle of 

addiction outlined by Patrick Carnes. W o l f s work is at the centre of most 

cognitive-behavioural sex offender treatment programmes [Sullivan, 2002]. It 

is self-explanatory and relatively s imple to understand therefore it is shown 

hère in diagram form [fig. 2] without further comment. Finkelhor's work, which 

explores motivational causation, has also been stratégie in the development 

of offender treatment and significantly underpins much rehabilitation work [fig. 

3]. C a m e s ' work has been stratégie in the development of our understanding 

sexual addiction and sexual compulsivity [fig. 4]. It is important to remember 

that sexual abuse may involve adults or children, and that, not all sexual 

addiction is abuse and that not all abuse is addiction. 
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Four -Precond i t i ons Mode l of Sexua l Abuse 

This model was developed by David Finkelhor to address previous 

shortcomings in theory development and to provide a more comprehensive 

framework to explain child sexual abuse. He suggests that ail factors relating 

to child sexual abuse can be grouped as contributing to one of four 

preconditions. Ail four need to be met before abuse occurs [Finkelhor, 1984, 

P 54 ] : 

1. A potential offender needed to have some motivation to 
abuse a child sexually. 

2. The potential offender had to overeóme internal 
inhibitions against acting on that motivation. 

3. The potential offender had to overeóme externa! 
impediments to committing sexual abuse. 

4. The potential offender or some other factor had to 
undermine or overeóme a child's possible résistance to 
sexual abuse. 

Motivation might include such things as arrested emotional development, re-

enactment, narcissistic identification, and inappropriate patterns of arousal. 

Internal disinhibitors could include alcohol use, impulse disorders, or the 

failure of incest inhibition mechanisms in family dynamics. He lists as 

examples of external disinhibitors: an absent mother, social isolation, lack of 

supervision, unusual opportunités to be alone with the child. Factors cited in 

overcoming the child's résistance include coerción, unusual trust between the 

child and the offender, insecurity and deprivation. In summarizing this model 

Finkelhor [1984, p68] writes, 

Sexual abuse is a problem with causes and 
explanations. Many of thèse we do not fully 
understand. The four pre-conditions model is open-
ended; new findings and new ideas can be added 
to it. By having given s o m e structure to what is 
already known, this model enables us to use that 
knowledge. 
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These four pre-conditions interact with the six attributed causes, d iscussed 

earlier in this chapter, and provide the 'filier' for the four pre-conditions. 

The Addictive System 

Patrick C a m e s in Out of the Shadows [1983] outlines a cycle of addiction that 

opérâtes in alternating rhythms of contrat and release. it is set in a faulty 

belief System that supports impaired thinking and opérâtes with a four-phase 

cycle of préoccupation, ritualization, sexual compulsivity, and despair. The 

iives of addicts, he says, become immersed in this control-release cycle. 

C a m e s later writes that [1991, p105] 'when in the process of sexual acting 

out there is a total absorption in the behaviour, a numbing of all judgments 

and expectations'. The cycle is driven by shame and shame is the principal 

by-product of narcissistic damage. C a m e s writes again a s follows [1991, p67] 

The addict's intense emotional pain is transformed 
into pleasure during the préoccupation and 
ritualization stages, becoming euphoria during the 
fleeting moments of sexual release. However, 
following the climax expérience, the addict plummets 
into shame and despair more deeply with each 
répétition of the cycle. Isolation a lso increases. 

Once the behaviour is completed, or that part of the cycle exhausted, then 

there is a period of control, characterized by avoidance and doing good, until 

a sense of need or entitlement sets off the next stage of the cycle [fig.5]. 

These cycles can operate at fréquent and infrequent intervais and they can 

operate systemically in conjunction with family members or chosen others 

[Fossum and Mason , 1989]. 
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This conceptual model seems especially important for understanding sexual 

abuse in the church because it helps explain the juxtaposition of the two 

apparently incompatible behaviours: sexual abuse and religious service. It is 

likely that in many of the cases of abuse in the church, sexual and religious 

behaviours alternate in this repeating cycle of control and release. This is the 

same structure as the binge-purge cycle characteristic of eating disorders. 

From the interviews done with clergy offenders [Birchard, 2002] it is clear that 

the sexual abuse committed by these men always followed this pattern. 

Sexual episodes, over which there is often denial, justification, profound 

shame, great fear, and ultimately despair were followed by zealous 

commitments to hard work, abstinence, devotion, service and righteousness. 

Eventually a sense of need or entitlement would emerge, internal and 

external inhibitors would be overcome and the cycle would begin again. 

About such cycles of abuse and circles of addiction, perhaps there is much to 

learn from Augustine, 

The enemy had my power of willing in his clutches, 
and from it had forged a chain to bind me. The truth is 
that disordered lust springs from a perverted will; 
when lust is pandered to, a habit is formed; when the 
habit is not checked, it hardens into a compulsion. 
These were interlinking rings forming what I have 
described as a chain, and my harsh servitude used it 
to keep me under duress. [Boulding, 1997 p192] 

His knowledge of the nature of addiction and offending, his imagery of the 

chains of habituation, addiction, and slavery, and his experience of its 

resolution in the paradox of power lessness, suggests that we should read the 

Confessions again, with fresh eyes. 
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Rev iew and Summary 

Current thinking would accept that sexual abuse in the church is not just about 

sex. When committed by a church leader against a staff member or a church 

member, it is an abuse of power and violâtes the duty of care and conditions 

of trust implicit in the pastoral relationship. Marie Fortune [1994] descr ibes 

this, not just as a misuse of power, but also as a violation of rôle, an 

exploitation of the vulnerable, and as an actthat, becauseof the differential of 

power, precludes meaningful consent. 

Other professional organisations have very clear codes of ethics that not only 

clearly delineate such behaviour as unethical but also provide appropriate 

training, supervision, and structure to minimise the potential for abuse. There 

is no suggestion in the literature, or in our knowledge of current practice, that 

it is possible to test for a 'potential to abuse' and thus to create a Screening 

System for the church. 

The three major factors that account for sexual misconduct in the church 

seem to be the personal Problems of the church leader, especial ly problems 

that somehow seek both a religious and a sexual solution, aspects of 

ministerial service that render vulnerability to sexual misconduct, and the 

ignorant and inattentive character of the institution. Any of these taken alone 

might prédispose a man or woman to such behaviour, but all taken together 

have created the multitude of pastoral problems and reactive media 

explosions we see happening all around us. 
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The high levéis of sexual abuse in the church can be explained, in summary, 

by this combination: vulnerable people with sexual and personal problems in 

posit ions of power, functioning in multiple roles, in stressful jobs with much 

boundary ambiguity, working with other people, often vulnerable and needy 

and without boundaries, in an organisation without training or supervision, in 

an ecclesiast ical culture dominated by systemic sexual shame and pandémie 

secrecy. 

Recommendations for Prévention from this Research on Causation 

• Training in human sexuality, relationships and human development in 

theological collèges and in semina ries and in conti nuing ministerial 

éducation 

• Awareness training in collèges and in programmes of continuing 

ministerial éducation 

• Provisions for the équivalence of 'supervision' for those working in 

pastoral care as a requirement for the continuation of ministry 

• Provision of therapeutic resources access ib le for those with individual 

psychological/sexual problems in line with other 'employée assis tance' 

programmes 

• Increased 'pastoral care' for those involved in ministerial function 

• Additional investigations into a functional theology of sexuality and 

human relationships that can incorpórate the distinctive features of 
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modern society, including patterns of courtship, marriage, and the 

diversity of domestic units 

• An end to the culture of si lence and secrecy that surrounds many 

aspects of ministry and church life 

• The development of a clear Code of Professional Ethics applicable to 

church members in positions of leadership 

• Promotion of 12 Step Sexual Recovery Programmes and other 

behavioural régimes to facilitate change and foster healthy 

relationships 

In the literature and in récent research [Birchard 2000/2002], awareness 

training and training in issues of sexuality, development, and human 

relationships were given as the number one priority in the future 

prévention sexual abuse in the church. 
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A s part of a doctoral research programme jointly sponsored by the Metanoia 

Institute and Middlesex University, I am developing a modular training unit to 

teach psychotherapists and counsellors to assess and work with the problems 

of sexual addiction and compulsivity. This module could stand alone or within 

a programme of continuing professional éducation, or it could be integrated 

into an existing counselling curriculum. It will be constructed in such a way as 

to recognise the growing role of Internet pomography in addictive compulsive 

patterning. This is a professional studies académie programme with an 

expectation of a produet-orientated outcome rather than the préparation of a 

traditional dissertation destined for the library and not the work place. 

I had intended, before the current project, to research the relationship 

between religious behaviour, sexual behaviour and sexual offending. After 

four months of indecisión and distress, I set this to one side to develop this 

other work, the teaching and training programme on sexual and romantic 

addiction. This is of more interest to me and, I bel ieve, of wider benefit to the 

Community. The other research was leading pro fess iona l^ away from my 

main áreas of clinical interest. I a lso made that décision because I found the 

other research distressing and disturbing. 

The data for the earlier project was to come from interviews with paedophile 

Roman Catholic priests and those who spécialise in working with offenders. 

What had seemed feasible in the environment of the classroom became 

depressing and distressing in the field. This paper is an examination of some 

of the implications and conséquences of handling painful, sensitive, 
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distressing, and, potentially explosive, subjects in the pursuit of the twin goals 

of académie and clinical research. 

The distress began at the end of last year, and the first of this year, as I began 

to interview offenders and those who work with them. Thèse are the relevant 

extracts ftom my research journal: 

Monday 7 t h January 2002 

'In typing up the interview with R W I am very aware of his anxiety and a sensé 
of contagious shame that extends from him to me and I feel that I a m 
bordering on nothing less than despair. ' 

The entry is followed by reflective notes under the following headings, 
'heuristic and reflexive', 'hermeneutics and phenomenology*, and 'social 
construction'. 

Tuesday 8 t h January 2002 

'I am experiencing feelings of paranoia and a sensé of contamination. I have 
been exposed to a culture of fear.' 

Wednesday 9 t h January 2002 

'I keep having dreams of being victimised and at the mercy of predators which 
I connect to the nature of the research. I woke up feeling angry and trapped.' 

Sunday 13 t h January 2002 

'I had two bad dreams last night, one about breaking china and another about 
a woman falling to her death on a roller coaster. This feels like it is about an 
encounter with evil. This is about a confrontation with evil, the ordinariness 
and ail pervasiveness of evil in the human condition.' 

Similar entries follow throughout the timetable of the interview process. During 

this period I began to drink too much and became vulnérable to old, and long 

abandoned, addictive compulsive patterns. Over four months I d iscussed this 

'toxic leakage' into the rest of my life with my académie advisor, clinical 

supervisor and personal therapist. Eventual ly the way forward crystallised at 
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Conference where I was giving a paper on sexual addiction and the Internet. 

The transition became complète when I d iscussed the future of the work I was 

doing then with the head of the London Marriage Guidance Counci l . I quote 

him, 'such a change represents the créative movement of the heuristic 

process ' . This paper grows out of that 'créative movement' and is, thus, an 

exploration into some of the particular characteristics and requirements that 

can accompany heuristic qualitative research when the research, and 

particularly the data gathering, is associated with sensitive issues, distressing 

behaviours and/or high levels of fear, opprobrium and social anxiety. 

The expérience of 'distress' is subjective and cannot be made by others or 

necessari ly predicted in advance. Sexual abuse is not the only distressing or 

sensational topic likely to come into the researchers remit. For some 

researchers it might be work with drug addicts, abortion, terminal i l lness, 

domestic violence or crime. A staff member at the Médical Foundation for the 

Treatment of Victims of Torture reported a similar expérience to me in the 

préparation of his own doctoral dissertation. His research, 'Mind and Body: 

The Treatment of the Suquelae of Torture Using a Combined Somat ic and 

Psychological Approach' was a qualitative case study analysis of important 

but disturbing material. What may seem manageable in the c lassroom can 

feel much less clinical and much more personal in the field or in the Consulting 

room. 
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In my expérience, research with sensitive and distressing topics has a 

possible impact at six interconnected levels: 

• Académie 

• Administrative 

• Ethical 

• Political 

• Professional 

• Personal 

Sieber and Stanley [1988, p49] define 'socially sensitive' research as research 

'in which there are potential social conséquences or implications, either 

directly for the participants or for the c lass of individuals represented in the 

research'. In this case , the conséquences and implications were mostly for 

the researcher and grew out of the research joumey and the heuristic and 

reflexive nature of the qualitative process. 

Académie 

Working with sensit ive and stigmatising topics has a number of potential 

effects upon réception and location within an académie environment and 

within the académie Community. This is particularty true at entrance level and 

for the novice researcher and when the research constitutes a début into an 

académie Community. 

Having begun to establish a réputation a s a psychotherapist with an interest in 

addiction, I began to notice that the new research was subtlety altering my 

réputation to someone who is interested and experienced in the field of 
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paedophilia. Even at an earïy stage, I had been booked for a workshop on 

'Men, Religion and Offending' and asked to join a national working party on 

sexual abuse in the church. Next came an invitation to a conférence in the 

United States on working with paedophile offenders. Whilethis 'establishment 

of réputation' would be true of any directional development in research, it 

seems to me, that this is more pronounced in the case of research that 

explores the extrême. The extrême, stigmatising and sensational make it 

more mémorable and invite spéculation and comment. This is especially true 

of a 'product orientated' dissertation that requires, for example, the 

préparation and publication of books or journal articles as part of the 

académie outeome. In degree programmes that require a traditional 

dissertation, the actual subject matter of the dissertation may not so 

extensively détermine académie repute because the dissertation often sits, 

unpublished and unread, in the recesses of a university library. 

Research that is proposed and seems reasonable in an académie 

environment can become unexpectedly and unforeseeably problematic once 

in the field. A s my diaries show, discomfort set in only at the beginning of the 

interviews when I was exposed to the horrifie content of the material and 

working on the deeply depressing interface with the tragedy of my informants. 

The distress was multi-factored and involved not only the nature and history of 

the people interviewed, the character of the stories told, but included repeated 

winter visits to the dismal physical setting of secure accommodation. AU this 

was set in the wider context of a média outery and moral panic that spil led 

over into my interviews, both here and in Ireland. While interviewing 
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participants in one establishment, the security of the setting was invaded by 

vigilantes with caméras. I had to remain locked in the building until it was 

judged that I might not be mistaken for an offender and that it might be safe 

for me to leave un-harassed, un-followed and un-photographed. 

Fear and shame have been primary feelings experienced in the process of 

research. I felt shame that I would be perceived by the Académie Committee 

to have chosen badly, to be lacking in résolve, to be a person without 

académie substance. I became aware that when I read the emai ls of my tutor, 

before choosing to change the direction and character of the research, that I 

experienced them as cheerful and helpful. Once I made the décision to 

change, I projected unfriendly feelings onto thèse emails. A s far a s I can see , 

they do not, in words, vary from the ones before. 

The levels of fear and shame that accompanied the académie character of 

this research extended more widely into my professional and personal life. 

The important thing for a researcher to bear in mind is that the affect pf the 

participants, in this case the toxic fear and shame of the interviewées and 

those who work with them, had the power to leak into académie, as well as 

the professional and personal life of this researcher. 
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Administrative 

Research with sensitive and distressing topics and research into areas of 

social opprobrium can bring with it extra, onerous and time consuming 

administrative requirements. These include, among others, a need for more 

long term planning, unexpected administrative difficulties and special issues 

of confidentiality. 

In the first place, I found it difficult to access my participants. The institutions 

that work with sexual offenders are discrète, cautious and have high levels of 

security. Phone numbers were unlisted, cal ls screened, and access to 

decision-makers slow and difficult. I had to plan carefully, deliberately target 

and cultivate contacts and build credibility over a two-year period. It was a 

case of strategically targeting people of influence and courting the 

gatekeepers. Because of the difficulty of access , longer lead-in t imes are 

required and exceptionally careful préparation is necessary. It is also 

important for the researcher to 'snowball ' contacts, to use one gatekeeper to 

set up connections and appointments with other gatekeepers. 

Given the highly conftdential and even sensational nature of the taped 

material, I soon realised that there needed to be exceptional commitments to 

confidentiality. For example, I could never leave my computer, notes or 

briefcase in my car or the window open in my ground floor study. For extra 

security, tapes and notes were transferred to special ly designed double-lock 

filing cabinets. In working with sensit ive material any security breach, however 
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unlikety, will bring with it risk and fear to the participants and heavy criticism to 

the researcher. 

The long-tenm timetable had been built upon the expectation that my 

secretary would type up the interviews. Once I had begun to do the 

interviews, it became clear to me that the recorded data would have been too 

distressing and disturbing for her to hear. I would have to do the transcription 

and typing myself. This would add four or five unplanned extra weeks to the 

research timetable. 

Ethical 

Ail research projects raise 'ethical, moral, and political questions' [Renzetti 

and Lee, 1993, p14]. In addition to the spécial administrative considérations of 

doing research with sensit ive and distressing topics, there are also spécial 

ethical considérations. The topic of sexuality raises, its own right, a set of 

ethical issues and has to be dealt with in a sensitive way. 

Renzetti and Lee [1993] emphasise the importance of the following: privacy, 

confidentiality, safety, respect, consent, and the avoidance of déception. The 

Counci l for International Organisations of Médical Sc iences had the following 

guideline for maintaining ethical standards in sensit ive research especial ly 

around sexual issues: respect for persons, beneficence, non-malfeasance 

and justice [Ringheim, 1995]. I found four major areas that required attention: 

confidentiality, the issue of free and informed consent, the problem of 

psychological harm/benefit, and the problem of 'unacceptable truth'. 
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The principal of confidentiality is one of only three principles that appear 

'without exception' [Kimmel, 1988, p88] in American and European codes for 

psychological research. I have already delineated the extra administrative 

security provisions to double-insure the confidentiality that needs to be put in 

place while working with sensitive mate ri al. It is also important to clearly state, 

to your participants, the context and the limitations of confidentiality, 

especial ly working with paedophile offenders where there is a possibility that 

the content of the interview might disclose previously unknown offences. 

Knowledge of some behaviour might be required for disclosure by law or by a 

code of professional conduct. The confidentiality contract between the 

researcher and the research participant requires good clarity and appropriate 

wording. 

Most of my research was done with men living in secure residential 

accommodation. Davison and Stuart argue [1975] that it is not possible to do 

ethical research in an involuntary and coercive setting. Ethical questions can 

be very complex and sometimes there are no clear and obvious answers. In 

this case, although the accommodation was secure the men in résidence 

were there on an optional basis. The voluntary nature of the research 

participation was made abundantly clear. Even so, it was obvious to me that 

non-participation would have been common knowledge through out the 

institution. This could not help butto affect judgements and perceptions. Whi le 

thèse interviews took place in an inherently coercive setting, it seems to me, 

that this was within an acceptable context and I was grateful that participation 

was experienced and reported by my informants as positive and bénéficiai. 
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Whi le recognizing that it is important not to harm my participants, the purpose 

of the project was to gain information to prevent my participants from harming 

other people. This is recognised in Research Methods in Clinical and 

Counselling Psychology [Barker, Pistrang, and Elliott 1994], 

In general, research should not harm the participants. 
However, some people may freely consent to suffer 
harm for the greater good of humanity...there is a trade
off between any harm caused to the participants and the 
potential gain to humanity from the knowledge acquired. 

In the preparation for my schedule of interviews I was able to call a meeting of 

all my prospective clergy participants and address them a s a group, answer 

questions and invite them to participate. At the end of the questions one man 

in the group agreed to participate. He said, 'I can't change the harm I have 

done but this is the least I can do to put something back'. Al l the other men 

agreed and all of them volunteered to participate. Given the sensitive and 

disturbing nature of the material that could emerge with each interview, plenty 

of time was left over at the end of each interview for a full debriefing. In every 

case , I had reports from my participants that they had found the interview 

therapeutically helpful and that it had been, for them, an act of repair, 

restitution, and reparation. The ethical implications of this process, and it may 

well be the same in working with other types of participants, is that the actual 

research creates a sense of benefit, especial ly, where participants have been 

stigmatised or have experienced isolation and opprobrium. 
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Another ethical di lemma that emerged from the project carne not from the 

format or the participants but from the outcomes of the study and the general 

public. I cali this the problem of 'unacceptable truth'. It became clear to me 

that the high level of public outrage around the issue of sexual abuse in the 

Román Catholic Church had created an environment where some views were 

acceptable and other views were not acceptable. Seiber and Stanley [1988] 

make this point in this way, 

'society will enthusiastically embrace ideas that suits it 
and that will be done irrespective of the validity of the 
application or the validity of the research'. 

There are transient orthodoxies in the charged world of strong feelings, 

abuse, allegation, counter-allegation, vigilantes, and public protest. According 

to Jenkins [1996, p152] concern over child abuse has followed a cyclical 

pattern altemating between extravagant claims with far-reaching legislation 

until the public grows sceptical and the 'crusade' itself becomes seen to be 

the problem. He cites this as the pattern with the sex-offender panics in the 

United States of Amer ica in the 1930's and 1940's. In the 1970's i twaswide ly 

held that single incidents of sexual abuse did little lasting harm and at least 

one authoritative text is quoted saying that 'Early sexual contacts do not 

appear to have harmful effects on many chíldren unless the family, legal 

authorities or society reacts negatively' [Jenkins, 1996, p88] [italics in the 

original]. This view would not be acceptable now. It could not be promoted 

even if it were establ ished as an incontrovertible fact. There is thus an 

addittonal heightened ethical difficulty—the problem of 'unacceptable truths', 

in the conduct and publication of sensit ive and distressing research in the 

coercí ve context of a time of moral panic. 
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Political 

There are other important political issues to consider in the process of 

researching sensitive or controversial subjects, particularly in cl imates of 

social concem or in times of moral panic. These may include having to 

handle, harness, or avoid media interest, respond to personal criticism and 

unfriendly scrutiny, recognise problems of préjudice and exercise vigi lance 

and dexterity in fielding potential legal and political issues. 

Whatever the préférences of the researcher, sensational subjects are 

attractive to the media and invite press interest. This may have advantages 

for the researcher. It may create an advantageous public perception around 

the career of the researcher or cl inician. To be seen as an advisor to the stars 

or a confident to royalty might well have a generous impact on career 

development and clinical or académie réputation and therefore client demand. 

However, if the subject is unpopulär, the opposite is likely with the 

conséquences in reverse. When the residential treatment centre was under 

s iege by vigilantes and press photographers I became very aware that my 

concem to understand causation could be presented to the public not as 

explanation but as justification. This would not have had a welcome effect on 

public standing, académie réputation, or my clinical referral System. It was this 

kind of interprétative controversy that enveloped Chérie Blair in the media 

response to her comments on suicide bombings—explanation was taken, 

probably deliberately, by the press and her political enemies—as justification. 
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It a lso has seemed to me that hostile methodological scrutiny and even 

deliberate misrepresentation of the work are more likely when doing research 

on sensitive and distressing topics. The competition for funding or reputation 

creates an environment where it can be economically advantageous for those 

with one view to criticise and attack those with another competing view. 

Similarly with subjects that generate strong feelings, either positive or 

negative, research findings and statistical information will be taken up or 

ignored to suit different political agendas. This is potentially true of all 

research but 1 believe that this is especially problematic for researchers 

investigating sensitive, controversial or distressing topics. 

Those who research extreme subjects and socially marginal groups need to 

remember that research outcomes have the capacity to generate prejudice as 

well as reveal truth. I became aware that the publication of my research into 

Roman Catholic paedophile offending would have the power to contribute to 

the generation of additional prejudice against the clergy and the church. Just 

to write about this subject tarnishes reputations and inflames the potentials of 

prejudice. Most of the men I interviewed were Irish and from a culture and 

time quite different from our own. I have wondered to myself how much 

prejudice came into play in the assessment , treatment, and evaluation of such 

men. In writing a paper on sexual misconduct in the Church of England, I was 

aware of my own prejudice operating, in that instance to protect the church 

from insinuation and attack. Issues of prejudice come into play with all 

research but when researching areas of controversy and sensational subjects 
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the ethical and political implications of préjudice are more far-reaching and of 

greater conséquence. 

Sensational and sensitive topics, by their nature, may be circled by special 

legal requirements that require the attention of the researcher. In the case of 

my own research, I was concemed about the requirements of disclosure in 

relationship to the material given to me in the interview. What if I were made 

aware of an offence that had not corne to light to others? What exactly were 

the legal requirements? What would be required under the Code of Ethics and 

Practice of my professional body? Attention to the law and to codes of 

practice will need to be heightened in researching issues of controversy. In 

cases of sexual abuse in the Republ ic of Ireland there is a tariff of 

compensation paid depending upon the nature and level of the abuse. It 

becomes in the financial interest of the victim to have been badly abused and 

to have suffered greatly. This point highlights the complex and consequential 

legal nature of some kinds of behaviours that the researcher may research. 

This is particularly true where documents, statistics, and outcomes might be 

cited in a court of law or in other circumstances involving custody, seulement 

or compensation. 

Professional 

In counselling and psychotherapy research, it is not absolutely possible, right 

or désirable to separate out the académie, professional and the personal. 

However, I have done so in this paper for conceptual clarity and ease of 

organisation. The professional problems that emerged for me were connected 
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with the requirements of immersion, conflicts of empathy and the heuristic 

character of psychotherapy research. 

There were a number of lesser Problems attached to my status as a novice 

researcher that should be noted by other novice researchers investigating 

sensit ive or sensationai subjects. The first is to recognise that those working 

with such topics can expérience a kind of 'professional contamination'. One 

can become 'the odd one' and can suffer an altération or imputation of 

réputation. I found myself characterised as 'the one interested paedophil ia' 

rather than 'the one interested in prévention'. Doctoral studies can créate the 

professional identity of the researcher. 1 found that my professional identity 

had begun to conform to the topic. I am not especial ly interested in 

paedophil ia or sexual offending as an end product. I am primarily interested in 

the generic process that, I believe, l ies behind the majority of thèse 

behaviours. I found this shift of professional réputation undesirable and 

unwelcome. 

I have corne to the view that research with sensit ive subjects, or subjects with 

the capacity to contamínate the researcher, should be 'department anchored'. 

By 'department anchored' I mean commiss ioned and held b y a n organisation 

rather than by the individual and/or lone researcher. This takes the 

spéculation and media attention off the researcher. It al lows the researcher to 

be supported and grounded, and to hand over public inter-face to an 

impersonal organisation. I noticed that when the residential treatment centre 

was attacked, all responsibility was directed away from the sponsoring 
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organisation and individual staff members and handed over to the Home 

Office. This anchored the work outside the work itself. 

Qualitative research uses empathy as a major heuristic tool and many 

qualitative researchers regard participant empowerment as a legitimate, even 

central, purpose of the research [Stiles and Stanley, 1988]. Client empathy is 

central to the psychotherapist's task and essential for the creation and 

development of the therapeutic all iance. Our academic and clinical tradition 

has grown out of medicine and this places the primary duty of care to be 

towards the client rather than to a third party. I found myself in 'empathy 

competition', a contest between the capacity to feel empathy for the 

perpetrator, who is seen, and the requirement to feel empathy for the vict im, 

who is unseen. Worst of al l , I found that my empathy for the offender 

[necessary to the qualitative process] was being characterised by others a s 

an absence of empathy for the victim. This was made worse because much of 

the offender treatment world, at least that based in the prison system and the 

probation service, takes the view that psychotherapy is not helpful in the 

treatment of offenders. It might even make it worse. This, it was suggested, 

inclines to make a psychotherapeutic approach 'well meaning' but, in effect, 

complicit in offender behaviour. I understand that this view of psychotherapy 

is the prevailing view and that this has determined some aspects of the Home 

Office funding policy for intervention and treatment. During this research I 

observed in myself many disturbances of empathy and empathy competition 

and I found this to be exacerbated by the political and professional agenda of 

others. 
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Stiles [1993, p604] wnting in C l in i ca l Psycho logy Rev iew made the point 

that 'in contrast to the idealised detachment sometimes advocated in 

received-view research, qualitative research seems facilitated by immersion in 

the material'. McLeod [2001, p6] prescribes the necessary foundation for the 

qualitative researcher as 'becoming a knower". The single most difficult aspect 

for me of this research was the expectation and requirement of immersion in 

the qualitative process. I had to hear distressing material, not once, not twice, 

but over and over again. I would hear it at the time of the interview. I would 

hear it again on the tape, sometimes two or three times more, because of the 

way a transcription machine works, and then read it over and over again in 

the analysis process. I found it distressing to hear once but I was unprepared 

for its cumulative impact. Other researchers working on sensit ive and 

distressing topics would do well to make provision to minimise this effect. The 

research is important, but for me, it is not my first priority and it is not right at 

this stage of my own development. I will say more about immersion in the next 

section. 

Pe rsona l 

The literature on qualitative research emphas ises the importance of protecting 

the well being of the research participants. There is not much on protecting 

the researcher. There is an emphas is on the use of the self as the principal 

tool of the researcher, however, I did not corne across mainstream material 

for prospective researchers warning them that research material has the 

capacity to enter, in a disturbing way, into the personal process of the 

researcher. The requirement for immersion exacerbated my sensé of personal 
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contamination. This was made worse by what I cali 'the incongruity of the 

lyrical requirement' and the way in which the research activated some of my 

own inner psychological scripting. 

The principal issue is that the primary components of heuristic qualitative 

psychotherapy research: immersion, ethnography, hermeneutics, and 

reflexivity are the same components that allow leakage from the professional 

back into the personal, the psychological équivalent of stomach acid reflux. In 

the s a m e way as the heuristic process affects the nature of the research, so 

too, does the research affect the nature of the researcher. It is the heuristic 

nature of qualitative psychotherapy research that brings the leakage as well 

a s the insights to bear. 

Strauss and Corbin [1998] in Basics of Qualitative Research describe the 

process of qualitative research a s 'l ike a pièce of music ' and Moustakas 

[1990], in particular, waxes lyrical, and becomes poetic, in his descriptions of 

the heuristic contribution required of the qualitative researcher. I found this 

lyricism incongruous and inimical to my own research. Delightful and 

inspiring as it might be in many research projects, it sets an inappropriate 

and discouraging tone for those doing qualitative research into the sensit ive, 

distressing and disturbing. 

I am clear that shame and the shame of public opprobrium are the most 

powerful scripts that operate in my inner world of feeling and thinking. 

Shame, in particular, I expérience as involuntary and excruciating and when 
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activated it seems to have a life of its own. In my family of origin and in the 

Community of my adolescent formation, sexuality was both sought after and 

experienced shamefully. Although the issues are différent, I experienced this 

research as an activator of my own shame, as shame by associat ion. 

Shame has a contagious nature. People can feel shame when they see 

someone eise acting in a shameful way, especially, if others think that they 

are somehow associated with the shameful person. This is what I think 

happened to me. Whenever anyone would ask my research topic they would 

grimace and look away in disgust. I suspect that this registered in me, in an 

involuntary place, that I was shameful and disgusting. It is not logical but I 

think that somehow this research project, dealing with maximum sexual 

shame and maximum social opprobrium, activated powerful inner scripts and 

that now account for my distress and disturbance. Other researchers working 

in différent but equally distressing and disturbing areas or interest ought to 

mindful of the capacity of the subject matter to engage their own archaic 

memories and deeply imbedded scripts. 
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Recom mandations 

In addition to that the recommendations and 'good advice' thatare implicit in 

the text I would like to highlight the following points: 

• Perhaps as a novice researcher avoid sensitive and distressing 

research topics. 

• Do not choose sensitive and distressing topics unless you are willing 

to undergo média scrutiny and public identification. 

• The will ingness to quit and the will ingness to continue are choices of 

equal value. 

• Create a peer support team that can meet with you as a group on a 

regular basis to interpret, support, challenge, and create perspective. 

• If you are indecisive about the continuation of your work, take advice 

from the experts and set a time-limited reflection period and a 

decision-making timetable. 

Most important of ail, if you décide to quit, the next day you will have 

wished you had decided to stay, and, if you décide to stay, the next day 

you will have wished you had decided to quit. 

Conclusion 

People have assumed when I talk about the sensit ive and distressing nature 

of the subject matter that I mean I have met wicked monsters and heard 

horrendous taies of the unimaginably vile. This has not been true. Two quite 

différent and unexpected things have upset me in this study. The first has 
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been the reality of the goodness of these men, and these acts excepted, their 

commitment to service, the reality of their faith and the confusion, deep 

suffering, profound despair and hopeless nature of their c i rcumstances. The 

second has been a recognition of the similarities between the psychology of 

the offender and the psychology of the crusader [Firman and Gi la , 1997]. The 

yearning that creates and drives the offender seems, to me, to be the same 

yearning that drives the crusader— both are driven by the need to matter and 

the dread of non-being. The child abuser and the 'abuser abuser' share a 

common psychological profile, only the end product is different. To 

understand this is to understand something of the nature of evil. 
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A Training Programme for Psychotherapists Counsellors and Health 
Care Professionals to Work with Sexual Addiction and Compulsivity 
with Special Référence to the Internet 

This treatment and training programme is an amalgamation from the work of 

psychotherapists who have clinical expérience of narcissistic damage, 

psychologists who have especial ly researched shame and the other affects 

associated with shame, and from practitioners and researchers who have 

published work on sexual addiction and compulsivity. The programme has 

incorporated concepts and treatment techniques drawn from research on the 

care and treatment of sexual offenders. Although this training programme is 

directed towards the treatment of sexual addiction it is relevant to other 

addictive processes. 

Rationale 

Research indicates that sexual addiction is a problem that is little recognised 

and understood in this country. To date there has been no specific training 

available to practitioners to help them identify and understand this behaviour 

and to respond in clinically appropriate ways [Birchard, 2003]. 

Objectives 

The key objectives of this training programme are: 

• To explain and describe the phenomenon of sexual addiction 
• To explain the aetiology of sexual addiction 
• To explore the nature of shame and its rôle in the addictive process 
• To enable therapist to better work with sexual addiction 
• To explore sexual addiction and the Internet 
• To provide therapists with conceptual knowledge to better inform their 

involvement in public d iscuss ion 
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The primary goal is to provide a suitable programme of training for 

psychotherapists and psychosexual therapists to work with clients who 

présent with the problems of sexual addiction and compulsivity. 

Teaching Stratégies 

This training programme includes the following teaching interventions: 

• Tutor input 
• Smal l group discussion 
• Video 
• Computer projection 
• Plenary sessions 
• Drawing and craft work 
• C a s e study 
• Working in pairs and triplets 
• Group cérémonial activity 
• Handouts 
• O H P transparencies 
• Advance reading material 

Sexual Addiction and Offender Treatment 

The concept of sexual addiction clearly has implications for those who work in 

the field of offender treatment. The création of successfu l interventions for 

sexual addiction has the capacity to provide a treatment programme for 

potential offenders, pre-offenders and to assist others in relapse prévention. 

Some people inhabit a shadowy wortd of 'near offending' and such a 

programme of treatment could prevent a drift into offending. Anyone who has 

offended once and wants to stop, or corne near to offending and wants to 

stop, has no where to go to get help because the social conséquences are so 

dire. Therefore, the 'bordertine offender3 has nowhere to tum and no help 

available. The provision of such a programme of treatment could arrest 
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behavioural patterns that could otherwise, driven by loneliness and shame, 

evolve into escalating patterns and/or patterns of more serious offending. 

S e x u a l Add ic t ion and the Internet 

This programme of training has also been developed to equip the growing 

Problem of Internet sexual addiction. Research done in the United States 

indicates that this is an increasing problem [Cames et al, 2001], British 

psychosexual psychotherapists share this view [Birchard, 2003], 

W ide r Treatment App l i ca t ions 

This training programme is also targeted to equip therapists and counsel lors 

to work with sexual addiction. It would also be useful to help social workers, 

probation officers, nurses, and other health care workers to understand and 

effectively respond to sexual addiction. The programme is primarily des igned 

to treat self-referred clients who self-identity as sex addicts. 

The Format 

The material in this training programme is organised into nine units, each unit 

lasts approximately one and a half hours. The introduction is built around the 

video Add i c ted to S e x [MacFai iand, 1999]. The video provides real life 

examples of the phenomenon. The remainder of the programme, through the 

formai présentations and the experiential work, explores a generic process 

that lies behind both the outworking of the behaviour and the proposed 

strategy of treatment. 
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Each unit contains a formai présentation a number of experiential options. 

The formai 'taught' part of the présentation is important because at this stage 

few people are aware of the material and there is little literature easi ly 

accessib le in the United Kingdom. With the exception of the introductory unit, 

which last 2 hours, ail other units last approximately 1.5 hours. The total 

teaching time, including the experiential component, will be 14 hours. An 

overall introduction and an introduction to each day and a concluding activity 

are included in the total time. 

In advance of the first module ail participants should receive three papers 

downloaded from the website of the National Committee on Sexual Addiction 

and Compulsivity. Thèse papers are preparatory reading and cover the 

following three topics: Sexual Addiction, Cybersex and the Conséquences of 

Sexual Addiction. Participants can download thèse directly from the website 

www.ncsac.org. 

It is an advantage if the présenter is an addict in recovery or is trained in the 

treatment of addiction and, in particular, sexual addiction. Alternatively a 

recovering addict could be invited to share something of his/her own 

expérience with participants. The feedback from participants in the pilot 

Project suggests that appropriate 'tutor disclosure' of Personal process 

provides a place for participants to feel sufficiently safe to disclose their own 

processes in the experiential exercises [Birchard, 2003]. 
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Ethical and Professional Issues 

This teaching module deals with sensitive and sometimes distressing 

material. It is important to provide for the emotional safety of all participants. 

Therefore particular attention must be given to an agreed collaborative 

confidentiality policy and to opportunities for de-briefing as well as the 

provision of external psychotherapeutic support if this is required. 
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Training Unit Flow Chart 

In advance 

Day One 
The Problem 

Day Two 
The Solution 

Unit One: Introduction 

Unit 2: Sexual Addiction 

Unit 3: Narcissistic Damage 

Unit 4: Shame 

Unit 5: Internet 

Unit 6: Getting Started 

Unit 7: Making Progress 

Unit 8: Creating Momentum 

Unit 9: Moving On 

Fig. 6 Training Unit Flow Chart 



Unît 1 Introduction to the Training Programme and to the Concept of 
Sexual Addiction 

Rationale 

This module introduces participants to one another, to the présenter, to the 

phenomena of sexual addiction and to the concept of 'Good Lives' [Ward, in 

press]. The tutor introduces him/herself and talks both about the outer career 

and his/her inner process. The experiential exercise is designed to break the 

ice and introduce participants to one another and to provide material for the 

last unit of the whole programme 'Reconstructing the Self and Creating Good 

Lives' . The experiential exercise has been chosen for its emphasis on 

success , achievement, and well-being and therefore for its potential capacity 

to lend affirmation and positivity to the launch of the training programme. 

The video shows a group of self-identified sex addicts and a smaller number 

of professional addiction counsel lors in conversation with the caméra. In other 

words, it shows real people talking about real problems. By the end of the 

first unit ail participants will have begun to know each other and to know the 

tutor and will have heard first hand accounts of the nature and impact of 

sexual addiction. The video is especial ly useful in that it présents first hand 

accounts of the problem and it does s o with clarity, feeling and candour. 

Aims and Objectives 

• An overview of the programme 
• See and hear the 'felf expérience of the addict 
• A global introduction to the phenomena of sexual addiction 
• An introduction to the 'good l ives' model [Ward, in press] 
• Meet each other 
• Begin to get to know the presenter/tutor 
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Séquence 

• Tutors Input 
• Experiential 
• Video 

• Plenary 

Présentées Pe rsona l Störy 

[Outer story and inner story] 
Ending with an explanation of some aspect Ward's primary 'goods' a s 
experienced by the tutor. 

Introduction to the three catégories of primary goods [Ward, in press] 

[Appendix] 

Exper ient ia l : 

Discuss in triplets the things that make life worthwhile for you, that give you 

joy and create meaning and significance for you with particular référence to 

the 'good l ives' [Ward, in press] concept of the requirements for human 

fulfïlment. Then convene back into the larger group. The various expressions 

of thèse catégories as personally experienced are called out and listed on the 

flip Chart. These are set aside and saved for the final experiential sess ion. 

Introduction to video Add ic ted to S e x [3 / 5 minutes] 

V i d e o 'Add ic ted to S e x ' [Black and White, 58 minutes] 

Questions, Discuss ion, Summary, Conclus ion 
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Unit 2 Sexual Ad diction 

Rationale 

The purpose of this unit is to teach formaily on sexual addiction. This teaching 

will include définitions of addiction, the distinction between substance and 

process addictions, the characteristics of addictions, définitions of sexual 

addiction drawing on Carnes [1991] and Goodman [1998], an of outline D S M 

IV and the place of sexual addiction in this System of Classification. The 

sect ion will illustrate sexual addiction and will draw on examples from récent 

writing and great world literature. The section ends with an introduction to the 

currentdebate over addiction and addiction nomenclature. 

Aims and Objectives 

• To learn the basic définitions of sexual addiction 
• To understand the characteristics of sexual addiction 
• Familiarization with the work of Patrick Carnes and Aviel Goodman 
• Knowledge of D S M IV in relationship to sexual addiction 
• Basic understanding of the controversy over définitions and 

nomenclature 

Sequence 

• Tutor Input 
• Experiential Work 
• Plenary 

Content for this unit can be found in the appendix. 
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Experiential 

A] A rerun of the early parts of the video that focus on the addict's behaviour 

to provide a useful introduction to a discussion on sexual addiction. 

B] A smali group discussion to be arranged, built around clinical expérience of 

behaviours similar to the ones in the video. 

C] If the course facilitator knows anyone in sexual addiction recovery, that 

person could be invited to talk about his/her expérience of sexual addiction 

with the course participants. This could a lso be placed in the introductory 

sess ion in addition or instead of the video. 

D] If the course facilitator knows a psychotherapist or other professional who 

works in the field of addiction recovery, that person could be invited to share 

his/her expérience of sexual addiction with the course participants. This could 

also be placed in the introductory sess ion in addition to the video. 

Questions, Discussion, Summary, Conclus ion 
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Unit 3 The Aetiology of Sexual Ad diction / Narcissistic Damage 

Rationale 

The purpose of this section is to introduce participants to the concept of 

narcissistic damage and to explain that addiction is a response to narcissistic 

damage. The experiential section at the end of this unit is designed to allow 

participants to reflect on their own expérience of such damage and to reflect 

on the outcome of thèse patterns in their own process. 

Aims and Objectives 

• Leam about the aetiology of sexual addiction 

• Know définitions and descriptions of narcissistic damage 
• Become familiar with other characteristics, affects, and outcomes of 

narcissistic damage 
• Understand adapting and masking behaviours 
• Introduce the concept of the sexual arousal template 
• Explain the concept of covert sexuality 

Séquence 

• Tutor Input 
• Experiential Work 
• Plenary 

Content for this unit can be found in the appendix. 

Experiential 

Option C is the preferred option. 

A] In small groups discuss the concept of narcissistic damage. 

B] In small groups d iscuss clinical examples of 'covert sexualization'. 
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C] Work alone to create a représentation of your personal expérience of the 

inner and outer self, using C4 envelopes, the characteristics of the inner self 

are written or drawn on the inside of the envelope and the projected outer self 

or the behavioural mask is drawn on the outside of the envelope. Share in 

confidence what has been drawn and why with one other person. 

Questions, Discussion, Summary, Conclusion 
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Unit 4 Shame 

Rationale 

The previous unit was an exploration of the aetiology of sexual addiction in 

narcissistic damage. This unit explores 'shame' as the principal outcome of 

narcissistic damage and as the major driver of addiction and sexual addiction 

in particular. The experiential section at the end of this unit is designed to 

bring home to participants the idea that addiction is about the medication of 

the sel f—exper ienced painfully and as unacceptable. 

Aims and Objectives 

• Understand of the etymology of the word 'shame', the language of 
shame and the connection between shame and non-being 

• Understand the concept of chronic / toxic shame 
• Understand 'shame binds' and 'shame scripts' 
• Insights into shame and social marginalization 
• Understand the socially useful function of shame 
• Reflections on the distinction between shame and guilt 

Sequence 

• Tutor input 
• Experiential 
• Plenary 

Content for this unit can be found in the appendix. 
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Experiential 

a] Explore a major personal event of deep shame and share that with another 

person. The other person will act as therapist and will listen, track, empathize, 

and summarise but not interrupt or otherwise comment. Work in Pairs. 

b] Make a list of substances and behaviours that you use to medicate shame 

and other aspects of painful reality and put them in order of préférence / insert 

this into your envelope. Work first alone and then share what you have done 

and why in triplets. The purpose of this exercise is to illustrate how we use 

substances and internai processes to medicate innerfeeling states. 

Questions, Discussion, Summary, Conclus ion 
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Unit 5 Sexual Addiction and the Internet 

Rationale 

Modem technology has brought with it a widespread use of the Internet for 

sexual and romantic activities [Cooper, 2000,2002]. To date the impact of this 

activity has been little explored. The research [Greenfield, 1999] suggests that 

sexually addictive use of the Internet is an increasing problem. This unit 

explores some of the distinctive characteristics of the Internet in relation to 

sexual and romantic addiction and suggests practical strategies for client use 

to self protect against the behaviour. It introduces reflections on the impact of 

the Internet on child and adolescent sexual development as well as its impact 

on already formed adult functioning. 

A ims and objectives 

• Define and describe Internet sexual addiction and cybersex 
• Knowledge of different sexual and romantic usages 
• Recognition of the signs of problematic usage 
• Knowledge of the distinctive features of Internet sexual addiction 
• Knowledge of the criteria for the assessment of problematic behaviour 
• Understand the possible impact on marriage and relationships 
• Outline the role of fantasy in romantic use of the Internet 
• Provide a client implemented strategy to reduce usage 
• Explore the impact of the Internet on sexual development 
• Explore the use of the Internet to access recovery resources 

Sequence 

• Tutor input 
• Experiential 
• Plenary 

Content for this unit can be found in the appendix. 
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Experiential 

A] In smal l groups discuss your experience of the Internet either personally or 

in your experience of work with clients. 

B] Us ing a computer and projector access sexually explicit sites and chat 

rooms to show the range and nature of the material and the ease of site 

a c c e s s . Include sexual recovery sites and sites that promote filtering devices 

to automatically exclude access to sexually explicit sites. Discuss in groups. 

Quest ions, Discussion, Summary, Conclusion 
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Unit 6 Creating a Strategy of Treatment and Getting Started 

Rationale 

The previous four units were designed to explain and explore the problem of 

sexual addiction. The next units have been designed to explain the 

therapeutic tasks that are proposed in working with sexually addicted clients. 

Although these tasks have been assembled in sequence, it should be 

recognised that tasks should be targeted in response to client need and that 

there can be movement between tasks as well as a return to tasks already 

done a s required. 

This section includes general observations on the nature of the therapeutic 

relationship and the importance of one-to-one psychotherapy in the treatment 

of sexual addiction [Cames, 1991, Goodman 1998]. Recognising that 

therapists come from different modalit ies, it seeks to build on the concept, 

especially in the early stages of treatment, of the therapist as 'recovery 

facilitator'. Supportive psychotherapy is better in the early stages of recovery. 

Explorative psychotherapy is more useful once behaviour and affect have 

stabilised. This section a lso explores the nature and sequencing of affect and 

behavioural change. Attention should a lso be given to alerting practitioners to 

the possibilities of secondary trauma when working with this client category 

[Clarke and Roger, 2002, Straker, 1993]. 
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The first Ave îasks: 

• Making an assessment 
• Challenging déniai 
• Identifying cognitive distortions 
• Psycho-education 
• Family of Origin Work 

The nationale for starting with an assessment is self-evident but it must be 

noted that effective treatment requires a detailed sexual and relationship and 

addiction history. The need to challenge déniai will be predicated on the 

nature and content of the behaviour and the client's sel f -assessment. The 

concept of cognitive distortions is introduced at an early stage. Cognit ive 

distortions left unchallenged are cognitive distortions confirmed. Psycho-

education is the encouragement and promotion of a programme of 

appropriate client-centred éducation. The importance of 'Family of Origin* 

work is to build a sensé of an 'understandable sel f , the 'plausible story' 

[Butler, 1999], a narration of the self, as the self has been built over time. This 

work reduces shame, strengthens the sensé of self and provides important 

information that will be needed to understand the cycle of addiction. 

A i m s and Object ives 

• Reflect on the rôle of the therapist in gênerai and consider issues of 
transference and counter-transference 

• Alert therapists to the possibility of secondary traumatisation 
• Understand the rôle of the therapist as recovery facilitator 
• Recognise stages in behavioural change 
• Emphasize the importance of immediately stopping dangerous 

behaviours and behaviours that harm other people 
• Consider factors that indicate a favourable prognosis 
• Introduce the concept of first and second order change 
• Consider the skil ls and requirements of each of the five tasks 
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S e q u e n c e 

• Tutor input 
• Experiential 
• Plenary 

Content for this section can be found in the appendix 

Exper ient ia l 

A] Make a tree of life and then share the tree of life with one other person. 

Bj Make a time line and then share it with one other person 

C] Make a list of your own cognitive distortions and then against each one 

write a new message. 

D] In small groups d iscuss the required information components of a sexual 

relationship and addiction history 

Questions, Discussion, Summary, Conclusion 
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Unit 7 Making Progress 

Rationale 

This section continues to explain dient / therapists tasks that are important for 

a successfut recovery. These include 

• Connecting to a culture of recovery 
• Making a sex plan 
• Establishing abstinence 
• Shame Réduction 

To connect to a culture of recovery means to become involved and committed 

to a sexual recovery group. Without such an involvement the prognosis of a 

successful outcome is very poor [Carnes, 1991 ]. The purpose of the 'sex plan' 

is to help the client leam to discriminate between behaviours; to d iscem which 

ones contribute to his/her sensé of well being and which do not. The clarity 

thus provided helps to faciiitate change and recovery. A temporary abstinence 

contract usually gives a sexually addicted client additional clarity, reveals core 

issues, and enhances the client's self-worth. With the enhancement of self 

worth cornes the réduction of shame. Toxic shame is the oxygen of the 

addictive fire and therefore shame réduction and shame extemalisation is an 

essential part of a programme of successfu l recovery. Shame réduction is 

greatly facilitated by Connecting to a culture of recovery. 

Aims and Objectives 

• To give participants information about sexual recovery groups and to 
d iscuss involvement 

• To learn how to make a 'sex plan' 
• To consider the idea of an abst inence contract 
• Teach about the nature of shame and shame réduction techniques 
• To consider C a m e s [1991] distinction between healthy and unhealthy 

sexuality 
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Sequence 

• Tutor input 
• Experiential 
• Plenary 

Content for this section can be found in the appendix. 

Exper ient ia l 

A] Make a trauma egg and then explain your trauma egg to a col league who 

will act as therapist. The function of the col league is to listen, track, 

empathise, and to summarise what has been heard. 

B] Working in pairs, share one experience of traumatic shame with a 

colleague. The function of the col league is to listen, track, empathise, and to 

summarise what has been heard. 

C] Discuss the distinction between ' hea l th / and 'unhealthy' sexuality [Cames, 

1991]. 

Questions, Discussion, Summary, Conclus ion 
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Unit 8Creating Momentum 

Rationale 

This section explores three tasks of recovery: 

• Understanding and applying the cycle of addiction 
• Making a recovery plan 
• Developing spirituality 

The primary goal of this unit is to explain the cyclical nature of the addiction 

process and to train therapists to be able to apply an understanding of the 

cyc le to the unique circumstances of individual clients. A n understanding of 

the cycle of addiction is a major component in helping a d ient learn how to 

exit the cycle before the addiction begins to take over. Assoc ia ted with the 

création of an individualised 'cycle of addiction* there are two other therapist-

client activities that can facilitate eai iy stage recovery: the création of a tailor 

made 'recovery plan' and the création of a written relapse prévention plan. 

Much of the content and emphasis on the 'cycle of addiction' has been taken 

and adapted from models of offender treatment [Bays and Freeman-Longo, 

1989]. 

A section on the importance of the development of a functioning spirituality is 

also included in this section. This section has been included because much of 

the literature on addiction recovery takes the view that the development of a 

'client appropriate' functioning spirituality is an important factor in recovery. 

The 'admission of powerlessness' , although paradoxical, seems to have the 

capacity to allow the recovering addict to step outside the inter-active quality 

of the 'control / release cycle' [Fossum and Mason , 1986]. 
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Aims and Objectives 

• Understand and learn to apply the concept of a 'cycle of addiction' to 
facilitate client awareness and recovery 

• Work with clients to make a personal recovery plan 
• Work with clients to make a relapse prévention plan 
• Understand the rôle of 'spiritualité in addiction recovery 

Séquence 

• Tutor input 
• Experiential 
• Plenary 

Content for this section can be found in the appendix 

Experiential 

A] Work in pairs and d iscuss a case study. Pay particular attention to the 

cycle of addiction. Report back your observations to the larger group. 

B] In small groups explore the rôle of 'spiritualité in your own life. 

Questions, Discuss ion, Summary, Conclusion 
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Unit 9 Moving On 

Rationale 

This unit is concerned with the process of inner repair and the acquisition of 

'goods' to give value and meaning to the recovering addict and to replace the 

inner need and repair internal distress. Addiction covers and medicates a 

'hole' in the centre of the person. When the addiction is taken away there is 

still a 'hole'. The rationale behind this section is the deep work of repair and 

re-learning that must take place so that clients can begin to acquire a good 

quality of life. There is little incentive to stop acting out sexually if the outcome 

is to continue to experience the emptiness shame and loneliness that explains 

and drives the addiction in the first place. 

This section therefore focuses on the two tasks 

• Re-constructing the Self 
• Creating Good L ives 

The treatment process can be notionally divided into two inter-connected 

processes: leaving behind one set of behaviour and affects and seeking to 

take on new affects and new ways of being. In many ways this second part of 

the process is more difficult that the first. It is eas ier to stop doing what you 

know than to start doing what you do not know. It is here that the therapist 

returns to the more traditional psychoanalyt ic, psychodynamic, and 

psychotherapeutic goals traditionally assoc iated with the profession. 

The role of the therapist in this treatment plan has been described as both 

educational and relational. The relational character of the work is highly 
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sacramentel in that 'it is a sign that effects what it signifies'. One-to-one 

psychotherapy is a joumey into trust, intimacy, negotiation, honesty, 

communication, and the beginning of the restoration of attachment and the 

meeting of attachment needs. The rôle of therapist is, among otherthings, to 

engage in a process of attentive listening in such a way as to initiate or 

reengage the process of empathetic attunement with the self of the client. 

Th is process works towards the repair of the impairments that created the 

original damage. This is the work of 'relational repair' that exists alongside the 

provision of interprétations, hypothèses, stratégies, formulations and cognitive 

behavioural exercises. 

The concluding ceremony of célébration is designed to complète the 

Workshop on an affirmative note and, at the same time, to create an 

expérience of affirmation that in itself illustrâtes a feeling of well being 

associated with addiction recovery. 

Aims and objectives 

• Reflections on the function of the therapist 
• Reflections on the relational rôle of the psychotherapist 
• Application of the 'good l ives' model to therapeutic stratégies [Ward, in 

press] 
• Création of a targeted approach to client future building 
• To create a participative expérience of well being 

Séquence 

• Tutor supported introduction 
• Experiential 
• Tutor supported summary 
• Experiential 

Content for this section can be found in the appendix 
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Exper ient ia l 

The traîner goes through the 'things that make life worthwhile' list from the 

previous sess ion and locates it in the various good life catégories and then 

facilitâtes a discussion about the things that give meaning and well being to 

life and how thèse can be encouraged for the client in the therapeutic 

environment. 

Questions, Discuss ion, Summary, Conclusion 
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Experiential 

Concluding Ceremony of Célébration and Affirmation 

The room is arranged as a circle of chairs with a single chair in the middle. 

Each participant is given a sheet of labels. One person sits in a chair in the 

centre of the room, ail the other participants write on a label a word or two of 

how they have experienced the other person positively. Then each participant 

cornes forward and speaks it to the person and places the label somewhere 

on that person. After ail participants have done this the person returns to the 

circle and another participant cornes to the central chair and the process is 

repeated until ail members have had a chance to take the central chair. The 

expérience is one of being covered in affirmation. 

The End 
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Preparatory Tutorial Notes 

The notes contained in this appendix have been prepared to 
ease and facilitate tutor préparation. 

The material draws heavily on Carnes [1991], Goodman 
[1998], Twelve Step recovery groups, theoreticians and 
practitioners as well from clinical practice. 
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Unit 1 Introduct ion to the Training Programme and the C o n c e p t of 
S e x u a l Add i c t i on 

This is a summary of the things that human beings need to feel good [Ward, 
in press] 

' G o o d L i v e s ' 

Ward [in press} suggests that human beings have a number of natural needs 

that when they are sufficiently met the individual has a 'good life'. He 

catégorises thèse as follows: 

Pr imary g o o d s for the body : 

Sex, food, water, warmth, sleep, and a healthy functioning of the body as a 
whole 

Pr imary g o o d s for the sei f : 

Autonomy, relatedness, and compétence 

[Relatedness: intimacy, understanding, empathy, support, sexual pleasure, 
sharing] 

Pr imary g o o d s for s o c i a l l i fe: 

Social support, family life, meaningful work opportunities, access to 
recreational activities 

A conception of 'good üves' should be based on thèse three c lasses of 
primary goods and specify the forms they will take in each persons life plan.' 
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Unit 2 Sexual Addiction 

Définitions 

Based on World Health Organisation 

'A pathclogical relationship with a mood altering substance [or process] with 
harmful or life-threatening conséquences' 

Firman and Gila [1997] 

'Addictions are not simply habits or talks casual ly gathered over the course of 
Eiving, they are desperate strategies by which we avoid the unimaginable 
terror of non-being.' 

Griffm-Shelley, [1991] 

' A s we become more and more familiar with addictive disorders, we are better 
able to see the similarities between drug addicts and alcoholics, heroin 
addicts and smokers, sex and love addicts and food addicts, over-workers 
and the over religious.' 

Milkman and Suderworth [1987] 

Three basic types of neurochemistry 

A] Arousal Addict ions—compulsive gambling, stimulant drugs, sex, high-risk 
behaviours 

B] Satiation Addict ions—compulsive overeating, alcohol and depressant 
drugs 

C] Fantasy Addictions—including psychedel ics, mari juana, and artistic and 
mystic préoccupations 

Stern [1998] 

A 'rush' of anger or joy, 
a perceived flooding of light, 
an accelerating séquence of thoughts, 
an unmeasurable wave of feeling evoked by music, and a shot of narcotics 
can all feel like 'rushes'. 

They all share similar envelopes of neural firings, although in différent parts of 
the nervous system. 
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Goodman [1998] 

Sexual addiction is characterised by 'the individual is not reliably able to 
control the sexual behaviour and the sexual behaviour has significant harmful 
conséquences but continues despite thèse conséquences.' 

Cames [1991] 

10 S i g n s of Sexua l Add i c t i on 

1 Pattem of out of control behaviour 
2 Severe conséquences 
3 Inability of stop in spite of harmful conséquences 
4 persistent pursuit of high risk and self destructive behaviours 
5 on-going effort to limit behaviours 
6 sexual obsession and fantasy as a primary coping strategy 
7 increasing amounts because the current level is not enough 
8 severe mood changes around sex 
9 inordinate amounts of time obtaining, using, recovering from sexual exp 
10 neglect of important social , occupational, and recreational activities 

Typically begins in adolescence 
Narrowing of répertoire 
Experienced a s a craving 
Tendency to relapse 
Relates to other areas of clients life 

11 Behaviour Types of Sexual Addiction 

1 Fantasy Sex [obsessing, preparing, seductive atmosphere kept but not 
acted upon] 
2 Seductive Role Sex [using seduction, hustling] 
3 Anonymous S e x [cruising areas, one night Stands] 
4 Paying for Sex [phone cal ls, saunas, escorts] 
5 Trading Sex [swapping Videos, receiving money or drugs for sexual activity] 
6 Voyeuristic Sex [Videos, pole dancing clubs, peeping, sexualising others in 
public places] 
7 Exhibitionist Sex [flashing, inappropriate clothes, nudist club for sex] 
8 Intrusive Sex [indecent liberties, professional misconduct] 
9 Pain Exchange [receiving or giving harm or pain to increase the Sensation] 
10 Object Sex [masturbating with objects, cross-dressing to add to pleasure, 
sex with animals] 
11 Sex with Children [inappropriate information, exposing children to adults 
having sex etc] 
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These are not 'per se' sexual addictions but rather sexual addiction tends to 
fall into these categories of behaviour. 

Functions of Sexual Addiction 

Response to loneliness 
Assoc ia ted with isolation and disconnection 
Tension release 
Soporif ic 
Window of oblivion 
Defending against intolerable affect 
Warding off dread 

Response to feelings of fragmentation 

Cycle of Addiction [Lasser, 1992] Fig. 7 

Schneider and Irons [1996] 

DSM IV and Sexual Addiction 

Sexual Addiction not in D S M IV 

D S M IV 

Sexual Disorders are divided a s follows: 

Sexual Dysfunctions 

Hypoactive sexual disorder 
Sexual arousal disorders 
Orgasmic disorders 
Sexual pain disorders 
Secondary and other sexual dysfunctions 
Sexual disorder not otherwise specif ied 
Paraphil ias 

Recurrent intense sexual urges fantasies or behaviour that involve unusual 
objects, activities, situations, that occur over 6 months and cause significant 
distress or impairment of social , occupational, or other important areas of 
functioning 

Gender Identity Disorders 

N O S [Sexual Disorder Not Otherwise Specified] is used to code sexual 
disorders not listed. It includes three examples one of which is 'distress about 
a pattern of sexual relationships involving a success ion of lovers who are 
experienced by the individual as things to be used ' . 
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Experiential 

Sexual recovery fellowships are listed in United Kingdom directory enquires 

and all have Websites. It would be possible to ring and ask if there is anyone 

Willing to come and speak. 
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Unit 3 The Aetiology of Sexual Addiction / Narcissistic Damage 

Goodman [1998] 

Narcissistic Damage— enduring affect, cognitive, behavioural, relational 
patterns, laid down in the formation of the self and carried on into adult 
functioning that are inflexible, maladaptive, and cause either significant 
impairment or subjective distress. 

[Based on DSM- l l l -R definitions for 'character 1 and 'pathology'] 

Alice Miller [1987] Narcissistic Damage 

• Created in the family of origin 
• It is an accommodation to parental needs 
• Emptiness and loneliness 
• Anomie 
• Grandiosity 
• Lost feelings 
• Compulsion to control 

Otto Kernberg [1986] Narcissistic Damage 

• Grandiose fantasies 
• Feeling inferior 
• Over-dependence on admiration 
• Boredom 
• Emptiness 
• Striving for wealth, brilliance, or power 
• Lack of a capacity for empathetic understanding 
• Chronic uncertainty 
• Dissatisfaction with self 
• Exploitation and ruthlessness 
• Chronic intense envy 
• Defences against chronic intense envy 

Aviel Goodman [1998] 

Goodman suggests that there are usually high levels of 'covert sexuality' in 
the family of origin of the sex addict. 
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Unit 4 Shame 

A n Introductory Illustration of Shame 

Jenny 's Story from Anonymous, A. , [1987] Hope and Recovery 

I became so compulsive about masturbattng that Cd inflict pain upon myself in 
order to have an orgasm. My addiction was worse than ever, but I feit that I 
had no reason to change my behaviour. I believed that I had done such 
terrible thtngs in the past that I didn't matter and l certainly didn't matter and I 
certainly didn't deserveto be in relationship with anyone ever again. I n o w s e e 
that my addiction was actually fed by the shame that I feit about my sexual 
behaviour... .Over a period of time I had been hospitalised for various 
'accidents', but no one ever questioned me about them. Eventually I found 
that I needed even more physical pain in order to achieve an orgasm, and I 
resorted to self-flagellation, electric shock, and burning myself while I 
masturbated. 

K aufm an [1989] Références to Shame 

• 'Shame is the affect of inferiority' 
• 'No other affect is more central to the development of the identity' 
• 'Shame is feit as an inner tormenf 
• 'Shame is a wound made from the inside, dividing us from ourselves and 

others' 
• 'lt is the most poignant expérience of the seif by the seif, whether feit as 

the humiliation of cowardice, or in the sense of failure to cope successful ly 
with a challenge' 

• 'Phenomenologically, to feel shame is to feel seen in a painfully diminished 
sense' 

Sartre [1956] Références to Shame 

• 'I am ashamed of what I am ' 
• 'Moved by jealousy curiosity or v ice I have just glued my ear to the door 

and looked through the keyhole but all of a sudden I hear footsteps in the 
hall. Someone is looking at me. ' 

Kaufman [1989] Références to Shame 

Shame générâtes two kinds of scripts: 

Defending Scripts: 
Rage 
Contempt 
Blame 
Deprecation Humour 
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Identity Scripts: 
Self-blame 
Comparison making 
Self-contempt 
Re-enactment scenarios 
Disowning of the self 
Splitting 



Unit 5 Sexual Addiction and the Internet 

The Internet is Powered by the Triple A Engine' [Cooper, 2002] 

• Access 
• Affordability 
• Anonym ity 

Eight Distinctive Characteristics of Internet Pornography 

Availability 
Immediacy 
Specificity 
Singularity 
Secrecy 
Anonymity 
Rehearsal 

Fantasy [This list is taken frorn various sources] 

Cames et al [2001] 

What is Cybersex? 
Access ing online pornography, video, chat rooms and text stories 
Real time with a fantasy partner 

Statistics [Carnes 2001] 

January 1999 19,542, 710 Visits per month to the top 5 pay sites 
98,527,275 to the top free si tes 

17% Internet users report problems with sex on line 

70% e-porn weekdays between 9:00 and 5:00 

100,000 sites sell ing sex not including chat rooms etc 

200 sites added per day 

Coope r Research on 19,265 Internet users found that 8.5% were sexually 
compulsive or addictive 

60% of all Visits are sexually connected 
28,000 sites $1 billion 

3 r d largest economic sector 
software/computers rank first 

Biggest pom shop in the world 
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Ten C rite ri a of Problematic On-line Behaviour [Cames 2001] 

1. Préoccupation 
2. Frequency [more than intended] 
3. Unsuccessful attempt to control or cutback 
4. Rest lessness and imtability when attempting to stop or limit 
5. Using Internet sex to escape from loneliness, helplessness, guilt, worry 
6. Searching for more and more intensity 
7. Lying to family members, therapists, or others to conceal 
8. Committing illegal acts 
9. Jeopardizing relationships, job, or educational opportunités 
10. Incurring significant financial conséquences 

Cames et al [2001] 

The Arousal Template and the Internet 

T h e arousal témplate is formed by: 

Physiology, biology, genetics 
Culture, religious and ethnie background 
Family history 
Expériences of physical, emotional, sexual abuse or exploitation, if any 
General life expériences 
Sexual and relationship history 

Implications of the Internet for the arousal témplate 

Triggering the arousal témplate 
Identifying the triggers 
Connect ion between arousal and childhood abuse 
Hierarchy of arousing activities and situations 
Usually the goal is not intercourse but the 'erotic moment' 

The Internet can become part of a person's arousal témplate 
It can provide the 'erotic moment i.e. chat rooms for women, intrigue, 
manipulation, séduction, and power 

Most of us have part of our sexuality that lies unacknowledged and 
unexplored and the Internet offers a way for that to happen 
For the majority of people arousal templates have a spontaneity and flexibility 

C a m e s [2001] reports templates being altered by the Internet 
One of the distinctive features of the Internet is that it is possible to have an 
orgasm at the time of watching s o sexual activity and orgasm become closely 
l inked 

Cybersex allows people to 'mainline' sex whenever they want it 
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The Internet as an aid to Addiction Recovery 

Recovery Websites 
Online sexual recovery meetings 
Recovery resources 
Books, tapes, and questionnaires 
Diagnostic tools for clinicians and self-assessment tools for Clients 
Contact details of sexual recovery fellowships and local meetings 



Unit 6 Creating a Strategy of Treatment and Getting Started 

The role of the therapist as recovery facilitator 

G o o d m a n [1998] 

The importance of the therapist in recovery 
Supportive psychotherapy better in early stages of recovery and then 
exploratory psychotherapy morę useful once behaviour and affect has 
stabil ised 

C h a n g i n g Fo r G o o d Prochaska et al, 1995] 

Six stages of change 

Pre-contemplation 
Contemplation 
Preparation 
Taking Action 
Maintenance 
Re lapse 

S tages of recovery [Carnes, 1991] 

Developing stage 
Cr is is and decis ion 
Shock 
Grief 
Repair 
Growth 

F o u r stage recovery process [Goodman , 1991] 

Initial behaviour modification 

Stabilisation of the behaviour and affect 
Character healing 
Self-Renewal 

Cames et al [2001] 

First and second order change 



P r o g n o s i s [Goodman 1998] 

l l lness factors indicating a less good prognosis 

Eariy âge of on-set 
High frequency of behaviour 
Concomitant use of drugs and alcohol 
A b s e n c e of anxiety or guilt 

Recovery Support Factors 

Stable job 
Stable primary relationship 
Supportiye social network 
Availability of appropriate sexual outlets 

M a k i n g an A s s e s s m e n t 

U s e evaluative and diagnostic questionnaires to a s s e s s and to filter déniai. 
C a m e s has a number of such tools available on his website 
[www.sexhelp.com]. 

There are other books and web sites on sexual addiction. 

Assessmen t might include the following: 
• Inter-generational history, including the history of addiction in the 

family 
• A n understanding of the family System and its characteristic 

dynamic 
• Birth history 
• Earliest sexual memories and expériences 
• AH recollected sexual and quasi-sexual memories before puberty 
• Any expériences of abuse and molestation 
• Toilet training memories 
• Childhood expériences of punishment and discipline 
• Memories of family nakedness 
• History of masturbation 
• Use of pornography or other images 
• Family / school / church attitudes to sexuality 
• Expérience of the onset of menarche and attitudes to menstruation 
• History of same gender expériences and attitudes about such 

expériences 
• History of opposite gender expériences and attitudes about such 

expériences 
• Sexual préférence and attitudes about sexual préférence 
• First 'füll' sexual expérience with a partner appropriate to one's 

orientation 
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• Expériences contrary to one's sexual préférence 
• Content of sexual fantasy life especially that accompanying 

masturbation 
• Sexual and relationship patterns up to the current 
• Current patterns of sexual behaviour 
• Current relationship [history, character and status] 
• The nature, content, intensity and scale of sexually addictive 

patterns of current behaviour 

Challenging Déniai 

There is a tendency for addicts to minimise, obfuscate and deny the nature, 
extent, frequency and conséquences of their sexual addiction. This is the 
outcome of Splitting and a by-product of shame. 

It is appropriate and essential that the therapist assist the client to explore and 
examine whether and how this process of déniai might be operating in his/her 
own life. If clients are to attempt and achieve recovery they need an accurate 
picture of the real and potential conséquences of such behaviour. However, 
the therapist must exercise the greatest care in handling this process. 

Experiential tools for use with clients to challenge déniai and give the client a 
more accurate picture especially of the conséquences of the behaviour. 

Tool One: 

Ask the client to make a list of harmful conséquences, real and potential, that 
are an outcome of his/her sexual addiction. Such a list may include 

• Financial 
• Domestic and Relationship 
• Parenting Impairments 
• Employment 
• Health 
• Life Goals 

Tool Two: 

Ask the client to write out a 'what if séquence of the réalisation of the fantasy. 
For example in working with a client who sexually exhibits in public places ask 
the client to write out events to the completion of the act and then to continue 
with the conséquences. 
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Cognitive Distortions 

In addition to déniai, addiction has associated with it, the employment of a 
range of cognitive distortions. Part of the task of a therapist working with this 
client group is to help the client to understand this as a 'normal part to the 
d isease ' and to identify this process as it opérâtes in the c l ients own life. In a 
sensé, not to identify and challenge a cognitive distortion is to collude with the 
client in its validity and application to the c l ients circumstances. 

S o m e main types of cognitive distortions associated with the behaviour 

Déniai 
Rationalisation 
Justification 
Minimalization 
Excuses 
Blâme 

It didn't happen 
tt did happen but it was the last time 
It did happen but it wasn't my fault 
It did happen but there was no real harm done 
It did happen but I was drunk 
It did happen but she shouldn't dress that way 

Therapeutic groups are particularly useful for their capacity to identify and 
chal lenge such distortions. One of the useful functions of a sponsor in Twelve 
Step Recovery is to provide another voice to identify and chal lenge cognitive 
distortion. 

Tools: 

Many therapeutic books suggest that the old négative messages should be 
identified and replaced by other messages . Suggest that the client write out ail 
the négative messages and then write replacement messages . The 
replacement messages are then written on flash cards and rehearsed during 
the day or put on tapes and listened to on a regular basis. 

Psycho-educational Work 

In the treatment of addiction, therapists have a psycho-educational function. 
In institutional treatment centres for dru g and alcohol addiction this process is 
often in the formai lectures and explanatory videos and with the 
recommendation of appropriate reading. However this part of the work can be 
integrated into the therapeutic environment or at specif ic times set as ide to 
provide information. This can a lso be done with the provision of a 
recommended reading list, appropriate website addresses, the lending of 
suitable videos, and suggestions for attendance at appropriate Twelve Step 
Groups where avatlable. 
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Tools 

lt is often helpful to suggest that the dient Starts to use a journal and reflective 
writing as a therapeutic tool. Sexual Compulsive Anonymous, a mostly gay 
sexual recovery programme, lists the use of the reflective journal as a 'tool of 
recovery' and describes the reflective journal as a 'portable therapist'. 

Therapists may practice keeping such a journal and they may propose to 
clients, intent upon sexual recovery, that such an activity would aid the 
process of addiction recovery. 

Family of Origin 

Butler [1999] quoting Frank [1986] suggests that one of the functions of the 
therapist is to collaborate with the dient 'to create a plausible story to make 
the Symptoms more benign and to help restore morale'. 

It a lso helps create a sense of self-history. 

Tools 

Suggest that the dient make a Tree of Life [Butler, 1999]. This exercise invites 
individuals to explore their current life situation by exploring their route to it 
and their aspirations regarding it. Allow both positive and negative factors. 

Roots = childhood and family of origin 
Trunk = environmental opportunities and constraints 
Branches = friends and current relationships 
Leaves = individual's own personality, feelings and émotions 
Unripe fruit = current appraisal of performance and satisfaction in it 
Ripe fruit = where they would like to be in the future 

An alternative to this is a 'Life Line' or 'Time Line*. This is a linear version of 
the same concept, although the Life Line concentrâtes mostly on 
understanding the relationship of current behaviours to eariy life expériences 
of shame and abuse. The time line will i ndude expériences of shame and 
trauma and expériences of powerlessness in relationship to the addiction. 
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Unit 7 Making Progress 

Connect ing to a culture of recovery 
Making a sex plan 
Establ ishing abstinence 
Shame Réduction 

Culture of Recovery 

Normally this means an involvement in a Twelve Step Recovery programme. 
Groups currently meeting in the United Kingdom include: 

Sex Addicts Anonymous 
Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous 
Sexahol ics Anonymous 
Sexual Compuls ives Anonymous 

Goodman [1998] 

Emphas izes the importance of group work 
In groups peopie leam to make meaningful connections with others 
To tum to peopie in times of need rather than to the addiction 

Groups allow 

Experiencing a chance to help others 
Shame réduction 
Learning from others 
Acceptance 
Récognition that 'I am not the only one' 
Learning by identification 
Development of altruism 
Instillation of hope 

Characteristics Twelve Step Groups 

Free of charge 
Round the clock support 
Worldwide network 
Cohérent framework of approach 
Foster honesty with the self 
Of fe ra non-judgemental, non-dogmatic, spiritual foundation 
Non-professional 
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Carnes [1991] 

Twelve Step Recoven/ Groups 

Encourages honesty 
Decreases isolation 
S h a m e reduction 
Acceptance 
Information from others 
Sharíng of vulnerability 
Reduces self-judgement 

12 Steps of Sex Addicts Anonymous 

1. W e admitted we were powerless over our sexual addiction—that our 
lives had become unmanageable. 

2. Carne to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us 
to sanity. 

3. Made a decisión to turn our will and our lives over to the care of G o d as 
we understood Him. 

4. Made a searching and fear less moral inventory of ourselves. 
5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact 

nature of our wrongs. 
6. Were entirely ready to have G o d remove all these defects of character. 
7. Humbly asked God to remove our shortcomings. 
8. Made a iist of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make 

amends to them all. 
9. Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to 

do so would injure them or others. 
tO.Continued to take a personal inventory and when we were wrong 

promptly admitted it. 
H .Sough t through prayerand meditation to improve ourconsc ious 

contact with God as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of 
his will for us and the power to carry that o u t 

12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried 
to carry this message to others and to practice these principies in all 
our affairs. 

Adapted from the Twelve Steps of Alcohol ic Anonymous with permission of 
A A World Services Inc., New York, N.Y. 
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Making a sex plan 

The purpose is to: 

Create awareness and clarity 
Lay a foundation for abst inence-based behaviour 
To hetp distinguish between healthy and unhealthy sexuality 

Making a sex plan: 

To make a sex plan is to work with a client to clarify what sexual behaviours 
he/she wishes to include and exclude from his/her life. This is normally done 
by drawing three concentric circles, labelling the inner circle ' o k a / the middle 
circle, uncertain ['slippery'] and the outer circle 'not okay'. The client is then 
asked to consider which behaviours to put where and to avoid the behaviour 
in the outer circle. This interacts with décisions about abstinence, sobriety and 
celibacy and with a clarification of the distinction between 'healthy' and 
'unhealthy' sexuality. 

Establishing Abstinence / Sobriety [Carnes 1991] 

Some of the outcomes to be derived from abstinence: 

Provides clarity and builds self-esteem 
Need to address other addictive processes and substances 
May require a time of complète withdrawal 
Al lows for empowerment 
Brings to the forefront primary affect 
Créâtes energy and momentum 

A n abstinence contract: 

Should be limited in length of t ime 
Should be reviewed regularty 
The impact of withdrawal should be noted and explored 

Advise of withdrawal Symptoms: 
Fatigue, anger, s leep lessness, dépression, anxiety 
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Distinctions between healthy and unhealthy sexualrty [Carnes, 1991] 

Addictive Healthy 

Fee ls shameful 
lllicit, stoien, exploitative 
Compromises values 
Draws on fear for excitement 
Re-enacts childhood abuse 
Disconnects from oneself 
Créâtes a world of unreality 
Self-destructive and dangerous 
U s e s conquest and power 
Seductive 
Serves to medicate 
Is dishonest 
Becomes routine 
Requires a double life 
Is grim and joyless 
Demands perfection 

Adds to self-esteem 
Has no victims 
Deepens meaning 
Uses vulnerability for excitement 
Cultivâtes a sensé of being an adult 
Furthers a sensé of self 
Expands reality 
Rel ies on safety 
Mutual and intimate 
Takes responsibility for needs 
May bring legitimate suffering 
Originates in integrity 
Présents chal lenges 
Intégrâtes authentic parts of the self 
Is fun and playful 
Accepts the imperfect 

Shame Réduction 

Shame acts as the oxygen to the addictive process so shame réduction work 
is important to the recovery process. Such work involves the identification and 
extemalisation of shame in therapy and group work and is one of the principal 
spin-offs of such work. 

Tools: 

Spécifie techniques to work to change and reduce shame can be introduced. 
Including the ( trauma egg ' [Earle and Earie, 1995]. Fig. 8. 
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Unit 8 Creating Momentum 

Understanding and Applying the Cyc le of Addiction 
Making a Recovery Plan 
Relapse Prévention 
Spirituality 

The Addictive Cycle [Cames, 1991] 

The Four Main Components 

Préoccupation 
Ritualization 
Compulsive sexual behaviour 
Unmanageabil ity and Despair 

Understanding the Cycle of Addiction 

For the sex addict, compulsive sexual behaviour has been the défensive 
mechanism used to handle 'stress, loneliness, anger, unexpressed fears and 
feelings.' 

The cycle of addiction has the following characteristics: 

It is habituai 
It involves a col lapsed concertina of responses 
Much of the cycle is out of awareness 
It seems automatic to the addict 

Bays and Freeman-Longo [1989] 

Fig. 9. 

Based on Bays and Freeman-Longo [1989] 

Fig. 10. 

In working with such clients, it is important to: 

G o through each clients cycle as with a video caméra 
Remember to emphasize that early exit is the best prévention strategy 
The client must learn to identify feeling states that create vulnerability 
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Cycle of Sexual Addiction based on Cycle of Sexual Offending 

Fig. 9 Bays and Freeman-Longo [1989] 



Linear Version of Cycle of Addiction 
Based on Cycle of Sexual Offending 

Cycle of Addiction 

Based on Laume Bays 'Why did I do it again?' 

Prétend normal 
Build up 
Acting out 
Justification 

Prétend normst buHd up Acting out reconstitution 

Thoughts Feelings Behaviours 

Fig. 10 



Understanding the Control / Release Cycle 

Based on Fossum and Mason [1986] 

Fig. 11 

This cycle has the following characteristics: 

A n acting in / acting out component 
A n interconnection between the two sides of the cycle 
The cycle can be intergenerational 
Importance of getting off the cycle rather than moving to the control side 

Unders tand ing and working on s u d s 

A S U D is a 'seemingly unimportant décision 1. It is important to explain and 
emphas ize to clients how avoiding suds can prevent the cycle from gathering 
momentum. It allows an exit from the cycle more easily and more surely. 

A written recovery plan might include 

Directed reading 
Identification of appropriate 12 Step meetings 
A n action plan to attend 12 Step meetings 
Amount and type of therapy 
Goa ls and objectives in therapy 
Act ive décisions to 

A written relapse prévention plan might include 

Regulär therapy 
Written plan of action in the case of relapse 
G e t t o a meeting 
Tell someone 
Use Of the serenity prayer 

Development of a Personal Spirituality 

Work with client for the identification and development of the dient's personal 
spirituality. 
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Alternating Control / Release Cycle 
Characteristic of Addiction 

Fig. 11 Fossum and Mason [1986] 



Unit 9 Moving On 

Reconstructing the Self 
Creating Good Lives 

Psychodynamic psychotherapy has the following goals— 
[Goodman, 1998] 

• Enhance self-regulation 
• Foster capacity for meaningful interpersonal connections 
• Facilitating healthy means of managing affects, getting needs met, 

resolving inner conflicts, and getting needs met 

Major goal: 

People with addictive disorders are typically not aware of any connection 
between behavioural states and the underlying affect states, therefore a key 
élément is to engage them in a paradigm shiftfrom the behavioural urge is a 
'force in itself to becoming interested in that which the behavioural urge is an 
indication. 

Cognitive behavioural techniques can be helpful— 

• Skill training [communication, assert iveness, anger management, 
stress management, relaxation training, cognitive re-structuring, life 
style régénération] 

Social skills considérations include 

• Physical integrity, financial viability, meaningful work, life style balance, 
exercise and nutrition, and building supportive friendships 

Here the goal is to work with clients to take actions that créate a better quality 
life. This means, in effect, the création of a tailored made work-package for 
each client 
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Summary of Ward [in press] as for Unit 1 

Human beings have and are naturally inclined towards the following goods for 

body, self, and social life. 

Primary goods for the body: 

Sex , food, water, warmth, sleep, and a healthy functioning of the body as a 
whole 

Primary goods for the self: 

Autonomy, relatedness, and competence 

Relatedness: intimacy, understanding, empathy, support, sexual 
pleasure, sharing 

Primary goods for social life: 

Socia l support, family life, meaningful work opportunities, access to 
recreational 

'A conception of the good lives should be based on these three c lasses of 
primary goods and specify the forms they wili take in each persons iife plan.' 

This strategy proposes the creation of special ly prepared life plan for each 
client that is based on acquisitions of some of the three primary goods. 
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The Snake and the Seraph — 
Sexuat Addiction and Religious Behaviour 

Abstract: 

The purpose of this article is to explore the relationship between sexual 

misconduct and religious vocation. Drawing on clinical and ministerial 

expérience the article suggests that most sexual misconduct among religious 

officiais is a combination of sexual addiction and religious behaviour acting as 

interconnected responses to narcissistic damage. It goes on to outline a 

reciprocal inter-locking cyclical pattem of behaviour and suggests a treatment 

strategy that prioritises four tasks: psycho-education, group work, family of 

origin exploration, and facilitating access to the components of a good quality 

of life. 
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The Snake and the Seraph'— 
Sexual Addiction and Religious Behaviour 

Introduction 

A great deal has been published and broadcast over the past few years on 

sexual misconduct in religious organisations. There is evidence that religious 

officials have higher rates of sexual misconduct than other caring 

professionals [Birchard 2000, Carnes 1987, Leadership 1988, Grenze and 

Bell 1995, Francis and Baldo 1998, Fortune 1989, Sipe 1995]. Sexual 

misconduct among religious officials is usually a combination of sexual 

addiction and religious behaviour acting together as interconnected responses 

to narcissistic damage [Birchard, 2000, Time for Action, 2002] 

Sexual Addiction 

Sexual addiction is defined as an on-going pattern of sexual behaviour which 

has three principal characteristics: an inability to reliably stop the behaviour, a 

continuation of the behaviour in spite of potential and/or actual harmful 

consequences, and a preoccupative or obsess ive quality to the pursuit of the 

behaviour [Carnes and Wi lson, 2002]. 

Most authorities agree that the phenomenon of sexual addiction exists 

[Keane, 2002]. Some practitioners [Cooper and Marcus 2002] prefer 'sexual 

compulsivity' as an alternative descriptive term. A debate about appropriate 

nomenclature in on-going. The most powerful and sustained criticism of the 

concept of sexual addiction is social constructionist and argues that the 

concept of sexual addiction and other emerging 'discourses of addiction' 

[Keane, 2002] treat 'overwhelming erotic desire as a virulent disease' . Keane 
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[2002] suggests, like Levine and Troiden [1988] that the expansion of 

addiction discourse pathologises such behaviour and the 'addicf thus 

becomes one in need of intervention and médical and psychological services. 

However the application of an addiction model to our understanding of this 

behaviour has enabled counsellors and psychotherapists to treatthe problem 

with some success [Cames, 1991, Carnes and Adams, 2002]. 

Examples of the Behaviour 

Sexual addiction is not about any one type of behaviour but rather it is " a 

syndrome in which some form of sexual behaviour relates to and affects an 

individual's life in such a manner as to accord with the définition of addict ion" 

[Goodman 1998 p234]. One addict described his expérience in this way 

[Anonymous 1986 p200], 

But going to the strip joints in Boston's Combat Zone, 
peering in Windows, compulsive masturbation, and 
eventually exhibitionism were not 'cheating' on my 
wife... I would spend spring and summer nights 
exhibiting myself, masturbating, drinking, peering in 
Windows, and gradually getting sicker. 

The behaviour is experienced as unmanageable, chaotic, relentless and 

unstoppable. It takes up inordinate amounts of time, interfères with the rest of 

life, is unsafe and unsatisfying and, somet imes, anti-social or criminal. It is 

experienced as relentless and unstoppable. 

Another example is from a case study. Liam was an older married man with 

three children who was in a recovery programme for drug addiction. His 

'acting ouf patterns involved anonymous unprotected réceptive oral sex in 

public places with, somet imes, many men in one evening. The major issue 
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behind the other issues was a sense that he was, in his words, "addicted to 

sex that dégrades". He experienced powerlessness and unmanageability. 

Given the health risks and the other dangers involved, the word 'addiction' 

seems, to me, aptly to describe the ' locked in' répétitive character of his 

behaviour. He was in despair, with suicidai ideation, and overwhelmed by 

shame. However great his résolve, the behaviour was unstoppable. [Names 

and détails have been changed.] 

The Functions and Conséquences of Sexual Addiction 

Sexual behaviours are used addictively to control painful affect, to avoid 

feelings of loneliness, and to ward off the dread of non-being. Once the 

behaviour begins, he/she is out of pain and out of reality for the duration of the 

épisode. A tunnel c loses around the addict and nothing exists and nothing 

much matters but the pursuit of the behaviour. However bad life seems after 

the behaviour— loneliness, anxiety, and shame are banished for the duration. 

But the behaviour has harmful conséquences for the individual. The feelings 

of shame and low self-worth are compounded by the behaviours themselves 

and contribute to cycles of self-hatred and contempt. The behaviour disturbs 

family life, affects careers and public office, créâtes accidents, drives people 

to suicide, can be associated with cr ime and anti-social activity, lies behind 

abuse and contributes to human tragedy. 
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Narcissistic Damage 

Based on DSM-III-R definitions for character and pathology [Goodman, 1998] 

narcissistic damage can be defined in the following way— enduring affect, 

cognitive, behavioural, relational patterns, laid down in the formation of the 

self and carried into adult functioning that are inflexible, maladaptive, and 

cause either significant impairment or subjective distress. 

Narcissistic damage ar ises out of impairments in the mechanism for the 

formation of the self [Stem 1998]. These are various but include problems 

and incompleteness in the individuation/separation stage of child 

development, problematic intemalisation of self-regulatory functions, and 

abnormally high levels of aggression created by the frustration of early needs 

[Goodman 1998]. This is reflected not only in personality and life-style but 

also in internal body chemistry [Pope et al 1993]. According to Kernberg 

[1986] there is a need for admiration, a tendency towards grandiosity and / or 

grandiose fantasies, and at the same time a tendency to feel inferior. Such 

people experience boredom, emptiness, and a striving for brilliance or 

achievement. There is a tendency to lack empathy, to experience chronic 

uncertainty, and dissatisfaction with self. There is often the presence of 

chronic envy and defences against envy. Much the same list of features and 

characteristics are outlined by Miller [1987] and can be found throughout 

psychotherapeutic literature. The psychoanalytic concept of narcissistic 

damage is widely held and well documented [Morrison, 1986], its origin 

supported by special ist research into child development [Stern 1998]. 
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I propose that narcissistic damage is the core issue behind all forms of 

addiction. The addicíive process produces temporary relief from inadequacy, 

lonel iness, inner distress, anger, shame, and other painful affects. Laaser 

[1991 p215] describes sexual addiction as 'used to escape feelings', 

'numbing', and used for its 'narcotic like effect' and Kasl [1989 p4], as a way 

of 'attempting to fill an emptiness 'paradoxically* and getting hungrier and 

hungrier\ In effect, sexual addiction temporarily anaesthesias the deep inner 

feelings of low self-worth, provides Windows of intensity and oblivion, and is 

used to forestal! hopelessness and the fear of non-being [Kasl, 1989]. 

Re l i g i ous Behav iour 

The sense of inner emptiness, isolation, and primal wounding that lies at the 

heart of addiction is the same sense of emptiness, isolation and primal 

wounding that takes people, not only to varieties of addictive behaviour, but to 

varieties of religious experience [Booth, 1991]. For some people, religious 

behaviour is a coping strategy to manage shame and to handle the 

consequences of narcissistic damage [Pattison, 2000]. In some cases it will 

be manifested with addictive patterns and the symptoms and behaviours of 

narcissism. The word 'alcoholism' has at its root the meaning in Arabic 'the 

desire to be whole' [ Independent of Sunday , Sunday, 22 November 1998]. 

The compulsión to seek 'enlightenment', a state untouched by fragmentaron 

and suffering is [Firman and Gi la 1997] 'the drive that underpins the addictive 

process as a whole'. Damage repair and wholeness are available to the 

worshipper through faith and practice. Broucek [1991 p78] writes that a 

'shame-glory complex is particularly observable in disorders of narcissism'. 
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He notes that the "propensity of prominent Christian preachers and 

evangelists to bring disgrâce upon themselves [usually in connection with 

s o m e sexual escapade] testifies to the power of this complex". Griffin-Shelley 

[1991] emphasises that ait is not uncommon for sex and love addicts to turn to 

religion as a solution to their addiction". 

Other researchers have observed similarities among différent addicts [Jacobs, 

1997] and have alluded to religious behaviour as behaviour with similar 

characteristics. Will iam James [1982, p426, first published 1902] observed in 

The Varieties of Religious Expérience that the snake and the seraph' abide 

side by side. Religious behaviour and sexual behaviour can corne from the 

same place. They can both be responses to narcissistic damage. This is, I 

believe, the key to understanding much professional misconduct and the 

combined appearance in clients of religious and sexual behaviours that 

altemate, or are perceived to be in conflict, but are held at the same time. The 

co-existence of thèse two pattems, explain Splitting, create high levels of 

shame and requirements for secrecy, ail of which fuel the processes of painful 

affect, low self-esteem, and self-contempt. 

Implications for Counselling and Psychotherapy 

Because i t is impossible to effectively intervene in a process that you do not 

understand' [Sullivan, 2002, p17], aetiological and phenomenological 

understanding becomes fundamental to the treatment of this disorder. 

Research has established the absence of, and the need for, training for 
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psychotherapists to work with the problems of sexual addiction [Birchard, 

2003]. 

The Priorities of Treatment 

Drawing from the literature [Carnes and Adams, 2002], from my own research 

[Birchard, 2000, 2003], from the work done by the Churches Together in 

Britain and Ireland Working Party on Sexual Abuse in the Church, from clinical 

practice and from the experience of parish ministry, the therapeutic tasks for 

these clients can be divided in the following way: 

Recovery Facilitation: 

• Psycho-education 
• Joining a Culture of Recovery 

Psychotherapeutic Restructuring: 
• Family of Origin and Constructing the Narrative 
• Creating Good Lives 

Underpinning these four priorities is the importance, for the therapist and the 

client, to understand the repetitive inter-linking nature of this process as 

cycles of alternating behaviour, each with its own reciprocal momentum. 

Recovery facilitation 

Whatever the theoretical orientation of the treatment provider, there are a 

number of cognitive behavioural tasks that are required for a successful 

outcome. The therapists must provide a place for the client to learn about 

sexual addiction. This can be done by providing a mini-course at the 

beginning of the therapeutic process or by weaving material into the unfolding 

of the process. Teaching about sexual addiction is the priority because sexual 
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addiction is that part of the process that is most damaging and destructive to 

the client. 

Included in the education programme, is direct teaching about the importance 

of group work and a priority for the client to commit and participate in a sexual 

addiction recovery programme. Carnes [1991] suggests, from his research, 

that most recovering sex addicts relapse unless there is an involvement in a 

culture of recovery. For most clients this will, in effect, mean that they will 

a c c e s s and commit to a 12-step sexual recovery programme. Most of these in 

the United Kingdom are London based, but not entirely, and new groups are 

opening up every day. Sexual recovery meetings are also available online. 

One of the recovery programmes, Sex Addicts Anonymous, has a provision 

for 'boundary meetings'. These are meetings specially set up to provide a 

programme of recovery for the clergy, medical doctors, psychotherapists, and 

others who need to attend meetings separate from clients, parishioners, and 

patients. 

Psychotherapeutic Restructuring 

In addition to the educational and behavioural tasks proposed above, there 

are two additional priorities, more usually associated with conventional 

psychodynamic and person-centred approaches. I describe these as 

'restructuring' because they are processes that are reparative on the original 

narcissistic damage. If the cognitive behaviour tasks are to change the 

behaviour, these next two tasks are meant to help change and repair the 
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sensé of self, experienced painfully and as unacceptable, that générâtes the 

behaviour. 

The first task is an exploration into the famiiy of origin and the création of a 

narrative that explains and makes sensé of the client's expérience. The 

narrative helps the client to make sensé of the présent. The construction of 

the narrative helps form and strengthen a sensé of self [Butler, 1999]. The 

second task is the use of the therapeutic relationship to help the client bring 

into his or her life activities and processes that fill the 'hole' that lies at the 

heart of narcissistic damage. This is to use the self of the therapist to effect 

changes in the self of the client and to use the therapeutic relationship to 

create new and changed relationship templates. Furthermore, this is to help 

the client construct and bring into place the components of a rich and 

meaningful life, to fill the inner void and to replace the anaesthetizing 

functions of the addiction with enduring structures and sources of solace. 

Understanding the Cyclical Link 

There are, in the literature, numerous diagrammatic illustrations on sexual 

addiction and on offender treatment, roughly similar, that seek to 

conceptualise and explain thèse behavioural processes [i.e. C a m e s 1983, 

Finklehor 1986, Wolf 1984]. In the process of piloting a sexual addiction 

treatment and training programme, participant feedback particularly endorsed 

the importance of an understanding of the cycles of addiction [Birchard, 2003]. 

Drawing from the work of Fossom and Mason [1986] who propose that 

addictive compulsive cycles are altemating rhythms of control and release, I 

take the view that sexual addiction and religious behaviour are interlinked in 
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Sexual Addiction and Religious Behaviour 
A n Interlocking Cycle 

Fig.l 



that the sexual behaviour represents the release part of the cycle and the 

religious behaviour represents the control part of the cycle. This créâtes a 

figure-of-eight séquence of alternating interlocking behaviours rather like 

bulimia and anorexia. To draw from cycles of offending [Bays and Freeman-

Longo, 1989], the illicit sexual behaviour is followed by a process of 

reconstitution. The religious behaviour makes up this reconstitution and 

contributes to the second part of this cycle [fig. 1]. The récognition of this 

factor is important. The characteristics of the religious behaviour [i.e. 

repentance, confession, dil igence, service] actually move the client to a sensé 

of neediness or entitlement and thus back into the sexually addictive 

behaviour. Unless this cycle is understood and aborted thèse apparently 

antithetical behaviours contribute to one another. It is the acceptance of the 

paradox of powerlessness at the heart of twelve step recovery that makes it 

so effective in addressing addictive compulsive disorders [Fossom and Mason 

1986], effectively creating movement off of, rather than around, the cycle. 

Summary and C o n c l u s i o n 

The purpose of this article has been to examine the links between addiction, 

sexual addiction, and religious behaviour and to consider some of the 

implications of thèse links for intervention and treatment. But sexual abuse in 

the church is not just about sex. When committed by a church leader against 

a staff member or a church member, it is an abuse of power and violâtes the 

duty of care and conditions of trust implicit in the pastoral relationship. Fortune 

[1994] describes this, not just as a misuse of power, but a lso as a violation of 
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role, an exploitation of the vulnerable, and as an act that, because of the 

differential of power, that precludes meaningful consent. 
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Appendix K 

Contents: 

Outpatient Treatment Programme for Men with 
Addictive Compulsive Sexual Behaviours 



Sexual Addiction Treatment Programme 

A 14-week treatment programme for men will be held at the Psychotherapy and 
Counselling Consultation Centre [PCCC], Regents College, Inner Circle, Regents 
Park, NW1 starting Wednesday 10 t h September 2003, 7:30 - 8:30pm. The centre is a 
ten-minute walk from Baker Street Station. On-street parking is available. 

This programme is specially designed to facilitate recovery from distressful and 
unwanted addictive, compulsive, and obsessive sexual behaviours and to promote 
healthy behaviours of choice. The programme is based on the model developed at 
the San Jose Sexual and Marital Center. It is designed to complement one-to-one 
psychotherapy and/or to go along side 12 step recovery. Each group session will last 
one hour. A second programme will start on Wednesday 14 t h January 2004. 

This treatment programme is independent of and unconnected to the School of 
Psychotherapy and Counselling at Regents College, and as such, is not a 
psychotherapeutic service provided by P C C C . 

For information and/or to book an assessment ring 020 7372 3155, email 
thaddeus@birchard.co.uk or write to: 

The Programme Initiator 
The Medical Suite 
Bentinck Mansions 
Bentinck Street 
London 
W1U2ER 

Cost: £600 payable in four instalments of £150 per month and a deposit equal to one 
month only repayable on completion of the programme. The number of places is 
limited so early application is advised. 

Programme Initiator: Thaddeus Birchard BA DipTh MSc 
BASRT Accredited, UKCP Registered 
Psychotherapist and Psychosexual Therapist 
Clinical Associate, Dr Patrick Cames, Meadows Institute, Phoenix, Arizona 

Co-facilitator: John Beveridge, UKCP Registered 
Attachment-based Psychoanalytic Psychotherapist 
Trained with, and currently teaching at, the Centre for Attachment-based 
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy 

This programme is suitable for differing pattems of behaviour, does not discriminate 
on sexuai orientation, and is committed to the avoidance of oppression and the 
pursuit ofindividual dignity and well being. 

Medical Doctors, Psychotherapists, Counsellors or other Health Care Professionals who 
would like more information about treatment modalities, programme orientation or sexual 
addiction in general please feel free to ring on 020 7372 3155. This is an evidence-based 
treatment programme using CORE and supplementary outcome studies. Individual referrals 
for one-to-one work can also be made through the Programme Initiator. 

mailto:thaddeus@birchard.co.uk


Sexual Addiction Treatment Programme 
Please find enclosed information about a treatment programme that 1 am 
running for men with unwanted addictive compulsive patterns of behaviour. 

I have had such a programme in mind for sometime and have decided to 
move forward with itthis autumn with a second programme to start in January 
2004. 

If you would like to any more information for yourself or if you would like to 
suggest this programme for someone else, please give me a ring on 020 7372 
3155 or on the mobile 07949 244582. 

Thaddeus Birchard BA DipTh M S c 
B A S R T Accredited, U K C P Registered 
Psychotherapist and Psychosexual Therapist 

Sexual Addiction Treatment Programme 
Please find enclosed information about a treatment programme that I am 
running for men with unwanted addictive compulsive patterns of behaviour. 

I have had such a programme in mind for sometime and have decided to 
move forward with it this autumn with a second programme to start in January 
2004. 

If you would like to any more information for yourself or if you would like to 
suggest this programme for someone else, p lease give me a ring on 020 7372 
3155 or on the mobile 07949 244582. 

Thaddeus Birchard BA DipTh M S c 
B A S R T Accredited, U K C P Registered 
Psychotherapist and Psychosexual Therapist 



Treatment Programme Information 

The goal of this treatment programme is to help participants let go of 
unwanted addictive/compulsive sexual behaviours and to adopt new 
behaviours of choice. Research suggests that active participation in a group 
committed to recovery is an almost essential component for successful 
recovery. This treatment programme is meant to be complementary to 
individual psychotherapy and/or twelve step recovery meetings. The category 
sexual addiction also includes love and relationship obsess ive behaviours. 

The format that will be used is based on a sexual addiction treatment 
programme developed by Dr AI Cooper at the San Jose Sexual and Marital 
Centre in California. The aim of this group is solely to help people leave 
behind addictive compulsive sexual and romantic behaviours and to learn to 
live sexually healthy lives. Sexual sobriety is not a requirement for group 
membership. 

Meeting Days and Times 

Every Wednesday evening from the 10 t h September to the 1 0 t h December 
with the 17 t h December kept as an extra evening if extra time is required. 

Wednesday 10 / 1 7 / 24 September 
Wednesday 1 / 8 / 1 5 / 2 2 / 2 9 October 
Wednesday 5 / 1 2 / 1 9 / 26 November 
Wednesday 3 / 1 0 / 1 7 December 

Meeting Times: 7:30 - 8:30pm 

Al l meetings will start and stop exactly on time. 

Contacting the Facilitators between Sessions 

The facilitators can be contacted through the Programme Secretary 
Rhona Morris on 07945 244582. 

Cost and Payment: 

Total cost £600 payable in four instalments of £150 that will be collected on 
the first Wednesday of each month. Late payment will be surcharged at £20 
per week. A deposit of £150 is required which is only refundable on the 
completion of the programme. Cheques payable to Thaddeus Birchard. 

Missed sessions 

Each person is only allowed to miss two sess ions and for whatever reason 
and these must not be taken in success ion . Should more than two sess ions 
be missed then the whole programme has to be repeated. 



Contact Between Sessions 

Because sexual addiction is seen as set up in 'disturbed relationships' unlike 
other therapy groups this programme strongly encourages contact between 
members before, after, and between sessions. One of the unique features of 
this programme is that this is felt to be so important that ail members are 
asked to make two programme calls to group members between sess ions. 
E a c h successful call will gain a rebate of £1 per two calls. To get the rebate a 
participant must actually talk to two différent people in the programme 
between each session. It must be an actual conversation and not an email or 
téléphone message. Rebates will be payable on the fïrst Wednesday of each 
month. 

Group members are encouraged to join together for fellowship after the 
meeting. There are various coffee bars, fast food restaurants, and sandwich 
shops around Baker Street and Baker Street Station. 

Respectful Participation 

This treatment programme opérâtes an equal access non-discriminatory 
policy and ail participants are welcomed equally. Ail members are requested 
to be respectful of race, religion, gender and sexual orientation. Violent or 
threatening behaviour is not permitted. 

Any questions, conflicts, or problems within the group, with another group 
member or with either facilitator should be raised within the group sess ion for 
resolution. 

This treatment programme is not suitable for sex offenders. 

Problems and Corn plaints 

These should be raised with the facilitators immediately after the 'check in' 
portion of the meeting. 

Confidentiality 

It is important that the group is a safe place for ail participants and therefore in 
signing this information you are committing to a strict policy of confidentiality. 
What you see here, what you hear hère, let it stay hère. This commitment to 
confidentiality extends to our communicat ion with family members and 
significant others. The only except ions to this are those required by law: i.e. 
offences under the Terrorism Act of the Children Act. The facilitators also 
reserve the right to d iscuss 



Gossip 

Goss ip is to be avoided at ail times. By gossip we mean critical or complaining 
statements, even those disguised as humour, about to third parties about a 
facilitator or another group member. In our expérience gossip undermines 
morale and makes the group feel unsafe for ail participants. 

Completing the Programme 

It is very important to the well being of the individual participant and to ail the 
members of the group that ail participants see the group to its comptetion. 

CORE Outcome Studies 

In order for us to be able to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of our 
treatment programme we ask ail participants to flll in the C O R E outcome 
questionnaire on the first Wednesday of each month. This is an anonymous 
confidential questionnaire that takes about 10 minutes to fill in. It asks nothing 
about your sexual or relationship behaviours and no one can be identified 
from the questionnaire. Signing that you have read this document also 
signifies your consent to participating in thèse évaluation studies. 

First Wednesdays 

On the first Wednesday of each month participants are asked to arrive 
between 7:00 and 7:10 to allow 20 minutes for making payments, receiving 
rebates, and filling in the C O R E outcome questionnaire. 

Mobiles and Pagers 

Please make sure that pagers and mobi les are switched off during group 
sess ions. 




